SMALL COMPUTERS AT BIG COMPANIES
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ARE THE TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
WORTH THEIR SALT?
Kennedy is making good even better.

The 6170 Series 8" Winchester disk drives have always provided unmatched performance for the lowest unit price in the industry.

Now, Kennedy engineering has made the product line even better. And, it still remains the lowest price unit available. Models 6172 and 6173 have capacities of 24.5 and 40.9 megabytes respectively. They feature a linear voice coil positioner and a brushless DC spindle motor located outside of the sealed head/disk assembly to avoid inducing heat into the HDA, which yields high reliability and extends component life. Interface options allow the OEM to select between SMD, ANSI, and our inexpensive Disk Bus.

The 6170 Series has all the essentials: reliability, high performance, low cost, and immediate availability.

If you have never evaluated one of the 6170 drives, we suggest that you do so today, and if you have, we think the product warrants another look. We believe you'll like what you see. We know you'll like the price.

KENNEDY
An Allegheny International Company
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KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL
Koningin Elisabethplein, 8
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Belgium
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DEC, Data General, HP communications costs are down, again

Phone line rates are up, and if you're supporting multiple remote terminals on your main computer—DEC, Data General, HP or any other—chances are you're paying a fortune in communications costs and still not running the terminals as fast as you'd like. And to add insult to injury, you have to put up with the occasional phone line "glitch" which drives your staff crazy.

What you really need is a smart little box that will provide error control for your terminals and allow several of them to share one telephone line. The line savings alone will pay for the concentrator in only a short time, and the error control造福.

MICOM/Micro800/2 Data Concentrator represents a major new breakthrough in low-cost data concentration (sometimes called "statistical multiplexing"). Allowing up to 16 terminals to share a single phone line, it will pay for itself even supporting only a single CRT and printer. It requires absolutely no changes to existing hardware and software, and typical prices are only $1050 for a 2-channel unit, $1400 for a 4-channel version. (Even single-channel versions are available to provide error-free data communications for one terminal installations.)

More than 40,000 Micro800s and Micro800/2s are already in service, having been installed by their users as painlessly as plugging in terminals. And with some of these customers supporting four 2400 bps lines on a single 2400 bps line, it's not wonder that they have been installed.

Send for our free 10-page booklet describing the Micro800/2 and its applications.

MICOM®
MicroComputers for Data Communications™

MICOM SYSTEMS, INC. • 20131 Northfield Street • Chatsworth, CA 91311 • Telephone (818) 998-8944 • TWX 817/424-4810
Regional Sales and Service • Boston, MA • (617) 527-6730 • St. Louis, MO • (314) 776-7223 • Woodbridge, NJ • (201) 760-0126
Other Regional Sales Offices • Atlanta, GA • (404) 434-2400 • Atlanta, TX • (214) 353-8724
MICOM-BERLIN (DE) GmbH • Postfach 150 001 03, 67002 Heidelberg, Germany • (06221) 883844 • (0800) 2241-165

Available now from these stocking outlets:

[Contact information and details]

MICOM/Micro800/2 Data Concentrator - Cutaway Diagram
Our Advanced System/1100 is a new Distributed Data Processing System that satisfies the needs of management, programmers, and users.

It's a system so powerful we've put together a series of comprehensive DDP/Office Automation seminars and system demonstrations to describe its impact on your organization. And your bottom line.

You'll learn that unless a DDP system solves everyone's problems, it really doesn't solve anyone's problems.

The AS/1100, you'll find, is totally consistent with IBM 370 and 4300 systems. So you don't have to retrain your programmers. And you don't forsake your investment in IBM.

The AS/1100 also offers all the powerful Office Automation capabilities that users demand. It's perfectly suited for the remote office environment. And it keeps it all from the central site. And it provides sophisticated networking facilities that give users access to information located anywhere within the organization.

So management gets what it needs, too.

Cost-effective DDP is yet another reward for selecting the Complete Computer Company.

Show me how the AS/1100 satisfies all the needs of my organization. Please.

☐ Send me more information on the AS/1100.
☐ Send me more information on the DDP/Office Automation seminar and demonstration in my area.

NAME

MAIL

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Send request to John Ferrick, National Advanced Systems
350 East Middlefield Road, Mountain View, CA 94043
Office: (415) 953-8515, (800) 227-1984 (outside CA)
(408) 982-816 (within CA)

National Advanced Systems

"Tell the president I can't make it on Thursday. I don't want to miss the NAS DDP/Office Automation seminar. He'll understand."
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It really pays to rent terminals and desktop computers from Genstar REI!

You can rent — right now, off-the-shelf, for as short as 30 days — Hewlett-Packard desktop computers, intelligent graphics terminals, graphics terminals, digitizers and thermal graphics printers. Plus, you can rent dot matrix printers, graphic printers, impact printers and teleprinters from Centronics, HP, Tally, Texas Instruments, Qume, and more. Also, data terminals from ADDS, Beehive, Computer Devices, HP, Lear Siegler, Tektronix, Teledaq Systems, TI, and others. We've also got modems and acoustic couplers immediately available for rent throughout North America. Think of your bottom line in graphic terms. Rent from Genstar REI. Today!

GENSTAR Rental Electronics, Inc.
(800) 227-8409

In California (213) 887-4000, (415) 968-8845 or (714) 879-0561

Show me the savings picture, REI. Send me a Free Catalog now!

☐ It sounds great. Tell me more! Call me at ____________________________

☐ I'm particularly interested in the following equipment:
☐ Send me your new Rental Catalog.
☐ I'd like a copy of your "like new" equipment for sale catalog, too.

NAME ____________________________
ORGANIZATION ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP ____________________________
TELEPHONE ____________________________

Please complete coupon and mail to: Genstar Rental Electronics, Inc., 6307 DeSoto Avenue, Suite J, Woodland Hills, CA 91367 • Genstar Rental Electronics, Inc. 1982

CIRCLE 6 ON READER CARD
CACHE-IN ON FASTER PAGING PERFORMANCE FROM INTEL.

Only Intel can offer you a paging device with twice the performance at half the price. That's the bottom line when you compare Intel's FAST-3800 family of semiconductor disk paging devices to IBM's 3880 model 11.

Here's how you cache-in on this great deal from Intel. Unlike the 3880 model 11, Intel's FAST-3800s typically provide 100 percent coverage of page data sets. That means you get at least twice the performance. For less cash. Because the data sets are there—not out in another disk unit—when the CPU requests them.

You can also benefit from Intel's experience with the microprocessor. (We introduced it in 1971.) The heart of the FAST-3800s is Intel's iSBC™ 86/12 single-board computer. The microcomputer selected by many major DP manufacturers for use in their systems. It is this high-performance microcomputer which other paging devices lack, that uniquely enables the FAST-3800s to either emulate a 2305 or run in VM Native Mode.

Or to perform under DOS/VSE or MVT/VSE" operating systems.
Or function as a data base assist processor with Intel's SYSTEM 2000® data base management system.
And even emulate various direct access storage devices. This adds up to greater performance from a microprocessor-based design. Where software compatibility is no problem.

You can further profit from the FAST-3800s' dependability. The FAST-3800 semiconductor disks are self-healing to ensure the device is virtually fail-safe.

As a matter of fact, a Northeast U.S. hospital equipment manufacturer says, "The FAST-3800 has not been down for even one second since its installation on our 4341 in August, 1981." Dependability is a key part of our performance.

If a problem should arise, Intel product service offices are located in some 60 U.S., Canadian and European cities.

Why pay twice the cash for half the cache? Contact Intel's Marketing Information Office at 800/531-5304. In Texas call 512/258-5171. Or return the coupon today.

Name ________________________________
Organization ________________________
Address _____________________________
City/State/Zip ________________________
Phone ( ) _____________________________
CPU/Operating system __________________

Return to Intel Marketing Information Office, P.O. Box 9968, Austin, TX 78766.

*CIRCLE 7 ON READER CARD*
THE MOST POWERFUL ARGUMENT EVER FOR BUYING A HONEYWELL COMPUTER.
INTRODUCING DPS 88.

Today, data processing professionals must meet growing central site workloads and provide increasing amounts of online service to dispersed users. Obviously these twin demands require an advanced information processing system—one capable of offering a range of flexible solutions. This is why we developed the Distributed Processing System 88, a new, very-large-scale computer system that can support your dp growth throughout the 1980's.

DPS 88, under the GCOS 8 operating system, dynamically balances system resources for the wide variety of processing dimensions used concurrently by large organizations.

Balanced Power.

DPS 88's resources, in either single or dual-processor configurations, are assigned dynamically to serve both batch tasks and interactive requirements. And it's in this area of on-line terminal transactions and timesharing sessions that DPS 88 excels. Through the balanced interaction of system components, computing power can be allocated flexibly to help meet requirements from a variety of locations. The result is increased processing productivity.

Advanced System Technology.

DPS 88 has been systems engineered for complementary operation of all facets of the system. Memory capacity, I/O rates and processing speeds are all matched to help maximize throughput.

At the heart of DPS 88's balanced power is CML circuitry: faster, more efficient, and more dense than conventional TTL. CML achieves high switching speeds, and uses about 50% less power for cooler, more reliable operation.

IC chips are mounted on space-saving ceramic substrates which can hold up to 12,000 logic gates. Temperatures are controlled by a liquid cooling system that's far more effective in removing heat and maintaining the consistent temperature levels that enhance circuit life.

Flexible Software.

Our GCOS 8 operating system lets you tailor DPS 88 to your specific needs. Its modularity allows transaction processing, timesharing, batch, and remote job entry to be scheduled concurrently. Our software functionality permits a wide range of dp structures. And because GCOS 8 operates within Honeywell's Distributed Systems Architecture, advanced networking and communications capabilities are available.

Application Compatibility.

Through advanced technology and software the DPS 88 can serve an unprecedented range of applications. Users can support data entry operations, office automation tasks, factory data collection and a host of other applications for online workstations.

Increased Availability.

To provide optimum availability, a small, independent computer has been connected to all system components. Called the System Support Facility, it reduces start-up time by aiding in initial configuration, hardware definitions, firmware loading, and system booting. During operation it monitors power and cooling indicators and provides fault ID down to the multichip carrier level.

DPS 88 demonstrates Honeywell's commitment to the needs of large-system users through the 1980's and beyond. Let a Honeywell Marketing Representative show you how we can serve your organization.

For more information call 800-343-6294 (within the 617 area, call 552-2264). Or write The Honeywell Inquiry Center, 200 Smith Street (MS 487), Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.

Honeywell

You should see what we do with computers.

CIRCLE 8 ON READER CARD
THE SCAPEGOAT INDUSTRY

November 1962: As must be the case for any young industry, the computer business was highly conscious of its image, and with good cause. In the industry's infancy, and even for quite some time after the first computers were installed, there was very little to worry about, according to a DATAMATION editorial: "Nobody knew we existed, except for an occasional giant brain story and the tv election night nonsense." But round about 1958, people found out that computers were able to do in 3.2 seconds what would take 400 mathematicians six centuries, and computer professionals enjoyed a short-lived celebrity. That celebrity, however, rapidly turned into notoriety, and even villainy, as people began to realize that computers might be able to replace workers.

Indeed, the computer industry became a popular scapegoat for a downturn in the economy and for higher unemployment. But the negative image was born, according to the editorial, at least partly out of a huge ignorance about any possible difference between a computer and an 'automated' coal mine, or, for that matter, an automatic pencil sharpener. It's all automation. And automation means unemployment. And that gets right down into J.Q. Public's pocketbook."

Of course, computer people could have responded, there is a difference between a computer and an electric pencil sharpener, and the effect of computers per se on the unemployment rate is far from clear. But try telling that to the public. Skeptical readers were invited to try a little exercise: "Write an effective answer, in 17 words or less, to this statement: 'There will be 10,000 computers installed next year, and each of them will lay off 44 clerks.' Make it catchy, give it as much emotional appeal to feelings of economic insecurity, and find a way to say it to 15 million people watching on television.'"

Not an easy exercise. And, as a result, the computer industry would get all the blame for unemployment and no credit for anything, the editorial argued. The consequences might not be pleasant. "I wouldn't be surprised to hear of a union contract that specifies that a computer must not be installed. Social ostracism of computer people within a plant will surely become commonplace. I predict, finally, that within this decade a computer will be bombed by a deranged unemployed worker."

What to do? "Our turn as public whipping boy is coming, and soon... maybe it will go away if we ignore it." The same could not be said about the unemployment problem, however.

FJCC, MEET NCC

November 1972: Once upon a time, there was no National Computer Conference. Instead, AFIPS put on spring and fall Joint Computer Conferences. But these semi-annual shows got so big—in 1969, a record 36,000 users jammed Boston's War Memorial Auditorium—that AFIPS began hiding them in "such remote places as Atlantic City, Las Vegas, and Houston." Then the tables turned. The mainframers, with their big booths and big bucks, decided they couldn't be bothered to display twice a year. A recession put many of the smaller companies out of business. The JCCS floundered. In Las Vegas in 1971, only 15,000 people showed up. So AFIPS moved the 1972 FJCC back to Anaheim in the hope of attracting more exhibitors and attendees. But the exhibitors, who would pick up the tab, had already decided that the time had come for a change. The 1972 FJCC was the last of the joint conferences, and the following June the NCC was launched in New York.

The JCCS went out with a bang. Bigger than any previous conference (with 59 sessions and no time for a keynote speaker), the 1972 FJCC had some 150 companies scheduled to display in 410 booths. Thirty of the companies introduced new products at the show. Among the sessions were an update on the use of magnetic bubble materials in a general purpose computer; an exhaustive treatment by 30 speakers in five sessions on measuring the performance of computer systems; a discussion of privacy and security in databank systems; and a speech on information technologies and public policy.

—Michael Tyler
It makes users friendly.

Amazing things start to happen when you use NATURAL for applications development.

Programmers who are always overworked are suddenly on schedule. Applications that seem to be going nowhere start falling into place. And people you've been avoiding for months turn out to be perfectly nice.

NATURAL is Software AG's powerful answer to the problem of programmer productivity. NATURAL is an online, interactive system that can eliminate 90% of the time it now takes to develop new applications or modify existing ones.

Because NATURAL is completely interactive, users can design their own screens, generate application programs, and create ad hoc queries with a minimum of time, effort, and training. And because NATURAL works independently of its operating environment, you can feel free to change operating systems or TP systems without upsetting all the friends you've made.

Best of all, NATURAL makes a perfect front end to ADABAS®, the most comprehensive and flexible data base management system available for IBM 4300, 370, 30XX and plug-compatible mainframes. To find out more about both products, send in the coupon today. And start renewing those long lost friendships.

As of North America, Inc.
11800 Sunrise Valley Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 860-5050

In Europe:
Software AG
Hilpertstrasse 20
D-6100 Darmstadt
West Germany
06151-84072

☐ I'd like to get better acquainted with NATURAL.
☐ I'd like to meet ADABAS.
☐ Please send me information on your free DBMS seminar.

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ______________ State ____________
Zip Code ___________ Telephone ( ) ____________
CPU __________ Operating System ____________________________
Before you buy any
the features of

Mean Time to Repair
Our simple design, quality
components and modular construction
make service easy and quick.
Our average MTTR is a mere 15
minutes.

Drawing Solutions on Screen
The 950's powerful graphics capability can
express complex data as
clear charts, diagrams, graphs,
line drawings or other visuals to facilitate
communication.

Status and User Lines
TeleVideo's 950 checks on its own
operational status. What is the edit mode? Baud rate?
Intensity mode? The 950 reports
its condition while functioning without interfering
with ongoing work.

Programmable Function Keys
The 950 is equipped with twenty-two
user-definable function keys. The operator
can short-cut to desired programs and
save a lot of time.

Editing
TeleVideo's
sophisticated editing features
let you insert or delete characters or lines
with a wraparound feature for
maintaining data as long as
you need it on screen.

Ergonomic Keyboard
The 950's detachable keyboard is
made for operator comfort. Work close to the
screen, or place it on your lap.
You decide what is more comfortable
and productive.

And then check the price.

TeleVideo's 950 offers the features you'd expect
in terminals costing much more than ours. And
most of these features are also offered in our 925,
at even a lower price. Both terminals are built
with TeleVideo reliability, both engineered for high
performance.

Whichever you choose, you can be assured
of the same high quality and
reliability, as well as nationwide service
by General Electric's Instrumentation and
Communication Equipment Centers.

And TeleVideo builds to sales projections,
and does not keep you waiting for delivery. That
means if you order 200 TeleVideo terminals
Smart terminal, check TeleVideo's 950.

Line Lock
You can frequently reserve data by freezing some facts on screen while changing others. This feature eliminates inadvertent changes of field.

Buffered Print Port
TeleVideo's 950 can be used with printers of various speeds, so you won't lose data during slower peripheral cycles.

Transmission Speed
Our baud range is 50B to 19.2Kb, broad enough to accept data for the great majority of applications.

Smooth Scrolling
The 950, like all TeleVideo terminals, offers easy reading of fast-moving information, without those jerking movements that strain your eyes.

Self-testing
Remote troubleshooting feature determines if a service call is really needed, or if the operator can handle the problem. That saves time and money.

Tilting Screen
Just touch a knob to make the screen tilt toward the viewer. There's no need for neck-craning here. The tilting screen is designed for easy use.

See us at COMDEX Booth #2444

TeleVideo Systems, Inc.

1170 More Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

I would like more information about TeleVideo's 950 and 925 terminals.

NAME:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP:
PHONE:

Suggested retail price for TeleVideo's 950, $1125, TeleVideo's 925, $995, excluding applicable state and local taxes — Commercial U.S.A., Alaska and Hawaii.

CIRCLE 11 ON READER CARD
Our EPISODE™ microcomputer is the other 1/2 of a great idea.

Your dumb terminal is 1/2 the investment in a full capability work station. The other 1/2 is our EPISODE — a compact, transportable, full featured microcomputer you plug right into your terminal for local computing capability including stand alone word processing.

EPISODE gives you a cost-effective means to unburden your mainframe. EPISODE plus your terminal — we interface with more than 45 including our 14™ — and a letter quality printer are all the building blocks required for stand alone word processing capability. Add a cut sheet feeder for total automation.

EPISODE's word processing offers more than basic text editing. Features include automatic pagination, scrolls, justification, screen text preview, personalization, and automatic word or phase revision.

What's more, EPISODE's storage capacity of more than 20 MB easily accommodates financial modeling, electronic spreadsheet analysis, forecasting, scheduling, mailing lists, accounting records, expense reporting, statistics and more with the many software solutions Epic has in the works.

EPISODE offers you a choice of two drive options, depending on your specific work station and storage capacity requirements. Dual floppy disk drives provide up to 1.6 MB of disk storage. In the same compact footprint, EPISODE offers a 5.25" Winchester disk drive with more than 20 MB of formatted useable storage. A disk interface includes complete error checking and correcting capability. An 800 KB floppy disk drive serves as a backup.

All this capability is designed into a transportable case measuring 7-1/2" x 9-1/2" x 14-1/2" and weighing less than 20 pounds.

EPISODE utilizes the wide variety of applications packages based on the CP/M® operating system. Now with EPISODE's exclusive SUPERVYZ™, the unique software concept that serves as a translator, teacher and mediator, you can address any CP/M program in plain English. No need for extensive or expensive operator training.

There are thousands of CRT terminals in the marketplace that can be converted quickly, easily to full capability work stations with our EPISODE microcomputer.

That's not only a great idea, but a sound investment. Contact us for information.

CP/M is a registered TM of Digital Research, Inc.
## LOOK AHEAD

### FROM TOKYO TO DETROIT

Word is spreading that Burroughs has its eyes on Hitachi -- and on IBM compatibility. Insiders claim that a top Burroughs corporate vp (rumored to be strategic planner Jerome Jacobson) traveled to Tokyo early this year "armed with proposals, including the possibility of a merger." A follow-up visit to Detroit by Hitachi execs is said to have taken place sometime in the second quarter. Burroughs reportedly is close to signing a deal to market Hitachi's fiber optics networking technology, but sources stress that the Detroit mainframer's interests extend to Hitachi's family of IBM-compatible cpus. That's not surprising in light of an internal estimate floating around Burroughs that its own mainframe base has dwindled from 10% or 11% of the worldwide market to about 6% in the past two years alone. That leaves only the IBM-compatibility route as a last resort to an expanded user base, a point which lends credence to the additional rumor that Burroughs wants to buy pcm-maker Magnuson. Both the Hitachi and Magnuson rumors rated an official "no comment" from Burroughs.

### THE STAR DROPS DOWN

It appears high-flying Storage Tech is losing altitude these days, particularly in thin film product development. Analysts speculate that Memorex and Control Data will probably beat STC to market, leaving the company slim pickings for position in the next generation of storage devices.

### GONE, BUT NOT REPLACED

So who needs a director of marketing? Apparently not Cray Research. The company recently lost Peter Appleton-Jones, the exec vp in charge of marketing and software development, who left to head Applitek, a Boston-based startup in the LAN market. Meanwhile, Cray is not scrambling to find a replacement, confirms president John Rollwagen. Instead, international and domestic sales will report directly to Rollwagen, while software development will slip over to Les Davis, an exec vp and director of engineering.

### RESEARCH INTO IBM RESEARCH

While IBM has publicly set about singing the praises of its research staff, it has privately set in motion plans that insiders say will weaken the technical support infrastructure that is the company's lifeblood. Sources point out that IBM's once-renowned Cambridge Scientific Center -- cradle of the VM operating system's development -- is to be reduced to a market support operation. The plan is to house the center along Boston's Charles River with a group selling per-
# LOOK AHEAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADA ADRENALINE FLOWING</th>
<th>sonal computers to universities. In another move IBM plans to transplant its 42nd Street, New York, Systems Research Institute, father of graduate programs in computer science, to the &quot;exurban&quot; woods of Valhalla, N.Y., thus removing it from the cosmopolitan and cultural stimuli in which it has been nurtured. One source feels that most of IBM's future research moves will be security-driven. &quot;They're building the Great Wall of IBM, driven partly by the FBI sting operation. What IBM will have to realize is walls that keep invaders out often end up preventing intelligence from coming in.&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADA ADRENALINE FLOWING</td>
<td>SofTech Inc., Waltham, Mass., has delivered its Ada compiler to the Army in Fort Monmouth, N.J., and in January the Army will ship the compiler for beta testing at 10 government and commercial sites. Word has it that two groups within the Department of Defense are pushing to get Ada used not only in embedded systems but in commercial dp installations as well. Meanwhile, word from the Ada world is that there are &quot;severe problems&quot; in running Ada on Intel's iAPX 432 micro-mainframe. Sources say it takes as long as 30 milliseconds to run an instruction, meaning there's a bug lurking in the linking instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFTWARE THAT SELF-DESTRUCTS</td>
<td>Applications Software Inc., Torrance, Calif., has instituted what it sees as a trend-setting pricing scheme for software -- usage pricing. Customers for ASI/Inquiry, an IMS query language, henceforth will produce their own bills. The company has written into the program an algorithm that determines use and establishes price on a monthly basis. ASI also has changed its licensing arrangement from a site basis to a cpu basis. When ASI/Inquiry is licensed to a specific cpu, that cpu's serial number is coded so as to make the program self-destruct if it is used on any other cpu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COAST TO COAST</td>
<td>A newly formed, autonomous division of Norway's Tandberg Data A/S has set up business in Orange, Calif., to attack the U.S. market for quarter-inch cartridge tape drives. Tandberg Data Storage Division will offer both 20MB and 40MB drives. Evaluation models are being offered to oems, with delivery scheduled for 30 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUMORS AND RAW RANDOM DATA</td>
<td>Sources say ADAPSO is seriously considering slapping a lawsuit on one of the Big Eight accounting firms....IXO had plenty of takers for its giveaway portable executive terminal, but seems to be having trouble selling it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
100,000* users have a distinct graphic software advantage. They also have ISSCO support.

We satisfy the broadest range of graphic requirements.

ISSCO software has proven to be a key element in the daily lives of decision makers from finance to R&D in all types of companies. TELL-A-GRAF® is our English-language system for end users. DISSPLA® is the industry standard in graphics for your programmers. Together they comprise the most complete and sophisticated family of graphic software solutions available today.

For additional information, call or write:
ISSCO, 4186 Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121, 714-452-0170; ISSCO Deutschland, 0261-38674; ISSCO U.K. Ltd., 01-624-6627.

Name ________________________________
Address ______________________________
City ______ State ______ Zip ______
Phone ________________________________

☐ Send me the book "Choosing the Right Chart." Check or money order for $8.50 enclosed.
☐ Please send additional information about ISSCO graphics software.

* ISSCO has over 100,000 individual users in over 1000 installations worldwide, running on a variety of hardware from IBM, DEC, CDC, Cray, Burroughs, Honeywell, Perkin-Elmer and Univac to Prime.

Support all graphics devices today and tomorrow.

Provide in-house training and on-going seminars.

Offer proven documentation and continual enhancements.
GREAT SOFTWARE ISN'T WRITTEN. IT'S ENGINEERED.

Software engineering means hardnosed quality control. It means extensible architecture. It means strict specifications for reliability and durability. Each provided through intensive research, a disciplined development process and a commitment to excellence.

ENGINEERING FOR THE INFORMATION CENTER.

If backlog is jamming your responsiveness to end-users and you want a strategic, dependable solution you can build upon, you need advanced technology software engineering. And that's what you'll get from Informatics® Answer™ Series software products. The Answer Series satisfies just about every information need your end-user can come up with. “Do-it-yourself” tools for them. Control for you.

ENGINEERING FOR THE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT CENTER.

Don't compromise your mainstream applications with short term approaches. Longevity, efficiency and reliability are crucial. Engineered software is even more important here. Informatics Mark™ Series application generators make your data processing efforts more effective. They increase application programming productivity from two to five times above current levels. Your entire staff can reach new levels of productivity.

It takes the resources of a company like Informatics to meet the information challenges of the 80s. We will continue to be a dominant force in leading edge IBM installations throughout the world. After all, we've been decreasing backlog, increasing productivity, and engineering great software for over 20 years.

Informatics General Corporation,
Software Products Group, 21050 Vanowen St., Canoga Park, CA 91304, (213) 716-1616.

THE SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
0 to 60 without shifting
Alpha Micro introduces its 68000-based line of systems.

A line that provides a growth path from a one-terminal system to a system that supports over 60 terminals.

And it's growth that doesn't sacrifice your software investment because software developed for our one-user system can run on our 60-user system.

The AM-1000. A 10 MB, multi-user system that fits on a desk.

Alpha Micro's 68000-based product line begins with the AM-W100. A desktop business system that supports two users and a printer, offers 10 MB of storage, and provides 128 KB of memory. And with its 32-bit capability, the AM-1000 offers you the kind of performance not available from 8- and 16-bit systems. In other words, it outperforms most of the currently available small business systems.

The price? Under $10,000.

From micro to mini to mainframe with one product line.

Alpha Micro 68000-based computers move from the micro through the mini and even the mainframe categories. You can go from a one-user system with 128 KB of memory and 10 MB of disk storage to a 60-user system with 3 MB of memory and 2.4 gigabytes of disk storage.

A product line that starts so small and grows so large simplifies programming and technical support efforts.

If your business needs a computer, you need Alpha Micro.

The Alpha Micro 68000-based line is the latest, most competitive technology.

- Performance — The Alpha Micro 68000-based product line has the speed and versatility of the very latest and most powerful microprocessor chip.

- Software — The Alpha Micro Operating System...AMOS... is standard throughout the product line. That means software developed for the smallest system can run on the largest system. And AMOS is powerful. It's multi-user, multi-tasking and timesharing. Its device independence allows virtually any standard terminal or printer to be easily integrated into any Alpha Micro system. You choose the exact configuration that meets your needs and your budget.

Finally, AMOS is proven and field-tested, running on over 7000 Alpha Micro systems installed since 1977.

• Service — International service and support.

• Cost — For all these reasons and more, Alpha Micro products offer you an outstanding price/performance ratio.

Find out more about Alpha Micro. T-123

It makes sense to find out more about the 68000-based line from Alpha Micro. Call Alpha Micro at (800) 854-8406. In California, call collect (714) 643-8380. Or fill out and send us the coupon.

Read more at COMDEX booth #2044
**NOVEMBER**

**MicrographiX '82, November 8-10, Washington, D.C.**
This new show evolved from the Government Micrographics Conference and Exposition. Like its predecessor, it will consist of a three-day conference program and a two-day product exposition. Contact Richard Caplan, National Trade Productions, Inc., 9418 Annapolis Rd., Lanham, MD 20706, (201) 459-8383.

**COMPSAC '82, November 8-12, Chicago.**
Sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society, this year’s show is the Society’s Sixth International Computer Software and Applications Conference. Contact Carl Marster, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Room 1C-307, Naperville, IL 60566, (312) 462-5400.

**Comdex / Europe, November 8-11, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.**
On its first trip abroad, Comdex will emphasize business, financial, and marketing topics of interest to independent sales organizations (ISOs). Contact The Interface Group, 160 Speen St., P.O. Box 927, Framingham, MA 01701, (617) 879-4502.

**Electronica '82, November 9-13, Munich.**
Billed as “the world’s largest exhibition of electronic components and subassemblies,” the 10th International Trade Fair will feature exhibits of semiconductors, various types of components, connecting elements, and subassemblies. Contact Kallman Associates, 5 Maple Cr., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450, (212) 652-7070.

**Autofact 4, November 30-December 2, Philadelphia.**
The Computer and Automated Systems Association of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (CASA/SME) sponsors this three-day event, focused on CAD/CAM, computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), and the automated, integrated factory. Contact CASA/SME at One SME Dr., P.O. Box 930, Dearborn, MI 48128, (313) 271-1500.

**DECEMBER**

**CMG XIII, December 12-16, San Diego.**
The 13th International Conference on Computer Performance Evaluation is sponsored each year by the Computer Measurement Group. Contact CMG Headquarters, P.O. Box 26063, Phoenix, AZ 85068, (602) 995-0905.

**ESIT/ASIS Conference, December 13-15, Cairo.**
The Egyptian Society for Information Technology and the American Society for Information Science are cohosting their first international information conference, titled “Infrastructure of an Information Society.” Contact ASIS, 1010 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 659-3644.

**2nd Gulf Computer Exhibition, December 13-16, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.**
The exhibition is the only show in this region devoted exclusively to computer technology. It is organized by the Trade Centre Management Co. in association with Middle East Computing, and is supported by the Ministry of Finance and Industry, United Arab Emirates. Contact Trade Centre Management Co., P.O. Box 9292, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, tel. 472200.

**JANUARY**

**PTC '83, January 16-19, Honolulu.**
PTC is organized by the Pacific Telecommunications Council. This year’s event will focus on communication infrastructures, the “technical, human, and institutional resources that contribute to economic and social development of the Pacific Hemisphere.” Contact PTC, 1110 University Ave., Suite 303, Honolulu, HI 96826.

**FEBRUARY**

**Kuwait Info '83, February 1-5, Kuwait.**
In addition to last year’s equipment demonstrations, the 1983 show will expand to a broader conference and seminar program. For further information, contact Clapp & Poliak International, P.O. Box 70007, Washington, DC 20088, (301) 657-3090.

**Caribbean Expo '83, February 4-6, Paradise Island, Bahamas.**
This computer and electronics expo will operate under the theme “Computers, The Door to Our Progress.” Contact Ormand Vee Co., 1430 Miner Rd., Des Plaines, IL 60016, (312) 397-9572.

**OAC '83, February 21-23, Philadelphia.**
Theme for the fourth annual Office Automation Conference is “Explorations in Office Automation.” For information, contact AFPS, 1815 N. Lynn St., Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 558-3624.

**ISSCC, February 23-25, New York City.**
The 30th annual International Solid-State Circuits Conference is touted as a “global forum,” covering topics that include the design, performance, fabrication, testing, and application of solid-state circuits, devices, and systems. Contact Lewis Winner, 301 Almeria, Coral Gables, FL 33134, (305) 446-8193.

**SECURICOM '83, February 23-25, Cannes, France.**
Also known as the Worldwide Congress on Computer Security and Protection, the goal of the congress is to support the exchange of information on technological, economic, and social aspects of computer protection, data security, and privacy. Contact Peter Hazelzet, SETEP, 8, Rue De La Michodiere, 75002 Paris, France, tel. 073-94-66 or 742-41-00.

**MARCH**

**Compcon Spring '83, March 1-3, San Francisco.**
Get ready to lose your heart all over again, at the latest Compcon show. For details contact Harry Hayman, IEEE Computer Society, P.O. Box 639, Silver Springs, MD 20901, (301) 589-3386.
Some interesting things happen when you sit down at our CIT-161 Terminal.

Like any office worker, video terminal operators are bombarded by a tremendous spectrum of visual and audio stimuli. Add to that their own thought distractions and you begin to see why a single-color display is at a severe disadvantage competing for user attention.

Our CIT-161 Color Alphanumeric Terminal, on the other hand, makes use of some very interesting color phenomena. Which makes a much more efficient terminal ... and makes users a lot more productive.

Studies have shown, for instance, that color can improve user response time by 50%—which translates into faster throughput and decreased time to job completion. Data is made more interesting and easy to follow with the use of color, resulting in less error in interpretation.

Color also has broad attention-getting power, affording the added ability to prioritize data by different hues and create more significant and long-lasting impressions. Not to mention the subliminal conditioned responses we all have to color. (Red, for example, can be used to flag a problem instantly.)

And color dramatically accelerates the learning process. Meaning that training time can be substantially reduced so operators reach full productivity far more quickly.

How will our CIT-161 fit into your system? Perfectly! It's an ANSI-compatible direct replacement for the DEC® VT-100 Series with a full range of advanced video features: 132/80-character column display, single-width or double-width/double-height characters, the unique Window Erase feature, split screen, and more.

Sound interesting? Contact C. Itoh Electronics, Inc. today for more information: 5301 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066, (213) 306-6700. Or call ACRO Corp., exclusive representatives: Irvine, CA (714) 557-5118; Houston, TX (713) 777-1640; Cherry Hill, NJ (609) 667-4114; Chicago, IL (312) 992-2346.
It takes the right tools to build a distributed data processing system that provides up-to-date information out in the field, while maintaining central-site control. Ace Hardware Corp. found the answer in a network of IBM small systems.

An IBM 8100 Information System in each of Ace's regional distribution centers has compressed the time it takes to process orders, while expanding both warehouse and programmer productivity. The 8100s are tied through phone lines to a host IBM 3033N in Ace headquarters in Oakbrook, Illinois. Ace—the second largest chain of retail hardware stores in the U.S.—is a coopera-
tive acting as a wholesaler to 4,000 independent retailers.

**Perfect Fit**

"The IBM 8100 fit perfectly into our long-range information strategy," says Jim Van Wert, Director of Information Services for Ace. "We've been committed to a network tightly controlled from the host site, yet at the same time, able to provide support to our end users. Distributed data processing via the 8100 has accomplished all our objectives, and more."

Van Wert points out that Ace wanted a distributed system that would permit central development of remote application programs, rather than placing DP staff in each warehouse. Ace also wanted to assure the integrity of information at the warehouses through backup at headquarters.

**Dramatic Gains**

"The 8100 has not only met those requirements," Van Wert reports, "it also helped programmer productivity to the point where it took half the expected time to write applications and bring the programs on line.

"We demand the same high degree of service from the companies we deal with as our dealers expect from us. With IBM, we've always received it, from the excellent people who helped us develop the applications to the service representatives across the country who can get there fast if we need help.

"Distributed data processing was waiting to happen at Ace. The 8100 made it happen."

For details on how a network of IBM small systems could help put distributed processing on your map, write IBM, 1 Culver Rd., Dayton, NJ 08810. Or call, toll-free, IBM Direct 1-800-631-5582. Ext. 93. Alaska and Hawaii 1-800-526-2484. Ext. 82.
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Ever since Henco Software joined the Prime Solutions Program, personal computing and applications development has become available to people of all skill levels.

For non-DP people, INFO is a truly functional departmental computing tool. Users can access corporate data or set up their own files. And they can enter and update information, query and generate reports, and write simple applications programs. Henco also offers a range of INFO-based interfaces for document management, graphics, modelling and word processing. All can be run on the same departmental machine. And all with a minimum of technical support.

For the DP department, INFO is a fast application development and design tool. Productivity will soar because system development takes just one-fourth to one-tenth the time as COBOL or FORTRAN. So projects scheduled to take a year can be done in a few months. And because INFO is so easy to use, many users maintain their own applications, allowing the DP department to concentrate on major programming projects.

And for DP management, INFO provides all the advantages of a 4th generation language, plus fast and easy integration into existing systems and files.

Even if you start with a small system, the Prime/INFO combination gives you mainframe performance at a fraction of the cost. And you get Prime's unique full-line compatibility for easy growth, along with state-of-the-art distributed processing capabilities.

All in all, INFO is one of the most versatile and cost-effective software tools available today. In fact, payback can be measured in weeks, not years. Which helps to explain why it's installed at nearly 1000 sites worldwide, from small businesses to giant Fortune 500 companies.

If you'd like to know more about how Prime and Henco are providing solutions for the '80's, write to Prime Computer, Prime Park, MS 15-60, Natick, MA 01760. Or call 1-800-343-2540. In Massachusetts, call 1-800-322-2450.
THE VOICE OF VERBEX
In the Look Ahead sections of both your May and August issues, you have made inaccurate statements about Exxon Enterprises activities in the voice recognition field and in particular about Verbex, a division of Exxon Enterprises.

Contrary to your reports, Exxon Enterprises has not "bailed out" of the voice recognition market, nor is it having "particular problems" with Verbex. We have not "just told... Verbex that plans for an upgraded telephone-input product line would have to be shelved."

More than a year and a half ago, Verbex reoriented its efforts toward continuous speech recognition technology, while naturally continuing to provide support services to the model 1800 telephone-input product line. Today, Verbex has a high accuracy, continuous speech, speaker dependent, microphone-input system in active field testing. Exxon Enterprises has continued to finance Verbex's development activity in speech recognition at levels that have increased annually.

ROGER E. CHANDLER
Exxon Enterprises
New York, New York

CALLING CANADA
Would someone please inform Ted "the U.S. is the only country with a privately owned telephone system" Withington (July Special Report) that just 250 miles north of his Cambridge, Mass., office is a country one fifth larger than the U.S. which has privately owned telephone systems? (Old Alexander Graham was Canadian, eh?)

JOHN SEITZ
Informabec, eng Quebec, Canada

CANADA CALLING
In reading the DATAMATION Top 100 article in your June issue, I noted with interest that Datacrown was included as the 10th ranking computer processing services company with $63.1 million in 1981 revenues. And in the write-up on Datacrown, the company is referred to as the largest Canadian time-sharing company.

Canada Systems Group had 1981 revenues of $101 million (Canadian), and we are the largest Canadian computer services company, with projected 1982 revenues of over $140 million (Canadian). We therefore look forward to being included in the 1983 Top 100 article as a leading Canadian computer services company.

W. W. BEAIRSTO
Canada Systems Group
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

A STAR IS BORN
In projecting the future place of computer movies ("From FORTRAN to Film," August) your writer Jan Johnson accepts some dubious assumptions: "Think about it: 64 channels at the viewer's beck and call, 24 hours a day. It's a thought that gives cable company managers nervous cramps. Where are they going to find enough talent to fill all that air space?"

To which one could raise a few (naive?) questions:
1. Do we have to fill all the available channels if we can only fill them with junk or plastic?
2. Why should cable companies control this resource anyway? They seem to have the same mind set as their fellow "entertainment technology" providers in the major networks, who in a country of 240 million creative and talented people give us the tv fare we all know and endure so well.
3. What about the idea of cheaper, easier access to the new cable channels for all kinds of people—music and drama groups, political and community service groups, talented new writers, poets, and artists (including computer graphics people)!? Let the cable companies manage just the technical end; there are enough creative people to provide the talent, if they can get access.

No doubt Digital Productions Inc. and others will do some fascinating things as they strive to create "a computer-based system that will produce scripts, scenes, people, and most intriguing of all, behavior." Will their end product arouse in us the kind of response we give to the depiction of real human drama? Not very likely. But come to think of it, neither does much of our current tv. Perhaps computer-generated equivalents of Love Boat, Three's Company, etc., would fit right in with what we already get from the major networks.

PETER KENNY
Glenn Dale, Maryland

KUDOS FOR US
I read with interest and fascination your July Special Report, "IBM/AT&T: The Coming Collision." To my knowledge this is the first time in recent years that a major trade publication has focused on these important issues—issues that will affect the way business communicates in years to come. You should be commended for a job...
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well done. I hope you are planning updates on a scheduled basis.

PHILIP F. PAGANO
The Comnet Group of Companies
Garden City, New York

CAPTIVE AUDIENCE

Your August issue (In Focus) notes that some dentists are selling computers as well as using them. My own dentist is one. He was lured into the business a few years ago by two programmers who developed a dental accounting system on minis and got him to help sell it. Believe me, you don’t know what a captive audience is until you’ve sat in a dental chair while some guy holds his thumb in your mouth and tells you about the glories of his report formats.

JOE RIGO
SYSDOC Inc.
New York, New York

BEAUTY MORE THAN SKIN DEEP

Regarding Merrill Cherlin’s article on Mona Lisa (In Focus, June), you perhaps know that Leonardo was a great anatomist and student of the human body. In the case of Mona Lisa, the facts are that Leonardo began by painting a portrait of a human skeleton exhumed from the local churchyard. He then painted the musculature, internal organs, body fat, and finally, the skin. The clothing was no more an afterthought than the skin. But then, Mona Lisa was also not painted from as superficial a viewpoint as her skin. For reference, see Codex Microfilmus, Volume 13.

BRUCE HYMAN
Short Hills, New Jersey

DO WHAT?

As a programmer working closely with hardware engineers, I have discovered a method of easily determining whether a person is a programmer or an engineer. I have decided to share this secret with your readers.

Simply ask the person to convert a large number, such as 65,536, to its “K” equivalent. If he divides by 1,024 and says 64K, he’s an engineer; if he drops the last three digits and says 65K, he’s a programmer.

ROBERT C. FISH
IBM Corp.
Manassas, Virginia

LE FAUX PAS, C’EST MOI!

Even though it has nothing to do with data processing or the General Services Administration, I would have expected someone at Datamation to notice the glaring error in your report on GSA’s proposed new procurement policy (News In Perspective, August). While it was indeed Louis XIV who declared “L’état, c’est moi,” he did so in the 17th century. It was a later Louis, the XVI, who lost his head in the French Revo-
FINALLY...True Ergonomics: the TEC ET80™

Others talk about ergonomics, TEC can put true ergonomics in your office...NOW.

True ergonomics increases job satisfaction, improves office productivity; decreases fatigue induced errors thereby reducing costs where video display terminals are used continuously.

The TEC ET80 includes all internationally known ergonomic standards and recommendations, including the newest and perhaps most important feature in ergonomic design—a Flickerless Positive Display (dark characters on light screen). In fact, results of an independent study show that a Flickerless Positive Display reduces operator errors by 26%!

The TEC ET80 presents an excellent opportunity for quick payback while increasing office productivity.

All the ergonomics/features you need including:

- flickerless positive display (refresh rate well above 60 Hz)
- display adjustable three ways—Tilt/swivel/height
- double height and width characters
- non-reflective housing
- low profile sculptured keyboard
- 18 user programmable function keys
- smooth scrolling
- horizontal and vertical split screen
- 132 character horizontal scroll area
- word processing features (such as word wrap)
- VT100* compatibility (available soon)
- ANSI 3.64 code compatible
- RS-232-C or RS-449 interface

and much more...

TEC, Incorporated
2727 N. Fairview Ave., P.O. Box 5646
Tucson, Arizona USA 85703
Phone (602) 792-2230
TWX 910-952-1377 • TELEX 16-5540

SALES OFFICES:
- Boston (617) 792-2230
- Chicago (312) 655-1060
- Dallas (817) 274-9827
- Los Angeles (714) 383-3111
- Minneapolis (612) 941-1120
- New York (212) 461-5951
- San Francisco (415) 572-1566

DISTRIBUTORS IN MOST INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES
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*Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
A remarkable new instrument. Scanset™ is the first personal information terminal designed specifically for managers... people who need information but have no desire to enter large amounts of data. With the touch of a single button, managers can automatically phone and log-on to data bases like Dow Jones News/Retrieval® and THE SOURCE® Or, they can instantly access their own company computers. Scanset is the perfect way to put information where it's needed. When it's needed. Right on the desk.

Small and economical. Small because managers don't want their desks cluttered. Scanset takes less than a square foot of space. Economical because Scanset costs only $649. And in quantity, the economics get even better.

An autodialer and more. Scanset can automatically dial up to 36 telephone numbers, with room for 34 characters. So calling long distance is as easy as calling home. Because it uses ASCII, Scanset can give you access to virtually any computer in the world. And information can even be printed through Scanset's built-in printer port.

The terminal for systems. If you're planning an information distribution system or better ways to give managers access to the system you already have, look into Scanset. It's the inexpensive management information terminal that doesn't take a lot of management.

USE YOUR PHONE FOR INFORMATION
1-(800) 228-2028 EXT. 61

F.Y.I. IF WHAT THEY NEED IS INFORMATION, THIS IS ALL THEY NEED.
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Mr. Willie Schatz's moderately interesting article on GSA policy is seriously marred by historical ignorance. Louis XIV died of old age in 1715. It was Louis XVI who was beheaded, in 1793, primarily by outraged city dwellers, not at the hands of peasants. I can hardly wait to hear Mr. Schatz's version of the correspondence between the famous King George III and Thomas Jefferson.

KATHLEEN M. MOREY
Fullerton, California

Your news article in August started off with a cute reference to Louis XIV. ("You remember Louis... L'état, c'est moi?") Actually, some of us do remember Louis XIV, the Sun King, who reigned for 72 years (1643-1715) and was succeeded by his great grandson. It is certainly not true that "his listeners handed him his head." Perhaps your reporter permuted his Roman numerals and confused the Sun King with his less illustrious descendant, Louis XVI (1754-93), who lost his kingdom and his head in the French Revolution.

CARLA MARCEAU
nCR Corp.
Ithaca, New York

Willie Schatz's article in the August issue comparing GSA to Louis XIV falters in the face of fact. Louis XIV, the Sun King, died peacefully in bed in 1715, mostly of old age. Louis XVI was the unlucky participant in the close shave party in 1793 [sic]. Oh well, what's one Louis more or less?

EUGENE M. LEWIS
Distribution Sciences, Inc.
Des Plaines, Illinois

Dear Mr. Louis—er, uh, Lewis: Just as your correction suffered from a transposition (i.e., 1973 for 1793), so did our Louis's number (XIV for XVI)—Ed.

WERE YOU WATCHING?

As if transposing the numerals on King Louis weren't enough, we also transposed sections of Eugene I. Lowenthal's article ("Database Systems for Local..." August), as was so kindly pointed out by the many mystified readers who called us on it. For those of you who would like to reconstruct the original line of thought, the last sentence on p. 102 ends with the sentence fragment that begins 14 lines down in the third column of p. 104. All of the text in between those two points should have been situated in column 2 on p. 102, before the paragraph that begins "A more profound..." Our apologies to Mr. Lowenthal and our readers.—Ed.
McCormack & Dodge can afford any 3270 compatible terminal. Why would they choose the least expensive? Control Concepts.

Regardless of the cost, we have to know our 3270 terminals are going to run every time we plug them in. Because that’s how we demonstrate our on-line financial software programs to potential clients. And that’s why we prefer to use a Control Concepts terminal. It goes directly to the demonstration site with us, usually in the trunk of a car. We know it will perform.

The integrated modems allow us to get our terminals on-line instantly. That’s especially critical to us since our business is selling advanced financial software to discerning clients. Plus, when we need a new terminal from Control Concepts, we know we’ll have it within 72 hours.

Regardless of the cost, we have to know our 3270 terminals are going to run every time we plug them in. Because that’s how we demonstrate our on-line financial software programs to potential clients. And that’s why we prefer to use a Control Concepts terminal. It goes directly to the demonstration site with us, usually in the trunk of a car. We know it will perform.

1. At Control Concepts, they build their terminals tough, and then they thoroughly test each one before it ever leaves the factory. On those rare occasions when service is required, we can count on Control Concepts to get us back on line immediately. Usually, the problem can be resolved over the telephone.

2. Reliability: Fast Delivery, Service. We get it all in a Control Concepts 3270 terminal. And best of all, we get it for less money than we’d have to pay for any comparable terminal on the market.

— Bill Holland, Communications Manager McCormack & Dodge

Whether your 3270 compatible requirements are in the office or in the field, there are many more reasons to choose a Control Concepts terminal. Get your own inside story today by calling 800/368-3078 (in Virginia 703/631-0435, in California 714/235-6721). One of our Applications Engineers will explain how easy it is to fit a Control Concepts terminal into your business.

CONTROL CONCEPTS
A DIVISION OF PRESEARCH INCORPORATED
2361 S. Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington, Virginia 22202

I'd like to know more. Please send me the inside story on the
☐ SNA/SDLC CC-3276
☐ BISYNC EM-3275/6
☐ I'd like a demonstration: Please have your nearest sales representative call me for an appointment.

Name
Company
Street
City
State
Phone
Zip
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The highest level query language is one you already know...

ENGLISH

With Intellect™, all you do is type a simple question—any way you want

Before Intellect™, you had to use a complicated query language like this

Intellect is the only true English language query system. It employs the technology of Artificial Intelligence to understand even the complex pronoun references and incomplete sentences that we all use in conversational English. Executives can access data themselves—more easily than ever before—without learning any jargon or "computerese". It's so easy to use it doesn't even have a training manual!

Intellect isn't just for simple questions. The system can combine information from several files to respond to a query, so that a request doesn't have to be confined to a single file. Users can compare different sets of data with one question, as when comparing actual sales figures with projections. Managers make better decisions with all this information instantly available at their fingertips.

Eighteen months ago true English-language data retrieval was not even possible in everyday commercial applications. Although Intellect is a recent and dramatic development, it is already hard at work at over 100 installations in major Fortune 500 companies. It has been hailed by publications such as Business Week and Fortune as the first product to put Artificial Intelligence to practical commercial use.

Intellect is used in a wide variety of businesses, such as manufacturing, banking, insurance and retailing—because the system incorporates a lexicon tailored to the way your company does business.

Intellect's ability to understand English is so unique that leading software companies have arranged to integrate it into their product lines. Intellect is marketed by Cullinane Database Systems under the name "On-Line English". Management Decision Systems offers Intellect as "ELI—English Language Interface". Information Sciences markets Intellect with their human resources package as "GRS Executive".

Intellect also interfaces directly to ADABAS, IDMS and VSAM, as well as dealing with sequential files. You don't have to learn a complex formal language to talk to your computer any more. Intellect already speaks your language. We'd be delighted to hear from you.

Richard Bibaud, Vice President of AVCO Corporation's Systems Division, was immediately able to use Intellect's plain English capability to retrieve information from his company's computer.
As we walked into the Second Avenue pub we had no trouble spotting the tall, angular figure of our friend Persiflage Melon draped over a stool at the end of the bar.

Melon, a highly successful management consultant and noted amateur ichthyologist, was gazing moodily into his mulled wine.

"I'm glad you got here so fast," he said. "It's an emergency."

Melon's enigmatic phone call, hinting of dark disasters, had drawn us out of the office and into the raw, early dark of a late afternoon in November only minutes before.

What's the matter, we asked, ordering a beer and settling down beside him.

"It's Glynnis," said Melon. "She's addicted."

We were shocked. Glynnis and Melon had been together for some time now and we felt that finally he had found his soul mate. Glynnis had grown to maturity in the '60s in Haight-Ashbury. A free spirit, she is given to somewhat eccentric dress (as is Melon), and at any given moment might be studying the I Ching, conducting a group session in creativity, planning a trip to the Amazon, or stripping furniture. But we knew that her experience with drugs had been voluntarily limited to a few LSD trips and an exploratory puff or two of marijuana. And that was 15 years ago.

What is it, we asked? Pills, coke, heroin? Has she become a Valium junkie?

"Oh I wish it were that simple," Melon groaned. "No, no, it's far worse. She's hooked on a TRS-80 and I can't pry her loose from the thing."

"She canceled our Club Med Caribbean cruise because it conflicted with a Dungeons and Dragons convention. She's off looking at modems and checking out database management software. She sits at that damn machine day and night doing spreadsheet analysis and learning Latin roots and prefixes just for kicks. Last night she was talking about running out of memory and adding a Winchester drive..."

this is my little Glynnis who just two months ago didn't know an interface from a pterodactyl. I hear that damn matrix printer in my dreams."

He dipped his magnificent mustache into his wine. "I'm losing her to a personal computer," he said glumly.

Our heart went out to him. We had seen this affliction too many times before to not to recognize the seriousness of the situation. It's common enough nowadays, often having its roots in a chance visit to an arcade. Sometimes the computer junkie recovers, sometimes not. As we fumbled to form some sort of consoling reply, the door to the pub burst open. In strode Glynnis, looking resplendent in a tam-o'-shanter and a multicolored coat that appeared to have been fashioned from the remnants of a Kurdish tent.

"Melon, my love," she said, "I've been acting like a character out of Tron. I've realized that I've let a computer come between us. Some sort of primordial urge to restructure the universe came over me. It's all been a bad dream, but it's over. The Caribbean trip is back on and right now I'm taking you to the Woody Allen film festival."

With a sigh of relief we watched the happy couple head for the pub door. It had been a close call.

But as we watched Glynnis gallantly open the door for Melon (he'd been at the pub far longer than we), we heard her say, "Melon, sweetie, you know Christmas is just around the corner, and I saw the cutest little daisy-wheel printer on sale just the other day..."

Some addictions are harder to shake than others, we mused, signaling the bartender for another beer.

*
No Other Information Management Software Makes It This Easy To Manage Information. Or The Software.
It's no secret that your department is being overwhelmed by management's insatiable need for information. Nor is it news that you can't possibly satiate these demands—even if you increase your programming staff—without software that allows you to do two things:

- Computerize new applications faster, and make all information available in an easily accessed database.
- It's available at every organizational level.

First, because Data General's CODASYL-compliant DG/DBMS gives you instant access to all vital information and is incredibly rich with powerful features, including remote database access with Data General's networking software; transaction-based recovery; and productivity enhancers that help programmers learn the database and interactively define schemas and subschemas.

Second, Data General's sophisticated TPMS lets your programmers easily construct the framework they need to manage transaction processing and lets them interactively test screen formats before they're programmed.

And third, Data General's PRESENT™ software—with its interactive graphics—makes information available at every organizational level. And we can offer you PRESENT software totally integrated with our CEO™ Comprehensive Electronic Office system. All of which gives your users a powerful desk-top tool for automating their offices, accessing the information base and generating their own reports.

So if you're looking for software that lets you stay on top of your management's demands, instead of their staying on top of you, you're looking in the right place.

For more information write to Data General, Dept. IRM-3, 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.
Mini sales are slowing as the micro comes on strong; networking is increasing in popularity.

by John W. Verity

Like the rest of the industry, the small computer market looks like it has a tough year ahead of it, according to this year’s DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. survey of small computer users. The traditional mini will suffer the most as the personal computer and other micro-based systems steal away new installations and erode existing ones.

This year’s survey, taken in July, is based on responses received from 6,743 DATAMATION subscribers throughout the U.S., who said they have more than 44,000 small computers, office systems, and intelligent terminals installed. More than 3,300 of the respondents in the survey said they also had already purchased and installed personal computers, which are the subject of increased analysis this year.

In total, for all applications, 3,278 respondents reported taking delivery of 13,242 minicomputer systems with an estimated purchase value of about $900 million during the 12 months preceding the survey. For the subsequent 12 months, 2,466 users reported plans to purchase 14,542 systems valued at roughly $950 million.

Minicomputer industry shipment growth in the area of 12% to 13% is projected for the year ending June 1983, a figure sharply lower than the more than 23% growth forecast in last year’s survey. The figures are adjusted to take estimated new users into account.

Those new users remain a significant source of minicomputer industry growth, but the rate of expansion from them continued to slow, a trend that has been evident for several years. This year’s figures showed a 7% growth in new users over 1981, compared to 11% last year over 1980. The overall growth rate for the past eight years is 19%.

Over the past five years, the new user compound growth rate for the overall

* 4.1% from a single site large end user purchase of 106 Prime 250 systems.

** Significant share increase indicated for SEL also.
FIG. 2
EIGHT PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS PLAN TO IMPLEMENT LOCAL NETWORKS

Query: Will your organization install a non-phone line local area network (such as Ethernet) during 1982/83?

- Ethernet by far most frequently cited.
- Some confusion among minority of respondents re definition of local network.

FIG. 3
DEC AND IBM ENJOY HIGHER THAN AVERAGE INCIDENCE OF SINGLE-SUPPLIER PROCUREMENTS

Query: How many separate vendors (i.e., manufacturers) did you consider before making your most recent minicomputer acquisition?

- Suggest that Prime, Wang, etc., more aggressive in going after business outside of preexisting customer base.

Industry growth of 12% to 13% is projected for the year ending June 1983, a figure sharply lower than the 23% forecast in last year’s survey.

DBMS usage is expected to grow 17% compounded over the next two years, while network software is pegged at 35% for the same period. Some 28.3% of the respondents said they were using mini DBMS software and another 10% said they will install it for the first time in the coming year. As for network software, 9.2% of all respondents are using it, with another 7% planning to add it during this year and next.

Some interesting data concerning the field of local networking were revealed by this year’s survey. Asked what the primary mode of minicomputer use was, respondents showed a discernible increase in peer networks, or connecting minis to each other without an intervening host. This year’s figure of 5.7% of sites using peer
There's a time and place for storage. For raster. And for both.

Only Tektronix offers you a choice of two distinct yet compatible graphics technologies. So you can begin each new application with one basic question: "What kind of graphics will do the job best?"

Choices include Tek's exclusive, direct-view storage tube (DVST). Raster. And "write-thru" option, a powerful merger of both.

DVST is vital to the most complex tasks, such as electrical and mechanical design and cartography. Its high edge acuity, image stability, and perfect arcs and diagonals make DVST essential to environments dealing with precise, extremely dense graphics data.

Raster may be your best value for tasks in which color or easy editing outweighs the need for DVST's exacting detail. Tek 4110 Series raster terminals offer 60 Hz non-interlaced displays for the best in flicker-free viewing. Their unique segments capability offers exceptional interactivity with graphics data.

Tek color raster lets you select from thousands of colors. You can use graphic segments, true zoom and pan, plus patterns and surfaces, for the enhanced data discrimination required by many CAD and analysis environments.

Draw the best of raster and storage from the "write-thru" mode on Tek DVST displays. With write-thru, you can scale, drag and edit selected, high-resolution refresh segments. Optionaly, you can show these segments in a contrasting color, at different sections or layers of complex displays.

Many applications benefit by the service of both technologies. So Tek designs immediate compatibility among all its 4110 Series raster and storage terminals. We support them with modular PLOT-10 IGL, the world's most popular SIGGRAPH "core" software.

Assure yourself of the right technology for all times: ask your Tek Sales Engineer for the complete picture. For the

address and phone number of the Tek sales office nearest you, call or write:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc
P.O. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only: 800/452-1877
Telex: 910-467-8708
Cable: TECKRONIX
Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex: 18312 18328
Canada
Tektronix Canada, Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700

Demand
The Graphics Standard
networking is up from last year's 4.0% and is thought to signify the increasing use of local networking.

Host networking accounted for 12.2% of the sites responding while 65.9% said they ran standalone minis interactively; the remaining sites ran standalone batch systems.

In response to a question of whether they intended to install non-phone line local networks, 8% of the respondents said they would during 1982-83. Of those, 20.9% said they would use the Ethernet scheme promoted by Xerox, Intel, Digital Equipment, and a host of other firms. After that came 8.7% for Datapoint’s Arcnet, 8.3% for Wangnet, 5.8% for DECnet, and 5.1% for the Corvus/Omninet designed for Apple computers. Some confusion was seen in the respondents’ understanding of the definition of a local network, perhaps because the concept is a relatively new one.

Interestingly, local networking seems to have gained more interest among the mini users in this survey population than

**Users continue to be loyal to their mini suppliers; 82.6% said they had no plans to switch.**

was seen in a sample of IBM mainframe users surveyed by DATAMATION/Cowen earlier this year (May, p. 34).

Each year the mini-micro survey investigates what factors are important to users in selecting their machines. As has been the case in the last two years, hardware reliability is the main factor, followed by vendor reputation.

Asked if they expected to change principal mini suppliers over the next 12 months, 10.7% of the responding sites said they were seriously considering it, 6.7% said would make a switch, and 82.6% said they had no such plans. The comparable figures from last year’s survey were 11.3% considering, 7.2% yes, and 81.5% no.

In terms of the vendors as principal suppliers, Tandem continued to show the highest loyalty among customers, with only 7.5% of its sites saying they were planning or considering a switch. Last year the firm showed a figure of 0.0%. DEC and IBM also fared well at 11% each. The highest risk of defections was seen in figures for Northern Telecom, with its aging base of Data 100 and Sycor equipment; ModComp; Computer Automation; and Univac, which a few years ago took over the Varian Data customer base.

Software support was the most cited reason for considering a switch of vendors, particularly among end users. OEM/systems house respondents cited price and software support as the main factors in considering a change.

Until the end of 1981, customers of DEC had stated to previous surveys that they

---

**FIG. 4**

**APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS VS. MINICOMPUTERS**

Query: Who primarily develops the applications software for your organizations?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal Computers</th>
<th>Minis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL DP GROUP</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USER DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUALLY IN-HOUSE</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEMS VENDOR</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER OUTSIDE SOURCE</td>
<td>51.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 5**

**INTEL STILL THE MOST FREQUENTLY CITED MICROPROCESSOR CHIP SUPPLIER**

PERCENT OF SITE MENTIONS

- **Intel**: 41.3%
- **Motorola**: 24.1%
- **Zilog**: 18.2%
- **RCA**: 18.0%
- **National Semi-Conductor**: 3.3%
- **Rockwell**: 10.0%
- **Other**: 21.7%
- **Other**: 2.2%
- **Other**: 9.0%
- **Other**: 1.4%
- **Other**: 1.4%

- Lineup among top three unchanged during past five surveys.
- 25% of these sites planning 16-bit microprocessor purchase during 7/82-12/83, up from 13% in 1/81-6/82.
"THE COMMODORE 64 COULD BE THE MICROCOMPUTER INDUSTRY'S OUTSTANDING NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION SINCE THE BIRTH OF THIS INDUSTRY."

-SHEARSON/AMERICAN EXPRESS

The Commodore 64, to judge from the above comment, is generating as much excitement among the people who invest in companies as it is among the people who run them.

The reason for this is that, for the first time, high-level computer power is limited only by the inclination to have it, rather than the means.

HALF THE COST = TWICE THE PRODUCTIVITY.

This simple equation reflects the Commodore 64's most basic—and outstanding—qualifications.

Its standard memory is 64K. Which is unusual enough in a micro at any price.

At $595, it is astonishing.

Compared, for example, with the Apple II+® the Commodore 64 offers 33% more power at considerably less than 50% of the price.

Compared with anything else, it's even more impressive.

And if you're a businessman, it can effectively double your computer-equipped work force.

PILE ON THE PERIPHERALS.

Because the basic cost of the Commodore 64 is so low, you can afford more peripherals for it. Like disk drives, printers and a telephone modem.

For about the price of an Apple II+ computer alone, you could equip your company with a Commodore 64, disk drive, printer and modem.

HARD FACTS ABOUT SOFTWARE.

The Commodore 64 will be able to run virtually any program important to business and industry.

Commodore software will include an electronic spreadsheet; business graphics (including printout); a user-definable diary/calendar; word processing; mailing lists; an electronic mail program; and much more.

Even programs that can teach operators how to program.

It is programmable in BASIC.

With the added CP/M® option, you can have access to hundreds of existing software packages.

In short, its applications are virtually limitless.

THE FUN SIDE OF POWER.

The Commodore 64 can become very playful at a moment's notice.

You can use it with Commodore's game cartridges or invent your own diversions. All will be enhanced by brilliant video quality and high resolution graphics (320 x 200 pixels, 16 available colors, 3D Sprite graphics), plus its own unique music synthesizer.

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE.

If you've been waiting for the "computer revolution," consider it as having arrived.

Through its 25 years of existence, Commodore has been committed to delivering better products at lower prices.

Today, the company's vertical integration has resulted in the Commodore 64's price performance breakthrough heralded by Shearson/American Express.

So if you run a company, you couldn't make a more cost-efficient capital investment.

For more information, contact your local Commodore dealer, or send in this coupon.

CIRCLE 30 ON READER CARD
were upset with the company’s inability to deliver equipment fast enough, but that log­
jam has since been cleared up. Among
those sites considering a switch of main
vendors, only 5.8% of those with DEC as
that vendor were considering a switch be­
cause of delivery schedules. Last year the
figure was 19.3% and the year before.
The trend toward single-supplier
procurements of all types of mini-based
systems—small business machines, tradi­
tional minis, intelligent terminals, and of­
office systems—continues. In those catego­
ries 32%, 37%, 31%, and 28% of all sites,
respectively, said they were considering a
single source. In general, the data suggest a
continuing process of consolidation favor­
ing already established suppliers.
DEC and IBM, according to the sur­
vey, enjoy a higher-than-average incidence
of single-supplier procurements. In con­
trast, it appears that Wang and Prime are
more aggressive in going after business out­
side their existing customer bases. Also, the

**The strongest peripherals shipment growth this year will be in small hard-disk drives and graphics terminals.**

...data show that Hewlett-Packard is the most frequent competitor of DEC while IBM is the most frequent competitor at HP sites.

In addition to investigating central processors, the survey questioned users about their buying plans for peripherals to attach to those systems. On average, 63% of the responding sites said they specify the cpu supplier for peripherals as well. The vendor that gains the most peripherals sales from its processor users is HP, with an 81% share. It is followed by Wang, IBM, Data­
point, Tandem, and Honeywell, which are
all above average. Below average, in order, come DEC, Data General, Perkin-Elmer, and Prime.

The strongest peripherals shipment growth this year will be in small hard-disk drives and graphics terminals. Disks under 50 megabytes are enjoying a shipment growth rate of about 103% compared to last year, while the terminals show a rate of 76.7%. The leading disk suppliers are Inter­
national Memories Inc., Seagate Technol­
y, and IBM, while the terminals suppliers
named most by respondents were DEC, HP,
and Data General.

DEC is the leading peripherals supplier to the survey’s population, selling the largest share of hard disks over 50 megabytes, graphics cts, and add-on memories. Shugart gained the top slot in supplying floppy disk drives over Micropolis, according to survey data.

The amount of disk storage being
attached to minicomputers is on the rise
again after the plateau seen in last year’s
survey. The average amount of disk storage
on systems this year was 262 megabytes,
NCR makes Interactive Programming easier from start to finish

NCR's new Interactive Virtual System software now leaps the formidable gap between batch system files and workstations where transactions occur. It introduces greater facility into programming to make your hard pressed programmers more productive than ever before.

Common Syntax
It's convenient. With IVS, you use the same syntax to address the system in both the interactive and batch modes. The System Command Language features and options provide access to the VRX operating software either way. A batch job may even be initiated from an interactive terminal.

Interactive Programming and Debugging
IVS provides powerful tools to increase programming productivity. Three of the eight modules help the programmer to write, rework and debug programs directly, through an interactive terminal. One can work through a complete program development cycle, from initiation to debugging, in a single session — interactive from start to finish.

Security
IVS cooperates only with prequalified people using a designated terminal at the right time of day. It gives them access to specified commands and peripherals for up to a given length of time. And it may require a delay between sign-on attempts. All based on management discretion.

Get the Whole Story
For more information on the Interactive Virtual System and the V-8500-II Data Processing Systems that make it work, just phone 1-800-CALL-NCR. (From Ohio, call 1-800-543-4470).

Or write to Interactive Virtual Systems, NCR Corporation, Box 606, Dayton, Ohio 45401.
THE
THREE PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
EXPERTS SAY
"BLOW EVERYTHING
ELSE OUT OF
THE MARKET."
Once in a great while, personal computers come along that drive the
normally staid computer press to extremes of praise. The personal
computers made by Digital Equipment Corporation are
such an example. These are the personal computers
about which industry analysts such as The Yankee
Group have said: "... comparing other currently
available personal computers to (Digital's) Professional series is like
comparing a sub-compact car to a Porsche."

And further: "The trio of personal com-
puters will blow everything else out of the market."
The Yankee Group was not alone. From
the Rosen Electronics Letter: "Digital offers more storage, more
memory, more expansion, more columns, and a higher performance
central processor." And from The Gartner Group: "... the hardware
specifications, design, and future upgrade planning appear superb."

What could inspire such remarks? Perhaps it was a feature
like Digital's bit-map graphics—a graphics capability that makes yester-
day's graphics look like yesterday's news. Or maybe it was the overall
idea of a personal computer that could do more than one thing at
a time. Or storage. Or memory. Or the idea of using two central
processors instead of one.

Wouldn't you like to find out a little more about Digital's
personal computers? Call 800-DIGITAL and we'll
send you our free brochure. Or write: Digital
Equipment Corporation,
129 Parker Street, Maynard, MA 01754.

And if our words aren't good
enough? Ask anybody else.
compared to last year's figure of 143 megs and the year before's figure of 149 megs. (The numbers relate to disks attached to the last system purchased.) It is thought that the data reflect a greater strength in high-end systems such as DEC's VAX. Tandem led the pack in average disk size, with 502 megs attached to its average system. At the other end of the scale was Datapoint with 64 megabytes and Northern Telecom with 28 megs.

Average main memory size of minicomputers also continued to rise, this year reaching 551,000 bytes. Last year's comparable figure was 383,000 bytes. The increase was seen in equipment from almost every vendor. A more dramatic growth in main memory was seen in microcomputers, where the average size this year was 95,000 bytes compared to 55,000 bytes last year. This clearly bodes favorably for memory chip suppliers, who can expect to sell very large unit volumes.

In terms of peripherals purchases for personal computers, 79% of users running such machines said they bought printers, 74% bought monitors, 79% bought floppy disks, and 31% bought rigid disks.

The survey this year revealed a shifting pattern of distribution in the minicomputer system market. The oems/systems house and dealer/distributor categories each showed a slight increase as the channel by which respondents received their machines. Shipments directly from manufacturers fell slightly from last year's survey, while retail stores did not change at all. A small increase in sales through used equipment dealers was seen, possibly indicating an increasing maturation of the traditional mini market.

Pricing and discounts as competitive tools were seen as particularly important to Prime, Perkin-Elmer, and Texas Instruments. As expected, IBM was at the low end of the list of discounters.

Outright purchase remains the predominant mode of acquiring minicomputer equipment. In terms of dollar value, Data General, DEC, and TI machines were leased (largely via third parties) least often, Datapoint and IBM most frequently.

The survey data show DEC increasing its total market share, largely as a result of projected VAX and PDP-11/23 shipments. In the past 18 months, DEC held a 34.5% share of the dollar value of minicomputer shipments, but in the coming 18 months respondents indicated they would spend 39.5% of their minicomputer money with DEC. Close behind was IBM, which had comparable figures of 14.2% for the past 18 months and 13.7% for future spending.

The numbers relate to disks attached to the other end of the scale was Datapoint with 64 megabytes and Northern Telecom with 28 megs.

Average main memory size of minicomputers also continued to rise, this year reaching 551,000 bytes. Last year's comparable figure was 383,000 bytes. The increase was seen in equipment from almost every vendor. A more dramatic growth in main memory was seen in microcomputers, where the average size this year was 95,000 bytes compared to 55,000 bytes last year. This clearly bodes favorably for memory chip suppliers, who can expect to sell very large unit volumes.

In terms of peripherals purchases for personal computers, 79% of users running such machines said they bought printers, 74% bought monitors, 79% bought floppy disks, and 31% bought rigid disks.

The survey this year revealed a shifting pattern of distribution in the minicomputer system market. The oems/systems house and dealer/distributor categories each showed a slight increase as the channel by which respondents received their machines. Shipments directly from manufacturers fell slightly from last year's survey, while retail stores did not change at all. A small increase in sales through used equipment dealers was seen, possibly indicating an increasing maturation of the traditional mini market.

Pricing and discounts as competitive tools were seen as particularly important to Prime, Perkin-Elmer, and Texas Instruments. As expected, IBM was at the low end of the list of discounters.

Outright purchase remains the predominant mode of acquiring minicomputer equipment. In terms of dollar value, Data General, DEC, and TI machines were leased (largely via third parties) least often, Datapoint and IBM most frequently.

The survey data show DEC increasing its total market share, largely as a result of projected VAX and PDP-11/23 shipments. In the past 18 months, DEC held a 34.5% share of the dollar value of minicomputer shipments, but in the coming 18 months respondents indicated they would spend 39.5% of their minicomputer money with DEC. Close behind was IBM, which had comparable figures of 14.2% for the past 18 months and 13.7% for future spending.

Next was HP with 9.8% past and 9.0% future spending.

In the small business systems submarket, IBM led with a 30.0% share of past 18 months' purchase value and a projected 24.2% for future spending. DEC followed with 14.7% past and 14.9% future. It was shown that HP, Tandem, and Wang are picking up share in the small business systems segment, as is newcomer Convergent Technologies. The drop in projected IBM shipment values was attributed to the aging System/34 product cycle. Sizable declines were also seen for Data General (dropping to 6.3% from 4.8%), Honeywell, and Burroughs.

In the traditional minicomputer market, DEC was far ahead of the pack in terms of percentage of 18-month-past and future purchase values. The firm showed a 44.1% rating for the past 18 months and a 47.1% share for future purchases. Next was IBM, with 9.4% past and 11.0% future, indicating perhaps that its Series/I product is still gaining in this market. IBM has garnered a strong second place in the minicomputer market a mere six years after entering it with the Series/I.

Prospective shipment trends look weakest in the traditional minicomputer segment of the market, according to the survey data. But in sharp contrast, the personal computer segment is expected to experience a 99% increase in unit volume and a 114% increase in dollar volume with about half of the growth projected to come from new users. Roughly 60% of previous users are planning to purchase personal machines in the current year as well. The average number of units will be six or seven and the average price per unit will be $4,600, according to the survey.

Thus it appears that the personal computer market will be a significant source of incremental growth for those minicomputer manufacturers who can effectively participate in it.

Growth in the traditional mini market is coming more and more from the 32-bit arena, where unit and dollar volumes are ahead of the overall market's growth. In terms of units, planned purchases of 32-bit machines for the year ending June 1983 will make up 11.8% of overall minicomputer unit shipments. In terms of dollars, however, those machines will make up 36% of
New designs for IBM users.

These are Informer's small 370 terminals. They are IBM 3270 compatible. Use them as stand alone displays or with our 374 controller for multiple display stations.
How many people do you know who have had open heart surgery? Meet another.

She's not 50 or 60. She's only 8. And this is her third operation. The open heart surgery will help her lead a normal life. Each year, 25,000 children are born with heart defects which can disable them for life.

The American Heart Association is fighting to reduce early death and disability from heart disease and stroke with research, professional and public education, and community service programs.

But more needs to be done.

You can help us save young lives by sending your dollars today to your local Heart Association, listed in your telephone directory.

Put your money where your Heart is.

American Heart Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

### IN FOCUS

#### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>1980 SURVEY</th>
<th>1981 SURVEY</th>
<th>1982 SURVEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Four</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Automation</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>46.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data General</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datapoint</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Phase</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Automation</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett-Packard</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeywell</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microdata</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modcomp</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCR</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Telecom/Syncor</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkin-Elmer</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandem</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilic/Varian</td>
<td>22.6/23.3</td>
<td>26.7/38.5</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Sites</strong></td>
<td><strong>17.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>18.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>17.4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Tandem continues to enjoy highest degree of customer loyalty.
- Consistently high also for IBM and DEC.
- But some deterioration in this year's data for HP and Prime, albeit to still better than aggregate percentages.
- Negative trend of past two years for Datapoint and Data General persisted in 1982 survey.

This is occurring despite a modest drop in the 32-bit system unit price, generally attributed to a changing mix of systems at DEC, the 32-bit leader, to newer, smaller VAX systems.

In fact, DEC's share of the 32-bit market is even greater than its share of the total market and it is growing. Survey respondents indicated that 66.4% of their 32-bit system purchases will be from DEC during the 18-month period ending in December 1983. Following DEC are Wang, with an 8.9% share; Prime at 7.6%; SEL at 7.5%; and Data General at 5.0%. Perkin-Elmer's share will drop from 5.0% of purchases made in the previous 18 months to 3.9% in the next 18-month period.

Interest in personal computers was found to be proportional to the organization's size. For companies under $50 million in annual revenues, only 21.5% said they would emphasize personal computers for future small system applications while in the over-$500 million category, 30.4% of respondents said they would do so.

Potential incursion of the personal computer into minicomputer markets seems strongest in the office systems segment. The machines will be used most, the survey indicates, by organizations involved in education, insurance, and business services and least by communications suppliers, utilities, and wholesale/retail operators.

Fueled by IBM's entry into the personal computer market, the year-to-year expansion of personal/desktop computers was even more rapid in 1982 than a year ago. The latest three-year compound growth rate for such machines was 109% for all sites, 87% for personal use, and 113% for organizational use. The figures from last year's survey are 106%, 94%, and 107%, showing that organizational use of the machines is growing faster than personal use. Indeed, 86.7% of the machines purchased by respondents will be for organizational use.

IBM's entry into the market has...
ONE COMPUTER CAN'T RUN ALL THIS SOFTWARE.

From the beginning, we designed the 1025 to meet the demand for both host and personal processing at HP3000 sites. With the touch of a key, you select either the flexibility of our HP-compatible 825 terminal or the problem solving power of a personal computer. All from one integrated, transportable unit.

As a terminal, the 1025 delivers everything you need for true interaction with your host programs. Like a selectable 80 or 132 column display. Programmable function keys. On-screen, programmable labels. And enough display memory (32K minimum) to handle all HP3000 block mode software.

As a personal computer, the 1025's dual Z-80 architecture, 128K of memory, and up to 1.2 Mbytes of disk storage let you run the vast array of CP/M compatible software. Without running up a tab for additional hardware.

And for the first time you can store, back up, and distribute all your programs and data under the HP3000 file system. Our Direct-Link 1025 communications package lets you transfer ASCII and binary files to and from the HP3000, error free, for increased security and data integrity.

(For applications needing only host processing, like data entry or retrieval, you'll find that installing an 825 makes excellent operational and economic sense. Especially since it's upgradeable to a 1025 at your option.)

Best of all, our unique line of HP3000 compatible terminals makes the merging of host and personal processing affordable as well as practical. For information contact Direct, Incorporated, 1279 Lawrence Station Road, Sunnyvale, California 94086. Or call (408) 734-5504. Ask for a demonstration of our 1025 and 825.

And in no time you'll be off and running.
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Many Happy Returns.

There are but a few things left in life that can guarantee as many happy returns as consistently as the ones you'll get with U.S. Savings Bonds. When you buy Bonds through the Payroll Savings Plan, you'll get a lot more from them than you'll ever put towards them. That's because a little is taken out of each paycheck automatically and put towards some terrific guarantees. Like guaranteed interest return. Guaranteed tax benefits. And all backed by the most solid guarantee of all. America.

So, when you're looking to get out more than you put in, take a long look at U.S. Savings Bonds. You'll be happier with the returns. Many times over.

Take stock in America.

When you put part of your savings into U.S. Savings Bonds you're helping to build a brighter future for your country and for yourself.

A public service of this publication and The Advertising Council.

---

**TABLE III**

**REASONS FOR PLANNING/CONSIDERING VENDOR SWITCH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURRENT PRINCIPAL VENDOR</th>
<th>DELIVERY SCHEDULE</th>
<th>HARDWARE RELIABILITY</th>
<th>SOFTWARE SUPPORT</th>
<th>SALES/ SERVICE</th>
<th>OTHER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Four</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Automation*</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data General</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datapoint</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Phase</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Automation*</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett-Packard</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeywell</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microdata</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModComp</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCR</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Telecom (Sycor)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkin-Elmer*</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL*</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandem*</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univac</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sites</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Less than 10 sites

PERCENT OF "SWITCHING SITES" DISSATISFIED WITH:

- helped accelerate this trend. Also, IBM personal computers appear to be purchased more centrally than other brands.
- The most important selection criterion for PCs is software, followed by price, product reputation, and compatibility with installed machines. Compatibility seems to be especially important to those buying DEC, Wang, and Zenith PCs.
- It looks as if packaged software for personal computers will sell slightly better, in terms of future growth, than hardware. For the 12 months following the survey date, respondents said they would spend 87.7% of their personal computing budget on hardware and 12.3% on software. VisiCalc, and its look-alikes, is by far the most used software package, representing about 56% of all packaged software mentions by respondents. Word processing was the next most popular software purchase with about 25% of the mentions.
- As for distribution of personal machines, the independent store was the most frequently cited channel. For IBM, only 7% of its personal computers were being bought through IBM-owned stores.
- Unlike the IBM personal computer, DEC's and HP's small machines have apparently made little impact outside their base of minicomputer users. However, Apple has maintained a strong penetration into IBM and DEC minicomputer user sites.
- In terms of future shipments, 2,359 responding sites said they would purchase 35,667 personal machines during the 18-month period ending in December 1983. During the previous 18 months, 3,360 respondents purchased 22,410 units. Of the planned purchases, 31.3% will be Apples, 18% IBM, 10% Tandy, and 7.3% DEC (vs. 40.7%, 15.1%, 9.6%, and 1.4%, respectively, of machines installed during the previous 18 months).

To order the complete DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. report, call Sheila Connelly at (212) 605-9590.
Buy any Wang VS computer and get an office automation system free.

When you buy any Wang VS (Virtual Storage) computer, you're not just buying another computer. You're buying a flexible, powerful, computer system that's compatible with most mainframes and offers a range of multi-functional capabilities no one else can touch.

Along with Data Processing and electronic mail, you get Wang Word Processing, the world's standard. And when you consider that 80% of the information handled in most offices is in written form, that's no small extra. But more than that, you get the only computer system that has the built-in capability to automate your entire office. A system that's expandable, upgradable, and compatible from low to high end. And because all VS systems run under one operating system and support the same software, it's the world's easiest system to learn and to use.

The Wang VS. When you consider all you get, and what you get it for, why consider anything else?

For a demonstration of the Wang VS computer line, call our Marketing Centre in Toronto Toll Free 1-800-268-4506 or mail your business card to:
Marketing Centre, Wang Canada Limited, 225 Duncan Mill Road, Don Mills, Ontario, M3B 3K9.

Name:
Title:
Company:
Address:
City:
Province:
Postal Code:
Telephone:

Wang has offices in: Burnaby, Burlington, Calgary, Don Mills, Edmonton, Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec City, Toronto, Vancouver, Victoria, and Winnipeg.
Many in the U.S. reacted skeptically to such claims. Japan’s plans were obviously bold but needed to be taken with a grain of salt. After all, except for high-volume manufacturing techniques, the copycat Japanese had contributed little in the way of original research to the field of computer science. Amidst the glitter of glossy brochures, detailed diagrams comparing brain and computer, and a roster of international computer experts invited to launch the fifth generation project, some critics saw more than a little snake-oil salesmanship.

In certain circles, however, such skepticism is less than unanimous. DATAMATION has learned that the Defense Department’s Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) has eyed the Japanese effort with alarm and will seek a large boost in its computer research budget starting next year. The three areas of supercomputing, artificial intelligence, and semiconductor technologies are high on the list of priorities at the agency. In a series of meetings with universities and manufacturers this year, ARPA has cited concern for “national security” and the challenge of the fifth generation project in Japan, according to sources who have attended such meetings. Potential funding in the range of “hundreds of millions of dollars” stretched over the next decade has been discussed at the meetings, sources said.

Reportedly even ARPA chief Robert Cooper has made computing a high-priority item in planning upcoming budgets, the sources said. While Cooper did not return phone calls made to his Arlington, Va., office, another ARPA official was willing to discuss the matter.

“‘There’s no definite plan yet, but we have proposed that we do something,’” confirmed Robert Kahn, director of ARPA’s computer research efforts. “‘My hope is that something will materialize by the beginning of next year in time for the President’s budget submission to Congress. The ultimate decision has to be made by the White House and Congress.’”

Kahn in early October said the agency would probably complete its proposal for increased computer research funding by mid-November, after which the plans would have to be incorporated into the Defense Department’s fiscal 1984 budget request. No details were available about the amount ARPA might request, Kahn stated, claiming, “We’re still in the discussion stages.”

“I think the challenge is for the United States to become very competitive with the Japanese and beat them at their own game,’” the ARPA official stated. “The real problem we’ll face is one of high-productivity and high-quality components coming out of Japan. Those components will range from microelectronics to full computers.”

“We’ve never had a big enough program to do crash projects,” Kahn continued. “We’ve only been able to handle small-scale explorations into certain technologies. Sometimes it never leaves the paper and pencil stage. What we want to do now is follow some of these projects through into the production stage and make them available to the industry.”

Much of ARPA’s computer funding now goes to universities where small teams of researchers pursue short-term projects. ARPA’s hope is that enough money will be available to plan R&D on a time scale comparable to the 10-year plan Japan has adopted for its fifth generation machine.

Apparently motivated by concern over the Japanese research plan, ARPA earlier this year called a meeting in New York between supercomputing specialists at Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos national laboratories and a dozen or so of the most active parallel computer architects. It was concluded that the only way to gain more than an order of magnitude in system performance over current machines is to opt for “massive parallelism,” as one participant puts it. (The “strategic importance” of such machines was also discussed, according to the source, who asked to remain anonymous.)

Already ARPA has identified several parallel computing architectures as worth pursuing, particularly in conjunction with some of the VLSI (very large scale integration) research it has undertaken. Parallel
architectures entail many processors working together to solve a problem as opposed to the single-processor, or von Neumann, design used in traditional machines. It is generally thought that parallel machines will provide far greater future improvements in computer performance than can be gained from improved semiconductor technology.

Parallel systems are expected to be necessary to handle the so-called artificial intelligence functions that it is hoped future machines will perform. Japan’s proposed fifth generation machine, in fact, is to include such subsystems as a “knowledge base management system,” “inference engine,” and “inferotemporal cortex machine,” according to literature presented at the Tokyo conference last year. Theoretically, at least, the fifth generation machine and others of its ilk would process knowledge, not just numerical data.

One of the parallel systems already being funded by ARPA is the Non-Von (for non-von Neumann), whose principal designer is Dr. David Elliot Shaw, a professor at Columbia University in New York. Construction of a Non-Von prototype will be helped by a two-year, $2.5 million ARPA contract. Although its development is in the early stages, the Non-Von project provides a good picture of the kind of cooperative resources ARPA could bring into play should a national computer research effort get underway.

Non-Von is to be composed of as many as a million microprocessors arranged in a binary tree (each element in the tree is connected to two elements below it) and will handle traditional commercial data processing tasks as well as the numerical processing usually reserved for supercomputers, according to Shaw.

“We’re using tiny microprocessors which are actually quite slow individually,” the professor explained. “Each one is much smaller than an [Intel] 8080. I’d say that one instruction on a conventional 16-bit microprocessor would be the equivalent of four or five instructions on the micros we’re going to use.”

The micros Shaw plans to use are being custom designed at Columbia and will most likely be manufactured by a West Coast semiconductor maker, he said. Their packaging will be different from most microprocessors in that several (perhaps a few dozen) micros will be packaged with accompanying RAM memory on a single silicon substrate.

This method reduces manufacturing costs, increases performance, and helps keep down maintenance efforts on the finished machine.

The custom chips are being logically defined on a color CAD/CAM system, said Shaw, noting that once the definitions are finished they will be sent electronically to the West Coast for fabrication. The means of transport, of course, is the ARPANET, which connects many advanced computing research labs in the country. In Marina Del Rey, Calif., the Information Sciences Institute will process Columbia’s definitions and produce standard mask tapes with which a semiconductor maker can finally produce the chips, which will be sent to Shaw’s group on Manhattan’s Upper West Side.

In addition to helping buy chips, the ARPA grant will aid Shaw in recruiting a small team of “extraordinarily gifted engineers and computer scientists” who will join the two dozen or so workers already involved. Although “only a handful” of such individuals exist, Dr. Shaw said he believes that “the kind of superstar we’re looking for will be unable to resist the temptation to help build the world’s most powerful computer.”

Two corporations, IBM and Digital Equipment, are also aiding, and presumably keeping an eye on, the Non-Von project. IBM’s “very generous” $600,000 funding came with an open invitation to “talk shop” at the firm’s Yorktown Heights, N.Y., research facility. DEC has been kind enough to discount some VAX gear quite heavily and is also developing a working relationship with the Columbia researchers, according to Shaw. “We’re very interested in contact with manufacturers,” he said. “What we’re doing now is in the public domain. We’re pushing the frontiers of science.”

Non-Von and other microprocessor-intensive systems are just the type of machines ARPA would like to investigate, according to Robert Kahn. “Non-Von and New York University’s Ultra machine are examples of the kind of projects that could be accelerated,” he commented. “We had once funded the dataflow machine at MIT, but then the Energy Department took over.”

The next job for Kahn and his boss Cooper, it would seem, is to sell their idea to budget writers at the Department of Defense and then to Congress itself. With the Japanese industrial specter looming as large as it does in the general press, in Detroit unemployment lines, and in Silicon Valley, ARPA’s idea may be one whose time has come.

—John W. Verity

FAULT TOLERANCE

FAIL-SAFE VENDORS EMERGE

About a dozen makers of fault-tolerant computers can be identified in a market that Tandem for eight years called its own.

As if by prearranged signal, it suddenly has become evident that a flotilla of fault-tolerant computer makers has emerged, muddying up waters that had previously been the exclusive province of Tandem Computers.

Tandem, founded in 1974 and shipping hardware since May 1976, has prospered in its own little pond, closing its latest fiscal year in September with revenues of more than $300 million. But by one estimate, there are a dozen or so companies already in or preparing to enter the fray.

Not to worry, says consultant David Gold of San Jose, Calif. “I think there’s a big enough market out there for them and Tandem and probably lots of others without any of them feeling the pain from competitors.”

By one count, fault-tolerant computers have applications in process control and industrial automation in general, in certain shared-logic word processing systems, in microcomputer networks that allow for the sharing of resources, and in on-line transaction processing. When all those applications are included, the market in 1986 will come to almost $2 billion, says Omri Serlin of Los Altos, Calif. The consultant, who just completed a study of this market and its participants, says the current vendors and those planning first product introductions by the end of ’83 will be able to realize only some 15% of that demand. That leaves the rest of the market to be satisfied by conventional minicomputer and mainframe approaches.

Into this market has come a ton of companies with systems built around the ubiquitous microprocessor chip. The vast majority of them are going after the on-line transaction processing market, which Tandem also serves. Serlin estimates that these startup companies have been funded by venture capitalists to the tune of more than $50 million, and the transaction processing market they are entering has a potential of almost $17 billion by ’86. He sees Tandem taking $2.5 billion of that total, the upstarts being able to grab much less, and the majority of it not realized by the current crop of systems makers.

The transaction processing market can trace its genesis back to the 1960s,
Are your programmers still tied up writing financial software?

You're frustrated, but you're still doing it. Paying high-salaried programmers to serve the accounting department. Because it's company policy to originate financial software in-house. Or your antiquated systems need constant updating.

In virtually any industry you can name, the best-run companies have found a way out of this predicament. McCormack & Dodge. Our systems and our people serve over 1,500 companies in 21 countries, including more than 150 of the Fortune 500. We've been selected for accounts payable, capital project analysis, fixed assets, general ledger, personnel/payroll and purchase management. For on-line systems with unparalleled flexibility and user-friendliness. For efficient systems that cost as little as 1/10 of what programs written in-house cost. For such complete field and training support that in-house programmers can be re-assigned out of accounting to other areas.

When top business people sit down and talk to McCormack & Dodge, they usually do more than just talk. They become customers. We'd like to show you why.

McCormack & Dodge
(800) 343-0325*

*Telex: 710-325-0329

The best financial software. The best financial people.

McCormack & Dodge, Inc., 560 Hillside Avenue, Needham Heights, MA 02194. North American offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Huntsville, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Washington D.C., Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. International support in Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Portugal, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, United Kingdom and Venezuela.
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when business transactions were initially recorded with paper and pencil, the data then being keypunched at night and run against files stored in the computer. In the 1970s, with the development of database management systems, on-line inquiries to a database became economically feasible, but updates were generally made at night in the batch mode. It is thought that in the '80s the new vendors will make it possible for transactions in real-time to occur against a database, much like the airline reservations systems and automatic bank teller machine transactions.

"Microprocessors are giving these newcomers new technological ways to approach the fault-tolerant operation," Serlin says, and those design approaches are significantly different from Tandem's. The environment today, he adds, is similar to what existed when Tandem started in '74. At that time, Tandem was able to take advantage of a mature minicomputer technology, harnessing the small processors to offer attractive price-performance levels in competition with mainframers like IBM and Univac.

"You have the same situation now," he explains, "except now it's working against Tandem." Today people are able to harness the power of powerful 16-bit microprocessors that cost a mere $40 or $50 each, showing how such processing power can be plugged in to satisfy redundancy requirements and to provide ever more processing power upgrades.

Indeed it is not certain that Tandem's NonStop systems sell so well because of their fault-tolerant features. "The fault-tolerant capability is the sizzle," says Dave Gold, "but I think in fact a lot of people buy Tandem because it's incrementally upgradable, and they have a nice database system and networking and so on."

Similar sentiments are expressed by the head of a software company that has developed an integrated, interactive, manufacturing software system that runs on the Tandem system. The fault-tolerant feature, says Redwood Software president C. Stephen Johnson, "wasn't the first thing that attracted us to do something on a Tandem." Rather, he says, it was the graceful growth capability and the networking facilities.

With this networking capability and the ability to plug in more processors as they're needed, Tandem's users can grow their system as their needs grow, and without reworking their applications programs—which are completely insulated from the configuration details. The user need not know how many processors there are or what particular peripherals are connected to what specific processor.

(Up to 16 processors will fit into a Tandem cabinet, but more can go into an adjoining box. The company's networking software allows up to 255 of them to work together. The largest user is Tandem itself, with more than 140 systems, something like 400 processors worldwide. And there are paying customers who have hundreds. To date, the company has shipped more than 4,000 processors.)

The idea of merely adding another processor whenever the workload demands it is very appealing to the user. It is perhaps in recognition of this appeal that a number of startups have entered this business. Serlin names a dozen in the U.S. and the U.K.

One such company is Synapse Computer Corp., Milpitas, Calif., which was founded in August 1980 and is already funded to the tune of almost $14 million by a number of investors. The firm uses Motorola 68000 microprocessors both as dedicated processors to run applications programs and as dedicated I/O processors. The distinguishing feature of Synapse's product is the absence of local memory at the processors that execute user programs, which instead share a central memory in a tightly coupled fashion. In a design called N + 1, it provides as many applications processors as are required by the workload, plus one more for redundancy. The performance range is said to be from the equivalent of a VAX 780-class machine, or an IBM 4341, up to an IBM 3081.

"Computers are becoming a part of everyday life," explains Synapse president Mark Leslie. "People are getting used to seeing terminals, dealing with automatic teller machines." With the cost of disk storage declining twice as rapidly as the cost of silicon, he says, "people are putting more and more [data] on-line and want more users to have access to it."

That is an observation made also by consultant Serlin. He notes that Tandem has been in the on-line environment, where users simultaneously are making inquiries to a database. This means the system experiences very short bursts of activities—and you don't need a very powerful cpu for that. You need instead very powerful access to peripherals, disks in particular.

"The cpu requirements are not very high," he says. "That was one of the major reasons Tandem succeeded—recognizing that characteristic." The founders saw that they could attack this market more effectively with multiple minicomputers, where-as people at that time were applying large mainframes to such systems tasks.

In some applications, of course, a small processor will run out of steam, and the Tandem processors are no exception. Redwood Software's Johnson says he sometimes wishes he had the use of a bigger computer than Tandem's mini, which runs out of horsepower on jobs that run in the batch mode, such as modeling.

Is he happy with Tandem's 16-bit architecture? "Well, I would like them to go to a 32- or a 64-bit design," Johnson says. "And they probably will some day. But [the 16-bit architecture] is not a tremendous limitation right now." The original NonStop is, of course, limited to the direct addressing of 128K bytes, which prompted the development of the NonStop II and its 32-bit addressing scheme and the use of an address translation box. Now, when Johnson's software is made to run on the NonStop II, it would be possible for programs to build larger data arrays. And the programs wouldn't have to go out to disk as often.

"I think some of the new architectures that are coming out have a lot of advantages over Tandem," Johnson adds, advantages that stem from the use of more recent technology. But he cites Tandem's networking capabilities, its database system, and various software tools and says, "Tandem has a lot of advantages over most of the newer computers coming out."

The technology issue has to do with more than the addressing space, even though the Motorola 68000 processor can

**TABLE I**

**FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEMS MARKETS IN 1986**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEGMENT</th>
<th>POTENTIAL</th>
<th>REALIZABLE PENETRATION %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-line transaction</td>
<td>$17.0</td>
<td>$3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data acquisition,</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcomputer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word processing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ITOM International Co.

Present and future vendors of fault-tolerant systems are expected to capture only a fraction of the enormous markets that will potentially exist in 1986. By '86 Tandem is expected to be a $2.5 billion company.
The Art And Science of Better Communications.

BRILLIANT COLOR AND BUSINESS GRAPHICS FOR THE 3270 USER.

Color is defined as that visual perception that lets you distinguish between seemingly identical shapes. When those shapes appear as data on a CRT, color can help identify, organize, emphasize and format. How you differentiate between today's color terminals, however, goes beyond visual perception to a weighing of other practical business benefits: Compatibility. Comfort. Cost. Operational ease. Versatility. The quality of the color and of the overall product. All benefits available now and detailed below.

**Product Set:** Memorex® 2079 Display Stations; Models S2A, S2B, S3G, 2X and 3X.

**System Interfaces:** IBM 360, 370, 303X, 308X, 43XX and 8100.

**Compatibility:** IBM 327X plug compatible; Bisynchronous; SNA/SDLC.

**Product Specifics:**

**On 2079 Color, Convenience And Comfort.** All 2079 models deliver bright, crisp color—color that can be brought up quickly, normally with no special software or controller modifications. Pre-converged color eliminates time consuming manual color alignment. And a host of features further contribute to operator convenience and comfort—like a tilting and removable monitor, a detachable, low-profile keyboard, a recessed sun-flex screen and non-glare keytops and surfaces to reduce eye strain.

**On 2079 Versatility And Powerful 2079 Graphics.** Five 2079 models, three in standard off-the-shelf configurations and two that can be user-configured, give you maximum versatility and cost efficiency. And with graphics available on both a standard and a configurable model, you can put color to work in dozens of business graphics formats.

**On Top-Of-The-Line 2079 Quality And Bottom-Line 2079 Cost Efficiency.** The 2079s are designed for economy. They need less power and generate less heat than the IBM counterparts. And thanks to their compact design, they take up less space. But basic Memorex quality is really the best economy—economy that results in more productive and longer lasting operation.

**Memorex, The Communications Group.** For more information, contact Laurie Schuler at 18922 Forge Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014-0794. Or call toll free to (800) 538-9303. In California, call (408) 996-9000, Ext. 222.
From the start, the IBM 3101 display terminal was designed to be easy to use. All 128 ASCII characters are crisp and clear. The high-resolution screen swivels and tilts so you don’t have to. The keyboard—with 87 keys and 8 program function keys—has the comfortable, sturdy feel of the IBM Selectric™. And there’s a separate 12-key numeric pad available.

The IBM 3101 is also easy to order, through our new authorized distributor network. Pick from three models with field protect/unprotect, high-intensity, blink and non-display editing/formating capabilities. All six models display 1,920 characters in 24 lines, with a 25th line operator-information area.

The IBM 3101 is fully compatible with many IBM and non-IBM computer systems and most remote computing and time-sharing services.

The IBM 3101 ASCII is easy to order at over 100 IBM-authorized locations across the country. Contact any of the distributors listed to the right.
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FAULT TOLERANCE, TO A DEGREE

As with most other things, there are degrees of fault tolerance. At one end of the scale is the conventional system—the everyday computer—that offers fault tolerance, self-checking, or hardware redundancy. At the opposite extreme is the continuous, nonstop processor that never crashes, offers total hardware redundancy, and checks itself constantly.

Moving toward this ideal is the Tandem NonStop configuration, whose phenomenal success now has spawned a whole new industry. With the Tandem setup, two central processors handle separate data processing loads and constantly check each other’s operation. Either can take over both jobs if one should fail. The failed cpu must then be brought back through software and programmer intervention.

Digital Equipment Corp. is expected to continue this approach next year, when its targeted to make a Dual VAX 11/80 configuration available. (An earlier attempt with VAX 11/70s is another company that is expected to offer a special purpose dual configuration using 4300s.) Tandem, both these companies will rely on scarce and much needed programming resources in the event one processor fails, experts point out.

Like most new ventures, Synapse Computers, Milpitas, Calif., has the option of a more technologically current approach to nonstop than Tandem did when its system debuted in 1976. The availability of step-function semiconductor technology, coupled with a powerful new operating system, offers Synapse the chance to bring a processor back using hardware alone, but before this can happen the system has to crash for a brief time.

In contrast, Natick, Mass.-based Stratus Computer Corp., currently Tandem’s only major competitor, seems to have produced a crash-proof, totally redundant system. Both its design team and architecture have been highly praised. Stratus president Bill Foster and his team developed a Noah’s Ark system wherein all main controller boards—cpu, memory, disk, communications, and tape controllers—address up to 16MB. “The key issue between all the new competitors and Tandem is the use of microprocessors,” says Serlin. He avers that what Tandem can’t afford to do is provide the kind of redundancy that, for example, another new vendor, Stratus, provides. This Natick, Mass., startup has two processors working together, checking each other’s work. If there is disagreement between them, they declare themselves bad and another duplicated unit, which has been working alongside the first pair, takes over. “You could not possibly do this economically with the minicomputer approach,” he adds.

With Tandem, an application is "go in by two by two" and constantly check each other.

Foster says that a failure in any one of the components does not affect the system in any way, and the broken component can be replaced while the system is running. The Stratus exec also claims that he can offer a self-checking system for just 3% more than the cost of his own conventional computer. “The additional cost for self-checking is only a very small part of the total system cost, since peripherals, software, and service—technology making 80% of the total—remain unchanged,” he says. This potent fact is the key to the tremendous success Stratus is currently enjoying.

“Everywhere you turn, people costs are rising, and with them the costs of downtime, systems and applications software, and service,” Foster explains. “In stark contrast, the primary elements in our approach—electronics and peripherals—are getting less expensive by the minute. This means that what is an advantage today will become an even bigger advantage in the future.”

Currently Foster does have one nagging problem—when, and how much, to increase his sales force. His current team of 15 should triple by year-end, and his installation count should double from 20 to 40. The company will become profitable next year and could touch sales of $200 million by 1986, Foster told a recent DATAMATION/ Cowen & Co. conference.

Stratus will be joined next year by at least three other East Coast fault-tolerant contenders: Parallel Computers, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Sequoia Systems, Natick, Mass.; and Computer Consoles, Rochester, N.Y. Companies claiming fault tolerance in other market segments, such as data acquisition and process monitoring and control, shared disk word processing, and local area network-based micros sharing a word processor, include August Systems, Salem, Ore.; Syntex, Eatontown, N.J.; and DOSC, Albertson, N.Y.

But for all these fault-tolerant suppliers, it will be a question of degree.

—R. E.
OFFICEPOWER™ is the multifunctional computing system that bridges those islands to bring office management and staff closer together than ever before. OFFICEPOWER increases productivity by enhancing communications and rescuing your organization from endless hours wasted on routine functions and paperwork.

With the mere touch of a button, you can harness the awesome power of OFFICEPOWER to perform a wide array of time and money saving duties. In addition to complete, full feature word processing capabilities, OFFICEPOWER gives you the power to:

- Send, file and recall documents electronically
- Create budgets, conduct financial analysis and forecast using large electronic spreadsheets
- Automatically check several users' calendars to schedule meetings convenient for all
- Maintain up-to-date lists of names by address, phone number and other relevant information
- Access and transmit information from remote locations (anywhere there's a phone)
- Perform more productively by reducing time spent on routine functions and paperwork

OFFICEPOWER runs under the UNIX® system, today's premier operating system for mini- and micro-computers. Versatile UNIX adapts to any change in hardware requirements with no change in efficiency, assuring that your system will never be obsolete.

OFFICEPOWER is a product of CCI, designers of Perpetual Processing®, an exclusive concept which ensures that your system will virtually never fail. CCI has installed over $135 million worth of these "never fail" systems with another $60 million worth on order, for major telephone companies in 250 locations. In early 1983, OFFICEPOWER will be available as a Perpetual Processing system.

OFFICEPOWER is fully expandable to meet tomorrow's growing needs. Add to your system as required, with configurations ranging from a few to hundreds of terminals. Before your needs become major problems, send an S.O.S. to OFFICEPOWER and we'll provide the solutions.

For more information, return the coupon below or call (716) 248-8200 today. And let OFFICEPOWER help you survive these troubled waters.

*UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories
Go for your first choice. We’ll back you all the way.

Don’t let a tight budget or a tight deadline push you into a corner. Leasametric can put the terminals and peripherals you need in your hands overnight—at a price you can afford.

We inventory all the top names in data terminals, printers, plotters, multiplexers and modems, among them DEC, Hewlett-Packard, Texas Instruments, NEC, Vadic, Paradyne, Falco, Televideo and more. The depth of our rental inventory allows us to meet your needs from single work stations to everything you need to support your local network system. You can put any item in our inventory to work for you in any one of three budget-stretching ways:

**We’ll rent it to you:** Short-term, long-term…You pay for usage, not storage or down time. No capital equipment is called for (rental charges can often be signed for without special authorization). It’s fast access to the specialized equipment you may unnecessarily be “doing without.”

**We’ll rent it to you with an option to buy:** Everything you like about rental but, if you choose to exercise your option, the agreed-on percentage of your rental fee is credited towards your purchase. The terms are simple and straightforward.

**We’ll sell it to you:** Our subsidiary, Metric Resources Sales Company, offers dramatic savings on thousands of items of new and nearly-new equipment. All equipment comes fully warranted with all accessories and manuals. A choice of several financing plans make these exceptional bargains even more attractive.

Whether you choose to rent, lease, or buy, all our DP equipment is supported by a local Leasametric team of factory-trained experts. And, no other rental company can match our service in helping you select the proper terminals or peripherals for your needs and budget.

The next step? Go for your telephone and call us today. While you’re on the phone be sure to ask us for our 224-page, full-line catalog listing our complete range of rental electronic instrument, DP and telecommunications equipment. We will also be glad to send you the latest copy of our Metric Mart Equipment Sales Bulletin. The numbers to call are: **800-447-4700. In Illinois call 800-322-4400. In Canada call 1-800-268-6923. In Europe, write Leasametric GmbH, Munich, West Germany.**

Rent the best names in the business from the best name in the business.

Leasametric
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what is going on. Each processor has its own copy of the operating system.
By contrast, the Synapse system uses a shared memory with data about what’s happening in the system. All processors, except the I/O processors, run off this main memory. It raises questions about the bandwidth of that memory and when it might run out of capacity. Additionally there’s the concern about a single point of failure existing, especially in a fault-tolerant system. If one portion of main memory fails, one or more processors could also be forced to go down.

But all that may be academic. Processor failures have become so rare that the concern might be more with disk failures. Or, as Omni Serlin notes, “It’s errors on the part of the users in creating those transactions that are causing most of the problems in the database.” He thinks the issue of fault tolerance is difficult to prove, that customers just take the word of the manufacturer. Others, too, say that fault tolerance can be achieved by the hardware design, by the operating system design, and by the way application programs are written—using checkpointing, for example. And they observe that users tend to rely only on the first two factors, both provided by the system vendor, for their safety. Besides, there may be other reasons people have been buying the Tandem NonStops. And those other reasons are just as important as, if not more important than, fault tolerance.

—Edward K. Yasaki

REGULATIONS

BOTHERED BY EMI?

Electromagnetic interference from PCs is a problem for vendors, users, and the Federal Communications Commission.

Computer users will little note nor long remember Federal Communications Commission Docket 20780. The FCC is doing its utmost to ensure that manufacturers and vendors will never forget it.

The document is not that difficult to commit to memory. It sets forth FCC rules for computing devices. The rules are an attempt to limit radio emissions from computers and associated devices using digital circuitry in order to minimize the potential for interference to television and radio communications. You might not think your lovable personal computer is capable of snowing out your neighbor’s television, but it is. As Casey Stengel so often said, you could look it up.

In the course of its investigations into products being offered for sale to the masses in retail stores, it has come to the FCC’s attention that some manufacturers don’t want to play by the rules. To try and ensure that everyone can join the game—let us not forget that this is a participatory democracy—the commission has begun hitting violators where it hurts. Three fines have been issued, with guarantees of more to come. The price is $2,000 per offense, with the total not to exceed $5,000.

“Of the products we found offered for sale in stores, 31.9% were not authorized by the rules.” said Paul Harris of the FCC’s Field Operations Bureau. “We looked at computers, FM radios, and cordless telephones. That’s a significant non-compliance rate. It’s three times what it should be. We hope for perfection, but we don’t expect it. A 10% noncompliance rate would be acceptable.

“I don’t know if they just don’t want to comply or they’re not following the rules out of ignorance. But we’re going to fine people. We’ll fine the manufacturers before the retailers. We’ll give the retailers a citation, then fine them if we catch them again. We feel justified in doing it. This is a potentially serious problem that we’d like to end before it becomes unsolvable.”

“This is a cause for great concern in the industry,” admitted a source at a major computer manufacturer. “The rules have created a production and cost impact on the industry, although I don’t think companies are as upset now as a few years ago. Over the long run the cost impact is not that great. Now most companies are aware of the rules and are struggling to comply. There is some basis for these rules. The FCC isn’t being unreasonable.”

Here’s the way the whole thing started. Silly, but it’s true.

As computers were fruitful and multiplied, so did complaints to the FCC of interference to tv and radio reception where the source of the bad vibes was identified as some form of computer. Exhibit A: purchasers who marketed to the general public complained the machine totally destroyed tv reception in their own and neighbors’ homes. Exhibit B: one of the leading personal computer manufacturers (reportedly IBM) has discovered that occasionally, while running the vendor’s financial spreadsheet programs, the user finds simple arithmetic beyond the scope of the machine.

The FCC’s first attempt to cope came in April 1976, when it instituted a rule-making proceeding—the aforementioned Docket 20780—to clarify the rules governing restricted radiation devices (including computers) and to provide more realistic limits at VHF and UHF frequencies.

Enter the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association. It requested in January 1979 that the rules be adopted specifically for computing equipment. The petition requested more liberal limits than those established in the 1976 notice in Docket 20780. The commission heeded that plea in its order of October 1979, but established an equipment authorization procedure to become effective July 1, 1980.

Deciding that life is too short for that much of a hassle, the industry prevailed upon the FCC to relax the compliance schedule and make a number of minor modifications to the computer rules. The rules were further revised in 1981. Final measurement rules for computing equipment were released in March 1981. None of these permutations altered the thrust of the FCC’s First Commandment: thou shalt comply.

The commandment binds both halves of the computer universe. Class A computing devices are those marketed for use in a business/commercial/industrial area. Class B devices are those marketed for use in a residential (home) environment. Using such a computer in a business does not change the classification. A personal computer is a subclass of the Class B solar system.

The FCC has also decreed two equipment authorization procedures that “are not optional for the manufacturer,” as it notes in Bulletin OST (Office of Science and Technology) 54. Before either of the computer types can find its way to market, it must be either verified or certified. Class A devices need only be verified. Under that procedure a manufacturer tests the device to determine if it complies with the applicable FCC standard. As soon as he is satisfied that the answer is yes and labels the device as required, he may begin marketing it.

Life is much harsher in the Class B world. Not only must those devices submit to stricter emission standards, they cannot be legally sold without being certified. Under that procedure a manufacturer tests the device to determine if it complies with the FCC standard. As soon as he is satisfied that the answer is yes and labels the device as required, he may begin marketing it.
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users have had a difficult choice to make: whether to stay DEC-compatible with a VMS™ environment, or sacrifice those advantages to switch to the more widespread UNIX™ operating system.

VMS is a good environment. But rapid expansion through dozens of manufacturers has now made the UNIX system the first truly standard OS in the industry. In the years ahead, the portability of software will depend more and more on its compatibility with the UNIX system. Now...

UNIX systems and VMS needn't compete as exclusive alternatives; you can have both at once! With our VAX UNITY™ under VMS, you can run UNIX software development and applications without change and concurrently with all your present VMS software. VAX UNITY under VMS is derived from Bell Laboratories UNIX System III. It comes with full support for one year at prices starting from $9,995, including an AT&T UNIX System III license. To find out how we can put your VAX running VMS and the UNIX operating system together, call or write:

Human Computing Resources Corporation
10 St. Mary Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1P9 (416) 922-1937

See Us At Booth 664
COMDEX
Nov. 29-Dec. 2, 1982
Las Vegas Convention Center Las Vegas, Nevada

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. UNITY is a trademark of Human Computing Resources Corporation. VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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plunging test. It both the creator and the created survive this ordeal, a Grant of Equipment Authorization will be issued. Then, and only then, can marketing be initiated.

“This really is the first example of the government regulating computers,” said Tom Rosenkranz of Optical Coating Laboratories Inc. (OCLI), Santa Rosa, Calif.

“It’s also the first time regulations have been developed depending on where the computer is marketed. A lot of people don’t know that.”

More and more are finding out. As they do, they turn to businesses such as OCLI, which makes plastic shields designed to help computers comply with the FCC rules. Such shields, usually glued to the faceplate of the CRT, reflect the potentially offending radiation back into the machine itself. The shields do not affect readability of the CRT.

Time has not been on the manufacturers’ side. A computing device subject to certification—PC’s and associated peripherals and specified electronic games—manufactured after Jan. 1, 1981 is required to be certified as a prerequisite to legal marketing. A device subject to verification first placed in production after Oct. 1, 1981 must be verified as a prerequisite for legal marketing. Last, but hardly least, devices subject to verification which are to be manufactured after Oct. 1, 1983, regardless of the date of first production, must be verified not later than Oct. 1, 1983 as a prerequisite for legal marketing.

So if you want to play fair, the FCC owns the game. Personal computers, business computers, and peripherals. Nothing personal, you understand. Strictly business. If you don’t want to play by the rules, hope that the FCC’s budget cuts have so devastated its enforcement staff that it can’t find you.

“I think the industry went from concern to near panic,” said Norm Violetta, a consultant specializing in FCC compliance. “Things have settled down, so there’s no panic now. But there’s no question it has been costly. The consumer has had to pay for it. Compliance has added at least 5% to the cost of a device. And the more complicated the device, the more is added on. The ones hit worst are the personal computer people. The PC limits are much stricter.”

“The rules have added some cost to our production, but not anything signifi-
Are you in control of your computer's most critical input?

Power can make or break a DP department. Yet power control is often not in the hands of the DP Manager but of facilities or maintenance personnel, who may not appreciate the computer's special power needs.

System III was created to correct this dubious arrangement.

System III takes power control from the non-computer people and gives it to the computer people. It literally moves your power and grounding structure out of the basement and into the computer room.

With System III, the DP Manager is in charge. With a mobile, modular, self-contained power distribution system that he directs. He can monitor his power. Control it. Expand, reconfigure or relocate as he likes.

System III is made by Computer Power Systems, the power peripheral manufacturer dedicated exclusively to the computer industry. It comes backed by the CPS extended warranty and serviced by a full field support staff.

Send the coupon for more information, or phone CPS at 213-515-6566.


System III. Power distribution peripheral.
“The ones hit worst are the personal computer people. The PC limits are much stricter.”

If so, Big Blue is one of the few not affected. Though the issue has cooled from white-hot to lukewarm, numerous segments of the industry seem to be proceeding on the theory that if ignored, the timetable will not cause problems.

That’s been planned for all along. Compliance has had an effect on the timing of our product announcements, particularly in the personal computer. It hasn’t allowed us to announce our products as soon as we’d like.

Franklin guarantees Uninterruptible Power System efficiency ratings down to 25% of full load ... in writing. And backs it up ... with cash.

Figuring efficiency at full-rated load doesn’t square with the real world. Most UPS operate in the 30-65% range of full-rated load.

Franklin UPS will hold their efficiency ratings at 75%, 50% and as low as 25% of full-rated load. We guarantee it.

It takes superb design and outstanding quality to maintain high-efficiencies at these crucial levels.

We’ve always produced the highest efficiency UPS available. And we’ll continue to do so.

That’s why we’ll give you a cash reimbursement for five years of power if your Franklin UPS doesn’t achieve written guaranteed efficiency ratings.

Call or write us today for complete information.

Franklin guarantees Uninterruptible Power System efficiency ratings down to 25% of full load ... in writing. And backs it up ... with cash. Figuring efficiency at full-rated load doesn’t square with the real world. Most UPS operate in the 30-65% range of full-rated load.

Franklin UPS will hold their efficiency ratings at 75%, 50% and as low as 25% of full-rated load. We guarantee it.

It takes superb design and outstanding quality to maintain high-efficiencies at these crucial levels.

We’ve always produced the highest efficiency UPS available. And we’ll continue to do so.

That’s why we’ll give you a cash reimbursement for five years of power if your Franklin UPS doesn’t achieve written guaranteed efficiency ratings.

FRANKLIN . . . THE ONLY UPS WITH A WRITTEN GUARANTEE AND A PENALTY CLAUSE

GUARANTEED

Franklin guarantees Uninterruptible Power System efficiency ratings down to 25% of full load ... in writing. And backs it up ... with cash.

Figuring efficiency at full-rated load doesn’t square with the real world. Most UPS operate in the 30-65% range of full-rated load.

Franklin UPS will hold their efficiency ratings at 75%, 50% and as low as 25% of full-rated load. We guarantee it.

It takes superb design and outstanding quality to maintain high-efficiencies at these crucial levels.

We’ve always produced the highest efficiency UPS available. And we’ll continue to do so.

That’s why we’ll give you a cash reimbursement for five years of power if your Franklin UPS doesn’t achieve written guaranteed efficiency ratings.

Call or write us today for complete information.

800-538-1770
IN CALIFORNIA (408) 245-8900
Franklin Electric
Programmed Power Division
995 Benicia Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94086 • Telex: 357-405
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PORTABLE COMPUTING TO GROW

The use of ROM-based software makes the HP-75 “as easy to a computer illiterate as plugging in an Atari game cartridge.”

The company that showed the world how powerful a handheld calculator could be when it introduced the HP-35 in 1972 has begun to shine also in the field of portable computers. Hewlett-Packard Co. is not the first to produce a small, lightweight, programmable computer. But the HP-75C at only $995, introduced in August, is indicative of a welcome trend in computing toward portability (it weighs only 26 ounces), in power (it uses plug-in ROM-based applications and control programs), and ease of use (after inserting a ROM package, the user need only press one key to begin getting prompts from the device).

"It's as easy to a computer illiterate as plugging in an Atari game cartridge," says Jim Fremont of HP's Corvallis Division. He sees the use of plug-in software as the most powerful aspect of the 75's design. By inserting a ROM, he explains, "the machine can be completely customized to whatever application the user wants."
When you need enormous volumes of information, from hundreds of sources, in a variety of formats, from anywhere in the world, there are only a handful of computer systems that can do the job.

When you need it without fail, there is only one.
The Tandem NonStop Network

Components fail. But that doesn't necessarily have to mean downtime. With a NonStop network from Tandem, you're assured of completely reliable system operation—right through a component failure that would shut other systems down. The result is that you get the right information to the right people at the right time. Across the street or around the world. Without fail.

The network is based on the continuous processing capabilities of Tandem NonStop computer systems—a fault-tolerant environment in which a malfunction or component failure will not inhibit or interrupt system operation.

With a Tandem system, you can access information from anywhere in the network, in different formats (text, data and images), integrate all the information in a form that meets your specific requirements, and distribute the finished product at the appropriate times to any number of recipients at any number of locations. Those receiving the communication can 1) interactively add or delete information; 2) forward it to other individuals or send it back to the originator; 3) print it out; or 4) store it for future reference. Or any combination.

And in a Tandem network, all the advantages of NonStop system availability become NonStop network availability. If a line failure occurs, our advanced networking software transmits the message over the optimum alternative path—transparently to the user, of course.

But the result is always the same: your information gets through. Without fail.

DEVELOPING THE INFORMATION

As the nature of doing business on a large scale becomes ever more complex, so does the nature of the information behind it. Not only is this information in many different formats, it is typically widely dispersed throughout an organization. With most systems, that means throughput problems for those users in remote locations who need only occasional access to it.

Not so with Tandem.

The wonders of a distributed, relational database.

Unlike other approaches to distributed processing in which each location functions as an independent database, Tandem treats the network as one single database with multiple files distributed geographically. Programs will run with files from anywhere in the system, whether you have a single two-processor system or a 255-system network. And with no user intervention or special programming required.

The key is the relational organization of the database—an extremely flexible design concept that's easy to work with. Setting up files merely involves creating or filling in tables with pertinent data. So you save time and money right from the start on program development and maintenance. And to expand, you merely add new tables or add more rows to existing ones—without rewriting or modifying your applications programs. This lets you concentrate on the application at hand, not on system organization.

MOVING THE INFORMATION

Most business information systems are configured for the purpose of automating the tasks normally associated with office work: writing, printing, filing and distributing information within a local area.
THE TANDEM EVOLUTION

- A single system.
- A single hardware architecture.
- A single operating system.
- A single database.
- A single operating environment.
- A single network architecture.
- A single application environment.

The Tandem Evolution — our original design concept, still big enough to contain the past, handle the present and include the future.

The Tandem Evolution—an evolution in products and strategy that integrates information and communications in a single virtual NonStop system. A system with the flexibility to adapt as time, markets or economic considerations change. A reliable network that links people, equipment and data independent of location, application, form of data, method of transmission, number of users or types of equipment. An evolution that from beginning to end protects your investment in information resources.

The Tandem Evolution—a consistency in philosophy that's designed to give users the optimum in computer performance right now. While providing a continuing, flexible framework for enhanced performance tomorrow.

Tandem provides local sales and service support in the major computer markets throughout the free world. Plus fourteen software education centers in the U.S., Canada and Europe offering professional technical training courses for your programmers and analysts. With this kind of support behind each new capability, applications can be implemented on-line quickly, easily and economically.

If you'd like more information, call your local Tandem sales office listed on the back cover. Or contact Tandem Computers Incorporated, 19333 Valco Parkway, Cupertino, California 95014. Toll Free 800-538-3114 or (408) 725-6000 in California.

The system shown is a sixteen processor system. It can function independently or as the local node of a 255-system network, more than 4,000 processors, providing direct immediate access to information sources anywhere in the world.

When you need it without fail, there is only one.

TANDEM
But communicating this information in a timely, reliable manner outside that area is another problem entirely. If you don't know beforehand precisely which locations are to be included in your network, you'll pay a stiff penalty in reprogramming and restructuring costs when you want to add nodes or change them around.

That's where the Tandem difference is so important.

**Rings. Strings. Stars. Or any combination.**

The Tandem system was designed from the start to be a single, flexible network. No matter what the configuration. Or how many times you change it. A simple two-processor system at one physical location may be thought of as a network, just as a 255-system configuration spread across the globe is a network. The very same network, at that. This concept of a total information/communications system results in significant time- and cost-saving benefits for the system designer. And ultimately, for the user.

**Plenty of room to grow.**

System expansion is easy and economical. Thanks to the network's modular construction, moving up to larger configurations is simply a matter of adding hardware, piece by piece, as requirements dictate. You start only with what you need, and add processors, peripherals and communications facilities in low-cost increments. And without having to rewrite a single line of software. That means your original investment in equipment and programs is always protected.

**The right information to the right people at the right time.**

The Tandem NonStop network integrates all devices into a single virtual system. This provides a framework for information handling that is independent of both content and time. Each user can send, query, receive, store, secure, forward and distribute information at his or her own terminal. Including information from the database and images from a facsimile machine, and the user's own ad hoc memos. The system assures that the information will reach its destination at the user-specified time. And that's what effective communication is all about.

On a Tandem network terminal in the Dallas office, a sales representative accesses the corporate database to draft a quote document for presentation to a customer in London. Meanwhile, the San Francisco and Chicago offices respond to a separate "electronic memo" by sending charts on the customer's sales activity and copies of faxed news stories and photos. After product inventory figures from the Atlanta warehouse are added, the complete report is transmitted to corporate headquarters in New York, where the document is reviewed and a cover letter drafted. Finally, with a few simple keystrokes, the entire package is sent in seconds to the London sales office, with copies to New York and Dallas for storage on file. Thus, the full resources of the system are put to work for effective corpora information management.
For information on any of Tandem's computer products, contact the sales office nearest you.
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**TANDEM**
Tandem processors complement each other, working together to increase power, performance and throughput for a lower total cost per transaction. Adding NonStop fault-tolerant operation to advanced networking capabilities, the Tandem system virtually eliminates the risk of network failure. At the same time, it protects the database from damage caused by electronic malfunctions. And when a component does fail, the system can be serviced—parts removed and replaced—while continuing to process transactions.

So your message products protects your investment in other mainframe, mini, and peripheral products. The Tandem system supports BISYNC, ASYNC, SDL and HDLC basic communications protocols. There are also a variety of software packages that allow a network of Tandem systems to be linked to other mainframes or networks (including SNA) for the support of interactive processing and remote batch processing.

In addition, the Tandem system can be interfaced to a wide range of terminal products such as text processors, ATMs, cash registers, badge readers, optical scanners and shop floor terminals.

Words and images.

Tandem's special facsimile software lets you store and forward facsimile reproduction of charts, graphs and diagrams to accompany text from various data files. And, you can access this information from any telephone with a facsimile machine. What's more, this ability to transmit graphic elements also greatly enhances our unique Query/Report Writer capability—the only such software on the market that optimizes both functions over a distributed database.

The speed of light.

Using state-of-the-art optical technology, our high-speed fiber optics extension provides the means to link Tandem processors up to a distance of 1000 meters between individual systems.

In effect, you can link up to 224 processors within your headquarters or plant, giving you an extremely fast and efficient system that provides enormous processing capability. And of course, you can interconnect this system into your network for expanded information-sharing capabilities.

The sky's the limit.

The lower costs and higher reliability of transmitting data over long distances via satellite is an economical and practical alternative for any corporation with geographically dispersed locations.

That's why Tandem has joined with American Satellite Company (ASC®) in a unique marketing agreement to provide the only completely fault-tolerant satellite communications network on the market today. So you can be assured of total NonStop system reliability, from operating system to orbiting satellite.

Following the NonStop system strategy, earth stations transmit and receive data over two parallel paths—if one is down, the other is still operational.

Also, ASC provides two different transponders on the satellite itself. Again, should one be inoperative, the second transponder and data path continue to function.

ASC provides the earth stations, including a special antenna that is small and light enough for mounting on a rooftop or in a parking lot. This can be directly connected to the computer system, without need of leased lines, for lower costs and
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There's no booting up required and no peripheral devices to plug in. And with the use of ROM packages, the user still has the entire RAM space for his data.

Recent product announcements by HP show a strong commitment to the personal computer market, such devices now coming out of something like 10 different divisions. These products, which the company is shipping at an annualized rate of from $400 million to $500 million, include advanced handheld calculators and computers, portable computers, and personal computers for both the technical/scientific community and for the office professional, in addition to printers, plotters, storage devices, and related peripherals and supplies.

The introduction this month of the Series 200 Model 16 is an example of the stress being placed on this marketplace.

Still in its infancy, the portable computing market is expected to reach more than $5 billion by 1986.

Powered by the Motorola 68000 microprocessor, it is the company's first 16-bit personal computer, one designed for the technical community.

It's possible that at a later date the operating system will be made available for the Model 16, as well as an HP version of Unix, which will run not only on the 16 but also on the 26 and 36 desktops, formerly the 9826 and 9836. The company also announced a new personal office computer, the HP-120, which is available with software for communications, databaseing, text editing, and financial modeling.

But it's the market for portable computing devices, still in its infancy, that is about to take off. In the five-year period from 1981 to 1986, shipments are expected to grow at a compound annual rate of 60%, revenues at 66%, reaching some $5.3 billion in '86, according to Creative Strategies International. The market, it finds, is comprised of four types of devices—programmable calculator, handheld computer (weighs less than a pound), portable keyboard console (weighs less than two pounds and has a standard-sized keyboard), and the portable computer (weighs less than 30 pounds). The largest growth is predicted for the portable keyboard console, shipments and revenues of which are expected to grow by more than 100% a year through '86.

Bonnie Digrius, author of the study, isn't sure whether the HP-75 should be classed as a keyboard console or handheld computer. But she finds no problem in understanding HP's involvement in both those segments of the market. "Their products are really geared toward that [engineering] market," she says. "They're not geared toward consumers." It's only natural that HP would want to cover all the bases, offering products in each of the four categories. "If someone might need something just to go out and do some remote date entry and some processing," she explains, "then they would have something small enough to shove in their briefcases and carry out.

The HP-75 was designed for just such a person on the go, a peripatetic individual who needs a desktop computer, "except that this is the kind of individual who prefers not to leave all his information on his desk when he leaves the office" to go home at night or when he travels, explains HP's Fremont. The portable device has the capabilities of a desktop but is optimized with a smaller keyboard, smaller display, and batter power. A salesman, for example, could have information on his accounts readily available on the road but also enter orders and perhaps transmit them to the company computer. Conversely, he could inquirie into a database back at the office and get order status information. Service or maintenance people could expedite parts ordering while at a client site, access warranty records, or update maintenance files.

There's an obvious appeal in something small enough to drop into an attached case atop piles of paper and alongside a good book: One could take it along on a trip, return without having used it, and still not mind the small inconvenience it might have created. That's to be contrasted with the effort involved in taking along a 30-pound computer, even if it does fit under an airline seat.

HP, which obviously thinks small is beautiful, has gone beyond the design of small computers. This month's announcement also includes its adoption of Sony's 3½-inch flexible disks, the so-called microfloppy. "The 3½-inch technology provides smaller, faster, and less expensive mass storage," says the firm's Srini Nageshwar, "and is expected to give the mass storage industry a new price curve." The microfloppy, running on a Sony drive with HP electronics, has a capacity of 270K bytes, recording on only one side.

—Edward K. Yasaki

SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE SUPPLIERS SHAPE UP

Buyers are wiser, money is tighter, and competition is stiffer. That calls for changes from the vendors.

On the surface, the software industry appears to be the picture of health. Some software houses, particularly those serving the electronic games and micro market, boast off-the-chart percentage growth rates in the 100s or better and show little signs of slowing. Meanwhile, on the traditional mainframe and minicomputer side of the software world, many suppliers still sport growth rates of 50% to 80%. But despite the impressive numbers, life isn't as easy as it used to be. The market is growing up and the rules of the game are changing. Software suppliers that are slow to adapt may be left standing at the gate.

Tight money, smart buyers, and stiff competition are weeding out the sound from the shamy, those that are in it for the long term and those in it for the quick turn. There are certain things a software buyer can look for in a company that may indicate whether that vendor will be around several years from now. New product development is one place to begin.

"Software companies are great at idea generation, but poor at internal screening of ideas that won't work, testing a new product, and tracking the market reaction to that product," said Robert Blattberg, a marketing consultant and professor of marketing at the University of Chicago. What it boils down to, according to Blattberg, is that companies that take a marketing-oriented rather than a product-oriented approach to their business are more likely to succeed over the long term. Among the types of questions these companies should be asking during their product development cycles are, what is crucial to the customer? what do customers want from the product? what are their real problems?

Advanced technology alone does not a successful product make. It has to have some "real benefit" to users, observes Blattberg, and that is a concept not well understood by many software vendors. Blattberg tells a story about an East Coast software house that tried to get into the decision support market. "The designers of the product sold another company on the nuances and sophistication of the technology in the product. That company didn't research how customers would perceive the
Guelph: High tech potential, low cost turn-key to a Profit Centre

It's the rich Southern Ontario $180 billion market segment. It's high tech potential is proven with the space shuttle RMS arm. And Guelph will situate you right in this Profit Centre with secure energy supply, total transportation system to international markets, raw materials, abundant water supply and technical personnel potential from universities, colleges and vocational schools. Fully serviced Industrial Parks and acreage for sale or full turn-key operation.

Get the facts today from Bruce Murray, Guelph, the place to succeed in a Profit Centre.

Let MAPMAN enhance your productivity.
The new Map-Manager program by Deva Systems Software, Inc. will greatly increase your CICS mapwriting productivity. MAPMAN is an on-line aid that allows CICS programmers to design and format screens interactively. The program automatically produces the BMS macros necessary to define the screen for CICS. This means that even inexperienced programmers can generate new maps almost immediately. What's more, MAPMAN allows programmers to easily modify existing CICS maps interactively, and regenerate a new map, all without the extensive coding effort usually required.

No modifications necessary.
Because Deva makes it a policy to produce products which require no modifications to IBM or user software, MAPMAN is ready when you are.
Since both the construction of, and maintenance to, all maps is performed in an interactive, menu-driven mode, functional maps can be maintained with minimal effort. Further, immediate hard-copy output of any map is available as a documentation aid.

Satisfaction guaranteed.
It's simple: MAPMAN is guaranteed to perform. This guarantee is backed by a policy of free maintenance, and distribution of any enhancements made, for a period of one year. Deva also offers its clients direct contact with the authors of its software should the need arise.

Get to know MAPMAN.
For information on how MAPMAN can help alleviate your productivity problems and enhance CICS map design capabilities, complete and mail this form. To order MAPMAN, call toll-free, 1-800-531-1002. In Texas, call collect, (512) 736-4281.

MAPMAN, Map-Manager software by Deva Systems Software, Inc.
Price: $3,000

Name ____________________ Title ____________________
Company ____________________
Address ____________________
City ____________________ State ___ Zip ____________________

DEVA SYSTEMS SOFTWARE, INC. 1-800-531-1002
416 Centerview Dr., Suite 220, San Antonio, Texas 78228

DEVA SYSTEMS SOFTWARE, INC. 1-800-531-1002
416 Centerview Dr., Suite 220, San Antonio, Texas 78228
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product," he said. Instead, they acquired it, pumped about $1 million into it, threw it out into the marketplace, and "very quickly found that people couldn't care less about that product's nuances and clever technology. There was no real benefit to the customer," Blattberg explained.

At this point, Blattberg was called in, and he tried to explain the "sunk cost facility" to the bewildered company. "They kept thinking if they put another $500,000 into the product they could recoup their investment. The sunk cost facility says you don't put another penny into a bad product. The biggest problem managers face is knowing when to bite the bullet and tell shareholders they've made a mistake." Today, this same company is doing reasonably well, Blattberg conceded, but the incident changed its direction.

For a smooth, efficient product development cycle, Blattberg believes that a well-run company should have a structure that puts R&D and marketing in constant contact with each other. In addition, product introduction should be backed by well thought out plans and/or market research that help the company position the new product in a market niche. There should also be provisions for monitoring customer response once the product is on the street.

Another area where Blattberg sees software companies falling painfully short is in establishing and using feedback loops. It's just been within the past two years that several software houses have set up user groups. "But users are only part of the picture," reminds Blattberg. "What about those not yet using the product?" He suggests that companies that will prosper are those that talk to nonusers as well as users, those that do some market research, and those that think about and plan for expand-

ROBERT C. BLATTBERG: "The 'sunk cost facility' says you don't put another penny into a bad product."
The Timeplex E/SERIES is a complete data concentrator system designed to economically link clusters of remote terminals to your minicomputer.

**E/SERIES: Cuts communications costs.** Suddenly, saving communications costs by linking several terminals to one shared telephone line becomes easy.

Unlike the competition, the Timeplex E/SERIES simplifies the challenge of point-to-point communications by incorporating three functions in a single compact unit. One system offers you a statistical multiplexer supporting 4 to 16 asynchronous channels, plus an optional statistical multiplexer for an additional synchronous channel, plus an optional integral high speed modem.

**E/SERIES: Puts it all together.** Putting three functionally distinct modules in one enclosure eliminates external communications units and bulky, expensive cables. And, a minicomputer interface option further reduces costs. The result: System planning and installation is extremely simple. Reliability is enhanced. Costs are dramatically reduced.

**Free step-by-step Guide.** This easy-to-understand booklet contains all the facts on how to remote your terminals, simply and economically. Just write or call Timeplex for your free copy.

For the name of the E/SERIES stocking distributor nearest you, call 201-368-0736.

Timeplex, Inc./One Communications Plaza/Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662.
Companies that take a marketing-oriented rather than a product-oriented approach to their business are more likely to succeed over the long term.

Concern with no marketing. There was a lot of order taking that passed as selling.” Spss, a Chicago-area maker of data analysis package, is moving away from its product orientation, and as a result of this approach, the company has begun to redefine the market for its package. Instead of just selling to research groups oriented toward the social sciences, the company believes its product has a lot to offer corporate human resource professionals.

Another company that expanded its market reach by focusing on its marketing niche is Computeristics Inc. of Hamden, Conn.

“Instead of trying to compete feature to feature against other order entry or accounts receivable packages, we approached the market with the idea of providing customers service software. We defined our market more broadly than most,” recalled Computeristics president Jim Chambers.

In defense of why the software industry doesn’t do more marketing, he reasons it’s because its product is less tangible than, say, a consumer product. “There you can build a prototype and let people test it,” said consultant Blatberg. “In the software business it’s much more difficult. It’s also difficult to get customers’ evaluations. Sometimes you are on the leading edge and yet you don’t like to go to customers with prototypes because your product plans might get back to your competitors. That’s a problem, but it’s not insurmountable. A lot of companies are using that as a crutch.”

Meanwhile, there have been some changes taking place on the user’s side of the fence, too. Buyers are wiser and less eager to part with their money, thanks to the recession. A blessing as well as a curse, the recession has stimulated business for software houses. In the wake of staff cuts, departments and data processing centers are turning more often to packaged software to help pick up the slack. “Do doesn’t have the capacity to react quickly enough to all the cuts,” said William Donohue, credit manager, Johnson & Johnson Products Inc., New Brunswick, N.J.

“There aren’t enough people in IT to handle all the requirements, so productivity tools and packages are looked to,” says Frank Sparcia, director, management information systems for Revlon of Edison, N.J. “We are not able to develop everything in-house. Part of the problem is money; part of it is pressure from users. So we are going outside because it’s more economical to go outside with the kinds of systems that are available.”

Nonetheless, dollars don’t flow as fast and loose as they used to from user to vendor. Today’s software shoppers are kicking tires, looking under the hood, asking about the manufacturer, and pulling out checklists. What qualities come up most often on the checklist? Compatibility with the current way of doing business is a prime consideration, followed by the acid test of matching a package’s features and functionality against the user’s list of requirements.

Advanced technology alone does not a successful product make.
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SAS/Full-Screen Product, word processing on the IBM 3279.

SAS/FSP™, a new full-screen product, gives you the friendliness of a personal computer with the sophisticated capabilities of your current 3270 network. And in the SAS tradition, SAS/FSP saves you time.

SAS/FSP provides full-screen data input, editing and retrieval operations, freeing your staff from tedious error-correction and needless repetition. To these facilities SAS/FSP adds a letter-writing and editing procedure. You establish a library of standard letters. SAS/FSP inserts the date, name, address and salutation automatically. With a few simple commands even first-time users can “personalize” letters, then send them to multiple names on a mailing list. SAS/FSP provides easy letter entry on your 3270 network and prints letters on the IBM 6670 or 3800, Xerox 5700 or 9700 and all line printers.

Best of all you can use these sophisticated letter-writing facilities with the data management, analysis and reporting capabilities in SAS®, providing a smooth flow of information between data processing and word processing.

SAS products run on IBM 360/370/30xx/43xx and compatible machines, in batch and interactively under OS, OS/VS, VM/CMS, DOS/VSE and TSO.
Domain Processing:
now available in 16 million colors.

APOLLO’S NEW DN600
HIGH PERFORMANCE,
FULL COLOR GRAPHICS
COMPUTATIONAL NODE
PUTS UNPRECEDENTED
POWER ON YOUR
DESKTOP.

The DN600, latest in Apollo’s rapidly growing family of nodes for engineering, scientific, and CAD/CAM users, provides performance and flexibility unavailable in any other computer graphics system. The DN600 uniquely integrates a high performance superminicomputer with a full color graphics system, eliminating the performance bottlenecks associated with traditional processors and stand-alone graphics terminals.

Like all Apollo nodes, the DN600 has a 32-bit central processor, 16 million bytes of virtual address space and support for up to 3.5 million bytes of main memory. In addition, the new color node has up to 2 million bytes of dedicated display memory, more than the total capacity of many other computer systems. Display memory can be used to store fonts, graphic templates, parts of oversize images, or the next image in an animated sequence. The DN600 provides 320 million bit per second area fills, so the entire screen can be changed in about 1/30 of a second.

The DN600’s 19-inch, high resolution display offers a selection of more than 16 million colors and lets users select from seven interactive and imaging modes. Users can choose from a combination of 1024 x 1024 and 512 x 512 pixel resolution and 4, 8, or 24 planes for different levels of color selection.

The DN600 is ideal for applications such as computer-aided design, where high resolution and fast response times are essential; and for solids modeling and imaging, where users build high quality graphics with many colors and subtle shading.

The DN600 is fully software compatible with Apollo’s monochromatic DN400 or DN420 nodes, and can be added to any existing Domain network. And the new DN600 node costs under $60,000, far less than the price of any other 32-bit computer with comparable color graphics capability.

NEW DISTRIBUTED DATA
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
TAILORED TO THE
NEEDS OF TECHNICAL
PROFESSIONALS.

Apollo’s new Domain Distributed Data Management System (D3M) is the first truly distributed database management system available from any computer manufacturer. It combines the efficiency and performance of a CODASYL-compliant DBMS with the flexibility of a relational interface. Its applications range from a personal electronic file cabinet to a full mainframe-level, shared database. D3M works exactly the way engineering and scientific users work, allowing members of a design team to create and update a database to store their own information. And with D3M, users can access each other’s databases or combine them into a larger total data resource accessible to other groups, such as manufacturing and marketing.

POWERFUL SOFTWARE
SUPPORT TOOLS.

The high-productivity Domain programming environment includes ANSI-standard Fortran 77, Pascal, and C— and the SIGGRAPH CURE graphics package. Apollo’s IBM 3270 and HASP emulators provide communications with central computer systems.

PROVEN ENGINEERING APPLICATION SOFTWARE.

A growing library of third-party software provides support for scientific, engineering, and CAD/CAE applications. The library includes MSC/NASTRAN and ANSYS, two comprehensively and highly regarded finite element analysis programs; PATRAN-G, a powerful interactive finite element pre- and post-processor; SCRIBE, a versatile and easy-to-use text formatting and document production system; and DISSPLA and TELL-A-GRAF, the leading data representation graphics software packages.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS EXPANDING FAMILY OF HIGH PERFORMANCE PERSONAL-NETWORKED COMPUTERS.

The Domain network gives you low entry cost, predictable high levels of performance, easy and natural incremental growth, reliable system operation, and long-term investment protection. For more information on the Apollo Domain processing system, send in the coupon or call Apollo’s marketing department at (617) 256-6600. Apollo Computer Inc., 19 Alpha Road, Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01824.
If you need high volume and flexibility, you should know that the DatagraphiX 9800 laser printer prints up to 21,000 LPM. It also accepts the widest variety of paper form sizes of any non-impact printer, with form widths of 6.5" to 16" and a length range of 3.5" to 14". And all 9800 printers feature perf-to-perf printing on paper weights of 16 to 110 pounds, depending on paper type.

The 9800 series is an entirely new generation of non-impact, high speed laser printers—with more functions, features, and reliability. It offers up to 34 standard character sets, with a font editor that helps you create a nearly unlimited variety of fonts, logos or signatures of your own design. The 9800 series comes in a variety of on-line, off-line, or on-line/off-line configurations compatible with a broad selection of CPUs. Off-line models offer user-oriented menu-driven software, hard copy log, 6250 BPI tape drives with ping ponging capability and more. On-line models offer full IBM 3800 compatibility, in addition to the advantages of DatagraphiX' advanced engineering.
ER TAKES MANY FORMS.

Combine these advanced features with excellent print quality and unmatchable reliability, and you begin to see why DatagraphiX is recognized as a supplier of superior computer output management products. The full-featured 9800 printers are available now, setting industry standards for up-time in customer sites throughout the U.S. and Canada.

DatagraphiX would like to show you how the 9800 is making quite an impact without making an impact. For more information or a personal demonstration of the 9800's capability, call or write: DatagraphiX, Inc., Dept. 3515; P.O. Box 82449, San Diego, CA 92138, (800) 854-2045, ext. 5581. In California call (714) 291-9960, ext. 5581. TWX: 910-335-2058.

DatagraphiX
The Computer Output Management Company
a General Dynamics subsidiary.
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Major Challenge — New Direction

MANAGER, DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

SOHIO, a Fortune 20 corporation, continues to invest millions in energy research, petroleum exploration, production, refining, chemicals and new business ventures. Information Systems and the qualified professionals supporting its extensive operations must keep pace with these rapid expansion efforts. We anticipate significant technological advancements which will continue to prevail in the years ahead — advancements crucial to our strategic plans.

We are seeking a "user-oriented" professional, knowledgeable in hardware, with a strong technical background, to make a significant impact in this newly created position. Your knowledge of rapidly changing office systems technology, distributed systems, training and consulting capabilities, personal computers and telecommunications will benefit you in establishing and managing a highly competent staff. Your responsibility will be to integrate all of these technologies into a systems solution which meets the user's business needs in the most cost-effective manner.

This is a NEW challenging opportunity to move computing for SOHIO across new frontiers and in new directions! You will routinely interface with management at all levels (business, technical, administrative) as well as with vendors, to identify the equipment, software and services necessary to provide the desired levels of computing support. Strong communication skills, backed by solid knowledge of information systems technology, will be essential to gain the support and confidence of a widely diversified and geographically dispersed user community.

You will be compensated with an excellent salary, comprehensive benefits and extensive advancement opportunities in a stimulating and progressive environment. SOHIO's relocation package for new hires who are homeowners includes a mortgage interest differential allowance, third party home purchase option, and other features often restricted to internal transfers.

Join us in our efforts to improve the information systems environment at SOHIO by sending your resume outlining your education, experience and abilities, in strictest confidence to:

Sarah Steiner, Sr. Executive Recruiter
THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY (Ohio)
4424 Midland Building — 443DM • Cleveland, Ohio 44115
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HIV
NO THIRD PARTY INQUIRIES, PLEASE.

"Help us Help to Assure America's Energy Future"

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE

mentation can kill or close software deals, insist some users. Then comes ease of use and a product's "flexibility," the ability to adapt one package to several operating environments as well as to a variety of user specifications, such as the number of digits in an invoice number or the different terms of sales, seven days versus 30 days, for instance.

Merrit Lutz, group vice president, software products group at Informatics General Corp., Woodland Hills, Calif., claims that more customers are requesting plant tours and asking more probing questions before they sign on the bottom line. "One positive aspect of the recession," said Lutz, "is that customers are looking at the undercarriage of a product." He considers the product's architecture to be one of his company's sharp competitive edges. "We look ahead five, maybe 10, years out, trying to determine where databases and hardware will be, then design our products so that they can grow in those directions," said Lutz.

Using a modular design, Informatics sets aside that code which interfaces to the IBM system, explained Lutz. When IBM changes its hardware or software, "we can go right to [that module], cut it out, and replace it fairly quickly." While Lutz believes few software companies take such a "strategic" approach to software design, users appear to be taking notice. "How much money a package saves you is still not enough. It's got to be able to grow with you," insists Joe Chaudoin, national credit manager for Ocean Spray Cranberries Inc., Plymouth, Mass.

The ravages of recession have also taken their toll on the sales cycle. It has been stretched out to as much as 12 months or more, say vendors. Part of the reason is that customers are sending their "buy requests" farther up the corporate ladder for evaluation and clearance. Another reason is that dp managers or department heads have a finite pool of dollars to work with and those dollars have to be managed according to user needs and corporate priorities. Low priority packages, such as performance tuning packages, are seeing the longest delays or are cut from the list completely.

The result is that vendors are claiming "fantastic" backlogs. The question is, will all that backlog bear fruit? Not always, says SPPS, which has already seen some promises to buy its product canceled. David Eskra, president of Pansophic Systems, Oak Brook, Ill., also is skeptical. He thinks next year will be worse. With business still in the doldrums and continued requests for more cuts in staffing and capital goods plans, Eskra wonders "where the money
If you ever lose power or communications in your security system, you'd better have only one system. The one that will still remember who goes in one door and out the other.

IF IT'S RES, MORE POWER TO YOU.

The one system to have starts with the RUSCARD®. A thick, durable plastic card that's virtually impossible to duplicate. There's no mag stripe to tamper with, just a series of numbers encoded inside the card to identify the holder.

The next three links in the system—the card reader, the controller and the host processor—all have memory. So if you ever lose power or communications to the host processor, or to the controller, or to both, all is not lost.

The reader will still allow the right people to go through the right doors and remember it all. So when power or communications is restored, the information can be transmitted back to the controller for record.

That's the kind of security you can only get from one system. CARDENTRY® from RES.

ALL DECISIONS ARE MADE AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE LEVEL.

This, in turn, gives you the highest possible security. Here's why.

Any job the card reader can handle—such as verifying facility access code—it handles. Otherwise the job is passed along to the controller. Any job the controller can't handle is given to the host processor. (Which can handle just about any job you want it to.)

That way the host processor can spend its time on the most specialized jobs, at the highest level of efficiency. For the highest possible security.

WHAT YOU CAN DO AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL.

Lots. Our MAC 560 host processor is a powerful and flexible data processor, and will give you detailed information on everything from simple entry and exit access data to employee time management reports in plain English, the moment you need them.

These are reports you select yourself, easily, because the MAC 560 is user friendly. In fact, than one user can And do more than If you're in the market for the one security system, choose you'll be most secure with.

CARDENTRY, from RES.

The others are powerless by comparison.

Security beyond the card

RES RUSCO ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
A FIGGIE INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
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IN A WORLD FULL OF MEDIA, HOW DID DIY COME SO FRESH, SO QUIET?
Dataproducts' new daisywheel printer is built not just for high performance, but also for long-term reliability. Designed from the ground up, the DP-55 prints at 55cps with an MTBF of over 3,000 hours. And we've added printing with either metal or plastic printwheels, user diagnostics, a print-head mechanism which tilts 90 degrees for easy print-wheel changing, and more. Find out about the finest of the new generation daisywheel printers.

Heavy duty 5½-amp power supply. Conservative specking builds in a safety factor of over 50%. It also leaves a full 2⅛-amp reserve for function expandability and custom interfaces.

Heavy duty power supply. 

Heat-reducing electronic design. By separating analog and digital circuitry, we eliminated a major source of heat build-up. The DP-55 runs so cool, it doesn't even need a fan.

Extra-sturdy construction. The DP-55 is the most solidly built printer in its class. Wide mechanical and electronic margins ensure excellent print quality over a long life for high-use customers.

A name you can trust. Dataproducts is the world's largest independent manufacturer of computer printers. Our reputation for dependability is built on 20 years of supplying printers to the most demanding OEM's in the industry.

365 Day Warranty. When you build a daisywheel with guts like this, you can back it with a full 365 day OEM warranty.

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE

[to buy software] is going to come from?" To combat the budget squeeze, vendors already are offering discounts and creative financing solutions that include balloon payments that can be slipped over into the next quarter or the next budget year. Nothing is cast in stone these days, not even a company's installed base. It seems that more and more companies are reevaluating their packages, replacing or removing those that are seldom used. "We are evaluating all our packages, maybe replacing some," revealed Dave Fisher, manager, collection and credit for Dow Jones & Co. On a more upbeat note, Fisher did say he is willing to take risks and buy from smaller companies—those without a long list of satisfied customers and large staffs—as long as the product meets his needs and has a good payback schedule, and he is comfortable with the expertise of the people within the company.

The way users prescribe their annual budgets also appears to be in a state of change. There won't be lump sum budgets anymore, predicts Pansophic's Eskra. "Everything will have to be justified and prede­termined." Each dollar may not be nailed down to a precise product name, but general categories will be decided on at the beginning of the year based on user needs and priorities. This approach could open up a whole new bag of worms from the vendor's perspective. Suddenly, finding a corporate sponsor, a champion to lobby for a general slot on the budget, a slot into which company X's product could fit, becomes key to any future sales into that company. The rules of the game have changed, and developing savvy marketing tactics takes on new meaning.

Competition is another bellwether of maturity. While the low cost of entry and the lure of huge profits still draw entrepreneurs like singing sirens draw sailors, there's yet a more formidable class of competitor coming on in growing numbers. The industry has reached that age when offshoots from its own branches are popping up regularly, entrepreneurs with a better idea are breaking away from the bigger boys and doing their own thing. Hardly greenhorns, these folks come to the venture capital party with years of experience and, quite often, sound ideas about how to avoid the pitfalls that tripped up their previous employer. srs' Rabjohn expects to see seed money for startups "to be used much more selectively over the next few years because there are better choices out there and more knowledge."

Startups are not the only group that will find it harder to get and keep a foothold. Bigger software companies are also finding the marketplace more competitive, observes the University of Chicago's Blattberg. "Their growth rates have flattened or are starting to decline; others get nervous as they watch a key competitor imitate their product and take an aggressive marketing stance." He has noticed that within the past several years computer software companies seem to be showing more interest in marketing strategies and tactics.

And well they should, encourages Sy Kaufman, a general partner with the California-based firm of Hambrecht & Quist. He describes the software industry as "one of the most poorly managed technically driven industries." He attributes part of that to the fact there are "no barriers to entry" in the software business. Others in the industry agree, noting that the combination of more savvy users and a recessionary economy are serving to separate the steady growth companies from those that wander under pressure, the marketers from the product pushers.

"Too many people get overwhelmed by the technology when what really matters is marketing" was Kaufman's succinct analysis.

—Jan Johnson

Have we got a date for you

THE MERIDIAN PROGRAM
A Date Processing Module

— Replaces existing date programs with one guaranteed accurate program.
— Eliminates duplication of various date programs currently being used in your company
— Eliminates the century problem—the MERIDIAN PROGRAM is accurate for 2-digit years up to the year 2050.

The MERIDIAN PROGRAM also
• edits data to determine if it's a valid date
• converts the dates to nine different output formats
• adds or subtracts a given number of days to a date
• subtracts two dates to determine the number of days between them
• locates the next specific day of the week
• locates the end of the month (even February 29th in leap years).

The MERIDIAN PROGRAM can be used on any IBM 370 Architecture machine and all operating systems. It is available exclusively from Saunders Communications, Inc. The cost is $500.

For further information about the MERIDIAN PROGRAM, call or write Saunders Communications, Inc., 30-11 47th Street, Astoria, NY 11103, (212) 545-6211.
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INFO WEST

The SUPER SHOW For Business Computers, Word Processors, Communications & Services . . .

THE CONFERENCE:
HEAR industry experts discuss the issues affecting information & word processing... Topics of interest to executives, managers, businessmen, accountants, secretaries, doctors, lawyers, and engineers alike.
LEARN the many business applications for information/word processing systems and how they will effect your company, your job, and the future.

THE EXPOSITION:
SEE displays by major vendors of business computers: information/word processing systems, communications, supplies & services.
SEE demonstrations of state-of-the-art small business computers, word processors and related systems.

FREE! Admission to the Exhibit is FREE upon registration to the Conference. INFOWEST '83 Conference registration cost is $125 for full 3 days/$50 for 1 day. Pre-Conference registration discount price is $95/$35.

COMING JANUARY 19, 20 & 21, 1983
PASADENA CENTER, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Attention Vendors: reserve exhibit space now by calling (213) 791-8167.

INFO WEST

350 S. Lake Ave., Suite 113-150, Pasadena, CA 91101

□ I am interested in attending.
□ I plan to attend exhibits only
□ Send me discount tickets
□ My company may wish to exhibit

NAME
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
PHONE ( )
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Sponsored by The Information Processing Group
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SCHERER'S SPECIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEC CRT's</th>
<th>DEC HARDWARE &amp; OPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VT100-AA</td>
<td>UNIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT100-WA</td>
<td>DZ11-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT101-AA</td>
<td>DZ11-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT102-AA</td>
<td>DZ11-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT102-WA</td>
<td>DMC11-AL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT125-AA</td>
<td>DMC11-MD Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT125-AA W/AVO</td>
<td>DD11-CK/CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT131-AA</td>
<td>DD11-DK/DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT131-WA</td>
<td>DH11-AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT132-AA</td>
<td>DISKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA11-KE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP11-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL11-A &amp; C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL11-WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL11-WB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC PRINTERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA38-GA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA38-HA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA38-AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA34-DA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA34-AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA120-RA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA120-BA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA120-AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA100-RA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA100-YA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA100-ZA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL NADINE OR LAURIE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ (614) 889-0810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCHERER'S

6145 Scherers Place
Dublin, OH 43017
(614) 889-0810

CALL GARY OR GORDON
@ (614) 889-0810

**In Kentucky Call:
Dave or Mike at:
(502) 425-9911

Scherer's of Kentucky
10347 Linn Station Rd.
Louisville, KY 40223
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FINDING THE BUGS

A newly formed quality assurance department is helping one software company catch the mistakes before they leave the door.

With a degree in law and criminology from Oxford University, Liz Hall never expected to be working for a New Jersey company selling computer software to corporate personnel departments. Even less likely was the prospect of being responsible for quality assurance departments. So when the British-born Hall does, with enthusiasm, for Information Science Inc. in Montvale, N.J.

In May, Hall was put in charge of a newly formed quality assurance program at the vendor of personnel software systems. Five other workers are involved, making sure that customers catch mistakes before they leave the door.

InSci thinks it is leading the software industry in its quality assurance program. The company says that even in the brief time the program has been in place, significant amount of progress has been made in catching errors on software tapes before they are shipped to customers.

“We're tracking the tapes lately and have found that about 10 problems arise every month,” Hall notes. “We're catching those now. It's better for us to spend money and have satisfied clients who otherwise would have bumbled around.”

InSci tailors its shipment tapes on its own mainframe using software it writes in-house. That software configures the basic InSci package for use under different operating systems, with batch or on-line access, and for use with previously installed InSci packages already running on the customer's machine. Each package shipment includes three to five reels of tape, according to Hall.

The quality assurance team at the company is trying to keep track of statistics it collects on the installations it makes. Hall says those statistics, along with data collected from customers through surveys, will help pinpoint trouble spots and eliminate future problems. In addition, her team is attempting to develop better documentation for the products in order to provide its marketing team with better tools and to provide customers with up-to-date information.

“Documentation used to be done the night the program went out the door,” she states. “Now we're doing it on a word processor linked to a mainframe so that we can keep track of it and keep updating it as we go along.”

Perhaps most helpful to the overall quality assurance effort at InSci is Hall's involvement with product designers right from the beginning of the design process. In that way, quality problems can be removed early on and the QA team Hall runs will be more familiar with the products under development, she says.

The company recently found through its client surveys that customers were not installing the upgrades to their InSci software as quickly as the company was shipping them. “We may cut back on the upgrades,” says Hall. “It seems personnel is not always a priority item at user sites.”

InSci has some 800 customers, about 200 employees, and annual revenues in the $18 million range, Hall notes, pointing out that the privately held company does not release specific financial figures. The firm competes with half a dozen or so other software companies selling personnel software to IBM 370, 303X, 4300, and 308X users. The company recently signed a deal to offer a color graphics system made by Boston-based Computer Pictures Corp.

—John W. Verity

LANGUAGE PARALYSIS

Dp departments are pleading for a single, easy-to-use command language to integrate modeling, graphics, database, and statistics.

Information centers, by now old hat to many data processing managers, have helped to solve a whole pack of problems related to the explosive rise in on-line users that otherwise threatened to bring the dp department to its knees. Today, outfitted with a management strategy and armed with an array of end-user tools—database systems, graphics, statistical modeling, data analysis, report writers—dp shops are just beginning to experience a second wave of problems.

“There are too many languages,” begins Mark Yash, supervisor of the time-sharing support/information center for
American Can in Greenwich, Conn. Among the resources available through American Can’s center are Information Builders’ Focus, Execucom Systems’ IFPS (Interactive File Planning System), ISSCO’s Tell-a-Graf, and a complement of languages including FORTRAN, COBOL, and BASIC.

“It takes a unique kind of [technical] person to work in this environment,” continued Yash, who looks for someone who can catch on “very quickly,” react quickly, and shift gears quickly from COBOL to Focus to FORTRAN. The effect of this “multilingual” environment on the nontechnical end user is summed up in a word—paralysis. Most dp managers report that their end users tend to learn just one package and one command language. Few users take the time to sit through one training program, let alone several. Then, if that newly acquired knowledge is not regularly used, it gets rusty or disappears. “What is clearly needed is an integrated product—one that integrates modeling, graphics, database, and statistics under a single easy-to-use command language,” said the MIS department head of a large West Coast bank.

Many mixed vendor dp departments that offer end-user tools from various vendors have tried providing their own integration.

Digital Engineering is offering new GEN.II™ Retro-Graphics terminal enhancements for TeleVideo’s 910, 912, 920, 925 and 950, Lear Siegler’s ADM 3A and 5, and the ADDS Viewpoint.

GEN.II Retro-Graphics, our second generation enhancement, turns these popular text terminals into powerful, bit-map graphics terminals. With no loss of existing features. Tektronix® 4027 and 4010 simulation and protocol familiar to most programmers. “Resident” graphics intelligence and English-like commands for speed and ease of operation. Compatibility with industry-standard graphics software. Extensive documentation and timely customer backup. And at a price half that of comparably equipped graphics terminals.

GEN.II Retro-Graphics for TeleVideo, Lear Siegler and ADDS. Available only from Digital Engineering. Call Vicki at (916) 447-7800 or telex 910-367-2099 for ordering details.

Digital Engineering is offering new GEN.II™ Retro-Graphics terminal enhancements for TeleVideo’s 910, 912, 920, 925 and 950, Lear Siegler’s ADM 3A and 5, and the ADDS Viewpoint.

GEN.II Retro-Graphics, our second generation enhancement, turns these popular text terminals into powerful, bit-map graphics terminals. With no loss of existing features. Tektronix® 4027 and 4010 simulation and protocol familiar to most programmers. “Resident” graphics intelligence and English-like commands for speed and ease of operation. Compatibility with industry-standard graphics software. Extensive documentation and timely customer backup. And at a price half that of comparably equipped graphics terminals.

GEN.II Retro-Graphics for TeleVideo, Lear Siegler and ADDS. Available only from Digital Engineering. Call Vicki at (916) 447-7800 or telex 910-367-2099 for ordering details.

Many mixed vendor dp departments that offer end-user tools from various vendors have tried providing their own integration.

Digital Engineering is offering new GEN.II™ Retro-Graphics terminal enhancements for TeleVideo’s 910, 912, 920, 925 and 950, Lear Siegler’s ADM 3A and 5, and the ADDS Viewpoint.

GEN.II Retro-Graphics, our second generation enhancement, turns these popular text terminals into powerful, bit-map graphics terminals. With no loss of existing features. Tektronix® 4027 and 4010 simulation and protocol familiar to most programmers. “Resident” graphics intelligence and English-like commands for speed and ease of operation. Compatibility with industry-standard graphics software. Extensive documentation and timely customer backup. And at a price half that of comparably equipped graphics terminals.

GEN.II Retro-Graphics for TeleVideo, Lear Siegler and ADDS. Available only from Digital Engineering. Call Vicki at (916) 447-7800 or telex 910-367-2099 for ordering details.

Many mixed vendor dp departments that offer end-user tools from various vendors have tried providing their own integration.
Imagine. You are perfecting a revolutionary operating system. In about two years, it will be the system of choice or 16-bit microcomputers.

It will be called the UNIX operating system.

But the breakthrough features of this operating system are going to make stringent demands on the computer.

The microcomputer developed specifically for the UNIX operating system more than two years before its commercial distribution is called ONYX.

ONYX will live up to every demand and expectation.

To achieve the ultimate flexibility, implicit efficiency and productivity, the UNIX operating system will incorporate a file system of highly uniform sets and sub-sets of directories, arranged in a tree-like hierarchical structure.

And flexible directory and file protection modes, allowing all combinations of "read," "write," and "execute" access, independently for each file or directory, or for a group of users.

But these advantages will require intensive disk access, and superior memory management. In simple language, disk access must be as fast as possible, and the disk must have an unusual capacity to maintain complex file systems on-line at all times.

Floppy disks with their low capacities and high access times won't do.

Winchester disk drives that utilize slow-moving stepper motor head positioning devices won't do.

ONYX's IMI Winchester disk storage system, with its servo-driven voice coil head positioning, is more than twice as fast!

So, obviously the ONYX C8002 will do.

And, as developed, the ONYX C8002 features expandable memory up to 1 Mbyte, and disk storage up to 160 Mbytes on-line. Its cartridge tape backup offers cyclical redundancy checking on every backup. Both the Winchester disk storage system and the cartridge tape backup are internal.

In the UNIX operating system environment, the disk becomes an extension of main memory. "Swapping" programs between the disk and main memory increases the number of operations that can run concurrently. ONYX's memory management system utilizes "scatter" instead of "contiguous" allocation, and the more efficient swapping minimizes demand on the disk channel. That's why ONYX assures a highly efficient environment for the UNIX operating system.

Now it's 1982. The UNIX system's pre-eminence among 16-bit operating systems is established. And ONYX is the only company that has significant production experience with UNIX systems. ONYX has installed over 1500 UNIX systems.

Today there are a lot of systems being developed to operate UNIX (and "look-alike") operating systems. But there are many reasons why you should consider ONYX and the UNIX operating system as inseparable.

System III available now for immediate delivery.

Phone this special number: (408) 946-6350 Ext. 251. Ask about these System III enhancements, including:

- Multi-key index sequential files under RM COBOL;
- "Term Cap" capability that supports a wide variety of terminal interfaces;
- Enhanced printer handling capability;
- SCCS to maintain edit histories in text management applications.

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

See Us At
COMDEX
Nov. 29-Dec. 2, 1982
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada

ONYX UNIX
OPERATING SYSTEM
Onyx Systems Inc., 25 East Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
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A Message Center acts as everyone's personal secretary.
Bell's adding new dimensions to Dimension.

Bell keeps the benefits coming. You start with a highly flexible system for as few as 40 telephones, as many as 25,000. Step by step, as needs require, you add the specialized software functions Bell now makes available to those with new or existing Dimension® PBXs.

Add Data Switching and you integrate voice and data communications, transmitting data at rates up to 9.6 kilobits per second without costly adapters (modems).

Add the Message Center and calls get answered professionally, messages get delivered promptly, itineraries and directories are kept up to date, productivity rises.

Add Energy Management as an adjunct system that can cut your building's energy consumption up to 20% or more. Then, as improved productivity and cost effectiveness expand your business, add the Distributed Communications System to spread the benefits of advanced communications to multiple locations—while retaining centralized control.

With Dimension PBX you have today's best-selling communications system. You have a way to make functional advances without the expense and disruption of new installations. And when Bell introduces its next generation of systems, you can carry over many of these benefits without changing operations or retraining your people.

Learn how Bell's new advancements can keep the benefits coming for your business. Call your Bell System Account Executive.

The knowledge business
Are you using only 50% of your network? Ask Omnimux.

Ordinary statistical multiplexers make you rely on guesswork to configure your network. They just report on data sent and received. Not Omnimux. Right on the front panel it tells you precisely how near to capacity your network is operating. Whether it's at 95% of capacity . . . or only 50%.

And that's important. Because how can you increase the efficiency of your network, if you don't know how much of it you're really using? Not just statistics . . . meaningful statistics.

The easy-to-read alphanumeric display gives you a wealth of vital information. Not abstract figures, but statistics you can use to improve network performance and increase throughput. Omnimux Advanced Statistical Multiplexers are like efficiency experts on your staff.

What percentage of total line capacity was used by synchronous traffic? How much bandwidth is available for additional data without degrading existing channel performance? Omnimux can give you the answers to these questions and more. With or without a supervisory terminal. From either the central or remote site.

The more you want to know, the more you need Omnimux.

How many retransmissions were required? When did the line faults occur? What effect did they have on efficiency? Ask the expert. Ask Omnimux.

Omnimux indicates all parameters and network faults right up front. Plus, it continually accumulates and time-tags all statistics for convenient planning and analysis.

You can do all network monitoring, diagnostics, and reporting from a local or remote unit. You can even test circuit integrity on each channel, without external test equipment. Fault isolation and network restoration are fast. And easy.

There's more to know.

Omnimux is a full series of 4 to 32 channel asynchronous and synchronous statistical multiplexers. For a detailed brochure, call toll free (800) 327-4440, or write Racal-Milgo, 6950 Cypress Road, P.O. Box 15662, Plantation, Florida 33318.
Artificial Intelligence wants users to install its Intellect on top of all the information center tools.

At present, Artificial Intelligence supports “dynamic” interfaces to four of the major database systems and recently announced an interface to IBM’s PGF (Presentation Graphic Facility). The company plans to announce additional interfaces to SAS, a file management program from SAS Institute Inc., Cary, N.C., and ISSCO’s Tell-A-Graf.

Getting into the graphics programs is “no big deal,” says Harris, since most of the systems were originally designed to be called as subroutines: “The really nice thing about graphics programs, the really elegant aspect of them, is that they separate out the data from the graphics formats, things like the size of the pie, color, type of label, lettering, and the 100 to 200 other elements you could specify. What we do in our lexicon, then, is define a format so that when the graphics program is called, it also includes the format. This way we get by without having to ask the user to define the 200 or so things.”

In most other systems that offer a predefined graphics format, the user loses the ability to go inside the graphics program and take advantage of all of its power. Not so with Intellect, said Harris. “We allow the nontechnical person to get a nice-looking chart without having to know anything. But by hitting a button on the keyboard, the user can enter into the graphics subsystem and, if he is willing to learn the language, play to his heart’s content.”

Down the road, Harris plans to extend Intellect’s reach into modeling and statistical packages. That feat is easier said than done, he noted. It has to do with the way those types of packages were designed—as standalone, not as callable subroutines. For that reason, they are harder to get into, said Harris.

“For instance, to get into Express (a financial information/graphics display system from Management Decisions Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.), you have to run as a subtask a routine that is called by Express. That means I have to first get into Express,” What Artificial Intelligence has to do, said Harris, is go around and “coerce” these vendors into supporting a callable interface. He lays claim to some successes already. The makers of SAS have agreed to reconfigure their system specifically for Intellect. They have built a callable entry point and will add that to a subsequent release.

Intellect, however, has its share of drawbacks that make potential users shy away. Says Execucom’s Jobe, “One of the problems with Intellect is that it’s a resource hog. It takes a big system to tie all this stuff together and justify the resources.”

In most systems that offer a predefined graphics format, the user loses the ability to go inside the graphics program and take advantage of all its power.

While agreeing that Intellect was easy to learn to use, our anonymous dp manager of the also anonymous West Coast bank felt that Intellect was “rather inefficient. We look on it as a quick query tool for very small applications, not against large data files.”

Jerald Cohen, president of Information Builders, had this to say about Harris’s handiwork: “Intelligent solves one small class of problems—query requests. By and large, queries are only 10% of the applications.”

“IT’s Rathbone at the Tonga office, ready to have the IBM print out the leads and sell up a storm.”

Datastream BSC and SNA Terminal Controllers give you a competitive edge in the field. An ASCII terminal and a phone gets you into IBM 3270 programs from anywhere. Call collect to find out about setting up your own low-cost dial-in network. (408) 727-2980.

DATASTREAM © 1982 Datastream, Inc. 1115 Space Park Drive Santa Clara, CA 95050
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THE PROBLEM WITH YESTERDAY'S DDP SYSTEMS IS THAT THERE IS NO TOMORROW.
INTRODUCING THE SOVEREIGN™ DDP SYSTEM... BECAUSE THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW.

You are a DDP professional wanting to serve your users with growth and simplicity to expand. But your current remote data processing system has become unproductive. At last, there is a solution — The Sovereign™ DDP System that provides a shared resource architecture suited for your positive thinking growth plans.

THE SOVEREIGN LOCAL AREA NETWORK — THE SHARED RESOURCE CONNECTION — FOR GROWTH.

Sovereign's high-speed data network is the key connection between several independent processors within the business environment. It allows information to be shared whenever needed. In a Sovereign local area network, dedicated processors work together over this data channel serving many concurrent users. It becomes your "Path" for growth — your "Track" for planned expansion.

PUTTING SOVEREIGN TO USE — VERSATILITY AND MULTI-FUNCTIONALITY.

Sovereign's flexible, multiprocessor design allows many DDP functions to be put to work. And the Sovereign system has a selection of intelligent processors to grow with. Each designed to optimize a particular task. Sovereign keystation processors easily handle the demand for high-speed data entry. Other processors maintain or provide access to on-line disc information files. Or, processing terminals can execute local business accounting tasks with COBOL or BASIC. Word processing grows to office automation, and mirror-image processing allows for 100% data base integrity. Each element within the system is a self contained computing module with its own processor and memory to provide "first priority" service to every user. The result: you buy only the capabilities you require. Where shared logic is called for, shared logic is used. When dedicated resources are needed dedicated power is delivered.

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKING — SOVEREIGN'S ANSWER FOR TOMORROW'S NEEDS.

The Sovereign system provides for both batch and interactive communications with a host mainframe computer. The Sovereign system is connected to your total business organization by communications software for all popular IBM batch emulation protocols and remote interactive transmissions including 3270 pass-through. And when you're ready, SNA or X.25 can be implemented to accommodate several remote business units.

The Sovereign system.

Backed with a worldwide service network. And behind that, a decade of computing experience. Plus, all the strength and resources of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation.

For complete information on Microdata's Sovereign system simply contact your local Microdata branch or write: Microdata Corporation, P.O. Box 19501, Irvine, CA 92713.

© 1982 Microdata Corporation. SOVEREIGN is a trademark of Microdata Corporation, Irvine, CA.
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How you get the data in, how you prepare a report, and what the report has to look like are more common applications that Intellect is not well suited for," he added. "Intelect just becomes another tool."

At Fleet National Bank, Providence, R.I., where Intellect resides as a tool within the bank's information center, information center analysts steer users away from Intellect and toward Focus if users want to use the language against a personal database. Fleet National does not have a database manager, so Intellect has to work off the existing file structure, which means it is a long and involved process to add new data to an Intellect database.

"It's because we don't do file definition or automatic lexicon construction," said Harris. A source at the bank confirmed Harris's statement. "The message was clear," said Harris. "If we are going to get into the personal computing environment, whether it's on a mainframe or in a PC, we would have to provide file definition and automatic lexicon construction." Harris indicated he is already thinking about how to add those capabilities to Intellect at some future date.

From an end-user point of view, the lexicon is designed essentially as a read-only data structure. It is not flexible enough to support adding definitions dynamically. Which means it takes a dp professional to build and maintain Intellect's lexicon.

In release 200, due out during the first of the year, the lexicon has been "re-configured," said Harris, so that it can accommodate the automatic lexicon feature. In addition the loading facility that loads data from a sequential file to an index form that can be quickly accessed has been changed so that it operates "much faster."

"What about putting Intellect on micros?" Harris says it can be done, "but only on a micro with a hard disk and about a meg of core, roughly speaking." Since all the programs that make up Intellect run separately, said Harris, they can be overlaid. The English analysis portion of the package breaks into three or four pieces that can be run one after the other. The multifile navigation portion, which is another big chunk of code, runs independently. "It's not as if these things have to be running at the same time; if that were true, then we would have trouble fitting Intellect onto a micro. Size is not a problem. I'm not saying that we won't run into programming difficulties, but we don't face a conceptual problem with micros."

—Jan Johnson

LEGISLATION

SOFTWARE TAX BREAK

California exempts custom software from sales taxes.

Many anticipate a ripple effect in other states.

After 10 long years, the state of California has exempted custom software from state sales taxes. While becoming the 26th state to exempt such software, California continues to levy sales taxes on prewritten or "canned" programs that are sold without modification.

Watchers of the sales-tax-on-software issue nationwide are anticipating a ripple effect since many states have based their regulations on a California rule, specifically State Board of Equalization Rule 1502. That rule, covering "Automatic Data Processing Services and Equipment," has been in effect since 1972 and, despite considerable judicial, legislative, and just plain finger-pointing fights, has stood for years without successful challenge. Until now.

The new California legislation, Assembly Bill 2932, authored by San Jose Assemblyman John Vasoncellos, doesn't rescind Rule 1502 but it provides the first binding interpretation of it in its exemption of software. Interpretation of the rule has been what industry groups have been fighting for since 1978 when, many contend, the state's Board of Equalization began reinterpretting some sections of the Rule in a tax-hungry mode to come up with justifications for retroactive assessments.

California was a precedent-setting state back in 1972 when it began to impose sales and use taxes on software and some services. Many states attempted to follow its example with varying degrees of success. What's more, California's interpretation of its own law was not always consistent, that is, until the late '70s when the reinterpretations became widespread and retroactive assessments became the norm rather than the exception (March 1977, p. 155).

Now the new legislation, signed into law by Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. on Sept. 22, could provide ammunition for industry groups seeking exemptions in 20 states that do levy sales taxes on custom software.

The states whose ranks California has joined in exempting custom software include Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, the District of Columbia (an entity, if not a state), Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Vermont, and Washington.

North Dakota, which exempts all software from sales tax, does not tax the media on which programs are delivered. It requires software companies to bill customers separately for the media.

Connecticut and South Dakota take the sales tax on software as far as they can. They not only tax both custom and prewritten software but add software that is delivered in human-readable form, which is exempt in all other states. Five states have no software tax laws.

But as the face of the whole data processing industry has changed, so has the face of the software tax fighters. The Association of Data Processing Services Organizations (ADAPSO), which has long had one of the strongest voices opposing taxation of any kind of software, may change its stance at a management meeting this month in San Diego.

Ronald J. Ralenski, ADAPSO's assistant general counsel, has indicated the organization might decide not to oppose state sales taxes on prewritten software, particularly off-the-shelf software for microcomputers. He said ADAPSO might concentrate its antitax efforts on custom software and prewritten software that is modified.

ADAPSO took a stand back in 1978 that software was intangible and therefore untaxable. "At that time," said Palenski, "personal computers were still on the drawing boards."

Now, Illinois, Indiana, and North Dakota, which exempt both prewritten and custom software from sales taxes, nevertheless do tax computer game cartridges and similar off-the-shelf programs.

North Dakota, New York, and New Jersey, which generally don't tax software, do require there be some vendor analysis of user requirements for the software and that the software be modified in some way to fit a particular hardware and software configuration to be eligible for an exemption.

Don Mulvey of Computer Services Associates, Oakland, Calif., believes the new California law will be "subject to a wide range of interpretations," as has been the case with Rule 1502. Mulvey's firm has been involved in lengthy litigation contesting retroactive assessments for custom software sales taxes. He noted that a payroll package contains many imbedded routines, such as those applying to differing union dues. "If they're changed, does it make the package a custom package or is it still a canned package?"
RCA thrusts time sharing users into the 1980's with the GE 2120 printer.

In today's competitive business environment, no ordinary communications terminal will do. You need the modern GE 2120, a 120 cps printer of tomorrow, which you can get from RCA, today. Its low-profile/ergonomic design is esthetically appealing and well suited for today's modern office.

The GE 2120 printer has many standard features and options, ranging from a plain language digital display to a 32,000 character buffer that reduces your communications costs.

And with RCA, you get the whole package:
• Installation and maintenance service through our nationwide service organization.

• Major systems support from RCA — a leader in communications technology.
• Flexible financing plans.
• No zone adder pricing on any terminal or service.
• Quality service by our own Data Communications Specialists from 180 locations coast to coast.
• The people to work with you.

RCA stays with you after the sale. You'll rely on a total communications company. We'll work with you to develop your applications, and provide you the hardware . . . financing . . . service . . . and technical support. The whole package.

The GE 2120 printer — serving your needs today . . . and tomorrow. Available from RCA on economic lease plans, starting as low as $85 per month.

Find out more. Mail the coupon today. This is your year of 2120.
Why put off sharing in the benefits of color graphics? Leasing can bring the highly-rated Ramtek 6211 Colorgraphic Terminal into your office or plant without the delay and constraints of capital expenditure budgeting and approval cycles. Not only do you avoid the heavy out-of-pocket expenditures of purchase, the leasing charges are deductible and you get an automatic hedge against equipment obsolescence—while freeing up your working capital for other needs. You couldn't ask for a better buy than that!

The Ramtek 6211 Colorgraphic Terminal is a compact, easy to use unit, ideally suited for desktop environments. Its high resolution images, powerful color manipulation capabilities and ability to use a wide variety of third-party software make it ideal for an extremely broad range of applications. Put these features together with its low price and you'll know why the Ramtek 6211 Colorgraphic Terminal is the
LEASE THE BRILLIANT RAMTEK 4100 MULTI-COLOR PRINTER.

ideal choice.

For hard copies, there's the Ramtek 4100 Colorgraphic Printer. This sophisticated unit delivers crisp, multi-color paper copies with such economy that color hardcopies need no longer be a luxury. You can put it to work every day for reports, plans, and meetings.

Let Ramtek bring some color into your business. To see exactly how leasing the 6211 Colorgraphic Terminal or the 4100 Printer can be a "best buy" for your company, call the Ramtek office nearest you. Or contact us at 2211 Lawson Lane, Santa Clara, California 95050. (408) 988-1044.

LEASE THE HIGH-PERFORMANCE RAMTEK 6211 COLORGRAPHIC TERMINAL.

OUR EXPERIENCE SHOWS...
**NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE**

In Michigan, the state's Department of the Treasury is fighting exactly that point. It is appealing a case it lost to Macca-bees Mutual Life Insurance Co., which had argued successfully that prewritten but modified application programs was using could qualify for tax exempt status because they were modified to be uniquely suited to the company's data processing needs.

California's new law likens custom software to legal or architectural work—a service. There is difference of opinion on what the new law will cost the state. The Board of Equalization contends it will grant huge computer firms a tax break to the tune of a state tax loss of some $100 million.

G. Ann Strangman, president of Software Services Assn., a group of small software programming firms that has been supporting the bill, believes it will be more like $1 million per year. Strangman believes most big software firms and computer manufacturers aren't interested in the specialized business of custom programming.

Board of Equalization member William M. Bennett disagrees. He claims the big beneficiaries of the new bill will be industry giants like IBM, Xerox, International Telephone and Telegraph, and Sperry Univac. He has called the bill "a public outrage."

Outrage or justice, even those tax issue watchers who have been contending for 10 years that "it all started in California" can't say it has ended there. Interpretation is still the biggest part of the issue.

—Edith Myers

---

**TERMINALS**

**RUNNING START**

Epic Computer Products had a leg-up on most startups.

Not many companies can lay claim to the whirlwind start of Epic Computer Products Inc., San Diego, Calif. When the company first opened its doors last May, it did so with 60 retail dealers in place, 18 multi-product service centers nationwide, and $20 million in annual sales. But then, other doors had been opened prior to Epic's launch date.

The idea for the company actually began much earlier, when Bill Terry decided to leave his post as president of Lear Siegler's Data Products Division. Having spent a lot of years punching crt terminals, Terry decided to start his own terminal design firm, Crown Mfg. But he also decided something else: he wanted more than just a terminal design firm.

"Except for a few well-defined

---

**NOW YOU CAN HAVE FICHE WITH EVERYTHING ON IT.**

Now virtually any computer-output application you use can be put onto microfiche.

With 3M's Series 720 COM Systems, systems that will hook right up to your computer-output. Providing an easy-access data bank. One that's so versatile, it allows you to create any number of output formats. Including electronic forms creation, multi-character fonts and sizes, and numerous tilting capabilities. As well as everything from production work to SYSOUT. Without the need for host computer data handling and reformating.

Fact is, 3M's Series 720 has the highest degree of input and output flexibility and versatility of any cut-fiche COM system available today.

What's more, the Series 720 COM speeds turnaround time with dry silver cut and processed fiche. It even offers the option of roll/scroll type processing for high volume production applications.

So whether you need an on-line COM, an off-line COM, or one that's switchable, the 3M Series 720 COM Systems are the ones that will give you your fiche. With everything on them.

For more information about the 3M Series 720 COM Systems, call toll-free: 800-328-1684. (In Minnesota: 800-792-1072.) Or send us this coupon.

---

3M hears you...
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market niches, the business of selling a CRT terminal alone will cease to exist in a few years," Terry asserts. "The profit margins simply aren't there, even for offshore manufacturers."

So he set out in search of a little help from his friends. He approached Roy Hollister, who was heading up MQI, a Lear Siegler distributor, about the idea of combining forces. Hollister liked the idea, as did David Crelle, president of Epic Computer Corp., a two-year-old San Diego firm with a microcomputer system and some software.

The next need was for money, and for that Terry sought out A. T. Zirkle, president of Key Tronic, the Spokane, Wash., data entry company. Zirkle liked Terry's ideas to the tune of providing 51% of the initial $3 million capitalization for the new combined organization, to be called Epic Computer Products Inc.

"We had a running start," declares Terry.

What the founders like to think they have created is a U.S. mini-version of the large Japanese trading companies such as C. Itoh Electronics and Sumitomo. They want to move products all over the world in all directions.

Although some manufacturing is housed in the original Epic plant in San Diego, most is done offshore in Hong Kong. "Low overhead is the key," said Terry. In keeping with that thought, Epic designers use CAD/CAM equipment belonging to Key Tronic.

"Because we can offer small computer system products of all types made by both ourselves and by others, we provide buyers with flexibility not found in most small systems companies," said Terry. "We'll avoid the 50¢ war. If a customer wants a Lear Siegler terminal instead of ours, that's what he'll get."

And it isn't all terminals and systems. MQI is the exclusive U.S. agent, distributor, and manufacturer for Düfte und Datentechnik GmbH (BDT), a German company that manufactures automatic sheet feeders for word processing systems.

First Epic-designed product offered by the new company is an 8-bit microprocessor-based small computer system that runs CP/M. Called Episode, the Z-80-based unit offers dual minifloppy disk storage capabilities to 1.6MB or a combination minifloppy, mini-Winchester system offering up to 10MB of hard disk storage. With it is the Supervyz applications software package designed by Epic Computer Corp.

Second product, introduced at the National Computer Conference, was the Epic 14-E, a microprocessor-controlled CRT video display. Next to come, at Comdex late this month, will be a beefed-up version of Episode, complete with new software.

Terry is no stranger to combining different operations. In 1971, he was trans-

Our one option is free.

The AJ 520. All that a professional display terminal was meant to be. Loaded with features. A 15-inch screen. Big, easy-to-read characters in 80 and 132 columns. Simple set-up menu. Large memory. User programmable. ANSI standard, VT-100, VT-52 compatible. Optional green or amber screen. Exacting AJ quality throughout. APL and ASCII models, too. Manufactured, sold, leased, and serviced by AJ.

Write for our free catalog. Anderson Jacobson, Inc., 521 Charcot Avenue, San Jose, California 95131.

When you need more than just a display terminal.
Tsk, tsk. You made a bad decision.
You bought a flashy, little database management system that let you down. Instead of MODEL 204 DBMS from Computer Corporation of America. Too bad.

With our MODEL 204, you could have had the only commercial DBMS ever designed from scratch for an on-line IBM environment. Instead of one designed for batch and retrofitted for systems like yours.

You could have been on-line in a jiffy with a system that can handle up to 513,000,000 records and 999 threads doing simultaneous updates. Rather than waiting and waiting for a system with far less capacity.

And you could have earned everyone's undying respect and admiration with MODEL 204's response time because it doesn't "balloon" under heavy loads and complex queries.

But you didn't buy MODEL 204, did you?
And now you have to face the music. So here's the only decent thing to say to your family.

"I'm really, really sorry.
And I promise to buy MODEL 204.
As soon as I get another job.

MORE ON MODEL 204 DBMS.
I can't bear to see a lovely family torn apart for no good reason.

Quick. Make a presentation on MODEL 204.
Send me a brochure.
Let's put MODEL 204 in and benchmark.

Name
Company
Address
State
Zip
Telephone

Computer Corporation of America
675 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139 (617) 492-8800
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ferred to California when GTE Information Systems acquired Ultromics, a New Jersey terminal firm for which he was working. “They wanted to combine it with two California firms they had acquired, Tempo Computers and Novar Systems, in what they thought was a synergistic coup,” he recalls. “It was a hodgepodge,” says Terry, who got out and joined Lear Siegler as quickly as he could.

He doesn’t feel that way about Epic. “In the future, crt terminals will be manufactured and sold as adjuncts to small systems. If crt terminal manufacturers don’t realize this, they could easily go the way of the dinosaur.”

—Edith Myers

ANTITRUST

ANTITRUST PENDULUM SWINGS

The Justice Department is getting out of the antitrust business—for now.


Medical history indicates the patient has enjoyed better days. As a baby he was active, vigorous, and energetic, and much beloved by the juris-doctors, who spent much of their time and others’ money ensuring his continued good health. With the exception of a few temporary illnesses, he remained in excellent condition.

Halfway into his 92nd year, however, he suffered a severe setback. After 13 years of tedious, thankless effort on his country’s behalf, he was summarily dismissed by the standard-bearer of Justice, heretofore his staunchest protector. Friends and supporters who have paid him tribute over the years are gravely concerned this devastating blow will prove fatal.

His spirit remains as strong as it was on July 2, 1890, when Sen. John Sherman of Ohio created him. The Sherman birth is still recorded in the United States Code for all to see. The first part—“Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is declared to be illegal”—isn’t bad, but he always liked the second section best. From that he drew his strength. “Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.” Sherman could punish people by fining them as much as $50,000 or sending them to jail for a year. But no one pays much attention to him anymore. And the inactivity is killing him.

“Nobody looking at the government’s antitrust activity could assume it is doing anything of importance,” contends Ray Carlson, a Washington attorney who was chief government prosecutor on the IBM case from 1972 to 1977. Carlson has also been active in the recent attempts to reopen the case.

“Section 2 of the Sherman Act is absolutely dead,” Carlson declares.

“There are no investigations or prosecutions going on and nothing has happened in the last year and a half. Monopolization, if not yet, will certainly be winked at. Inevitable prosecutions in acquisitions and mergers are not dead, but they’re close. In essence, everything is pretty much okay unless it’s a very high-level horizontal merger [one between concerns that are competitors]. And if that is politically important enough, [assistant attorney general for antitrust William] Baxter will probably let it go.”

“It’s pretty damn difficult to get around Baxter’s philosophy these days,” sighs an attorney whose client won a major antitrust victory over Bell. “Section 2 has suffered a serious impairment. It’s not in good health.”

“I doubt seriously that Baxter would have filed the AT&T case. Unless someone gets another piece of paper on him [similar to those that caused Philip Stern to petition U.S. District Judge David Edelstein to reopen the IBM case] there won’t be much coming from Justice.”

Concern for Sherman’s well-being is very evident on Capitol Hill. The Republican-controlled Senate last year passed a resolution questioning Justice’s sincerity in enforcing the antitrust laws. Rep. Peter Rodino (D.-N.J.), chair of the House Judiciary Committee, has introduced a bill (H.R. 6361) to strengthen the Tunney Act, which mandates a public comment period before courts can accept settlements in government antitrust suits. The Tunney Act was the subject of passionate disagreement in the AT&T case and the linchpin in the attempt to reopen the IBM case.

Maintains Rodino: “Revision of the Tunney Act is especially timely now when the Justice Dept. is conducting a massive review of the 1,380 current consent decrees with the intention of seeking to terminate or modify many of them.” The bill, a similar version of which is being sponsored in the Senate by Arlen Specter (R.-Pa.), would unequivocally apply the Tunney Act to all government attempts to settle or dismiss antitrust cases. Justice contended the Tunney Act applied neither to IBM (a dismissal) nor AT&T (a modification of an existing consent decree).

So Baxter fiddles while potential plaintiffs burn. Meanwhile, it’s a jungle out there. All’s fair in the struggle for the almighty dollar. And what once was unfair may soon be de rigueur.

“The signal from the enforcement agencies and the courts is that aggressive, hard-nosed behavior is what antitrust is all about,” says Phil Verveer, a leading Washington antitrust lawyer and former head of the government’s AT&T trial team.

“There’s much less chance to get a hearing or sympathetic ear now at the enforcement agencies. If you’re filing an antitrust suit these days, you’ve got to be less optimistic than before. Apart from price-fixing and cartel behavior, anything else is going to be viewed very skeptically by the antitrust authorities. You can go into battle, but there are many fewer rules of engagement.”

Therefore, there is less protection for the little guy. Baxter’s preaching that “bigness is not necessarily badness” somehow seems to be emerging as “bigness is goodness” in practice.

“What troubles me most about this administration is whether it thinks size creates special problems,” says Robert Pitofsky, a Georgetown University law professor and former chairman of the Federal Trade Commission. “It’s very close to saying there’s no way in which a dominant company can abuse its position. It’s not accepting the old notion that size creates abuse problems just because of size.”

“There’s much less chance to get a hearing or sympathetic ear now at the [federal] enforcement agencies.”

The message is unmistakable: in the marketplace we trust. Laissez-faire, neoclassical economics is in; government assistance, meddling, and regulation are out.

Exhibit A: IBM. Most observers agree Big Blue was on the wrong side of Sherman in the 1970s. But under the efficiency-over-equity theory, a dip into predatory pricing can be forgiven as irrational behavior. On a cost-benefit analysis in a recession, equity loses every time. While competition from smaller firms is cited by Baxter as the reason why AT&T, with 80% of the market, will not be able to lower its long distance rates to subsidize other parts of its operation, IBM’s market share—estimated by some to be as high as 70%—is deemed competitive. An added bonus for IBM is being free at last—free at last to aggressively hold on to what it has.

“Corporations can now do anything to eliminate competition,” according to Jack Biddle, president of the Computer and Communications Industry Association.
standard features. And if you need more, we have more than enough options to choose from.

GE IS YOUR BEST CHOICE FOR QUALITY OPTIONS.

A 32K Text Editor allows you to work off-line to reduce on-line time and communication charges as much as 70%. Transmission speeds are available from 110 to 9600 baud. A range of data buffers from GE 2030 prints at sustained speeds up to 60 cps. Of course, there is one other difference... it also costs less. So if you don't need the speed, selecting the GE 2030 may be your best choice.

With GE 2120 printers in your network, word gets around fast.

YOU'LL FIND WE HAVE MORE THAN ONE MODEL OF EXCELLENCE.

General Electric also offers the GE 2030 printer. Identical to the GE 2120 in standard features and available options, the GE 2030 prints at sustained speeds up to 60 cps. Of course, there is one other difference... it also costs less. So if you don't need the speed, selecting the GE 2030 may be your best choice.

Immediately, reliable hard copy data communications with a sustained 150 cps rate. Whether you're linking several departments within the same facility... several buildings within the same city... or interconnecting print stations in cities around the world, GE 2120 printers are ideal in electronic mail or other communication network applications.

Stylish, compact, lightweight, quiet and easy-to-use, the energy efficient GE 2120 comes with an outstanding list of

2K to 16K capacity provide the throughput efficiencies you need at high transmission speeds.

Internal FCC-registered auto-answer modems save work space and external dataset cost. All you need is a standard modular phone jack. You get choices in paper handling; friction, pinfeed platen, or adjustable tractors. And a range of other useful options and accessories is available to meet your specific needs.

MATCH THE PRINTER TO THE PROBLEM.

The GE 2000 printer family allows you to meet your communication network, time-sharing, order entry, CRT hard copy and process control needs precisely. Efficiently. Effectively.

WHO'S FIRST IN ELECTRONIC PRINTING?

Today, General Electric is a specialized full-line printer supplier with over a decade of expertise meeting a wide range of data printing needs. And remember, our roots go back to Thomas Edison. It was in his tradition that in 1969 we introduced the first electronic printer with modern LSI circuitry. Since then, we've continued to advance the quality and reliability of printer technology.

First In Electronic Printing.

For the solution to your printing needs, call TOLL FREE 800/368-3182.


Listen to the power of an office information system that links managers to the mainframe.

Introducing the SPERRYLINK™ System.

The SPERRYLINK System does everything you’d expect of an office information system, and more.

The SPERRYLINK System gives management access to the mainframe data base. Direct access and without the need for data processing training.

Which puts the DP function in the center of things. Because management, from the CEO on down, can now appreciate by direct hands-on experience the tremendous power of the main-frame.

Now top management can be plugged into the DP network, right at their desks. They can handle many of the more routine assignments that the DP department is so often asked to shoehorn into the non-existent spaces in the workday.

The DP workload gets lightened as a by-product. That logjam of unfilled user requests becomes unstuck and time becomes available to tackle the really challenging jobs.

The data processing function begins to mean much more in the overall operations of the
We understand how important it is to listen.

organization, because there's a direct link between the power of information and the people with the power to use it.

The desk stations are user-friendly. In half an hour, a non-DP user can master the basic tasks. In half a morning, become proficient.

The SPERRYLINK System is designed to be whatever it needs to be. It can work in a stand-alone mode. Or as a distributed office system. Or as a total inter-office system, with secured access to the mainframe. It can even incorporate an interface to communicate with proprietary public data bases, local or remote.

And it's here now. The SPERRYLINK System. The office information system designed by some people who listened—and heard the message of unrealized opportunities.

Those opportunities are now at hand. Talk to us. Call toll-free, 800-523-2496; in PA call collect 215-646-3378 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m. E.D.T.) Or write Sperry Univac Corporation, Department 100, P.O. Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424.

We'll be listening.
NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE

(DCCIA). The group is hardly one of IBM's disciples. "Courts have shown themselves totally unable to deal with blatantly anticompetitive tactics hidden under the guise of technology," Biddle contends. "I don't mind a slugfest, but it has to be among equals. Current antitrust policy will clearly allow IBM to return to bundling, but it won't appear to be that. Someone coming into the computer business better not choose the niche that's dependent on IBM's benevolence or long-term compatibility with IBM products. This industry is heading toward a shakeout a la the auto industry. The five dwarfs (Honeywell, Sperry Univac, Burroughs, NCR, and DEC) are dwindling as they lose their customer base. They can't gain because of IBM's entrenchment."

So grab the micros and minis, and pass the chips. Life in the fast lane will be more frantic, and staying out of Big Blue's path more difficult in Baxter's fiefdom. The communications industry ought to be calmer, if only because AT&T will continue under U.S. District Judge Harold Greene's watchful eye for the time being. Federal and state supervision should keep the regulated monopoly and local loop portions relatively stable. The unregulated areas of communications equipment and services, however, will spark heavy fighting with the possibility of accompanying private suits under Sherman's agius.

But is taking care of yourself all that horrible a fate? Ask AT&T's antagonists, some of whom have done right well with Sherman and without the help of the Feds. IBM's adversaries have not been so fortunate.

Throughout its history, antitrust has ebbed and flowed. But Baxter-chic to tie it all together and tell everybody else to go to hell. "I see this great plastic egg around computer systems soon. Nobody will know anything that goes on in there. No other vendors will be allowed in. It's going to say 'trust me.' And you won't have a choice."

The whole thing is cyclical," says the communications lawyer. "What did you expect the Republicans to do? [Well, they did file the AT&T case.] Antitrust enforcement is always political. I think it's caught a slight cold which could lead to pneumonia unless treated in a few years. But it will be back."

Hear that, Shermie? You're going to be okay. It just may take a while.

—Willie Schatz

COMMUNICATIONS

DATA COM IN THE OFFICE

Internal politics may be the biggest influence in determining the winner of the corporate datacom sweepstakes.

It's an accepted industry cliche that computers and communications are merging. The tons of paper that have been produced on the subject by industry publications, consultants, and federal agencies such as the FCC have focused on the technology involved in combining these two disciplines. But an issue that may be even more crucial to the success or failure of this impending marriage has been almost totally overlooked—the issue of internal corporate politics.

In every company, the integration of computers and communications has raised operational and organizational issues that strike at the heart of corporate information handling departments. Yet most organizations tend to concentrate on the technical impact, leaving the more people-related aspects to be sorted out through internal politics and seat-of-the-pants managerial decisions.

In most corporations the payoffs will be lucrative for those who win the information handling sweepstakes. Many organizations are evolving a management structure that will include segments of today's data processing, office automation, and telecommunications departments.

Many industry observers believe the dp/MIS staff has the best prospect of leading the march toward an emerging companywide information handling profit center. But others are not so sure, pointing out that telecommunications and office automation departments have unique capabilities that cannot be matched in the dp center.

While it may be difficult to predict what will happen in specific companies, certain trends are evident. To appreciate today's relationships between internal dp and communications groups, it is useful to step back and examine their past interaction.

Early corporate communications networks were enhancements to computer operations. These data communications facilities were developed as a subset of the data processing operation to provide access to dp center resources. IBM coined the phrase "teleprocessing," which indicated that such specialized communications staffs were service organizations chartered to ex-
Wang has much higher standards than any other computer company.

When it comes to making computers, we like to think our standards are pretty high. And those standards are the reason Wang can introduce a new standard in service.

**Introducing the WangCare Guarantee.**

No computer company has ever offered a service plan as comprehensive as this one. And WangCare Guarantee comes standard with Wang contracted maintenance agreements on most Wang computer and word processing systems.

You get guaranteed uptime. And we'll even guarantee to replace equipment that causes a persistent problem.

**Introducing WangCare Plus.**

This optional plan is available in most areas of the country, for a small surcharge.

And like the name says, it gives you even bigger guarantees on most Wang computers and word processing systems.

- We guarantee even more uptime.
- We guarantee service response time.
- We guarantee to replace equipment that causes persistent problems.

And if we don't meet our uptime or response time guarantees, we'll credit a portion of your surcharge.

For more information on WangCare Guarantee and WangCare Plus policies, call your local Wang sales office or 1-800-343-0943. In Massachusetts, call 1-800-322-0325. Or write Wang Laboratories, Inc., Customer Liaison Department, 437 South Union Street, Lawrence, MA 01843.

Now we not only have the best computers and word processors. We have the best service guarantees to go with them.
From a dp/MIS standpoint, this may present some new opportunities. Howard Frank, a founder of Network Analysis Corp., notes that the telecommunications supply network can be a source of vital information to top management if network managers can capitalize on the resources around them: “The activity level of the corporate network is really a mirror image of the activity level within the corporation. Certainly this concept is not yet understood in many corporations.”

Bennis is alluding to a new generation of network management systems that can collect network activity data in a form meaningful to the MIS staff as well as to top management. Few companies have yet exploited such capabilities since these latest systems were designed primarily to collect operational data for keeping the network up and running. People on the telecom side of the house predict that specialized software will soon be available to collect MIS-type data directly from these systems.

Lack of planning is one of the key factors that has impeded the telecommunications manager. Many of them are quick to admit that they have spent all their time fighting fires rather than planning ahead. Chet Bellairs Jr., director of communications at ABC, says there are “a lot opportunities for the communications manager, who has traditionally worked in a day-to-day mode. But we must do more planning within the corporation to see if we can improve communications and make people more efficient, and possibly generate more profits as well.”

On the other hand, a plus is the closeness of the communications function to the entry-level user. Here, communications staffs are more experienced than dp. Having provided phone facilities directly to end users, telecommunications staffs understand the need to provide user-friendly devices—whether it be for telephones, electronic mail, or word processing. Many of today’s communications managers are even becoming part of corporate task forces that meet to standardize the choice of desktop computers. Their appreciation of user needs together with their knowledge of the technical requirements needed to interface with corporate network facilities give them a practical edge in such planning.

In the final analysis, the interaction between dp and telecommunications groups varies from company to company. But Con­tel’s Frank sees the two groups being drawn closer together—by technology, if nothing else. “By the end of the 1980s, every telephone will look like a data processing terminal. With it, the user will be able to do electronic mail, voice store and forward, and all the things that we can now do with a $3,000 terminal. The telephone will probably be an integrated workstation on a digi­tal link.”

“And rather than eyeing one another as adversaries, dp and telecommuni­cations managers should really look at one another as partners in the same business...”

— Ronald A. Frank
A BETTER WORKSTATION FOR YOUR IBM 34 OR 38?

DECISION DATA'S WORK STATION does everything an IBM Display Station will do on a System/34 or 38...and more. But it costs less.

MAKES WORK-STATION WORK EASIER. It has more features than IBM Display Stations. Including automatic dimming, Expanded error-message display, Cursor-position display, Tilting, etched, glare-free screen. Plus a movable keyboard and a document holder. It's designed to make work easier— which means that more work gets done.

You might well find that your input capability is so greatly increased that you need to increase your output capability too. Which is why we also make a full line of local/remote printers which can further increase the effectiveness of IBM and other systems.

THE SAFE DECISION. Decision Data has the most IBM-compatible terminals and printers available anywhere. That's because thousands of people like you have searched high and low for the best features, performance, price, service and reliability. And they've found us.

THE LOGICAL DECISION. Peripherals from Decision Data let you do more work, faster, for less money. Which is why you chose your computer in the first place. And all our equipment is backed by Decision Data's reliable service organization in cities and towns across the country.

THE DECISION TO MAKE RIGHT NOW. Find out more about Decision Data by sending in this coupon. Or call us at 800-523-6529 (in PA: 215-674-3300). It could be the best decision you make all day.

Box 2508. 100 Witmer Road. Horsham. PA 19044
Please tell me more about ________
□ Work Stations □ Printers

IT'S YOUR DECISION.
To: Jack Burns, Division Manager  
From: Tom Donohue, President  
Subject: Computer recommendations  

Your purchase request for six personal computers just reached my desk.

What gives?

I thought you understood our growth plans, Jack, but the computers you've recommended are dead ends. They might do the job today, but what about tomorrow? They don't connect together to form any kind of functional system. The 8-bit models aren't compatible with the 16-bit models. And I doubt the software that runs on the computers you want will be of any use later when we're forced to buy computers that work together.

You saved us a little now, Jack, but your decision will cost us a bundle as we grow into the future. We are growing, Jack, and I'm sure that you want to be part of that growth.

See me before you go home tonight.
How to avoid this memo.

If you don’t want your boss to limit your growth, don’t limit the growth of the company. Consider small business computers that can keep up with your business by giving you options for expansion in the future.

With TeleVideo Systems, Inc. you get what no other small business computer can offer—choices for future growth. Choices that allow the computers you spend good money for today to be part of your growing system tomorrow.

For example, any TeleVideo small business computer can be used as a stand-alone computer.

Then, because you need flexibility for growth, your TeleVideo computer gives you a choice of ways to grow. Because you can add more TeleVideo 8-bit computers. Or TeleVideo 16-bit computers. Or both, to form a single system with up to 16 stations.

Since you need more than computers for a complete system, TeleVideo gives you a choice of peripherals. Including printers, terminals, disk and tape drives.

And unlike other small business computer systems, TeleVideo has a CPU for every user.

So you can add computers without slowing down the performance of the system as it grows.

Yet no matter what form your TeleVideo system takes as it grows, the CP/M® software you initially invest in for your stand-alone computers can be used on your future multi-user systems.

(Thanks to MmmOST™, TeleVideo’s unique executive program.)

So you can choose from the largest library of software applications—including graphics—without making a new software investment every time you reconfigure your system.

TeleVideo computers are serviced by TRW’s nationwide support network and by TeleVideo’s distributors around the world. Easy to understand training packages are also available.

If you’re evaluating small business computers, choose the only ones with a future: TeleVideo.

They’ll help your future, too.

For more information send in this coupon or call Toll Free: 800-538-1780.

TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
Dept. 610
1176 Morse Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Please send me more information about TeleVideo computers
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
PHONE 

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
MmmOST is a trademark of TeleVideo Systems, Inc.

Northeast Region: 617-369-9309 Eastern Region: 212-308-6768; Southeast Region:
404-447-1231; Midwest Region: 312-969-0112; South Central Region: 214-258-6776;
Northwest Region: 408-746-7760; Southwest Region: 714-752-9465; European Sales
(Holland): (31) 071-267-7461.

Televideo Systems, Inc.
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See us at COMDEX Booth 2444
How are corporations responding to the onslaught of the personal computer? A survey.

WE’RE NOT REALLY SURE HOW MANY WE HAVE...

by Amy D. Wohl
and Kathleen Carey

Most computer-related technology has been slow to make its mark on the average office. This has been due mainly to the cost and complexity of implementing the equipment—barriers that required a high degree of marketing expertise on the part of the manufacturers to cost-justify the products and then to train and support the office user. Word processors are an example of this slow process, taking over 15 years to arrive in significant numbers on the office scene.

Electronic calculators and now their more powerful cousins—personal computers—are exceptions to this rule. The calculator took just five years to clobber the old adding machine in the office. The personal computer is showing signs of gaining a strong foothold in the office in an even shorter period of time, both as a lower-cost alternative to dedicated word processors and as a computation or information processing tool for individual managers, professionals, or executives. Indeed, the personal computer may even affect the ways dp departments handle regular data processing within the corporation, and could provide the gateway for automating the office in the ‘80s.

Why the forecast for a quick success? First is cost: hardware and software are relatively cheap. Even today’s simple, game-playing personal computers come with a bang-per-buck price tag that would have been impossible just a decade ago. Second is perceived complexity. Though just as hard (or easy) to use as, let’s say, a word processor, the personal computer, coming from a home, game-playing environment, is perceived as simple to use or apply. Vendors don’t have to go into gyrations to sell the product, and need not do much (if any) user handholding.

Finally, personal computers now come supported by a wide variety of software. Third-party packages compatible with the “universal” operating systems of CP/M, MS-DOS, Apple DOS, TRS-DOS, etc., allow personal computers to be applied to a great many office and business tasks. True, much of this software may come from basement or garage shops, but there are increasing numbers of good packages being marketed by reputable program houses.

So, with or without the blessing or knowledge of corporate management, personal business computers (PBCs) are now being squirreled away in the nooks and crannies of almost every office. Many managers are unable to say just how many are currently installed in their organizations, and opinions on how to govern their acquisition and application are many and varied.

To gauge the extent to which PBCs have penetrated the corporation, and to determine their users and uses, Advanced Office Concepts conducted a survey. The following discussion summarizes the results found in AOC’s full report, Policy for the Personal Business Computer.

Of the almost 250 corporate users responding, fully 26% came from the ranks of the U.S.’s 1,000 largest companies, with 60% having 1,000 or more employees. Over 75% employ IBM mainframe computers and 50% use other mainframes. The main businesses of the respondents, when given, are shown in Table I.

Among the companies that could count their installed base of personal computers, almost 17% found more than 30 installed.

Note, however, the “could count” caveat. Most companies do not know with
More than 67% of the corporate users surveyed have no guidelines for personal computer use.

absolute certainty the actual number of PBCs they have paid for, let alone the users or uses to which they are applied. The numbers given (see Table II) may therefore be on the low side.

APPLE Which are the preferred brands? At present, the Apple is by far the most popular; almost 70% of those responding to this question use at least one Apple, and most listed multiple installations. Predictably, Radio Shack came second, with over 40% employing TRS-80 models. Third in popularity was the IBM Personal Computer; we feel that the 30% that listed IBM included a significant number of machines that are on order. All other brand names were mentioned in far less significant numbers (see Table III). By next year, however, this overall complexion of brand preference should change, with IBM gaining a higher market share and other vendors such as DEC and Wang joining the list.

Participants were asked to name the highest and lowest level of employee presently using a PBC. In the lowest-level category, the professional employees—managers, programmers, financial analysts, and technical and accounting staff—were mentioned almost 44% of the time (see Table IV). Non-professionals were cited by 27%.

In the highest-level category (Table V), middle management was mentioned most frequently with 39%, followed by upper management with almost 33% and professionals with 7.5%.

As for the uses to which these workers are applying their computers, almost 80% are found to be performing financial calculations (see Table VI). VisiCalc and its "visi- clones" are also probably represented in the 21% used for marketing applications.

Nearly 40% of the respondents said that PBCs are supported as terminals on a mainframe. This information is displayed in Table VII, along with the answers to two related questions:

- Are file transfers permitted from the mainframe to personal computers?
- Is database updating permitted from the personal computer?

Mainframe/PBC file transfers occur in nearly a third of the companies, with an additional 14.7% planning to permit them in the future. On the question of database updating, the nays were more resounding. Over three quarters of the companies do not allow database updating from PBCs, and only 5% plan to permit it in the future. The negatives may represent the large amount of off-line, departmental work currently done on PBCs, rather than a firm bias against the practice.

A mere 8% of the corporate respondents indicated that firm guidelines governing the acquisition of PBCs were in place (see Table VIII). Only 24% reported that informal rules were being applied toward the purchase of PBCs on an experimental basis. That leaves about 67% of the present PBC corporate users surveyed with no guidelines or procedures in place. And, of this number, only 36% stated intentions to implement guidelines. Thus, it looks like the free-for-all market for personal computers in the office environment will exist for some time to come.

THE APPROVAL CYCLE Although corporate-wide policy towards PBCs is still unclear, the respondents did indicate that some department was involved in the approval cycle. Not surprisingly, the dp department leads in this area, with nearly 35% of the responses stating that dp was involved in final approval (see Table IX). The individual user department, however, still has a good deal of autonomy, with 43% stating that approval rested there. The purchasing department came in a distant third with only 14% of the responses.

Multidepartment approval was involved in about 12% of the cases surveyed. In some companies, more than one approval is required or the end user has a choice in the purchasing source.

Rephrasing the question, participants were asked if the dp department had absolute approval or veto power over the acquisition of a personal computer. In at least one third of the companies surveyed the dp group does have such authority (see Table X).

The survey indicated a degree of confusion about setting policies, as well as a lack of planning, strategic or otherwise, in the implementation of PBCs as part of an overall information system. To complicate matters further, PBCs may function independent of any centralized dp facility as an executive work tool or gadget or, in the same environment, as nodes in a distributed network. Left unresolved at present are issues involving the overhead PBCs might place on such networks in their communicating modes; the compatibility of personal versus mainframe data or test files; the interfacing of personal computers in their own independent local networks; and the use of PBCs in local nets as office automation systems. With at least 1 million units expected to join the present PBC installed base over the next 12 months, now is the time to consider these issues and define some guidelines.

Amy Wohl is president and principal consultant of Advanced Office Concepts Corp., Bala Cynwyd, Pa., and a contributing editor of DATAMATION.

Kathleen Carey is a staff consultant and associate editor at ADC.
### TABLE IV
**LOWEST LEVEL OF PBC USERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial analyst</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>51</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent</strong></td>
<td><strong>43.6%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE V
**HIGHEST LEVEL OF PBC USERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANAGEMENT</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vice president</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceo</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>52</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent</strong></td>
<td><strong>32.7%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VI
**APPLICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word processing</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on 171 total responses; several respondents listed multiple applications.

### TABLE VII
**PBCS AS TERMINALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>PLAN TO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supported now</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File transfers</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databased updating</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on 207 total responses. Several respondents listed multiple answers.

### TABLE VIII
**DO YOU HAVE A POLICY IN EFFECT NOW?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL RESPONSES</th>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>OTHER</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on 159 total responses.

### TABLE IX
**WHO APPROVES PBC PURCHASE?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data processing</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual departments</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on 207 total responses. Several respondents listed multiple answers.

### TABLE X
**DP—ABSOLUTE APPROVAL OR VETO?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL RESPONSES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on 159 total responses.
PRIME INTRODUCES A WHOLE NEW CONCEPT IN DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING.

AFFORDABILITY.
Most corporations already know how distributed data processing can enhance the productivity of their offices. But they also know how prohibitive the cost can be. If that’s you, we have some good news.

THE NEW PRIME 2250 COMPUTER
FITS YOUR OFFICE, FITS YOUR BUDGET.

Now you can afford to distribute your data processing to wherever you need it—around your office or around the world. Because here at last is a remarkably affordable computer, designed for the office environment, that packs a lot of power into a little space. It is, in fact, the only system available with 4 megabytes of main memory and 316 megabytes of disk storage in a desk-high unit.

POWERFUL, YET EASY TO USE.

The powerful Prime 2250 can support up to 32 simultaneous users. Its 32-bit central processor runs PRIMOS, the powerful virtual memory operating system run by all Prime systems. And no matter how you distribute them, PRIMENET™ software ties them together and makes them a cohesive data processing network.

But despite its power, start-up is easy. Just plug it into any wall outlet, touch a few buttons, and you’ve made it fully operational. And when you combine it with our new PST100 terminal, you’ve got the most powerful easy-to-use system of its class ever designed for the office.

HIGHLY RELIABLE, HIGHLY ECONOMICAL.

With the 2250, you can count on high uptime. But if you’d like even more, our High Availability Contract will ensure that you get 99% uptime. System packages start at $39,900— and that’s before attractive volume discounts. And your investment is protected because the Prime 2250 is compatible with the entire Prime 50 Series. So expansion and upgrading is fast, easy, and economical.

SEND FOR DATA.

Whether you want to expand your existing distributed data processing network, or lay the groundwork for a new one, the high performance, low cost Prime 2250 is clearly the way to go. Contact your local Prime sales office or get in touch with us at Prime Park, MS 15-60, Natick, Massachusetts 01760, 1-800-343-2540 (Mass. 1-800-322-2450). In Canada, call 416-678-7331. In Europe, write 1 Lampton Road, Hounslow Center, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW3 1JB, England.

PRIME Computer
Offices worldwide.

PRIME, PRIMOS, and PRIMENET are trademarks of Prime Computer, Natick, Mass., U.S.A.

*Prices apply to U.S. only.
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Most digitizers are pretty much alike...the New CalComp 9000 Series is the exception.

Most are priced alike...except the CalComp 9000.
The new CalComp 9000 Series Digitizer gives you the best performance features at the lowest price. Only the new CalComp 9000 allows you to customize application configurations by switch selectable character framing, data rate, operating modes and interfaces.

Most have the same features...except the CalComp 9000.
Check the specs and you will find that accuracy, resolution, digitizing surface sizes and even transducers are just about the same on most competitive models.

Then consider these CalComp digitizer features: You can choose a digitizing surface and transducer to fit your application. Solid or backlighted surfaces are available in sizes from 12" x 12" to 60" x 44". All have standard accuracy of ±0.0105 inch and resolution of 1000 lines per inch. Transducer choices include a pen stylus, and 4, 12 or 16-button cursors.

The compatible 9000 Series lets you communicate simultaneously with several host computers and/or peripherals via multiple interfaces.

The new CalComp 9000 Series is an exceptional digitizer. Point for point, when it comes to price and performance, CalComp is the choice.

And you can count on CalComp to keep your digitizer operating at peak efficiency. Reliable, nationwide sales and service guarantee quick response time.

To find out how the new CalComp 9000 Series can perform for you, call 800-CALCOMP (800-225-2667).

For a list of international sales and service offices, write: CalComp International Division, 5425 East La Palma Avenue, P.O. Box 3250, Anaheim, CA 92803.
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Employees rarely labor alone, so why should their micros? Here's a strategy for big companies using small computers.

by Joel Schwartz and Wesley P. Melling

Applications sell personal computers, applications like word processing, spreadsheet analysis, and desktop scientific computation. As a result, microprocessors are sliding into corporations as standalone systems. A lot of them are being expensed by department managers, for example, to run VisiCalc during budget season. Personal computers put a processor, file storage, high-level languages, and problem-solving tools into one neat, nonthreatening package. Even managers with acute computer anxiety are bound to notice all that potential. Soon, they’re drawing up wish lists of things they’d like to do with their micros after they’ve solved the problem they bought the system for.

“I wish I could directly access data in the corporate files. I wish I could edit reports on this thing. I wish . . . .” Ultimately, the wish lists lead to the conclusion that managers and professionals who use standalone micros could be a lot more efficient if their personal computers were integrated into an overall corporate computing strategy.

Shared logic systems are the foundation of corporate computing strategies today. When computers were big ugly boxes that cost a lot and used a lot of power, we had to share them serially. In the early ’60s, that meant we all lined up in front of the 7094 with our grocery carts full of punched cards. Then around 1962 Burroughs figured out how to run two or three jobs at the same time. Two years later IBM announced the 360 and we spent the rest of the decade sharing computers concurrently. In the ’70s we did interactive computing and used software to create the illusion that the individual user had the computer all to himself.

While all of these improvements in our ability to share logic gracefully were being made, the price of logic was falling at the rate of 40% a year. In the early ’60s the cpu represented 80% of the $250,000 that a big ugly system could cost. Today’s microprocessors can deliver comparable processing power on a desktop and cost the manufacturer about $30 to $70. Additional cost reductions are taking place in storage and I/O devices. Disk systems are going down 25% per byte per year. Crts cost 15% less per pixel every year. Even printers, with their high proportion of mechanical components, are coming down by 5% annually. In the mid-’70s the ratio of hardware to software costs was about 4 to 1. Now it’s about 1 to 1.

Power and packaging costs are flat. So logic tends to go where you’ve got power and packaging. Stuff a VLSI board in a disk drive and put all your file management software on it and you’ve got a back-end processor. Stuff a board in a crt terminal and you’ve invented a personal computer.

It is tempting to conclude, then, that logic is so cheap and accessible that it no longer need be shared. We cannot, however, substitute independent personal computers for dumb terminals and accomplish the same thing. Cost is not the only reason for sharing logic.

**THINGS PCs CAN NEVER DO**

There are some things that you can do on timesharing systems that 40 independent personal computers will never be able to do, no matter how powerful they get. Big payroll, corporate-wide accounting systems, number crunchers like finite element analysis and econometric modeling, for example, will always require large computers, large centralized databases, and extensive software libraries.

There will always be data files, no matter how small or esoteric, that are inherently not the property of any one person within the organization. These are the kinds of files that have to be concurrently accessible to all of the members of a department or to a handful of people involved in carrying out a specific project assignment. Such files end up on a shared system.

But most important is the need to support interaction between people.

The original strategy behind the development of timesharing was to support a working team—six to 10 people who work together on a project with common goals, common tools, and common documentation. Each member of a working team takes responsibility for accomplishing a specific segment of work that, together with the results of the other members’ efforts, must be integrated into some sort of totality. For example, programmers working on a big application may create a number of discrete programs, but they haven’t successfully completed their assignments until all of the programs work together. However, while timesharing systems permit the sharing of files and software tools, they only support non-dp working teams in bits and pieces because so much emphasis is placed on the efficient use of large, expensive systems. The most compelling reason for networking personal computers is the need for team members to share work and information. Standalone systems can’t support this kind of interaction.

With the advent of third generation personal computers that have communications capabilities and file compatibility with larger systems, organizations can afford to provide each member of a working team with the specific bits and pieces he needs, without isolating him from the larger corporate dp and communications environment.

The alternative to a bunch of dumb terminals, a word processor, a scientific/engineering desktop computer, and a bunch of smart but circumscribed personal computers—none of which can talk to each other—is a range of compatible personal computers clustered with back-end processors or servers. This arrangement permits resources like printers and common files to be shared among the working group. If we look at a hypothetical aerospace engineering group (Fig 1), we can follow a planning pattern that moves from an organizational overview downward. A good plan for integrating personal computers into the network might proceed through these steps:

1. Define users as individuals who interact with each other, with external groups, and with systems outside the group.
2. Identify the points of interaction.
3. Provide common services at the points of interaction.
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With a range of compatible personal computers clustered with back-end processors, resources can be shared among a working group.

FIG. 1
PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN SUPPORT OF A WORKING TEAM

4. Identify unique individual requirements for applications and levels of support.
5. Assign computing services to the systems that do them most effectively—i.e., character editing on the desktop and number crunching on big systems.
6. Provide access to interaction, common services, and individual applications through a single window—the personal computer.

For the sake of illustration, we’ll keep our working team smaller than is usual. Bob and Carol and Alice and Ted are one of the many teams assigned to designing various components of a new transport aircraft. Bob heads the group. Like most American managers, he spends 55% to 70% of his time on the job communicating.

Thus, our planning starts with communication; it is the glue that holds the entire corporate data processing strategy together. First, it provides the means for the working team to interact. Second, it provides access to all of the services a professional worker needs.

Something like 80% of all communication takes place within the local environment and that data interchange is highest between people who share files—our working team. So we’ll install personal computers sized and configured to meet the needs of the members of Bob’s group and tie them all together with a high-speed local network.

Economically it doesn’t make sense to provide each person with a printer, large hard disk storage and a full range of applications that may be needed only sporadically. So we’ll store department files, some user task and file management software and commonly used programming tools on a shared file server and ship it back and forth to the personal computers that need it at the speed of a system I/O bus. We’ll allow access to other shared devices by the same means.

For that, we’ll need to install a baseband local network like Ethernet, which uses LSI and VLSI technology to provide high bandwidth and transmission speeds up to 10 megabits per second. We can support interaction between a number of groups on the same local network up to a practical range limit of about 16 miles.

A local net is a good idea, too, in terms of its easy connectability. Bob’s group is periodically uprooted, modular furniture and all, in the corporate game of Space Wars. The local net allows faster and cheaper relocation of equipment than is possible when cables have to be physically moved around in a building.

Old wiring schemes in old buildings are one practical consideration for the long-range planner. A somewhat larger consideration is the existence of multiple-vendor data communications networks that cost a great deal of money and are not about to be swept away by glittering new technologies. Even if a universal protocol emerges next month, Bob’s group is still going to have to access...
In an age when new standards are constantly emerging, one disk consistently meets or exceeds them all.


Maxell disks are created equal. Some are better than others. To find out which's best for you, look for Maxell disks. They're made to the Gold Standard of quality. It's your assurance Maxell disks meet the exacting definition of quality. We never mix materials or processes. Only the best will do. We've trained our workers equally. Every Maxell disk is 100% hand-inspected. Only the best will do. We're not satisfied. We're demanding.

Circlable free on the lines of manufacturer. You can complete it. Fill out the lines of manufacturer and program until they're finished. We've made sure we've never gotten our hands dirty, even with the most demanding quality standards. Every Maxell disk is checked, double-checked, triple-checked.

Your hands are dirty. Take the problem of your hands. A drop-out is a dirty hand. With a Maxell disk, it's clean and clear. We've made sure we've never gotten our hands dirty, even with the most demanding quality standards. Every Maxell disk is checked, double-checked, triple-checked.

When you set the Gold Standard of quality, you're setting the bar. Improvements in performance, immediately. Bank on it.
NOW ANYBODY CAN MAKE THEIR BUSINESS LOOK GREAT
The explosion in business graphics is just getting started.

To help OEMs cash in on the boom, Convergent Technologies now offers spectacular, low-cost graphics hardware, plus revolutionary software that lets even untrained users create sophisticated business graphics.

**Picture-perfect hardware.**

There are two ways to add great graphics to a Convergent system. The monochrome option comes on a single Multibus® board that plugs into any IWSTM workstation. Using a dedicated 8MHz 16-bit processor with on-board ROM and RAM, it displays either of two 656 x 510 bit maps on the existing high-resolution monitor.

Color comes as an option in our new AWS™ Turbo workstation. Using the same dedicated processor approach, you get dazzling 64-color images with 482 x 380 resolution.

A complete set of graphics primitives gives high-level languages access to all the features of both systems.

**Sensational Software:**

Now generating business graphs and charts is as simple as using the highly-acclaimed Multiplan™ spreadsheet program.

With Convergent's enhanced Multiplan and our proprietary Business Graphics Package, you just select a range of rows and columns for graphing in any of several standard formats (pie and bar charts, line graphs, etc.). To get creative, use our unique graphics editor to resize, rescale, move, and combine charts—interactively, right on the screen. Then produce presentation-quality hard copy on an inexpensive plotter.

Convergent graphics software is 100% interchangeable between color and monochrome systems; shading and cross-hatching are automatically substituted for color when necessary.

**The Convergent OEM revolution continues.**

Complete accessible graphics power like this with all other advantages, and it's easy to see why so many OEMs are making major, long-term commitments to Convergent systems. 

Shouldn't you get the full story now?

**Convergent Technologies**
Supporting the interactivity of the working team is the primary goal of this corporate computing strategy.

SNA, DECnet, and conceivably a couple of other network architectures for a long time. Communications processors that perform protocol translations can be implemented as gateways between the personal computers and the organization’s wide-area networks.

Let’s look, then, at the list of computing services we have to provide for Bob and Carol and Alice and Ted and figure out how to deliver them in an integrated computing strategy.

Memos are one of the most common means of communication between individuals and groups. So we can start our top-down applications planning with electronic mail in mind. Up at the top of the chart, we’ll put in an electronic memo routing system that serves the entire corporation, and we’ll make mail service available at Bob’s personal computer.

The second common need is for some kind of word processing capability. We tend to think of word processing in terms of secretaries and dedicated systems for capturing keystrokes. The fact is, however, that for everyone in Bob’s group, communicating information—whether in the form of a memo, a report, a business letter, or a technical document—means writing, rewriting, and editing. Bob, a two-finger typist at best, doesn’t need a full-blown system. He needs to be able to edit memos, so we’ll provide that capability with a little piece of resident software on his personal computer. An easy-to-use business graphics application can also reside on the system. And we’ll let him “own” VisiCalc. We’ll deliver support for project management (i.e., PERT) in two ways. For small projects—for example, 200 nodes—Bob can run a program on the desktop. For the big ones, though, we’ll provide the same service on a big system and deliver the result on the desktop.

Voice is still the primary means of communication in the office. A manager spends up to 17% of his time on the phone, so it may be a good idea to provide Bob with some kind of telephone management system right on his desk. A voice digitizing unit in his personal computer with appropriate software can take messages, allow him to do voice annotation of text, and perform automatic dialing, for example.

When Bob functions as an administrator, he’s got to tie into a central IBM system. (A lot of custodial accounting is done on IBM gear.) He’s responsible for doing reviews and giving raises and making sure everyone doesn’t go on vacation at the same time. He’s going to be calling up personnel forms on his personal computer as if it were a 3277 or 3278.

The next person in the group is Carol, a secretary. As she is given more and more automated support and as terminal density in the department rises, the time Carol spends keyboarding goes down and her task mix changes. She becomes an expediter, a preparer of overhead slides, a coordinator, an archivist, and more of an administrative assistant. A standalone word processor isn’t enough to support the expanded job. She needs a multifunction personal computer capable of handling electronic mail, word processing, telephone management, and administrative and business graphics applications. And while everyone has access to them, Carol is the custodian of the department files and printer.

We’ll provide her with input editing for program development and engineering packages. We’ll also provide her with input editing for printed material fast. She’ll compile and execute right there, but often she’ll use her personal computer as a terminal to a bigger system to save time.

The department tech writer, Ted, needs electronic mail, telephone management, word processing as sophisticated as Carol’s, and the ability to insert graphics into text—all for essentially the same reasons that we supply office automation applications to Alice. We’re also going to allow Ted access to shared phototypesetting equipment via the corporate network. No one else will have to duplicate his keystrokes, and turnaround time for printed material will be faster.

AIDS FOR DESIGN ENGINEER

Alice is a design engineer. She spends about 2.6 hours of the day doing design engineering. She spends the rest of her time on the kinds of things that eat up Bob’s time—obtaining and disseminating information, writing reports, handling mail, tracking down people on the phone. So we’ll include office automation applications as the first step in making our technical professional more productive in her job.

Alice’s job is to do wing flutter analysis. For that, she’s going to need access to a classic shared file system. Safety standards, stress tables, and approved parts lists are maintained on a minicomputer in the engineering standards department under Engineering Change Order (ECO) control where a lot of people can get at them. Alice can use her personal computer to access a database management system, pull the data she needs back to her machine, put together her NASTRAN, STRUDEL, or ATLAS runs, and then ship it off to a big number cruncher.

Then she brings the data back and decides she actually wants to watch the wings flap up and down. A really good dynamic graphics workstation costs between $50,000 and $75,000, and Alice is only going to use it for a fraction of the 2.6 hours a day she spends doing engineering. We’ll put a $10,000 computer on her desk that makes her more productive during the major part of her day and let her walk across the hall to use a dynamic graphics system she shares with other engineers.

We’ll provide her with input editing for program development and engineering packages. We’ll also provide her with input editing for printed material fast. She’ll compile and execute right there, but often she’ll use her personal computer as a terminal to a bigger system to save time.

If we accept the premise that supporting the interactivity of the working team is a primary goal of our corporate computing strategy, we can identify six points where personal computers must be compatible with other computing and communications elements. The six are languages, development tools, file structures, network architectures, task partitioning, and human interfaces.

The language and development tools issue is pretty much straightforward. Whether...
LOW COST MULTIPLEXING AND NETWORK MANAGEMENT

WITH M/A-COM DCC'S ADVANCED STAT AND SWITCHINGMUXES

M/A-COM DCC's ACM9100 Advanced Statistical Mux and ASM9200 Advanced Switching Mux extend the capabilities of your data network while reducing your communications costs.

NEW NETWORK CONTROL PORT

Now you can manage your network more effectively:
- Performance statistics for network evaluation and optimization
- Status of multiplexers and port configurations
- Diagnostic loopbacks, interface status, and link performance
- Any async port can be a password-protected Network Control Port

MORE STANDARD FEATURES

New "no cost" standard features include:
- User selectable bisync and async inputs up to 9.6 Kbps
- Extensive 32-Kbyte data buffer
- Enhanced flow control

FOR YOUR SWITCHING REQUIREMENTS

Maximize your data network flexibility with ASM9200 port selection, port contention, and data PBX features, plus:
- Switchable bisync and async connections
- Individual user connection to any async port
- Central supervisory control of total network configurations
- Status of switched port connections

PLUS INTEGRAL MODEMS

ACM9100 and ASM9200 models are also available with CCITT high-performance 9.6 Kbps and 4.8 Kbps integral modems featuring automatic speed fallback and return.

CONTACT US NOW

Call or write the DataCom Products Division, M/A-COM DCC, INC., 11717 Exploration Lane, Germantown, MD 20874-2799, (301) 428-5600, TWX (710) 828-0541.

M/A-COM DCC, INC.

Leading the Way in Data Communications Technology
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Like the elusive universal datacom protocol, the universal user interface has yet to appear.

...er applications software for micros comes off a third-party shelf or out of the organization's dp department, production and testing are facilitated by compatible compilers, debuggers, editors, and utilities that enable development work to be done on larger systems. And programmers should be able to use the same languages and development tools whether they're writing for big systems or for personal computers.

File structure and network compatibility means that data can be transferred between disparate computer and communications systems.

Task partitioning is breaking a program down so that little machines do the part they're good at and big ones do what they're good at. Ideally this becomes a system function, not something the programmer has to worry about.

These first five areas of compatibility can be handled successfully given the capability of today's microprocessor-based personal computers (where manufacturers have exercised some concern in designing their personal computers to be compatible with their larger systems) and, to some extent, by providing gateways between vendors.

**EASY TO LEARN INTERFACE** Ideally the interfaces between people and the systems they use should be consistently easy to learn and transferable between systems. This is the major challenge in integrating personal computers into an overall corporate computing strategy.

When Bob uses his personal computer as such, to run a spreadsheet analysis program, for example, he is confronted with one set of procedures, HELP messages, and error diagnostics. When he wants to tie into the corporate SNA network, he is faced with a separate set of interface requirements. A native user confronted with five or six separate interfaces to learn will balk at using the system. Like the elusive universal datacom protocol, the universal user interface has yet to appear.

If we look again at our hypothetical working team, we see that there is no such thing as a single purpose machine on any function system with an office automation component. The needs of the individual user determine the size and capabilities of the system.

A shared logic system is the centerpiece of the personal computer strategy outlined here. It provides the members of the working team with routers, DBMS managers, transaction processors, special function boxes, and a host for intelligent terminals. Networks are fundamental to a computing strategy in which personal computers support the individual user's role as a member of a working team with high interaction and a common goal.

Joel Schwartz is vice president, Professional Computer Group, for Digital Equipment Corp., with overall responsibility for marketing and operations for the Digital Professional Series of personal computers. He received an MSEE from Case Institute of Technology in 1966.

Wesley P. Melling is a product manager for the Professional Series of personal computers at DEC, where he is responsible for definition of user and product requirements. He has a BA in economics from Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.

---

**GET YOUR USERS OFF YOUR BACK!**

With Telextracto, the latest on-line, user friendly version of Extracto, end-users, with no prior data processing experience, can code and submit their own requests using a very concise and simple English-like language. Telextracto running under TSO or CICS offers:

- Automatic and extensive validation
- On-line data dictionary
- Automatic prompting

Both users and data processing professionals rely on the ease, speed and power of Extracto to meet their varied information requirements:

- Retrieve information from multiple files
- Print audit reports, exception reports and statistical reports
- Produce mailing labels and computer letters
- Generate test files and new master files

_extracto_ supports all current IBM and UNIVAC file organizations and accesses the following data bases: IMS/DL1, IDMS, TOTAL, MODEL 204 AND RAPID. With only 21 statements to choose from, most reports can be produced using only 5 statements, thus saving hours of costly programming time, reducing programming backlog and enhancing productivity.

For more information on Extracto or Telextracto call or write today:

OPTIPRO INC.,
330 Bay St. Suite 308,
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2S8 CANADA.
Tel: (416) 361-1981. Call collect.

120 DATAMATION
"You made our best-buy DLM III™ the fastest selling Line Monitor . . . so we can slash prices again, offering you the only interactive DLM under $3000."

ROY D. GEMBERLING
Vice President and General Manager
Network Control Division

Here's a price breakthrough that makes our interactive DLM III the most affordable trouble-shooting data comm tool you can use in any practical situation.

Formerly listed at $3775, the easy-to-use DLM III is now priced at $2995, making it the first interactive data line monitor in the world under $3000. Also, DLM III is upgradable to a DLM IV.

Outstanding DIGILOG dependability and powerful features such as speed to 19.2K bps, 8K data storage, bit/byte protocols, programmable trap, interactive modem and terminal simulation, BERT test, on-line CRC/LRC, and EIA RS-232-C breakout help make DLM III today's price performance standard.

If you are a first time communications network trouble-shooter or a vendor service pro, you'll like DLM's versatile menu guided set-up. And at 17 pounds, it's the industry featherweight.

New MSU IV and MSU III Mass Storage Units
For those of you who need mass storage capability, we can now offer two choices . . . MSU III and our new freestanding MSU IV. The MSUs will expand the DLM's capability to analyze long data streams off-line. Pre-recorded messages on diskettes can be used for network test and training.

The new freestanding MSU IV is a dual diskette storage unit for use with any vendor's protocol analyzer or data test set. It has an RS-232 interface and recording speed up to 72 kbps.

If you can use an outstanding data line monitor, Call collect today for a DLM III demonstration — 215-628-4530 — or write — DIGILOG Network Control Division, 1370 Welsh Road, Montgomeryville, PA 18936.
When you stop to think about it, all you really need from any business computer system is words, data, and graphics. And a way to make them available wherever they're needed. That's all there is to it.

At Hewlett-Packard, we think it's counterproductive to use completely separate systems just to get these simple, basic results.

That's why we've developed a solution that puts the power of your data processing computer behind your office equipment. That makes every user's workstation a lot more versatile. And makes our data processing computer the driving force of a network that distributes on-line, interactive information all through your company.

We call this solution The Interactive Office. And we think this is the way office computing will be headed in the future. But you don't have to wait. Because it's available from us right now.

More power at every workstation. More versatility for every user.

Instead of designing The Interactive Office around a computer, we built it around the needs of the user. And organized it into four functional areas, each centered on the different jobs that come up in everyday business activity.

First, there's Document Management. For creating, revising, printing, and filing text. There's Organizational Communication, which lets you distribute information—including reports, memos, charts and graphs—the instant they're created. There's Decision Support, which makes it easy to get what you need to analyze, interpret, and present information in a clear-cut way. Finally, there's Personal Support, which helps you design a personalized approach to business computing.
for office automation and data can do it all.

So it doesn't matter if you use the computer for word processing, electronic mail, to generate management reports, or to create charts and graphs. Or to do any combination of those things. In The Interactive Office, you can sit down at one workstation and do it all.

Just to give you one example, a secretary's main responsibility might be word processing. But your secretary can use the same word processing workstation to generate a management report for you, complete with charts and graphs, and then distribute your report electronically to branch offices all over the world.

And that's just the beginning, because every one of our workstations can share the same valuable network resources: graphics plotters, high-speed laser printers, data bases, communications links, and more.

**More flexibility from your computer.**

Our largest HP 3000 is powerful enough to process a large transaction like the company payroll, and support up to 100 Interactive Office users at the same time. But to give you even more flexibility, the first HP 3000 we ever built is software-compatible with our newer, faster models. Which makes it possible to upgrade to a bigger, more powerful model. Or combine several different models into a multinode network. Without changing one line of software.

And besides our powerful office automation functions, we have a full range of software tools for your EDP department. Starting with our IMAGE database, which has won worldwide recognition for its versatility and ease of use. Then, there's our set of tools for programmer productivity, which help make them more efficient at designing, implementing, and maintaining new applications.

To reduce the EDP backlog even more, we also have a range of off-the-shelf software solutions for manufacturing, distribution, and accounting.

**Even the service and support are totally integrated.**

Another good reason to do business with HP is our integrated service which is available from more than 180 facilities all over the world. We'll assign a support team to help you plan your interactive office. They'll get to know your people—and your applications. And, of course, they'll make regularly scheduled preventive maintenance checks.

All of this helps explain why we've maintained a leading position in customer service two years in a row, according to the 1981 and 1982 Datapro surveys, which involved thousands of computer users. And on the subject of reliability, we'll be glad to offer you our Guaranteed Uptime Service, which states that if your HP 3000 is up less than 99% of the time in any three-month period, your next month's service contract on all items covered is absolutely free.

So, if you're looking at a lot of different computer systems for your office, we think you'd do well to see how your company could work if you tied it all together with one efficient, integrated solution.

To find out more, stop by your local HP sales office. Or send for our brochure: The Interactive Office. Just write John Celii, Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 04142, 19447 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Throughout 1981 the worldwide recession continued to hold Europe in its grip—a situation that left the computer industry in a state of stagnation. Most companies struggled to maintain their 1980 revenue levels, and there were few success stories.

Unemployment continued to rise in Europe and in most countries the inflation rate was between 10% and 15%. Europe looks anxiously to America to lead it out of the recession, but very little growth in the U.S. economy is expected this year.
“Reaganomics,” which is restricting the money supply and keeping interest rates high, will offer no relief, it is predicted, until 1983.

Companies on both sides of the Atlantic have been hit extremely hard by exchange rate fluctuations. European currency values fell very sharply against the dollar during 1981, some by as much as 30%. This means that while European revenues may have shown good growth in terms of local currency, these same revenues were dismally lower when calculated in U.S. dollars.

IBM remains in an unassailable position at the top of the chart despite its poor performance in Europe. The company’s proportion of the total revenues for the Top 25 in Europe dropped from 41% in 1980 to 37% in 1981. IBM’s European revenues fell 6% despite a worldwide increase of 10%. It is obvious that IBM’s growth is slowing down considerably, which is inevitable for a corporation of such size. IBM’s net earnings also slumped between 1980 and 1981.

Although IBM still has a very strong hold on the top end of the market, large mainframe sales have become very sluggish. IBM made moves last year to improve its weak position at the lower end of the market, where industry growth is still impressive. IBM products are beginning to appear in retail stores, and the company has also enhanced its range of office products, personal computers, and small business systems.

IBM is currently facing up to the potential threat posed by AT&T’s entry into the
The leading European company in 1981 was Cii-HB.

information technology market. Ma Bell comes even higher than antitrust suits on IBM's list of priorities. Finally, after 13 years, the U.S. government's antitrust case against IBM has been resolved in the firm's favor. Now the giant company must turn its attention to the litigation brought against it by the EEC—litigation that seeks relief for the same practices that have been given a clean bill of health in the U.S.

GROWING MARKET

The fastest growing market in the dp industry at the moment is graphics, with some companies achieving revenue increases of 100% or more. The office automation arena is also showing very good growth at a current average of about 50% per annum. Although no microcomputer manufacturers have broken into Europe's Top 25, their entry should be imminent since growth in this sector continues at 50%. The previous spectacular growth of minicomputer makers has slowed to a steady 30%, but that is a good showing compared to most other large industry companies that have chalked up gains of only 10%.

The fastest growing companies in the European dp market are shown in Table I. As it was in 1980, this table is dominated by American companies. Comparing this table with last year's, it is especially noticeable that the overall market growth rate has slowed to virtually nothing. In 1980 ITT ranked last in our table with a growth rate of 24%. In this year's table the last place is joint held by Honeywell Information Systems and Burroughs, both of which recorded a paltry 1% increase in revenues. The remaining companies maintained static or below par sales revenues. Against this generally gloomy picture, the growth of ITT, Digital Equipment, and Wang is quite spectacular, reflecting new trends in the market as well as new marketing strategies, particularly on the part of ITT.

Of course, when these companies' growth rates are calculated in terms of their own accounting currencies, Table I is transformed into Table II. Olivetti then shoots up to first place with a growth of 52%, due in part to its takeover of Logabax. Ferranti, Datasaab, Nixdorf, Thomson-CSF, and Cii-Honeywell Bull outdistanced most of their American rivals in terms of 1981 growth. To the extent that a company's overall health is measured in its accounting currency, this difference is very significant. For example, the 25% increase in Datasaab's revenue in Swedish kroner is the important indicator of its future, rather than the somewhat artificial 5% gain that results when its revenue is converted into U.S. dollars.

Nevertheless, 13 out of the Top 25 companies in Europe are American—the same proportion as last year. Together they account for 67% of the total revenues of all the Top 25 companies. If IBM is excluded, however, that percentage drops to 27%, showing that European companies have a strong, expanding Continental base.

Britain, France, and Germany each have three companies in the Top 25, while Italy, the Netherlands, and Sweden each have one. This accurately reflects the relative strengths of the dp industry in each of these European countries. It is unlikely that any other European nation will develop its computer industry sufficiently to produce a firm large enough to enter the Datamation Top 25 for some years to come.

IMPOR TANT RANKING CHANGES

Several significant ranking changes have taken place since 1980. At the upper end of the table, DEC has moved up four notches from number eight to number four in Europe, knocking ICL into the fifth position. (ICL, nevertheless achieved highest worldwide dp revenues of all the European companies.) Cii-HB and Siemens exchanged places, mainly due to a very poor year for Siemens. This means that in 1981 Cii-HB was the leading European company.

Philips, which had no official ranking last year because of the difficulty in obtaining exact dp revenue figures, has revealed itself this year to be a much more powerful force in the European dp world than a lot of people expected. Pegged in the ninth niche in 1981, Philips shows great promise of moving still higher in the future.

Meanwhile, ITT, with its 47% growth rate, has also made significant strides, jumping from 24th in 1980 to 17th last year.

The only true newcomer to the Top 25 list is Wang, which shows up in the 23rd slot now that word processing revenues are included in our definition for the Datamation Top 25. The entry of Philips and Wang means that two companies have been pushed off the bottom of the table—The French software house Cii and the American plug-compatible manufacturer Amdahl. Burroughs' complete takeover of Memorex and Data-saab's amalgamation with parts of its parent I.M. Ericsson portend some more dramatic changes in position for 1982.

Over the past year enormous changes have been wrought in the French dp industry as a result of the Socialist government's nationalization program. In the works since July 1981, the nationalization plans were finally approved last February. Negotiations on the details are likely to continue for a long time, and the reverberations from the nationalization effort on the European market as a whole are bound to affect the industry for some time to come.

The French government now has overall control of the three largest corporations that have electronics interests: Thomson-Brandt, with its subsidiary Thomson-CSF; Compagnie Générale d' Electricité (CGE), parent of CIT Alcatel; and Saint Go-bain, with its affiliate Cii-Honeywell Bull. Honeywell's stake in Cii-HB has been reduced from 47% to 19%, and the government wants to take a 51% controlling interest from ITT in Compagnie Générale de Constructions Téléphoniques.

The past 12 months have been far from easy for those French companies caught up in the turmoil and uncertainties of nationalization. Even after the final nationalization...
Add Radio Shack's TRS-80® to Your DP Staff and Save $500

Model II is on Sale!
Our best single-user microcomputer is now priced at only $2999 (Cat. No. 26-4002, regularly $3499). This complete desktop system can save valuable "big machine" time in any data processing department.

Surprising Power at Your Disposal.
A TRS-80 Model II microcomputer allows you to design dedicated systems around specific needs—relieving your mainframe. It combines keyboard, video display and 416K on-line disk storage (externally expandable to 33 megabytes).

Bi-Sync Communications.
You can outfit Model II for 3270 or 3780 bisynchronous communications with IBM® and DEC® mainframes.

Do Your Own Programming.
We have BASIC interpreter and compiler, COBOL, FORTRAN and Assembler.

Don't Train on Your Mainframe.
With our ANSI '74 COBOL (without sort and report writer), you can evaluate programmers before putting them on your big system.

Have a Planning Job?
Our popular VisiCalc® program gives you a powerful "electronic spreadsheet" that makes "what if . . ." forecasting incredibly simple.

Want a Stand-Alone Filing System?
Our Profile II data base management program provides instant storage and retrieval of data.

Find Out More Today.
See how effective a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model II can be. On-site service plans are available in many areas, and we can arrange to train your staff in our classroom. Get all the facts at your nearest Radio Shack Computer Center. And remember Model II is on sale for $2999 right now!
The end user justifies the means.

It's tough to win when the game keeps changing on you. But that's precisely what you're up against in trying to satisfy every end user demand for data processing support.

It's virtually impossible to play the game when you don't have all the tools. But you know how impractical it would be to create and maintain a resource that could immediately respond to every end user need.

There is a way to play and win. And still maintain your responsibilities to meet organization-wide needs for data processing. Without compromising your professional standards for effective solutions, your priorities or your control.

Make Control Data Business Information Services your designated alternate resource. We can help provide you with the means to satisfy many of the wildest curves an end user can throw at you.
When does it make sense to use us? Some examples can make it clearer. An end user has a significant problem which is ill-defined or time-critical, or both. We can help you by working directly with your end user to prototype an application and have it running in a fraction of the normal development time. (In instances where conventional development time has been estimated at over a year, applications have shown results within a few weeks.)

Or, when end users need immediate access to the leading economic, financial, industry or demographic data bases, we have them on line and ready to interact. If the problem is one of supporting financial planning, analysis or understanding massive amounts of information, we can help there as well.

Not only with all the hardware, software and networking tools you would expect, but also with the people — trained, experienced and dedicated — who bring all the resources together to provide prompt, responsible solutions to data processing problems. And who keep you informed.

As data processing managers in hundreds of the nation's largest companies have discovered, when you rely on Control Data Business Information Services as your alternate resource, not only does the end user justify the means ... you can too.

They get the answers they want. You keep the control you need.

For more information, write:
C. J. Brown, Senior Vice President
Control Data
Business Information Services
500 West Putnam Avenue
Greenwich, CT 06830
Around the world, 1981 was office automation year.

### DATAMATION'S EUROPEAN TOP 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. IBM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,846</td>
<td>- 6</td>
<td>- 6</td>
<td>16,945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ci-Honeywell</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,311</td>
<td>- 9</td>
<td>+17</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Siemens</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>W. Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,236</td>
<td>- 15</td>
<td>+ 4</td>
<td>2,631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Digital Equipment</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,162</td>
<td>+38</td>
<td>+38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ICL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,067</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>- 5</td>
<td>826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Olivetti</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,006</td>
<td>+15</td>
<td>+52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Sperry Univac²</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>850</td>
<td>+13</td>
<td>+13</td>
<td>1,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Control Data</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>765</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Philips²</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Burroughs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>742</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>2,037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. NCR</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>728</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>- 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Nixdorf</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>W. Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>678</td>
<td>- 4</td>
<td>+21</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Hewlett-Packard</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>604</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. CIT Alcatel</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td>556</td>
<td>+13</td>
<td>+30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Honeywell Infor. Systems</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>497</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Thomson-CSF</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td>460</td>
<td>- 7</td>
<td>+19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. ITT</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>233</td>
<td>- 47</td>
<td>+47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Rank Xerox²</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>219</td>
<td>- 14</td>
<td>- 14</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Kienzle</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>W. Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>207</td>
<td>- 0.5</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Datasaab</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td>203</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>+25</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Plessey²</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td></td>
<td>203</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Wang</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>201</td>
<td>+34</td>
<td>+34</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Data General</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Memorex¹</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n/a Not applicable  
²Not available  
¹Estimates

Legislation was announced, it was still unclear what the government's industry plans would be. Under these circumstances, management has had little incentive to draw up strategy plans, and foreign customers have hesitated before buying their goods. U.S. and Japanese competitors did not miss this chance to make marketing inroads. The French firms, as a result, will have considerable ground to make up.

Back in the U.K., things were looking better for ICL at the end of 1981. In 1982 ICL is believed to be trading profitably and by 1983 it is expected to show an overall profit. The new management team of Rob Wilmott (managing director) and Chris Laidlaw (chairman) has breathed new life and dynamism into the old ICL, which seemed to have lost all motivation and sense of direction.

Significant changes have been made, including mass layoffs and plant closures, rationalization of product ranges, and deals with a number of manufacturers, notably Fujitsu. Three Rivers, Mitel, Sinclair, Rair, and Logica. These agreements are expected to fill in gaps in ICL's product line. Although ICL slipped into fifth position in the 1981 DATAMATION Top 25, it may well move back up the chart to join the leaders by 1983.

The merging of Datasaab with two divisions of its parent LM Ericsson to form Ericsson Information Systems (EIS) may signal the emergence of Sweden as a major power in the European dp industry. Revenues, coming mainly from office automation equipment and telecommunications expertise, could reach $550 million in 1982. This almost doubles Datasaab's previous sales figures and could mean a jump of several places in next year's DATAMATION Top 25 table.

As was true in 1980, no Japanese company has broken into the ranks of the European Top 25. Several European companies, such as ICL and Siemens, however, are selling Japanese mainframes under their own labels. Most of the Japanese manufacturers have set high export targets for the latter part of the 1980s. Nippon Electric (NEC) plans to be exporting 40% of its production—roughly $455 million worth—by 1985. Hitachi and Mitsubishi both hope for 10% in 1983. Fujitsu, the largest Japanese exporter, sells mainframes directly to Australia, Spain, and the Far East and indirectly in Europe through Siemens and ICL. It already sells subassemblies to Amdahl and will do the same for ICL for its Estriel machine. Fujitsu's 1981 exports totaled $264 million—13% of its output. Exports are expected to grow 30% to around $900 million in 1985. It is easy to predict that Japan Inc. will soon make an appearance in the DATAMATION Top 25—and apparently with an open invitation from most European manufacturers.

If 1982 is information technology year in the U.K., 1981 must have been office automation year around the world. The press was swamped with announcements from almost every major and minor manufacturer, detailing their electronic office strategies and plans. Despite the fact that very few of these announced products are likely to be automating anyone's office anytime soon, enthusiasm was boundless and anyone without a publicized electronic office game plan was considered to be out of the race. The DATAMATION Top 25 celebrated this phenomenon with the entry of Wang into its ranking. Some
estimates pinpoint word processor sales growth as high as 50%, and major companies such as IBM, Wang, Xerox, and Philips are likely to be the main beneficiaries.

**METHODOLOGY**

Information for the European Top 25 survey was solicited through a questionnaire. For the purposes of the survey, Europe was taken to include Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, West Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the U.K. Dp and related activities were defined as covering the following product areas:

- **Mainframes**
- **Minicomputers and microcomputers**—computers with a minimum of system software—and small business systems and personal computers
- **Terminals and peripherals**—all those connected, either directly or via data communications links, to a dp system
- **Software and services**—bureau services, database services, software packages, etc.
- **Word processing equipment**
- **Data communications equipment**, including data connections (modems and equivalent) and communications processors (multiplexors, concentrators)

The following products were specifically excluded:
- General office equipment, electronic cash registers, electronic and magnetic card typewriters, instrumentation, dp supplies, and switching equipment supplied to FTS for their data services.

The main ranking was based on 1981 calendar year revenues (in U.S. dollars) from dp operations in Europe for each company. Figures for companies whose fiscal year did not end December 1981 were adjusted, using published quarterly figures or estimates. All other figures appearing in this survey relate to the companies' reported results of their fiscal year ending 1981. In the main table, all results have been converted to U.S. dollars, using OECD exchange rate statistics for the appropriate time period. An additional column showing growth rates in actual accounting currencies has been included this year, due to the anomalies produced by fluctuating exchange rates.

While the 1980 ranking was correct, any inaccuracies uncovered in last year's table have been corrected and used for calculating the 1981 growth rates. Total revenue figures for Europe and worldwide refer to the parent company, where appropriate. When the parent company itself is not strongly involved in dp, the principal company has been considered as independent. Anomalies in the figures are inevitable since some companies do not give a revenue breakdown for the appropriate categories. Estimates were used for Sperry Univac, Plessey, and Rank Xerox because these firms did not provide answers to the survey questionnaire.

**DATAMATION'S** Top 25 survey was prepared by Logica, a London-based computer system and software house. Logica provides marketing consultancy services for the computer and communications industries such as the Eurodata Reports on data communications and Tarifica on communications facilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DP REV. WORLDWIDE FY 1981 (IN $ MIL.)</th>
<th>TOTAL REV. EUROPE FY 1981 (IN $ MIL.)</th>
<th>TOTAL REV. WORLDWIDE FY 1981 (IN $ MIL.)</th>
<th>% CHANGE IN TOTAL WORLDWIDE REV. 1980/81</th>
<th>TOTAL NET INCOME WORLDWIDE FY 1981 (IN $ MIL.)</th>
<th>% CHANGE TOTAL NET INCOME WORLDWIDE FY 1980/81</th>
<th>TOTAL WORLDWIDE EMPLOYEES</th>
<th>YEAR ENDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29,070</td>
<td>8,846</td>
<td>29,070</td>
<td>+11</td>
<td>3,308</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>354,936</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>1,311</td>
<td>1,352</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-79</td>
<td>-284</td>
<td>21,196</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,198</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>3,198</td>
<td>+12</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>+17</td>
<td>338,000</td>
<td>Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,513</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>1,513</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-117</td>
<td>-392</td>
<td>66,000</td>
<td>June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,436</td>
<td>1,748</td>
<td>2,540</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>53,471</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,039</td>
<td>1,737</td>
<td>3,039</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>21,196</td>
<td>Mar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,101</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>4,163</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>+13</td>
<td>60,627</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,405</td>
<td>9,500</td>
<td>16,954</td>
<td>+11</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>+17</td>
<td>33,100</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,838</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>3,433</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-57</td>
<td>14,760</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,771</td>
<td>1,205</td>
<td>3,578</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>+16</td>
<td>64,000</td>
<td>Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,634</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>4,925</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>29,000</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>528</td>
<td>9,700</td>
<td>23,200</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>324,000</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>+35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>+78</td>
<td>6,153</td>
<td>Mar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>8,700</td>
<td>Mar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>3,550</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>1,413</td>
<td>1,737</td>
<td>+21</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>+45</td>
<td>47,339</td>
<td>Mar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>+58</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>+50</td>
<td>15,700</td>
<td>June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>737</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>+45</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>14,920</td>
<td>Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>Dec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Networking standards. Nobody keeps your options open like Digital.

By now, everyone understands the need for standard communications protocols. Without them, an electronic Tower of Babel would surely ensue. But there have to be different standards for different networks. A local-area network is different from a wide-area network. A public network is different from a private one.

No single universal standard has emerged. Nor is one likely to. There are simply too many diverse networking environments, each fulfilling specific, mutually exclusive needs.

That's why Digital is committed to supporting and, in fact, actively promoting the more important standards now surfacing in the various environments.

Our goal is to offer our customers a range of standards to achieve any combination of networking objectives. And we've been pursuing that goal for many years.

A forward-thinking strategy.

When we first developed our networking architecture, we understood the need for flexibility. We consciously adopted an architectural strategy that would allow our networking software to work freely with a wide range of protocols, including some that didn't even exist at the time.

The success of that strategy is now becoming apparent. As more vendors enter the networking field, Digital is uniquely positioned to offer compatibility with the emerging protocols. We've gone farther than anyone to assure that your options are open.

X.25 and other public networks.

Digital offers the X.25 protocol for use with public packet-switched networks such as Datapac (Canada), Transpac (France), and PSS (U.K.).

But when used with our computers, X.25 is much more than a simple link. We can provide you with the higher-level protocols that will take your systems beyond mere communications and into the sophisticated functionality that has made us a leader in networking software.

Hierarchical networks.

Even though we prefer to implement more flexible distributed networks, we are amply equipped to support SNA and related mainframe-oriented protocols such as Batch BISYNC, Interactive BISYNC, and HASP.

Local-area networks.

Digital is one of the original sponsors of the
Ethernet™ specification that has been adopted by a number of computer, semiconductor, and office equipment manufacturers. We recognized early on the need for highly reliable local-area networks. We were in on the ground floor of the definition, development and, now, the implementation of the Ethernet specification.

Distributed data processing networks.

DECnet™ Digital's proprietary networking software, is based on a layered architecture. This is the same architectural approach followed in the model proposed by ISO. Our DECnet offers a wide range of quality networking products, products that allow such sophisticated options as adaptive path routing, down-line loading, and enhanced network management capabilities.

And so on.

We have listed a few of the many standards we are currently supporting. There are more.

But even more important than the number of protocols is the attitude we have toward them. We are determined to help you meet any kind of networking objective. And our capabilities in that regard are as far-reaching as they are farsighted. So if you're planning a network, don't make the mistake of planning just for the present. Talk to the people who can meet your current needs and still keep your options open for the future. Talk to us...
No other General Ledger provides as much easy-to-use reporting power. Some systems have as many as three different report writers. But with our powerful Variable Report Writer and simple English instructions, users can generate almost any report, any time, in the format best suited to meet their needs.

Even better, users can have access to current, on-line information at virtually any time and at virtually any summary level.

The Software International General Ledger can be installed quickly. Many users report that within a few short months, they are closing their books faster, producing reports in hours instead of days, and generating more relevant information for business decisions.

Because no business operates solely from a General Ledger, our system interfaces with our top-quality Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Fixed Asset, and Payroll/Personnel packages to form a comprehensive financial database.

Best of all, THE SOFTWARE gives you something extra: Confidence. Confidence in first-class, thorough training and documentation. Confidence in continual product enhancements and stringent quality control. And confidence in our customer support because of the high caliber of our people. As part of General Electric Information Services Company, we are a member of a worldwide family of computer and business professionals.

More accountability is the most important reason why more than 4,000 users worldwide selected our General Ledger over the competition.

Call or write today. You'll see that THE SOFTWARE delivers confidence you can account on.
Three associations currently compete to voice the industry's views in Washington. Are any of them worth their salt?

by Willie Schatz

Caesar would love it. Like a state-of-the-art Gaul, computer trade associations come in three parts.

The high-end mainframers are maintained by the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (CBEMA). The mid-level manufacturers and pems place their trust in the Computer and Communications Industry Association (CCIA). The software industry swears eternal devotion at the altar of the Association of Data Processing Service Organizations (ADAPSO).

Collectively, the troika claims to offer a most desirable Washington attribute: presence. Join us, they urge, and you shall have a voice in the affairs of disks and drives, not to mention the methods of buying and selling your product to the government. In bureaucratese, the latter is affectionately known as "procurement." In industry parlance, it's an unprintable. The three musketeers promise to do their damnedest to render the federal procurement regulations intelligible, if not comprehensible.

They also pledge constant vigilance over the lastest machinations of both portions of the legislature. Let senators and representatives beware, for one of the three is watching you. If the issue is sufficiently weighty, they may join forces, the better to convince the heretics. The electorate hath no fury like a trade association scorned, or so the associations would have joiners believe.

"Our members see us as the eyes, ears, and voice in Washington, which encompasses acting as the eyes, ears, and voice regarding the behavior of firms of government size that can influence the well-being of the industry," Jack Biddle, president of CCIA, says. "Or, I won't say firms. I'll say enemies, including the U.S. Postal Service, AT&T, IBM, the French government.

"If their moves are perceived by us to be counter to the interest of the industry, we see it as part of our charter to try to moderate that behavior. The methods by which we moderate it may well involve anything from exposure of the issues to the press, to congressional testimony, to one-on-one meetings with the senior executive of a predominant entity to see if we can't gain an understanding of what's bothering us, gain an understanding of his perceptions, and see if we can't find a program where we can all be comfortable."

"CBEMA's principal activities are in the area of government relations," the organization's 1981 annual report notes. "The association keeps its members informed on issues and activities that affect the industry and its member companies, formulates and implements industry positions on these issues, acts as an industry spokesman, and represents its members before state and federal legislatures, regulatory agencies, commissions, and other bodies." Nice work if you can get it.

"ADAPSO has provided a forum for collective industry action to solve mutual problems and answer specific needs of the computer services industry," association president Jerome Dreyer writes in the 1981 annual report. "ADAPSO provides an opportunity for individual companies to leverage their concerns into industry action."

Thus do we have CBEMA four blocks from the Capitol and CCIA and ADAPSO a seven-minute drive across the Potomac River in Arlington, Va. None of the three were created in Washington. All knew other homes—CBEMA in New York, CCIA in California, and ADAPSO in New York and New Jersey—before acquiring the sine qua non of political life.

Yet talk is cheaper in the capital than anywhere. While presence may play in Peoria, it and 65¢ will get you a ride on Washington's clean, high-tech Metro subway. What you really want is clout. Then when you speak, they'll listen first and vote second.

"In terms of creating an image—conveying the issues of the information industry—none of the associations do that," a former communications attorney now working in the video field contends. "There's no framework for making people understand how important the computer industry is. When you have a positive, powerful image, someone voting on a bill is more likely to give you a yea than a nay. The computer industry doesn't have that yet.

"The budgets and salaries of officers of really high-powered associations are far more than any computer group's. Those companies are also much more concerned with their public image. Computer people don't understand the power of the press. They sell machines much better than they sell themselves. By and large Congress thinks of computers as blinking lights and disk drives. No one mentions Timex and IBM in the same breath. And almost all of them are trying to figure out what AT&T and IBM are doing in the same business."

"The current associations are absolutely not doing their job," a computer executive very familiar with the groups' operations says. "They're too narrow and too parochial. They have a one-year plan and nothing beyond. And there's something inherently wrong with how the trade associations function. It's not in the officers' interest to tell the members how it really is. If things are going well, will the association just sit there and make no noise? Of course not.

"Issues are overlayed on purpose. They each lobby against each other's interest. The energy they waste could be put to much better use by presenting common issues and increasing the market share of all. But they aren't doing it. The result is no progress."

LET'S LOOK AT THE RECORD Before a word or several hundred from the dissenters, let us look at the record. CBEMA is in its second reincarnation. It was created in 1916, a year the group calls "the dawn of the office equip-
“There’s no framework for making people understand how important the computer industry is.”

...as the Office Equipment Manufacturers Institute (OEM). In 1961 it became the Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (BEMA). Twelve years later it added the initial consonant “to more accurately reflect the dramatic changes in the industry.”

Membership is open to manufacturers of data processing or business equipment and associated products. CBEMA currently has 39 members, some of which, such as IBM, DEC, Xerox, Honeywell, Burroughs, Sperry Univac, and Control Data, may ring a bell or two. Its members account for more than 80% of the computers and business equipment manufactured in the U.S., and their revenues exceed $50 billion.

CCIA was born in 1972 “because IBM was kicking the hell out of us,” as Biddle cheerfully confesses. Seven stompees—Telex, Irel, Memorex, Mohawk, Storage Technology, CalComp, and Gene Amdahl (who had not yet incorporated)—banded together as the last line of defense against Armonk. They prevented the blue meanies from overrunning their piece of the planet and simultaneously made their adversary see red. Membership has increased tenfold, we’re told, but not much, to the six committees comprising the internal structure.

If ADAPOS’s board were available to each member, it would have to hold its meetings in Madison Square Garden. So the group has gone macro. Eight officers, seven vice presidents, and standing committees, three section presidents, and 10 directors practice mob control. The masses seem more than satisfied to this point.

None of this comes gratis, of course. As in the rest of life, money talks. But unlike the income tax system, there is rhyme and reason to the three dues scales. CBEMA charges $130 per million in gross domestic sales. Members cannot pay less than $2,000 nor more than 30% of the association’s income. CCIA hits you up for $3,000 plus $110 per million of annual worldwide revenues. Payment stops after $30,000. Membership cards in ADAPOS cost as little as $400 or as much as $62,000, based on the preceding year’s revenue in the services business.

“In this industry dues represent virtually all of the association’s income, compounded by the fact that you have multiple overlapping trade associations,” CCIA’s Biddle explains. “That results in a degree of competition between the trade associations to attract each other’s members, because no member can afford the time and money to support all of them, even though he thinks there’s merit in all of them. So each tries to outshine the other in terms of their questions.”
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“In this industry dues represent virtually all of the association’s income, compounded by the fact that you have multiple overlapping trade associations,” CCIA’s Biddle explains. “That results in a degree of competition between the trade associations to attract each other’s members, because no member can afford the time and money to support all of them, even though he thinks there’s merit in all of them. So each tries to outshine the other in terms of their questions.”

Which is the group for you? So what’s a prospective member to do? Who’s number one? Does it matter? A services company, or services division of a conglomerate or multinational, doesn’t have much to think about. It’s ADAPOS all the way. But a pc manufacturer or hardware company doesn’t have it so easy. CBEMA and CCIA may put on happy faces in public, but there is intense competition behind closed doors.

The literature of both groups is replete with implicit come-ons. CBEMA "was one of the leaders," "provided major supports," "has been out front," "stood out as the voice of reason and statesmanship," "worked to offset and correct," and "expects to play a significant role."

CCIA strikes back with "established access and expertise," "widely respected as a credible, pragmatic source of industry views," "established track record of anticipating developments of strategic importance to the industry," "access to key Washington policymakers," and "focuses directly on the unique problems of the computer and communications industry."

"We'll leave the prospect to make the judgment himself," Biddle says. "We compete, but we compete on results. I want companies X, which is a member of another association, not ours, to begin to wonder why his association is not doing something about this issue that's a gut issue to him, and we are.

"He has two choices. He can go back and change what his association does, maybe, or he can conclude it can't be changed for various reasons and go elsewhere. A lot of our membership has been elsewhere, then joins us because they think we're more attuned to the realities of the industry."

"We compete some with CCIA, but we work with them as well," CBEMA president Vico Henriques says. "The competition is another populist myth to be dispelled. When we've got an issue that really needs the troops drummed up, letters written, and so on, we go to them and we say, here's the issue, here is what we think, here is the position favored, and the suggested letter. What do you think?"

Most often, not much of what’s proposed. There are three capital letters preventing better harmony among the pair. Asking CCIA to join forces with a group including IBM is not unlike Ronald Reagan seeking economic guidance from Lester Thurow.

"We [the original seven members] had to do something. We thought we were all going to be put out of business by IBM," recalls Dan McGurk, CCIA’s first president and now an investor. "We weren't sure it would do any good," he admits, "but we knew if we didn't try it we'd never forgive ourselves."

Time for concerted action. With little to lose, CIA (the communications "C" was added in 1976) minced no words. "The financial, technical, and marketing power of that one company [IBM] has been so vast as to prohibit the development of meaningful competition," thundered the first newsletter of Oct. 15, 1972. "The time has come for concerted action. It is a time to stop being divided and conquered. It is a time to work together for a more competitive industry."
IN THE RACE TO SAVE YOU MONEY... RIXON WINS

ILC-2... An Intelligent Line Contender that allows 2 terminals to simultaneously receive and alternately transmit data over one 4-wire private line via an integral 4800/9600 BPS modem.

ILC-2 AT 9600 BPS
ONLY $2950

COMMUX... The lowest priced full featured 4 or 8 channel Statistical Multiplexer in the industry with an integral 4800/9600 BPS modem.

COMMUX 4 CHANNELS AT 9600 BPS ONLY $3990*
COMMUX 8 CHANNELS AT 9600 BPS ONLY $4690*

Two more low cost solutions for cutting your data communications expenses...SAVE ON Initial Equipment Costs, Number of Telephone Lines, Cable Costs, Installation Costs, Maintenance Costs, Terminal Costs, and Space.

Call Paul Rothschild today 301-822-2121 Ext. 29 for detailed pricing and information.

RIXON INC
2120 Industrial Pkwy Silver Spring, Md. 20904
301-822-2121 TWX 710-426-0071 TELX 89-847
To deliver VHS versatility, it takes 2-track audio, 2-hour memory, variable speed, and programmable search. Panasonic has what it takes, and more.

Since their introduction, the Omnivision II™ VHS™ NV-8200 cassette recorder and the NV-8170 player have shown such versatility that they are being used in a wider variety of applications than we ever expected. But then with so many features and options, there's almost no limit to what they can do.

Variable speed, still frame.

Schools, chain stores, medical schools, hospitals and other professionals are using the variable-speed feature for a variety of instructional demonstrations, from intricate assembly procedures to complex lab techniques. With speeds ranging from one-fifth to twice normal, action can be screened as fast as it takes to comprehend it. For extra-close analysis, you can proceed one frame at a time, and you still get a sharp, clear picture with Panasonic still-frame compensation.

2-track audio.

When it comes to bilingual communications, Panasonic speaks your language, whatever language it is. With 2-track audio, companies can make training tapes and sales presentations in two different languages on one cassette. For educational purposes, you can put questions on one track and the answers on the other.

2-hour memory.

With this Omnivision II system, you can stack up to 2 hours of "how to" material, interviews or research on a single cassette. You can

Programmable search.

With the Panasonic NV-A850 Programmable Auto-Search Controller, virtually any segment on a cassette can be retrieved at the touch of a button. Its memory can store up to 64 separate tape locations on a single cassette. You can
even pre-program it to au-

tomatically play back up to
15 segments in any order.
The NV-A850 features LED
readouts in hours, minutes,
and seconds, as well as
fast forward, rewind, pause,
stop, and frame advance.

Fast ½” editing
flexibility.

To help you edit material
exactly the way you want to
present it, the Panasonic
NV-A960 Editing Controller
(optional) interfaces di-
rectly with the NV-8200 or
NV-8170 so you can per-
form ½” to ½” assemblies.
Or perform ¾” to ¾” edits.
Accurately. And fast.

Performance and
reliability.

The NV-8200 and
NV-8170 are designed to
stand up to rigorous use
with critical components
mounted on a rugged an-
nealed aluminum die-cast
chassis. And for low jitter
and excellent picture sta-
bility, both decks feature
direct-drive video head
cylinder and capstan servo.
Both decks also have tough
crystal-oriented HPF™
video heads. The results:
A signal-to-noise ratio of
45 dB, horizontal resolution
of 300 lines black and
white and 240 lines color,
and high-quality pictures
even under continual use.
Both decks are solenoid
operated. And, with the
NV-A810 Remote Controller
(optional), all machine
functions can be operated
from the palm of your hand.

Worldwide applications.

For multi-national com-
panies, the NV-8170E (not
shown) is a natural
because it can play tapes
recorded in either PAL or
NTSC formats. How does it
do it? With its PAL or modi-
fied NTSC video output,
DC motors and multi-voltage
capability.

Perhaps the best part of
these Omnivision II decks
is what they are part of: A
total video communica-
tions system. Including
portable and studio cam-
eras, monitors, recorders
and a wide choice of
accessories. It takes a lot
to deliver versatility. And
any way you look at it,
Panasonic has what
it takes.

For more information on
the full line of Panasonic
equipment, write Panasonic,
Video Systems Division,
Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Panasonic®
VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION
Why install cables for data when there's a network...

right under your nose? If you're tired of the endless hassle of expanding your local area network—not to mention the expense of installing cable and limited distance modems—Teltone has some very good news for you.

It's called the DCS-2 Data Carrier System, and it lets you use existing PABX wires to carry both voice and data traffic simultaneously.

That's right. Up to 9600 BPS of dedicated-channel, full duplex asynchronous data can be transmitted or received by any ASCII terminal in your system—and the data won't interrupt phone service.

With the DCS-2 your PABX becomes a common communications network, where making a computer hookup is as easy as plugging in a phone. It's fast, FCC Part 68 registered, and it won't cost you the roof over your head.

So before you make another equipment move, find out how Teltone can help you keep it simple. Just call our toll-free hotline at 1-800-227-3800 Ext. 1122 (in California 1-800-792-0990 Ext. 1122) or write Teltone Corporation, PO Box 657, Kirkland, WA 98033. In Canada call (416) 475-0837 or write 91 Telson Road, Markham, Ontario L3R 1E4.

CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD
Asking CCIA to join forces with a group including IBM is not unlike Ronald Reagan seeking economic guidance from Lester Thurow.

Thus did ccia become known, not without good cause, as a one-track organization. A suggestion that this remains the predominant view of the outside world was not well received.

"Totally false," Biddle claims. "We haven't mentioned IBM in the press for five years. In the early days we were a real pain. And we still are. They don't like dissent."

They don't seem to like Biddles, either. When Biddle's son was attempting to find work last summer ("being an entrepreneur," his father called it) and stopped at an IBM sales office to offer his painting talents for hire, the receptionist took one look at his résumé and said, according to the senior Biddle, "Are you related to Jack Biddle of CCIA?"

"When a receptionist is that attuned to us," Biddle says, "you know there's been some dissemination of views about us as recently as last year. I admit Tom Barr [chief counsel for IBM's antitrust defense] hates my guts. We're responsible for causing the Telex vs. IBM case to be held with open doors and not in a sealed courtroom, as IBM asked for. We made the documents available free to the press and to others for our cost. [The latter, according to McGurk, received the materials at considerably more than cost, providing a desperately needed financial windfall.] Tom Barr, I'm sure, was severely chastised for being outmaneuvered in the courts by this little, upstart, seven-member organization.""Barr may have heard it from the home office, but not from CREMA. If CCIA is viewed as IBM's mortal enemy, CREMA is seen as its marriage partner. When IBM plays, CREMA dances, or so the prevailing perception holds. Of the 39 members, 38 are presumed to weigh less than one. With the industry's deepest pocket, IBM can send in waves of reinforcements while others are barely holding the fort."

"There is absolutely no structural evidence that we are IBM-dominated or IBM-run," Henriques counters. "They have one vote. They are restricted in the amount of money they can pay into the association. No one else pays as much as they do, but some people pay almost as much."

"Certainly, they have resources beyond belief and personnel strength that goes on forever. But our members constantly say that in 95% of the cases, the stuff their guys do is very good. And if we had done all the work we'd done in agreement with them. If the work done is professional, good, and representative, they buy it. And these are people who watch IBM like hawks. They sue them probably once a week or so."

"I think that's total b.s.," concurs Maury Longsworth of Honeywell, chairman of CREMA's international trade committee. "It's a smoke screen. Everyone has veto power. All you have to do is object strongly and you can stop something. Besides, how can you be 70% of the industry and look like you have 10% of the influence? Aye, there's the rub. You can't. Imagine how the rest of the telephone business feels when AT&T comes to play. But in the big leagues it's everyone's field. The name of the game is how to get what you want and prevent your opponent from getting his heart's desires. Winning may not be everything, but it beats the hell out of losing."

BUSINESS NO LONGER SILENT

No longer is business the strong, silent type. Staying in the background is strictly for extras. Each association has its own rules for playing the game. Each believes it does so successfully.

"For the last three years we have been much more aggressive on Capitol Hill," ADAPSO's chairman says. "We've just gotten a professional government relations director. We're looking for things instead of being in a reactive mode. We know the competitive and international arenas extremely well now. We try to alert our members before something happens. We'll flush something out and bring it to their attention."

"But without credibility it wouldn't matter what we did or how we did it. We've shown that we are knowledgeable and effective. We don't have to call the Hill any more. They call us."

When ADAPSO answers, its course of action is predetermined. The board of directors has set a long-range plan, which has been implemented by an appropriate committee. That committee operates by consensus, defined as a quorum.

CREMA spells consensus similarly, but defines it differently. It means either near or complete unanimity, depending upon the timeliness of the issue and the tenor of the debaters. Combine that need for harmony with the basic conservatism of most of its members and you see why it has often been difficult for CREMA to make a definite statement. Some, who shall remain nameless, say there is madness to the method and it causes temporary paralysis.

"In some instances that's accurate," Henriques concedes. "But what you don't see is the 97% of the other things that go on where there is consensus so that things just keep rolling. The only issue I can think of that paralyzed us was the telecommunications position relative to the legislation. But when there is an internal squabble or a lack of consensus then everybody is going to say we're not doing anything."

Some would submit that that is the association's usual position. "Most people on the Hill don't even know who Henriques is," the former communications attorney says. "They're quietly professional," the computer executive says. "But they need to be at a higher energy level. They probably can still speak more effectively, because money talks. But they could be much more influential if they were more visible."

"We'd rather be effective, necessarily, than noticed," Henriques says. "We were invisible for a while. But as the membership realized what was going on, what was needed in Washington and that we wouldn't go out and stumble over our shoelaces, they said, okay, go out and raise your head a little bit, be more visible."

"But I'm not out beating the bushes for issues because if I don't find any then they're going to fold the thing up and go away because it's not serving them. To continue to be effective, you have to be trusting. There are two ways you can go at it. Kick the door down or have the guy come over and work the thing through. We don't stab people in the back. We play it out front, very openly. We try to be diplomatic, thorough, and statesmanlike. We hardly ever get incendiary or inflammatory. When we decide to join an issue we have no problem being heard or understood. And we have an influence proportional to what we represent."

NO TIME FOR THE NICETIES

Born of defense, desperation, and discord, ccia had little use and less time for procedural niceties. It touts the speed with which its executive committee, composed only of the main man in the organization, makes decisions as the cure for CREMA's perceived disease. It promulgates its 74% chairman/ceo body count as more weighty in a congressional or agency witness chair than the masses below.

"We're not built on a hierarchy of committees that look at legislation, think about it, come back in a few months, and decide to support or oppose it," CCIA's Biddle says. "I'm like a division that's responsible for Washington. I see something, I act on it. The key is having a high degree of authority to represent my committee or other input. And we're not faced with a situation where one member has a big chunk of the budget and if that member walks, the association collapses."

"Our job is an early warning system for the industry. We're the guys who say, hey, the sky is falling. What's happened is they've begun to find out that when we said it was going to fall, it did. In that sense I think we have gained credibility; when we raise an issue it's not a phony one to build our membership. It's a real gut issue, and we're going to fight it."

"CCIA knows how to make noise on the Hill," the former communications attor-
"I don't think we're ready for a super trade association. I think we're probably ready for a series of alliances or federations."

Biddle agrees. "But they're screamers, always taking cheap shots and crying wolf. Most people on the Hill say, 'Jesus, here's Jack Biddle again.'"

"CCIA should be doing far better than it is," the computer executive maintains. "Some people feel CCIA has not always served the best interests of its members. It's abdicated to Biddle the right to decide what ought to be pursued. He is CCIA. He knows how to make himself heard on the Hill. But is he leading or following the political process? Is he looking at the problems of the CEOs or just raising hell on the Hill for himself?"

So, after much time, energy, testimony, communication, and enough trade associations to make a year's supply of alphabet soup, "the computer industry" remains—despite its economic significance—relatively silent. While the subsets and subgroups and classes and manufacturers and vendors preen, strut, and promulgate their best interests, no part has accepted responsibility for the whole.

**SINGLE GROUP PROPOSED**

There is one that would do so. Whether it will is the next question the industry must answer. During his group's spring meeting, CBEMA chairman and Univac exec Glen Haney proposed an association "whose objective is to reach out to the breadth of our business and to represent it." The new creation would unite the various fiefdoms, feuding and friendly, into a single entity that would give the industry the clout it deserves.

To say the ensuing reaching out has been tentative somewhat overstates the activity. Haney first proposed the idea to CCIA, which was and has been lukewarm to it. Dreyer and friends are not interested, but the ADAPSO leader had initiated discussions between groups sharing what seemed to be common goals. The theory behind the talks was establishing a framework for collective action when a common foe—oh, let's say AT&T—brought its influence to bear on a particular issue. The reality in front of the talks was that everybody lost interest after two sessions, and Dreyer suspended further negotiations.

"I think you need several associations to keep the Hill honest," Dreyer says. "But there's no reason why we can't coalesce where we have common interests. We're all dwarfs compared to AT&T. A super association wouldn't really help us much because we're such a separate part of the industry. But we ought to ensure good relations with other associations that have a commonality of purpose."

"I still think it an industry-wide association] basically makes sense," Biddle says. "But in ADAPSO and CBEMA you have strong, entrenched committee structures, where the senior association staff performs a secretary function of simply carrying out the instructions of the committees. My style makes the committee-oriented associations nervous. All these vice presidents don't like the idea that their power and stature go down. We don't operate that way."

"I think it could be structured as a President's council, which is what we proposed. But the question is still top down and bottom up and the special interest groups. Let's face it, the hardware manufacturer could care less about Citibank going into the dp business. And I don't think the bulk of our members would condone a merger with CBEMA if IBM were to continue to be the dominant power."

"I don't think we're ready for a super trade association," Henriques says. "I think we're probably ready for a series of alliances or federations. It's a maturation process. If you look at what steel does or automobiles or petroleum, they do it better than we do it. The information industry is not a cohesive group. And we're not mature."

"You look at the IEEE, the ACM, the DPMA. They're off like skyrocketets. They all have their own pet thing going. There's no body, there's no structure to what it is they're doing or what they're worried about. I don't even think the software houses are organized. You talk to one, he says talk to another," says Henriques.

**ALLIANCES FORMED AS NECESSARY**

The immediate future holds no promise of the industry's equivalent to the American Petroleum Institute or Iron and Steel Institute. The outer limits will be an issue-by-issue canvass and the formation of alliances as necessary. As those bodies metamorphose from strange to familiar, with more and more participants in
Electronic circuits as complex as 100 Los Angeles street maps printed on a thumb tack are being developed for military systems of tomorrow. The so-called Very High Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) will give military electronics systems a tenfold increase in data processing capability. These "super chips" will be more reliable and need less power than the integrated circuits now in use. Hughes is one of six firms involved in a tri-service program to develop VHSIC. In addition to developing chips for various high-speed signal processing uses, Hughes will develop the VHSIC high-speed electron-beam lithography system to process the chips, a requirement of all VHSIC contractors. Hughes also will build a demonstration processor for a two-way system for Army troops to communicate among themselves and find and report their positions automatically.

A new PIN diode switch that achieves full band performance at either K or Ka band has joined the Hughes line of millimeter-wave transmitter products. The switches are single-pole, single-throw reflection type switches. They use advanced propagation techniques to cover full waveguide bandwidths. Minimum guaranteed isolation is 20 dB with associated insertion loss of less than 1 dB over the full K band and less than 1.5 dB over the full Ka band. Switching speed is less than 5 nanoseconds if switches are bought with a driver.

Multilayer printed circuit boards with up to 10,000 terminations are now being tested at a high rate and with minimum cost by Cinch-Graphik, an operation of TRW Electronic Components. The company uses a Hughes FACT® (Flexible Automatic Circuit Tester) system. The analyzer is completely programmable, with random access switching for automated continuity and leakage testing. In its semi-automatic mode, the system can test forty 6,000-termination multilayer boards per hour versus just 200 to 250 terminations by the old manual method. Also, the FACT system eliminated inspections based on a statistical sampling procedure because it can test every board in a fraction of the time previously needed.

New fiber-optic connectors feature superior characteristics to meet stringent military requirements. The connectors' ultra low insertion losses and excellent durability have been proven in testing of 1000 mating and unmating cycles. A combination of split tube and special bushing provides for precise axial and angular alignment as well as interface gap control. A single connector can accommodate fibers ranging from 100 microns to 1.16 millimeters in size. Several types of standard connectors are available.

Hughes Research Laboratories needs scientists for a whole spectrum of long-term sophisticated programs. Major areas of investigation include: microwave devices, submicron microelectronics, ion propulsion, lasers and electro-optical components, fiber and integrated optics, and new electronic materials. For immediate consideration, please send your resume to Professional Staffing, Dept. SE, Hughes Research Laboratories, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu, CA 90265. Equal opportunity employer.
"Without credibility it wouldn't matter what we did or how we did it," ADAPSO says. "We don't have to call the Hill any more. They call us."

Until then, members must continue to place their faith in those to whom they write their dues checks. But not to worry. Objections to the associations’ performances are rarer than liberal Dixiecrats.

"ADAPSO does a lot for me and my industry," swears Marty Kogon, president of National Dynamics in Smyrna, Ga. "It's totally fulfilled its obligation of promoting awareness that there is a dp service business. Before ADAPSO, people only thought about hardware. That recognition has come about through the efforts of the association. Having that expertise available for image enhancement, advocacy relationships, or lobbying, not just to win points but to explain to little companies like mine, is tremendously important. It's been terrific for us."

"CCIA is doing very, very well," says Steve Keane, president of the Sorbus Division of MAI. "You get presence in Washington for a small amount of dues. The association is stronger than one company, and people listen much more than they would to an individual. It gives you quick action when you need it. It's definitely on the right path."

"CBEMA is doing an excellent job," Honeywell's Longsworth says. "It's very professional and well respected. Could we be doing more? Of course. Couldn't everybody? But I like where we are now and where we're going."

Where the trio, and the industry as well, is going is international. Such issues occupy more than half of CBEMA's time. ADAPSO is focusing heavily on the international ramifications of its activities, and CCIA is shedding its domestic-only clothes.

It is no longer possible to discuss domestic telecommunications policy without considering its international implications. What Bell does or does not do here will have major effects on the international marketplace. Privacy, proprietary rights, software protection, and standards have become subjects for all the world to ponder. They are not just made in America.

"I see three things we have to do," Henries says. "First, create a public awareness of the industry and its problems so that it is appreciated in the best sense of the word. I don't think that exists now. If you go to some guy on the street and talk to him about the current economic situation, he'll talk about cars and grain. He doesn't know a god damn thing about the balance of trade in computers."

"Second, we've got to create an awareness in the government that the industry is important to them and their functions and that we can help them so they don't make some really dumb moves about information. Third, we have to create a better dialog with the users, whoever they may be. We have to form a partnership with them."

Perhaps they should attempt to develop a more meaningful relationship among themselves. Somewhere among the rhetoric and recruiting lies reconciliation. You just have to want it to find it.

In five years, CCIA expects to have 100 companies, with more than half in the DATAMATION Top 100. The staff will be larger, the office more automated. Can CBEMA and ADAPSO afford to grow any less? In the process, will the industry enhance its effectiveness and image? Steel and autos may be dying businesses, but they are alive and well on Capitol Hill.

The computer industry is hardly ill. But it might be infinitely healthier in Washington if its three main parts became one."

---
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The new standard:

It's what's inside your computer that matters. And just look at what you'll find inside the Victor 9000 desktop computer.

- 128K bytes of memory (or does your application need up to 896 KB... we can deliver it).
- 600K bytes of storage on each diskette (would you prefer 1.2MB - you can have it if you like).
- Two (not one) RS232 ports (ours handle both bisync and SDLC as well as async).
- A parallel port for running printers or IEEE-488 (another inside the box if you supply a connector).
- 16-bit computing...the kind of capacity you need.
- High resolution graphics (is 320,000 individually displayable points enough?).
- A fully programmable keyboard (to go along with the fully programmable screen).
- Tilt and swivel display, plus separate low profile keyboard (in the modern jargon: it's ergonomic).
- First class vocal chords (why settle for clicks and beeps — we speak in plain English with a CODEC).
- CP/M 86* and MS-DOS both support all these solid machine features plus 132 column alphanumeric display — 10 key pad calculator - reloadable keyboard and screen character table — and much more — let your applications breathe for a change.
- Multilingual programming — tired of BASIC? Try our COBOL, FORTRAN, or PASCAL, or perhaps you have your own favorite — ask us — we might just already have it!

So turn your present computer inside out. If you're not getting all that, then it's time to call Victor for the facts. Just call 1-800-VIC-9000.

Or write Victor Business Products, P.O. Box 1135, Glenview, IL 60025

*CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
Now, a supermini you can grow with at a price you can live with.
The 3210. Only $42,000.

The Perkin-Elmer 3210, the most powerful system in its class, is now also the most expandable. And the $42,000 price tag (U.S. only) makes it the most affordable 32-bit supermini system on the market. (OEM quantity of 100, $26,000.)

Software Power
You get full 32-bit software performance. Programmers can work interactively in any mix of these languages—FORTRAN, COBOL, Basic II and RPG II. A whole range of FORTRAN compilers are available right up to our state-of-the-art universally optimizing FORTRAN VII Z.

A standard version of Bell Laboratories' UNIX™ general-purpose time sharing software development system runs on the 3210. And we fully support it. Or you can have Reliance PLUS, a software package with everything you need for high-performance transaction processing including a transaction controller, a relational DBMS, a data dictionary and query/report processing. Hundreds of third-party packages that can save you time and money are also available.

Expansion Power
With the 3210 you can expand system capability without having to trade up to a bigger CPU. You can get as much as 4MB of directly addressable memory. The 3210 can support up to 32 terminals concurrently. And you can string up to a whopping 28 gigabytes of disc storage on the 3210.

The 3210 gives you a choice of disc options from 32MB to 300MB. And the system supports 800, 1600 and 6250 bpi tape drives.

That's a powerful array of features for a mini that's just 30 inches high. And if you ever outgrow all that power, you can migrate upward within our supermini family and protect your software investment.

Learn more about what makes the Perkin-Elmer 3210 your biggest supermini value. Write or call now for all the facts. The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Two Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757. Tel: 800-631-2154. In NJ 201-870-4712.

©1982 The Perkin-Elmer Corporation

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories, Inc.
To centralize or decentralize a dp operation is no longer the question. A third option now exists, namely, for a company to structure its systems and programs to meet simultaneously the individual and collective needs of its corporate office and operating units alike. The current state of data communications equipment, software, and transmission techniques make this alternative a viable one for companies of all sizes.

We have software that permits computers of various sizes to communicate easily with one another, reliable packet switching networks, and front-end processors that are not only intelligent but are able to relieve the host computer of most of the actual communications load.

These developments mean that an application such as general ledger no longer need run in a variety of forms at the corporate, division, and even subdivision offices. Why have several different general ledger systems when there is an excellent argument for making them all compatible? The ability to run applications at a company’s corporate and remote offices on a standalone but effectively interfaced basis will permit each to have the control it requires while permitting the data to be queried and merged into corporate systems for consolidated reporting and planning. Data communications permits a company to attack its business needs on a global basis.

Standardizing software across multiple processors enables a company to view networked computers as transparent processing units, and thereby enjoy service while keeping costs down. It eliminates the need for expensive applications, database, data communications, and systems programming support at each computer site. But much will depend upon how well a company plans its applications and networks.

### Table 1: Application System Redirection Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>RESPONSIBILITY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order entry</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finished goods inventory</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical inventory reporting</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billing</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts payable</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td>Planning to decentralize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts receivable</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td>Planning to decentralize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word processing</td>
<td>Corp &amp; div</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production scheduling</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic scheduling</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw material rqmts planning</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name &amp; address label generation</td>
<td>Corp &amp; div</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales analysis</td>
<td>Corp &amp; div</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Planning to restructure systems for direct division access of history files at corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General ledger</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed assets</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage and salary</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash forecasting</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated profit planning</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data communications plus standardization yields autonomy for the local offices and control for the folks at headquarters. You might call it...
Users are given responsibility they couldn't have in the past because of resource, cost, and technology constraints.

**A discussion of our experiences at Bird & Son Inc., a national manufacturer of building materials, should help to substantiate these claims. Our strategy in recent years has been to optimize the use of communications in the design of applications and the development and support of software. This has given us the flexibility to move applications back and forth between centralized and decentralized nodes.**

Bird & Son's information processing goals require that:

- All computing equipment be able to support a common communications protocol, on-line interactive and timesharing processing from multiple local and remote terminals, a compatible multikey file manager, and application programming languages (i.e., BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN) for both business and industrial purposes.
- All programming be performed at a central point while each division retains full control over the operation of its task-level software for maximum data file control.
- All user-system dialoging, whether for data entry, query, or report generation, be performed through menu-driven terminals supported by adequate audit and recovery facilities.
- All application systems be designed to permit each remote user system to run its day-to-day work on a standalone basis with a minimum of on-site technical expertise. Each system must be able to operate on any node while also permitting corporate systems interfacing when necessary.

**FIG. 1**

**DATA RESPONSIBILITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREIGHT RATE DATA</th>
<th>Std Prod Master File Data</th>
<th>Payment Terms I.D. Data</th>
<th>Chart of Acct Nos</th>
<th>Spec Cust Acct Codes</th>
<th>Vendor Codes</th>
<th>Prod Discount Data</th>
<th>Sales/Excise Taxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMPLES OF DATA ELEMENTS SPECIFIED BY CORPORATE MANAGEMENT**

**EXAMPLES OF DATA ELEMENTS SPECIFIED BY DIVISION MANAGEMENT**

- Approved Customer Discounts
- Billing, Debit/Credit Operations
- Customer/Consignee Data
- Sales Order Processing
- Product Inventory Data
- Sales Representative Data
- Variable Product Master Data

**DAILY TO-BE-BILLED FILES TRANSMITTED TO CORRESPONDING FOR TAX RATE INFORMATION PRIOR TO BILLING GENERATION BY DIVISIONS.**

**TYPES OF SYSTEM DESIGN**

In short, the aim has been to change corporate information services from a department principally concerned with meeting the batch needs of the corporate office to one that provides information processing development, maintenance, and support services to all its divisions on a nationwide basis. Users are given responsibility they couldn't have in the past because of resource, cost, and technology constraints; they look after their own operational systems while corporate information services concern itself with control and planning. The goal is to have the operating level systems distributed throughout the network, while control and planning systems are assigned according to the type of functions served. Table 1 shows some of the different types of application systems installed or planned.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Type of Function</th>
<th>Application System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Control and planning</td>
<td>Control and planning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division 1</td>
<td>Control and planning</td>
<td>Control and planning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division 2</td>
<td>Control and planning</td>
<td>Control and planning system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OVERVIEW OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS**

Bird & Son decided to develop all of its business applications software in COBOL, using one master source library customized as necessary for each different location via a library preprocessor. This limits the number of similar programs that have to be maintained. Since all software data definitions are kept on a separate copy library by an information support specialist, every effort is made to keep all program code within a 64K byte ceiling (for ease of maintenance) fully supported by a series of in-house developed routines for table generation, document number assignment, error and transaction logging, etc. Program development and maintenance are accomplished with a purchased software development aid comprised of a shorthand COBOL, a code formatter, a macro library handler, and a customized COBOL editor. This permits our ITS development people to concentrate their energies on new program modules, while providing all of their common program users with the opportunity to share in any code enhancements/modifications that may be implemented for anyone of the other network users. In short, the ITS department can keep a tight rein on development and support costs while allowing users to help plan changes. These measures are similar to those a manufacturing organization takes when it stresses standardization for the sake of controlling costs.

Our data communications network...
The Printronix MVP. The most printer reliability you can fit on a desk.

The single-unit hammerbank and linear motor assembly: the keys to MVP reliability and compact design.

Preventive maintenance. The hammerbank rotates easily for quick cleaning of the print assembly.

One-year factory warranty. We wouldn't back up the dependable MVP with anything less.

Print mode selection. You choose the speeds to match your needs. Select correspondence, word processing quality, compressed print, high resolution graphics or high speed plotting.

MVP versatility allows you to print a wide range of symbols including forms, bar codes, block characters and business graphics.

Forms length selection. Flexibility for you because all forms weren't created equal.

Elegantly simple. Ruggedly reliable. Printronix printers are truly the line to remember. For more information on the office quiet, desktop MVP, call or write us.

CIRCLE 125 ON READER CARD

17500 Cortwright Rd., Bldg. Box 19559, Irvine, CA 92713
Phone: (714) 549-1700   TWX: 910-595-2535
Rockwell International’s Space Transportation and Systems Group has exciting opportunities in beautiful Southern California for CAD/CAM professionals who seek challenge and advancement. As a prime contractor for the Space Shuttle, we offer the following career positions on our expert CAD/CAM team:

**Supervisor, Interactive Graphics Application Programming**

Direct overall development, implementation and maintenance of interactive graphics software, databases and networks for ST & SG CAD/CAM systems (including development of interfaces, translators, graphics data management and applications for engineering and manufacturing). Requires software project management and strong communication skills, working knowledge of engineering design and manufacturing processes, and experience with interactive graphics hardware/software. BS in Engineering or CS with 3+ years managing programming personnel in related projects.

**CAD/CAM Systems Programmers & Analysts**

Leadership positions available to implement interactive graphics programming projects related to ANVIL software, mini-computer file management design/analysis disciplines. Requires 4-6 years experience in systems design/implementation of graphics softwares and databases, in-depth knowledge of geometric modeling software systems and VAX or CDC environment and Tektronix terminals. Solids modelers, networking and color graphics knowledge also beneficial. BS in Engineering, Math or CS degree.

**Interactive Graphics Programmer/Analysts—Systems Analysts/Applications Programmer**

Support design, tooling, NC programming and various engineering analysis functions in graphics software development/implementation of CAD/CAM applications and databases. Requires 3-4 years developing graphics software and geometric modeling software, use of PLOT 1Q, database management software, and development of specialized applications to support mechanical design process. Familiarity with structured programming, Tektronix terminals, VAX and CDC computers a plus. BS in Engineering, Math or CS required.

Rockwell offers an outstanding salary and benefit package including FLEX-TIME, liberal life, dental and medical insurance, company-contributed savings/investment plan, quarterly cost-of-living increases, and more. For consideration, send resume to:

D. Hopkins
Space Transportation & Systems Group
Rockwell International
12214 Lakewood Blvd. (DAO2)
Downey, CA 90241

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
U.S. Citizenship Required

---

Robert H. Richard has been employed at Bird & Son Inc. for more than 10 years as the director of management information services. He was previously employed at Honeywell as the manager of manufacturing applications systems in its Industry Marketing Department. Before joining Honeywell, he spent many years in dp and manufacturing-related duties in various line departments of a high-technology firm in Connecticut.
This easily installed, limited-distance, synchronous data set can be used in point-to-point applications using telephone company facilities; or as part of an in-house system with private lines—or in network extension applications. Available as a standalone unit with cabinet or as a plug-in model for rack mounting.
- Wide Range of Data Rates—up to 64000 bps
- Automatic Equalization
- Full Diagnostic Capabilities
- Full or Half-Duplex Modes
- Supports all Standard Interfaces
- Internal or External Clocking
- Operates over line lengths up to 32 miles
- Toll-free hotline for installation and service help if you need it.
Quality built; backed by Amdahl's worldwide reputation for superior price/performance—with over 15,000 LDMs in operation. Automatic equalization eliminates adjustments on installation and continually compensates for line variations.

$495

FROM ONLY

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND/OR TO ORDER, CALL (213) 827-8440

OEM inquiries invited.
As currently practiced, systems analysis is an elegant, well-structured discipline that narrows our view of the world. Intuition is what’s missing.
Hello,

The corporate headquarters of the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company is located in Hartford. So is its central computer, an IBM 3081 mainframe.

Connecticut Mutual’s agents (working in offices all across the country) need to communicate with the 3081 to access the data stored there. To serve their clients better, the agents also need their own individual computers for jobs like financial planning and sales proposals.

The problem was finding a tool that could both communicate and compute.

Working with one of IBM’s national account marketing teams, Connecticut Mutual found the solution: 1,000 IBM Personal Computers.

**Compare, compare, compare.**

With all the other personal computers out there, why did Connecticut Mutual choose the IBM Personal Computer?

The company’s own data processing experts recommended it.

After extensive comparison, they concluded that the IBM Personal Computer was the superior performer overall.

---

Modern shown not supplied by IBM.
Its BASIC language for communication support was better.
Its keyboard, with ten programmable function keys, was more responsive and made the computer easier to use.
Its display was crisper and easier to read.
The modular design was more flexible.
The price was more competitive.
And they believed that the IBM Personal Computer would ultimately be the most widely supported—in terms of both hardware and software.
The differences were substantial (see the box at right), and the choice was clear.

A policy of productivity.

Today, Connecticut Mutual's agents take advantage of their IBM Personal Computers in many ways.
For a more efficient approach to financial analyses and planning, they use the program called VisiCalc.
To correspond with current customers and future prospects, they use word processing programs.
To communicate with H.Q. and field offices, they use the IBM Personal Computer for "electronic mail."
And they use custom applications (developed using IBM's Advanced BASIC) for sales charts and graphs.
All told, they use their IBM Personal Computers to be more productive. So can the decision makers in your company.
But Connecticut Mutual expected more from IBM than years of computer experience and a superior product. They expected IBM support and got it. From their initial system development process, IBM was there to help.
IBM can help you, too.
For information about buying IBM Personal Computers in quantity, call IBM at 800-431-4670.

The IBM Personal Computer
A tool for modern times

* VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp
†UCSD p-System is a trademark of the Regents of the University of California. CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
“Most programs are presented in a way fit for mechanical execution but... totally unfit for human appreciation.”

into virtually all systems analysis activities, including what should ordinarily be the freely creative conceptualization processes. In effect, our preoccupation with the microscopic has resulted in a confused and often shallow perspective with respect to the macroscopic; all too often, we have been extremely sophisticated and efficient in implementing the wrong systems.

By structured systems design procedures and mechanistic processes, I am referring to any of a number of widely used methodologies having as their purpose the standardization of activities associated with a systems development project. These methodologies attempt to ensure such things as appropriate task sequencing, the systematic identification and evaluation of all relevant system variables, timely agreement and sign-off on specifications, systematic control procedures, milestone monitoring, performance checklists, and so on. These are not bad in themselves; they are in fact quite useful. The problem that can and often does arise is that these procedures gradually tend to dominate the project, to become a substitute for ongoing, rigorous aesthetic contemplation. It is too easy to find comfort in the methodology and assume that if the procedures were carefully followed, the final product would reflect precisely what everyone had in mind all along. This is simply not the case.

Other professions have a more realistic view of the appropriate place in their disciplines for highly structured and mechanistic procedures and processes. Like systems analysis, other disciplines are based upon a systematically organized body of knowledge consisting of a collection of assumptions, definitions, accepted principles, and other agreed-upon standards, each of which might be organized in a highly structured way. Moreover, a number of these standards may be combined into modules or procedures according to precise, predefined relationships. These modules or procedures are then often applicable to a wide variety of circumstances. This structured network of standards and procedural modules is essential for professional activities in that it frees the professional to concentrate on the identification and definition of problems and the conceptualization of solutions, both of which are creative processes that make heavy use of theoretical analysis. Unlike systems analysis, however, rigid structure is isolated within the body of knowledge used by these professionals in their creative processes; the creative processes themselves are not and cannot be structured. This subtle distinction—a capacity for creativity versus strict theoretical analysis—separates the professional from the technician.

Since systems analysis is increasingly regarded as being more nearly a technical craft than an art or a profession, one can argue that such seemingly artistic concepts as aesthetics and imagery may simply not be relevant. If it can be shown, however, that such concepts are essential not only for achievement in the arts, but for achievement in such disciplines as physics, mathematics, and basic scientific research as well, then they would certainly seem to be essential for achievement in a discipline such as systems analysis.

MERGING ART AND SCIENCE

Arthur Miller, a physics professor at Lowell University, has described the need for an aesthetic perspective in both the arts and the sciences. In a 1978 paper he argues, “There is a domain of thinking where distinctions between concepts in art and science become meaningless. For here is manifest the efficacy of visual thinking, and a criterion for selection between alternatives that resists reduction to logic and is best referred to as aesthetics.” The selection among alternatives in the processes of systems analysis should be no less susceptible to aesthetic discernment than in other disciplines.

Similarly, Cyril Smith, institute professor emeritus at MIT, has said, “I have come slowly to realize that the analytical, quantitative approach that I had been taught to regard as the only respectable one for a scientist is insufficient. One must still acknowledge that the richest aspects of any large and complicated system arise in factors that cannot be measured easily, if at all. For these, the artist’s approach, uncertain though it inevitably is, seems to find and convey more meaning.”

The same must be true for systems analysis. Indeed, even Edgar Dijkstra—a person linked closely to the ideas of structured programming—has observed, “Programs can have a compelling and deep logical beauty, yet most programs are presented in a way fit for mechanical execution but, even if of any beauty at all, totally unfit for human appreciation.”

Where aesthetics is relevant and needed, so is imagery. Imagistic thinking provides sustenance for the aesthetic processes, and, like aesthetics, imagery can be shown to be appropriate for both the arts and the sciences. By using the term imagery, however, I mean not a mystical nor metaphysical concept, but simply a physiological phenomenon, a method of thinking which is centered in the right hemisphere of the brain, and which—due to emphasis in education and elsewhere on sequential, linear thinking—has been inhibited in many people.

Verbal-linear thinking, centered in the brain’s left hemisphere, is predominantly used by systems analysts today. The process is sequential; that is, one specific thing is thought of, followed by another, and so on. By comparison, in imagistic thinking there is a patterning of ideas and images gathered up in a simultaneous constellational picture.

The potential advantages of imagistic thinking are enormous. According to Jean Houston, a leading researcher in this area, imagistic thinking is far faster than verbal thinking. “The so-called ‘creative breakthrough’ might then be seen as the manipulation of these larger patterns of information which are part of the imaginal, symbolic process. When we look at the phenomenology of high-level creativity, we note so often minds engaged in imagistic thinking racing over many alternatives, picking, choosing, discarding, synthesizing, sometimes doing the work of several months in a few minutes.” This kind of thinking is especially predominant in certain classes of creative people such as artists, poets, and architects.

Albert Einstein once described himself as one in whom imagistic thinking was predominant. Curiously enough, this phenomenon is also prevalent among children. For all his brilliance, Einstein was often regarded as having many seemingly childlike qualities, particularly a propensity to daydream.

The capacity for imagistic thinking appears to be an ability most of us have as children, but gradually lose as our schooling and life experience inhibit it. In effect, we unlearn the ability. Although there are individuals whose mental characteristics or sheer intelligence allow them to transcend this learning process, most of us are controlled by the serial, linear thought processes associated with left hemisphere dominance. Fortunately, the ability for imagistic thinking can, with practice, be redeveloped even in those in whom it has long been inhibited.

There are numerous reasons why it is so important for systems analysts to redevelop this ability. For example, in order to adapt a system to the environment in which it is to be placed, systems analysts must be able to perceive the changes that are continually taking place with respect to critical organizational influences; they must then be able to translate these changes into system modifications. Imagistic thinking by professional systems analysts should be the linkage between changes in organizational resonances and the evolution of a system.

VALUES OF IMAGISTIC THINKING

Organizational influences are often quite subtle, but also quite important. For example, according to Sherry Turkle, an MIT professor specializing in the sociopsychological aspect of computing, even the different ways in which the people in an organization view computers, how to use them, and what they are good for,
These days finding more capital can be nuts.

Looking for capital? Try your stockroom. All that inventory is a treasure. But it's burying your company. That's why better planning and more precise control can save your company a bundle. In hundreds of manufacturing plants, Comserv's AMAPS is helping reduce raw material and work-in-process inventories. Even as output increases. And the pay-back time on this top-rated manufacturing system won't drive you nuts.

For more information, call Nancy Ordal at 1-800-328-2030. There's a Comserv office near you.

Comserv Corporation
At last, manufacturing and business systems that work together. Only from MSA.

MSA introduces the Extended Closed Loop Manufacturing System—a new systems concept we've been working towards for more than 12 years. Put simply, we've taken the classical Closed Loop model of integrated business functions and provided the integrated systems to make it work.

At MSA, we're committed to nothing less than the total integration of business and manufacturing systems to support the overall business plan. In short, our goal is to provide the systems that can help make your company's business plan a manufacturing reality.

The Extended Closed Loop concept is vitally important for anyone using or choosing application software anytime in the next five years. And it's even more important if you're looking at manufacturing systems now.

Here's why:

**Only MSA has all the components**

As the world's largest independent application software supplier, MSA—and only MSA—currently offers the components needed to implement the Extended Closed Loop System.

The Bill of Materials chart below shows how all of MSA's software products and service components work together to create the Extended Closed Loop System.

**It starts with MRP II**

The MSA Manufacturing System consists of a complete line of integrated MRP II modules, including: Manufacturing Standards, Historical Forecasting, Inventory Record Control, Master Production Scheduling, Material Requirements Planning, Capacity Requirements Planning, Shop Floor Control, Procurement Management and Cost Management.

These components, together with MSA's structured implementation methodology, are designed for successful Closed Loop MRP II.

So, if your immediate need is manufacturing software, you can choose the MSA Manufacturing System now and easily add other Extended Closed Loop components as you need them.

**Extending the Closed Loop: The Business Connection**

At MSA, we offer the integrated business systems to make Extended Closed Loop manufacturing a practical reality.

For 12 years we've developed integrated systems with common architecture, including: Payroll and Labor Distribution, General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Budgeting and Planning, Fixed Assets Accounting, Accounts Receivable, Personnel Management and Currency Management.

And with more than 7400 systems installed worldwide, we offer something else that's unique: We call it 'inter-application expertise.' It's the understanding we've gained by integrating MSA applications to meet our customers' requirements.

Our people know the manufacturing industry (more than 1300 manufacturers use MSA systems around the world). Our implementation techniques are thorough, practical, and field-proven many times over. We'll show you how to reduce overall implementation costs significantly.

We offer the most extensive customer training program in the industry (this year alone, MSA will conduct more than 100,000 student-hours of customer training).

At MSA, we provide the total software support to keep your systems up-to-date.

**Not if, but when**

In order to survive, your company must not only reach its goals of efficiency and increased productivity; it must remain profitable. And continued profitability can only be achieved with improved decision support information—the kind provided by total systems integration.

Industry experts consistently name MSA as the leader in systems integration.

And providing total systems integration is what the MSA Extended Closed Loop Manufacturing System is all about.

**Send for free literature**

We've prepared a brochure that further explains the MSA Extended Closed Loop™ System.

For your free copy, call Robert Carpenter at (404) 239-2000. Or clip this coupon.

---

**Bill of Materials**

**MSA Extended Closed Loop Manufacturing System**

**Systems Components**
- Financial Reporting
- Manufacturing System
- Cash Management
- Human Resources
- Industry Experience
- Common Architecture
- Inter-Application Expertise
- Education and Planning
- Implementation Methods

**Service Components**

---
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The emergence of software environments will relieve analysts of much drudgery and free them for more creative and intellectual activity.

result in a structure of value systems whose implications extend far beyond the technical. The delicate process of relating a pattern of value systems to the design and precise calibration of an automated system would greatly be facilitated through imagistic thinking. Clearly, aesthetics and imagery have their places in the tossing about of ideas on how to approach a problem. But in the execution phases of a system’s development, some analysts would argue, there should be an emphasis on control and accepted procedures, not creativity. Although true to a certain extent, excessive reliance on this perspective would, in effect, preclude the adaptation of a system to subtle changes in circumstances once the system is in or beyond the design phase. Aesthetics and imagery are not limited in importance to the more theoretical aspects of either systems analysis or the physical sciences, but are also integral to their more practical aspects.

Consider, as an analogy, mathematics. As Seymour Papert, an MIT math professor, has observed, “Mathematical work does not proceed along the narrow logical path of truth to truth to truth, but bravely and gropingly follows deviations through the surrounding marshland of propositions which are neither simply and wholly true nor simply and wholly false.” Guidance through this marshland is provided by an aesthetic sensitivity which allows the mathematician to work with propositions that are false to various degrees without having to consider any that offend a personal sense of mathematical beauty.

Similarly, the aesthetic judgment of the analyst must be allowed to override mechanical processes and rigorous procedure when it is appropriate to do so. It is doubtful that any standard systems design or development methodology could be flexible enough or have a sufficient number of checkpoints or review mechanisms to substitute for human aesthetic sensitivity in providing for the continuing evaluation of the large number of potential influences that might affect a system throughout its life cycle.

Just as the sudden discovery of new evidence or the uncovering of an important precedent might cause an attorney to change the entire approach being taken in a matter of litigation, so must the implementation of a system be capable of changing if the professional systems analyst deems change necessary. It may sound counterintuitive, but this flexibility and implied “lack of control” would not only not involve inordinate expense, but would actually be cost effective. In the long run, after all, which is more expensive: to develop and implement systems that meet all time and budgetary constraints but that in the final analysis are not useful, or to develop and implement systems that might be more expensive initially but that are of enduring usefulness?

There is an even larger issue here, one that is becoming increasingly important as automation begins to seep into the higher level management processes of many organizations. Unlike the large batch clerical-replacement systems of a decade ago that were easily assessable in terms of cost effectiveness, systems of the future will often provide intangible benefits that will be difficult to quantify in terms of cost effectiveness. Users or clients will have to trust the analyst as a professional much as they now trust other professionals, such as physicians and lawyers. We will have to earn enough professional respect for users to feel comfortable with us and believe that the systems we deliver will be the result of professional competence. This competence must be based largely on a highly developed, carefully focused aesthetic sensitivity; only that can result in a system that works and is also useful.

What then must we do to infuse the appropriate level of creativity into our activities, to make our discipline more progressive and responsive to the needs of users? Perhaps we need to conduct an in-depth study of the entire discipline, including an examination of the need for professional standards and certification. But short of that, there are some specific initial steps we can take.

PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE

First, we in the discipline must realize that being well grounded in computer technology is only a starting point in the development of an effective systems analyst. An attorney, for example, is presumed to have a certain level of competence in such areas as court procedure and rules of evidence, but this does not guarantee that the attorney is a top-flight legal professional. Similarly, in addition to a basic level of computing expertise, the analyst must be able to develop a perspective that views systems analysis not as a collection of artifacts, however sophisticated and complex, but as a system of activities and functions whose social, cultural, intellectual, managerial, psychological, and political components are seen as being integral to it. The analyst must be continually aware of the changing, often contentious, nature of these components and their potential influence on the effectiveness of systems.

Second, because of the potential significant influence of these factors, mere awareness of them will be insufficient. Depending upon the relevant environment, the analyst will often be required to be proficient in disciplines other than systems analysis. Returning to the legal analogy, there are attorneys specializing in medical cases whose knowledge of medicine—particularly in specific areas—rivals that of physicians. And if the managerial component or perspective of an organizational system appeared to be especially important, an analyst working in that organization might be required to be proficient in such diverse disciplines as management science, decision theory, or perhaps personnel management. This would be necessary in order for the analyst to develop a perspective and level of expertise or application consciousness allowing equal participation with users both in the definition of problems and in the formulation of solutions.

Third, in order to make available the time necessary to contemplate problems and imagine solutions, we must become more efficient in many of our current activities. One area of exciting promise in this regard is the development of software environments—collections of integrated software development tools that can provide strong, close support for the entire software development cycle. The UNIX and Interlisp programming environments are examples of this emerging concept. The objective is, of course, to deliver better systems in a shorter period of time; but these will still only be tools. The real benefits will be to a large extent indirect; these tools will simply relieve analysts of much drudgery and free them for more creative and intellectual activity. Taking advantage of the freedom to develop innovative systems is the real challenge.

Finally, we must develop an awareness of the critical need for aesthetics and imagery in the methods of systems analysis. A highly developed and focused aesthetic sensitivity, coupled with a capacity for imagistic thinking, would allow the analyst to develop innovative systems, systems that are the result of subjecting a large number of potential solutions to theoretical analysis. This capacity would allow the analyst to use structure as a means rather than an end, and would encourage the periodic backing away from the technical core of a potential problem in order to ensure that the proposed system continues to be compatible with changing organizational characteristics. Only by inexorably probing and searching for the absolute truth and the explanation of things—attainable only through an aesthetic sensitivity—can analysts provide the level of service expected of them.

W. C. Kimmerly has over 15 years’ experience as a systems analyst in government and private industry. Presently he is a staff analyst engaged in planning and administration for the Computer Sciences component of Union Carbide Corp.’s Nuclear Division. He received an MBA from the University of Tennessee and is presently working on his DBA.
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The Nashua difference?
Absolute statistical control of quality.

Are you getting sick of hearing how manufacturers inspect and inspect their products and then inspect them again until they're perfect?

So are we.

Do you get the feeling that some inspector was yelling at the exact instant the product you're about to buy went through the final inspection?

So do we.

There is another way to do it, and we at Nashua are doing it the better way just by following this one simple deal. Make the inspection of the first place, then inspection, no matter how rigorous, will be just a formality.

This means a fanatic devotion to statistical controls as an integral part of the manufacturing process. We use literally hundreds of charts and records, constantly updating them as part of each step of the manufacturing process. Our people are trained to work in a statistical environment.

The big enemy is variance, as represented by the formula below. Nashua hates statistical variance and fights to eliminate it.

\[
\text{Variance} = \text{Var}(\bar{X}) = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})^2
\]

One disk or diskette looks very much like another. But there is one big difference with Nashua, your data is safe and secure. With other makers, it may be.

We make the world's most complete range of magnetic media and have published a handy little book to tell you how to select it. For your free copy of our "What Fits What" book, see your Nashua dealer or write to the Computer Products Division, Nashua Corporation, Nashua, N.H. 03061.

NASHUA

COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION
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Proper lighting and seating are the easy part of user-friendly systems. Here are some practical steps for facilitating the intellectual aspects of a worker's job.

**NINE PRINCIPLES FOR ERGONOMIC SOFTWARE**

**by Louis Fried**

Ergonomics can be defined as the science of adapting the work environment to the characteristics of the workers. As applied to computer systems, it means the consideration of human factors in the design of systems to make them more attractive and easier to learn and use.

Over the past decade, human-factors experts have used psychology and work measurement techniques to try to improve work environments ranging from the factory floor to the office to the home. Motivations for these efforts have varied. In the design of tools and appliances for the home, the aim is usually to increase sales by making products more attractive and easier to use. In factories and offices, on the other hand, the goal is generally an increase in the profitability of the organization. At a time when the largest percentage of a product's cost comes from labor, increasing attention has been directed toward the productivity of workers. The assumption has been that making tools easier to use and reducing the psychological pressures on workers will both increase the number of units produced and reduce absenteeism and costly employee turnover.

From the standpoint of the workers and labor organizations, the motivation has been to protect the worker from both physical and mental abuse.

Attention was first directed toward physical hazards and long-term detrimental factors such as inadequate lighting or strained work postures. Similarly, in the data processing field, attention was first focused on hardware ergonomics, for example, the suppression of noise from punched card equipment and later in the design of video terminals.

It was anticipated that ergonomic design of terminals would reduce the strain resulting from hours spent at a terminal keyboard and thus increase productivity (albeit the greatest pressure for design changes initially came from labor organizations). With these combined incentives for ergonomic design, it is apparent that we're now dealing with a new view of what constitutes productivity.

In the past, productivity has been defined as the units of product delivered divided by the cost. As we move into a post-industrial era, however, in which larger segments of the working population are devoted to providing service or information and in which human values and life styles are rapidly changing, this definition is no longer appropriate. A new definition might be that productivity is the value of goods, services, or human and social benefits produced divided by the cost in money, irreplaceable resources, and negative impact on human beings.

While this new definition is not easily amenable to traditional accounting techniques, we must learn to keep our books this way if society and the organizations within it are to prosper. Whether or not there is unequivocal evidence that ergonomic principles applied to the work environment result in increased productivity in traditional terms, there is a very high probability that ergonomic design will satisfy the requirements of the new definition. In fact, even using traditional productivity measures, there is a high probability that ergonomic design will improve productivity. A discussion of these ideas in a context of purpose—the information processing industry—should help to substantiate them.

**THREE WORKER ROLES**

Information processing workers are people directly involved in the use of information, the creation of information, or the development of applications that process information. While these workers may do other work as well (such as a factory worker who uses a terminal to record or obtain job information), the concern here is with their occasional roles as information processors. As such, they can be said to play at least one of these roles:

- **System developers**: those who define and develop information processing tools for use by other workers. This class would include those who design and develop computer and systems software as well as those who perform requirements analyses and design and develop applications.
- **System controllers**: those who perform system-related functions that would not be required if a computer were not used. For example, the traditional roles of computer operator, systems programmer, and database administrator would fall into this class. The distinguishing feature of this class is that it represents an "overhead" function that in most cases does not directly contribute to the goods or services being produced by the organization.
- **End users**: those whose information processing function consists of inputting, manipulating, or retrieving information. These end users may include the previously mentioned factory worker, the office worker, the professional (engineer, doctor, researcher, accountant, et al.) and the manager or executive.

While these people appear to perform disparate functions, as information processing workers they all must interface with the hardware and software that make up computer systems. The application of ergonomics to hardware is fairly well advanced and is progressing further as developments continue in such areas as voice input and output. In the hardware area the range of human form and functionality is bound by physical constraints that set limits on the practical variety of what may be accomplished.

On the other hand, the application of ergonomics to software is bound only by the limits of imagination, since software and resultant data manipulation are the products of intellectual activity. From the software standpoint it may therefore appear that the disparate functions of the different roles of information processing workers lead to an infinite range of opportunities to apply ergonomics. How then is this relatively new field to accomplish anything practical?

The cost of hardware was for many years the primary consideration in designing computer systems. As is well known, though, the cost of hardware, relative to the cost of workers, has been continually declining. In addition, the speed and capacity of computers for processing and storage and retrieval of information have been continually improving. During the 1970s it became apparent that computers were rapidly reaching a
With 40 days’ paid vacation every year, Aramco people can see the heart of Asia, from Delhi to Bangkok to Hong Kong, and still have time for an African game park, Paris in the spring, or ski trips in the Alps.

The money isn’t the only reason so many top people are going to Saudi Arabia with ARAMCO

As great as the money is, it is the travel opportunities, the challenge, and the casual lifestyle in familiar hometown neighborhoods that make Aramco people stay on.

Aramco employees in Saudi Arabia have travel opportunities that most people only see in daydreams. They get 40 days’ paid vacation every year. And in Saudi Arabia they are already halfway to wonderful places in Europe, Asia and Africa.

Equally as important as money and travel are the challenging jobs and secure, comfortable living conditions.

Aramco is the world’s largest oil-producing company. Our projects and operations are huge, complex and professionally rewarding. Many are the largest of their kind ever undertaken.

We need more first-rate people to join the over 5,000 North Americans who work for us.

North Americans and Saudi Arabs have worked together for over 40 years.

Since the early 1930’s, North Americans have worked very closely and successfully with their Saudi hosts in developing the energy resources and infrastructure of this friendly, conservative nation.

These North Americans live in a foreign country, yet they still find it a very comfortable place to live and work. The homes, neighborhoods, schools, medical services and recreation facilities have a hometown feeling that have prompted a long line of Aramco professionals to stay on and on.

What kind of compensation package accompanies all this? Aramco employees earn a competitive base salary, plus a cost-of-living differential. They also get an expatriate premium of 40 percent on the first $30,000 of base salary and 20 percent premium on the next $20,000, plus a one-time bonus of up to $5,000, for signing up for overseas work.

Challenging opportunities

If you are a degreed engineer with at least ten years’ experience in the petrochemical industry, send your résumé to Aramco Services Company, Z2029-2, P.O. Box 53607, Houston, Texas 77052.

Over 5,000 North Americans work for Aramco in Saudi Arabia. They’re helping the Kingdom develop energy resources that are being used all over the world.
The industry is burdened with billions of dollars' worth of software that cannot easily be replaced.
Systems should respond to the human tendency to form both long- and short-term patterns of action.

will interface. Commands used by the worker should be in natural syntax form and should be simple rather than complex or compound.

3. Minimum worker frustration. Systems should spare the worker frustrations that may arise from a delay in the accomplishment of a task. If menus, prompting, or other guidance techniques are used, the system should permit the experienced user to bypass them.

If a worker is interrupted in the performance of a related series of actions, the system should (upon request) provide a summary of the actions performed prior to the interruption. Guidance techniques should be hierarchically organized so that the worker does not have to perform or explicitly bypass unnecessary steps. Guidance or HELP should be available to the worker in a consistent fashion throughout all of the system.

CHOICE OF ACTIVITY

The worker should be able to interrupt or terminate any activity at any point and select another activity. After completion of the second activity, the system should permit resumption of the interrupted activity at the point of interruption by a simple action such as one keystroke (or the equivalent).

Installation of hardware or system software should be supported by self-configuration and self-verification techniques. These techniques should be automatically applied so that the system is completely usable at startup. Feedback should be provided for any action for which the results are not immediately obvious.

4. Maximizing use of habit patterns. Systems should respond to the human tendency to form both long- and short-term patterns of action. Systems should take advantage of "muscle memory" by consistently using certain function keys for specific functions, by consistently placing similar information on screens in the same position, by consistent design of screen formats, and so forth. Information returned on a screen to a worker as a result of a worker action should be positioned at the point where the worker expects the response—usually on the next following line.

The worker should be able to accomplish tasks using a single consistent approach and terminology for all functions. In the case of system developers, this would imply a single language for development that includes all command language, application language, and data manipulation language in one consistently structured language with a common syntax and terminology.

The performance of office functions on a computer-based system should require as little retraining as possible. For example, typing a letter on a text processing system should be designed to be as close as possible to performing the same activity on an office typewriter.

5. Maximum tolerance for human differences. Systems should be designed to accommodate the fact that people think differently, just as terminals are being designed to tilt and swivel to adjust to human size differences. Systems should store profiles of the way in which an individual worker prefers to perform tasks. These profiles should condition the system to the worker's use pattern when the worker signs on.

The system should provide both visual and audible attention-getting methods, selectable by the worker. These may include highlighting or blinking signals on a screen, a light signal separate from the screen, a buzzer or bell, etc. In guidance techniques or in complex use such as query development, the system should support both procedural and nonprocedural approaches.

6. Maximum tolerance for environmental change. The system should support, with minimal worker effort, change of the hardware/software environment or changes to applications as a result of new functional requirements. With the exception of hardware critical to the continued operation of the system (such as the CPU or the disk drive on which the software presently operating), the system should automatically reconfigure itself for the addition or deletion of devices.

Application programs should not require recompilation for changes in database content, access methods, or file residency that do not change the processing logic of the application program. Application programs should be compatible and transportable among different models of computers. Space allocation for files should be automatic and not require worker intervention or specification.

7. Prompt problem notification. The worker should be notified of a problem as soon as it can be detected and be notified of potential problems in advance of their occurrence.

WORKER APPROVAL OF CHANGE

Before making a permanent change to stored information, the system should show the results of that change and require worker approval. Syntax and terminology for commands should be interactively edited with immediate response designating the error and the corrective action required.

The worker should be notified by the system when file capacity has become filled to within a substantial percentage (such as 80%) of total system capacity so that the worker can take appropriate action. Interactive editing of worker input should detect and report error conditions immediately and provide for immediate correction or guidance. At the conclusion of the worker's correction of the error condition, the system should return the activity to the point at which it was interrupted.

8. Maximum worker control of tasks. The worker should control the flow and sequence of work to the extent possible where there are no sequence-dependent activities. The worker should be able to modify the priorities of processing to be performed by the computer (as in changing the sequence in which letters or reports will be printed). The worker should be able to establish his or her own terminology for functions, commands, or data, and have this idiosyncratic terminology "remembered" by the system for future use.

The worker should be able to define "default" options for given tasks and have these default options remembered by the system for future use. The worker should be able to store and retrieve information (or files, as in text) in a consistent manner, with the residence of the information being透明 to the worker.

9. Maximum task support. The system should provide complete support of tasks for the worker so that the worker is not required to use other resources for task performance. Worker task documentation should be available on-line in a hierarchically structured and well-indexed mode. He or she should be able to communicate with other workers through system facilities and should be able to use both preplanned and ad hoc methods to access or process information related to the task.

In the preceding list of examples, a few are repeated to show that they satisfy more than one principle. Some of the examples may appear idealistic when one considers the software presently operating in the industry; however, instances of almost all of them can be found in various software products in existence today. It is also apparent that the examples can be expanded into literally hundreds of criteria for the ergonomic design of software.

Furthermore, it is very likely that the principles themselves will undergo revision, and that more will be added to the list. For all of us, there is a clear recognition that the key issue of the 1980s is productivity, and that ergonomic considerations will play a key role in achieving the improvement required.

Louis Fried is program director of the Advanced Computer Systems Department at SRI International, Menlo Park, Calif., which performs research and consulting in the computer field for clients throughout the world. During more than 23 years in the industry, Mr. Fried has authored many papers and articles and the book Practical Data Processing Management.
NUMBER ONE

Do not mention second, third, or fourth to Dick Bernacchi. He is unfamiliar with such subject matter.

For the last 25 years, he has been first in one thing, then another. Number one in his high school class. Valedictorian at college. Leading man and editor in chief of the law review at law school. President of The Computer Law Assn. Pioneer in computer law theory and the first practitioner thereof in Los Angeles.

Where will it end? Not even Bernacchi knows for sure.

"It certainly does seem to be a pattern," admits Bernacchi, a partner in the Los Angeles firm of Irell & Manella. (Naturally, his address is Avenue of the Stars). "I wouldn't say it's an obsession though. It just seems to have worked out that way. I've been number one for as long as I can remember."

Also, as long as he can remember he wanted to be a lawyer. When he was telling it like it was and verbally trouncing those in his Los Angeles neighborhood who engaged him in discussions, intellectual and otherwise, folks began hinting that his facile tongue made him a prime candidate for the legal profession. By the age of 12, he knew lawyering was his life.

"It's something I always thought about," Bernacchi says. "I tended to be outspoken and articulate. I think all those people commenting that I ought to be a lawyer just stuck over time. It seemed the natural course to take. I never thought about anything else. And I never analyzed or second-guessed myself."

Of course not. The man doesn't know from second anything. He topped his class at San Gabriel Mission High School, then repeated the feat four years later at the University of Santa Clara. He began undergraduate life as a political science major.

"Like in any organization, if you perform and do a good job you tend to rise to the top," assuming it most appropriate for his chosen profession. When he found it completely irrelevant to commercial private practice, not to mention incredibly boring, he switched to accounting. In the back of his head he thought he might eventually get into tax practice.

Stanford, Santa Clara, and the University of Southern California law schools all liked what they found in the front of his head. Naturally, he was accepted by each. Unnaturally, he chose USC, a quality school not nearly as renowned as Stanford.

"I didn't want to go East and I was fairly certain I wanted to practice in Southern California," Bernacchi says. "USC has a good reputation and a vast alumni network in Los Angeles. I thought as long as I was going to practice there I ought to go to school there.

"I liked it much better than undergraduate life. That was merely a means to an end. Law was my chosen profession, and I really enjoyed school. I found discussing issues and the repartee in class a real challenge and source of pleasure. I was in my element and loving it."

Life was rendered infinitely more pleasurable by the absence of the usual cutthroat law school competition. No one stole books from the library or ripped pages from reserve readings. Sharing notes and study groups were in; aggressiveness and hostility were out.

"I didn't kill myself to be number one, either," Bernacchi confesses. "I worked hard, but I wasn't burning the midnight oil every night to make sure I finished first. When I was first at the end of my first year, I had a tremendous sense of exhilaration at having achieved my goal and knowing I could do it, even though I hadn't graduated yet. The last year [1964] I just sort of coasted."

After removing his cap and gown and giving the obligatory speech, he waltzed into Irell & Manella, where he had been working part-time since the fall of his second year. Four months later, he was in the Army. When he returned in 1966, he resumed his place in the firm. He was mainly a tax man, then gradually switched to corporate work, such as mergers and acquisitions. Bernacchi couldn't have told you the first or last thing about the computer industry.

Then Unicorn Systems Co., a nascent software developer, came calling in 1968. The company needed general representation, and president Jerry Larson wanted somebody to write "the best damn contracts in the world." He and Bernacchi struck a deal. Larson would tell Bernacchi everything he knew about computers and Bernacchi would put out the contracts.

Unicorn was Bernacchi's sole client for a year. He and Larson would spend hours dissecting the industry and each other's brains. When Irell & Manella partner Lou Brown, an adjunct professor at USC, walked in on one rap session, he suggested they teach a course in USC's advanced professional program. Voilà! In the 1972 class listing there appeared a new entry, "Data Processing Contracts." Bernacchi and Larson offered a second helping in 1978, then Bernacchi and a partner from the firm dished out thirds last year.
Not wanting to waste all those words, Bernacchi and Larson decided to put them on paper. They prepared four chapters and sent an outline of proposed others to publishers. “The response was overwhelming. I couldn’t believe it.” Bernacchi says. One publisher returned a signed contract. The rookie authors suddenly were in the enviable position of taking their pick. They gave Little, Brown & Co. the honor and in 1974 Data Processing Contracts and the Law appeared at fine bookstores everywhere.

Long before publication, word had gotten out around Los Angeles. When those in the computer industry heard there was a lawyer who could do the necessary legal work and speak computerese without a translator, Bernacchi’s phone rang incessantly. After all, he was the one and only. There was no one else available. Software houses, companies acquiring products and services, and other vendors and buyers sought Bernacchi’s expertise. By the mid-’70s his tax practice was history and he merged and acquired infrequently. Eighty percent of his business involved—and still involves—computer-related matters.

Somewhere between the course and the book, he attended a Computer Law Assn. meeting. The CLA, now numbering 650, was born in 1972 out of desperation. Lawyers in the fledgling field had nowhere to commiserate, so they turned to each other. Leaders such as Roy Freed, Bob Bigelow, Herb Marks, and Fred Lafer launched the group with an intent to educate and inform themselves and their colleagues. To join, one had to be a lawyer or law student interested in the legal aspects of computers. Dues still range from $25 for those out of law school five years or more to $5 for law students—hardly an exclusive club.

Bernacchi became a member by accident. At his first meeting he talked at length to Freed about industry problems, e.g., whether trade secret, copyright, or patent law applies to software protection. Freed, then president, must have liked what he heard. He dumped a scheduled speaker for an upcoming American Law Institute-American Bar Assn. conference and offered the slot to Bernacchi. By 1975 Bernacchi was a director. Seven years later, he’s in his accustomed position.

“Like in any organization, if you perform and do a good job you tend to rise to the top,” Bernacchi says. Being president wasn’t really a goal. It wasn’t that important. I don’t think I would have campaigned for it. I’m happy that I got it, but I wouldn’t have been disappointed if I didn’t.

“Being president and a director has enabled me to make sure topics I’m concerned about get aired. It’s easier to get things moving in the direction I’d like to see them go.”

And what might that be?

“We’ve got to work harder to convey our message and make sure we have the maximum impact on the profession,” Bernacchi says. “We’re still the best bargain in town—the low rates, dearth of bureaucracy, infinitesimal dues, and casual philosophy can’t be beat. We’ve got to give the benefit of the association to as many people as we can.

“Personally, I’m going to continue to be as creative as I can, deal with new problems well, and come up with new and creative solutions without waiting for someone else. I was propounding the trade secret theory for software protection before 1974, and it’s since been confirmed by several cases. I’ve pioneered other legal concepts, too, and I hope to keep doing that.”

Regrets? He hasn’t had a few. He’s had none.

“I’ve had a lot of opportunities presented to me,” Bernacchi admits. The evidence indicates beyond a reasonable doubt that he has seized each one. “I don’t know what’s next. Something will come along down the road. I’m not looking for it right now. But there’ll be another challenge.”

Guess where he’ll finish when he finds it.

—Willie Schatz
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Datapro 70 is only 3 volumes, has less than 2,600 pages and about 300 full length product reports.

Only AUERBACH can offer over 20 years of experience and provide you with the most professional Telephone Information Service in the industry. Our Telephone Information Service is staffed by seasoned professionals and backed by over 5 million archival primary documents. Available exclusively to AUERBACH subscribers!

*SPECIAL OFFER*

If you are currently a subscriber to Datapro 70, AUERBACH will give you 1½ years of DataWorld for the one year price of $610. You would pay over $1,000* for the same 18 months for Datapro 70. You save over 40% a month!

*Prorated $665 Year

CALL US TOLL FREE AT

800-257-8162

(in NJ 609-662-2070)
The Emphasis is on Control

A Configuration Management System (CMS) from Data Switch offers centralized control of distributed channel switches:

• A powerful mini-computer totally transparent to the host system.
• Reconfiguration of an entire computer complex locally or across the country with a single command.
• History Files recorded on built-in 20 Megabyte disk storage units with an audit trail printer for configuration record keeping.
• Real time configuration displays utilizing interactive color CRT command consoles.
• Easily understood simple English commands.
• Multi-level password protected operational security.

Data Switch CMS provides Automated Centralized Control of the entire Data Switch family of switching products for computer room peripherals and communication lines.

We’ll put you back in control.
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We've brought all our resources together to bring you the first total systems uptime guarantee.

If computer systems reliability is a critical factor in your business, then it's important that you buy a computer made by Digital. Because we'll work with you, to ensure that the reliability we design and build into our products is maintained at your site. In fact, once the necessary service requirements are met, we will guarantee that your VAX Family, DECsystem-10 or DECSYSTEM-20, will be available at an optimum level you can select yourself—up to 99%.

How is Digital able to offer a total system uptime guarantee? It has a lot to do with Digital's company-wide commitment to quality. A commitment evident in the years of engineering and manufacturing focus on reliability and maintainability technology. And in one of the largest and most capable service forces in the industry—supported by the remarkable power of Digital's proven Remote Diagnosis technology.

One more thing: since high uptime is designed into all of Digital's products, it's not an add-on or an extra-cost option. There's no additional service charge for Digital's Uptime Guarantee. It is an integral part of your Service Contract.

For full details, call your local Digital office or write to: Digital Equipment Corporation, 129 Parker Street, Maynard, MA 01754. © Digital Equipment Corporation 1982
### OFF-LINE

After six years of research, Memorex Corp. has begun producing thin film heads for disk drives in quantity. The 3680 records data at 800 tracks per inch and 15,000 bits per inch, or a total of 12 million bits per square inch. The maximum recording density with ferrite heads is said to be some 9,000 bpi. Memorex is producing the IBM 3380-compatible heads at the rate of 400,000 a year.

Also out with new drives is Amdahl Corp. The pcm has announced its 6000 series of storage systems. The 6280 disk system features 10-inch platters, a rotary actuator, a direct drive motor, and a sealed data enclosure. Four of the units provide 5 gigabytes of storage. The 6880 control unit includes two directors and four-channel switching. In a typical configuration, a 6880 and four 6280s would cost $292,000.

The IBM Personal Computer is a little easier to talk to now. Recent enhancements include SNA 3270 emulation and RJE support, which permit the P.C. to act as a terminal that can communicate with a host system. Also coming is 3103 display terminal emulation and a synchronous data-link control adaptor, which will allow the P.C. to attach to leased or switched line networks. All three will be available in January.

Look for the Graphmate II four-pen plotter at Comdex. Yokogawa's portable machine, which weighs less than 20 pounds, uses the same chassis as the PL-2000, but includes a programmable keyboard. The 4KB memory includes menu-driven firmware that calculates percentages from keyed-in data and formats the chart or graph. Some editing capability is included. An RS232 interface is planned for early 1983.

### ARRAY PROCESSOR

The S-810 processor system is billed as the world's fastest supercomputer. The model 20 can execute 630 million floating-point operations per second with 256MB main storage, while the lower-end S-810/10 is rated at 315 MFLOPS with 128MB maximum main storage. Both models have between eight and 32 channels, in eight-channel increments.

The S-810 uses a control program based on the vendor's VOS3 operating system. It is able to provide TSS and resource management and to use peripheral and terminal equipment for M-series machines. The S-810 can be connected to an M-series processor to realize a multiprocessor arrangement.

In place of a conventional external memory, such as disks, the S-810 uses Hitachi's Extended Storage Type II or Type I. The larger, Type II, has a maximum capacity of 1,024MB and a maximum transfer rate of 1,000MB per second, while the Type I offers half those amounts. These extended storage memories are directly connected to the main memory, substantially reducing access time. For example, the Type II storage device can transfer 8MB of data in 8 milliseconds, less than 1/300th the time required by the vendor's newest magnetic disk drive.

The model 20 processor rents for about $280,000 a month, and the model 10 for $200,000. Extended Storage Types I and II start at $32,000. HITACHI AMERICA, LTD., New York, N.Y.

### FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD

#### HIGH CAPACITY DISK DRIVE

The Ibis 5000, 2500, and 1250 disk drives are plug-compatible with IBM's mainframes and 3380 disk drive, as well as the SMD interface, but offer up to twice the storage capacity of the 3380. The model 5000 holds 5 gigabytes, the 2500 half that number, and the 1250 one fourth. The drives can transfer data at 3 megabytes per second per channel using modular head/disk assemblies.

The vendor uses a proprietary mix of thin-film materials—nickel, cobalt, and phosphorous—in its disks. These thin-film media, along with the unit's ferrite heads, allow bit densities to equal those of the 3380, with up to 60% higher density in the future, the vendor says.

The 5800 disk controller, also compatible with IBM systems, contains two or four independent storage directors and can support up to 16 model 5000...
drives, with a maximum subsystem storage of 80 gigabytes. Both drives and the controller will be ready for delivery in early 1983. The subsystems cost about the same per gigabyte as the IBM 3380. BBS SYSTEMS, INC., Duarte, Calif.
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32-BIT MINICOMPUTER
The Prime 2250 supermini can address 4Mb of main memory with 316Mb of on-line disk storage in a single desk-height unit. The 2250, designed to act as a node in a distributed processing network or as a system for dedicated applications in smaller multi-user environments, supports up to 32 terminals interactively and handles up to 128 processes simultaneously. The system is compatible with the vendor’s other computers through Primenet software. It supports most of the vendor’s software products, as well as additional memory and other peripherals.

The 2250 uses the Primos operating system for interactive and batch processing. The basic system includes a two-board cpu, a communications controller with eight asynchronous and one synchronous communications lines, one 68Mb disk and one cartridge tape unit with a multifunctional disk/tape controller, 512Kb main memory, and a diagnostic processor that also acts as a system console interface. Additional Winchester drives are available to boost the memory capacity. The 2250 starts at $40,000, and runs into the $50,000 range with more memory.

The PST100 terminal, Prime’s first, includes 24 × 80 display on a 15-inch screen, with a 25th line for prompts and messages. Line drawing and block graphics capabilities and French and German character sets are also available on the terminal. It also includes communications and diagnostics capabilities, at a price of $1,600. PRIME COMPUTER, INC., Natick, Mass.
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DRUM PLOTTER
The servo drive system incorporated into the CPS-19 drum plotter offers users faster acceleration and better line quality than previous plotters made by the vendor. The four-pen plotter, with a 34.5-inch plotting surface, has a resolution of 0.001 inch and an accuracy of 0.002 inch for any given pen.

The front panel controls permit the user to window, calibrate, and rotate plots as well as position pen and paper manually. The CPS-19 is capable of plotting on paper, vellum, and polyester film with a wide selection of pen types. The CPS-19 controller offers the user a switch-selectable choice of using PTC-6, PTC-5, or Tek 4014 languages to drive the plotter. Firmware capabilities include character generation, dash-line generation, rectangle generation, arc and circle generation, windowing, vector multitinking, speed control, and other functions.

The CPS-19 starts at $13,950, with deliveries 90 to 120 days ARO. BAUSCH & LOMB INSTRUMENTS & SYSTEMS DIVISION, Austin, Texas.
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HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT

PROGRAMMABLE MODEM
The Omninate 48 is the first in a series of 4800 bps modems offering front panel diagnostics and control for network management. Firmware allows the modem to be programmed for CCITT V.54, MPS 4827, or MPS 48 compatibility for domestic or international networks. The modem can be used with up to four ports sharing the 4800 bps bandwidth.

The eight-character display provides information on port configuration, current data rate through each port, receive level in dbm, signal quality, and current strapping configuration. In addition, it can act as an interface monitor, reporting the same information about other modems in the network. A variety of tests can be run from the front panel, including self and end-to-end error and polling diagnostics. Strapping is firmware controlled and can be modified from the front panel; seven preprogrammed configurations and an eighth user-definable configuration are available. The modem can also be used to send coded calls to users at other nodes in the network.

A remote control option allows the central modem to control other modems in the network; alarms are sent for power failures, streaming, or receive line faults at any modem. The remote control option costs an additional $800 over the $3,600 price tag for the modem.

The Omninate technology is based on LSI chips custom designed by the vendor. The complete modem is contained on one printed circuit card, and each of the major options is on a second card. A network management system for more comprehensive network control can be added without any hardware or software changes to the modems. RACAL-MILCO, Miami, Fla.
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GRAPHICS TERMINAL
Designed for high-precision, engineering, CAD/CAM, and scientific applications, the AutoGraph XK1 graphics display terminal emulates the Tektronix 4014. It provides the same 1,024 × 780 viewing window on a 15-inch, long-persistence, P-39 green phosphor tube with interlaced scan. The terminal’s 1,024 × 1,024 image memory format provides “square” pixel spacing for “scratch pad” output on matrix printers. Users can choose between green-on-black and black-on-green displays.

The XK1 features on-board intelligence for drawing circles, arcs, ellipses, and area fills. Other graphics functions include integer zoom, pan, bidirectional scrolling, and multiple character signs. In text mode, the terminal has an 80-character × 24-line display, with 96 ASCII characters. The terminal communicates in 15 baud rates, full or half duplex, through two Rs232c serial ports, and integrates into remote or on-site graphics systems. It is downward compatible with the TeleVideo 925 and other AutoGraph terminals.

Delivery on the XK1 is slated for late this fall. Suggested end-user price is under $5,000. DATA-TYPE, INC., Mountain View, Calif.
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HIGH-SPEED DATA DISTRIBUTOR
The 2300 series of local area data distributors operates at speeds from 56Kb to 2.5Mb per second over metallic circuits or coaxial cables with a variety of digital interfaces. The 2335M, 2349M, and 2303M (for CCITT V.35, Rs449/442, and Bell 301/303 interfaces respectively) are designed for low-speed transmission, from 56Kb to 460.8Kb. The 2335H and 2349H are offered for the V.35 and Rs449 interfaces at speeds from 461Kb to 2.5Mb. Each unit is available with up to four switch-selectable data rates within the specified range.

At the high data rate specification, the 2300 series units can act as a direct replacement for the Bell 306 modem on T1 digital links with a DSX-1 compatible interface. The 2300 series can operate at up to 200Kbps faster than the Bell units. The units are designed to work primarily as a point-to-point link between individual de-
Learn about the most important Breakthrough ever in computer software

Cullinane’s three-level integration

It ties together the #1 rated IDMS database, modular applications, and powerful decision support software into one comprehensive, efficient and easy-to-use information management system.

As a result, decision makers within top management will finally be able to access and analyze all the relevant information they need to take timely, appropriate action on a wide range of business matters.

This has always been the promise of computers. And now Cullinane delivers on it.

Find out how Cullinane’s unique three-level software integration can help you deliver results to your company’s top management. Attend a free Cullinane Seminar in your area soon. The next breakthrough could be in your business.

Free Seminars.

To register for a seminar, or for more information, please complete and return the coupon below to Harry Merkin, Cullinane Database Systems, Inc., 400 Blue Hill Drive, Westwood, MA 02090.
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What can Lanier systems do for my company over the next five years?

To get the best value in office automation equipment, you need a system that allows you to buy just the right products and configurations for your office today. No more. No less. But your needs may change. So you need a system that can adapt to those changes. A system like Lanier.

In 1977 Lanier designed the first fully programmable word processor. So that our systems would never become obsolete. Instead, they'll keep increasing in capabilities and value, expanding with you as you grow. And they'll continue giving you the best performance for the best price.

What gives Lanier such a good price/performance ratio?

It's our tailor-made configurations. With Lanier, you can buy a system designed specifically for your users' current needs. With the right models and capabilities. Our flexibility means you don't overspend for excess capacity. It also means your users won't have to compromise by adapting to inappropriate systems. And since all our equipment is plug compatible, you won't have to replace whole systems if you want to expand. Just add on what your users need.

Just how expandable are Lanier's systems?

There's no limit. With Lanier, you can start out with standalone units and a variety of software capabilities. Then upgrade to a shared logic system, which keeps costs down by avoiding redundant pieces of hardware. Or, for users who need a common database, we have shared resource systems. The transition is easy because recorded media is transferable from one configuration to another and documentation procedures are the same.

However fast you grow, Lanier can keep pace with you. All the way to a fully integrated office automation system.

When you enhance Lanier products, how do I know you'll anticipate what my users need?

We're known for doing just that. Lanier has a widely installed base. We're constantly in touch with people in multinational companies. We even conduct customer seminars to keep abreast of your changing needs.

Drawing from this input, we can anticipate your future requirements with technological changes and improvements, implementing them smoothly and quickly. In all cases keeping user skills easy to learn.

© 1982 Lanier Business Products, Inc.
"Increase in value."

Tom Anderson, National Marketing Manager,
Electronic Office Systems Division

Office automation equipment is more than a purchase. It's an investment.
That's why you should consider Lanier. The return on your investment begins the day your Lanier systems are installed. As you grow, we make sure your investment appreciates in value with plug compatible products, easy to use capabilities and new technologies. And we make sure your equipment is running at peak performance with our guaranteed service and support. Which makes Lanier a very wise investment.

Send us this coupon, or call Jennifer Scott at (800) 241-1706 for more information about Lanier's electronic office systems.


Send to:
Lanier Business Products, Inc.
1700 Chantilly Drive N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30324
Attn: Jennifer Scott

We'll change your mind about the future. Right here and now.
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VICES, SUCH AS TERMINAL EQUIPMENT AND CPUS, BUT THEY ARE ALSO AVAILABLE WITH AN OPTIONAL MULTIPORT CAPABILITY TO ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR PROTOCOL-DRIVEN LOCAL AREA NETWORKS.


FOR EASE OF USE, THE VENDOR HAS INCLUDED SWITCHES TO EQUALIZE FOR DISTANCE, WIRE GAUGE, AND DATA TRANSMISSION RATE. PRICE RANGES FROM $1,800 TO $2,025. AVANTI COMMUNICATIONS CORP., NEWPORT, R.I.
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COBOL PROGRAMMER'S WORKSTATION

WITH THE MODEL 116 WORKSTATION, A USER CAN PROGRAM, EDIT, COMPARE, TEST, DEBUG, AND DOCUMENT COBOL OFF-LINE, FREEING UP TSO TIME ON AN IBM MAINFRAME FOR OTHER USES. THE WORKSTATION, DRIVEN BY A 32-BIT CPU, INCLUDES A HIGH-DENSITY CRT WITH PIXEL MAPPING, 500KB MAIN MEMORY, 10MB WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE, 1MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE, FULL ASCII KEYBOARD WITH NUMERIC KEYPAD AND FUNCTION KEYS, AND AN RS232C COMMUNICATIONS PORT.

SOFTWARE IN THE $35,000 SYSTEM INCLUDES THE HIGH INTERMEDIATE RST-74 COBOL COMPILER WITH IBM EXTENSIONS; THE COMPILER CAN BE USER-SET TO HALT ON ERROR AND INVOKED THE FULL-FILE EDITOR FOR IMMEDIATE CORRECTION. A SOURCE FILE COMPRESSOR COMPARES VERSIONS OF A PROGRAM TO CAPTURE THE HISTORY OF A PROGRAM'S DEVELOPMENT. A PROFILER COUNTS THE NUMBER OF TIMES A GIVEN LINE OF CODE IS EXECUTED TO DETERMINE WHERE TO OPTIMIZE CODE, AND A CROSS-REFERENCER traces EVERY OCCURRENCE OF EACH VARIABLE IN A PROGRAM.

THE TEST BED EXECUTES MODULES OR PROGRAMS UNDER USER-DEFINABLE HALT CONDITIONS AND REQUIRES DEFINITION OF CALLS TO A DATABASE OR NONRESIDENT PROGRAM MODULE AT RUN TIME. SOLOSYSTEMS, INC., SUNNYVALE, CALIF.
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PERSONAL COMPUTER NETWORK

THE PCNET SYSTEM IS A LOCAL AREA NETWORK WITH ALMOST 1MBPS TRANSMISSION UP TO 7,000 FEET AND SYSTEM SOFTWARE SUPPORT. ADDRESS SPACE UP TO 64,000 NODES ELIMINATES EXPANSION PROBLEMS. THE PCNET, A GROUP OF IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS CAN SHARED AND TRANSMITTED BETWEEN USERS, AND A PROTECTION SYSTEM ENSURES THAT ONLY THE FILE'S OWNER CAN ERASE IT.

FOR MORE ADVANCED MULTIPORT APPLICATIONS, SUCH AS ACCOUNTING OR INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEMS, PCNET ALSO PROVIDES SIMULTANEOUS FILE ACCESS INTERLOCK AND A GENERAL PURPOSE NETWORK SEMAPHORE SYSTEM TO LOCK RECORDS WITHIN A FILE. ALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE IS DOS 1.1 COMPATIBLE.
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MAINFRAME PROCESSOR


WHEN THE SYSTEM IS OPERATING AS TWO DYADIC PROCESSORS, EACH SIDE IS CONTROLLED BY A SINGLE 3082 MODEL Q AND IS SUPPORTED BY MS/SP, VMSP/HP0, OR MS/SA. AS DYADIC PROCESSORS, THE 3084 OPERATES ROUGHLY AS FAST AS TWO 3081 KS.

THE 3084 IS AVAILABLE ONLY AS AN UPGRADE FROM THE 3081 K AND IS SCHEDULED TO BE DELIVERED IN THE FOURTH QUARTER OF 1983. INCLUDING THE 3081 K, IT COSTS $8,700,000, OR CAN BE LEASED FOR $318,860 A MONTH OR RENTED FOR $398,570 A MONTH. IBM CORP., TOWN OF RYE, N.Y.
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GRAPHICS DISPLAY SYSTEM

THE GMR 27-68 GRAPHICS DISPLAY SYSTEM HAS 1,024 X 1,024 RESOLUTION, VECTOR GENERATION AT 200 NS/Pixel, AND FULL ALPHANUMERIC CAPABILITIES. THE SYSTEM CONSISTS OF A DISPLAY GENERATOR AND POWER SUPPLY; EIGHT BITS OF REFRESH MEMORY; THE VECTOR GENERATOR; AND ALPHANUMERICS, RECTANGLE, AND IMAGE GENERATORS. THE STANDARD SYSTEM, WHICH COSTS UNDER $24,000, ALSO INCLUDES PAN AND ZOOM CAPABILITIES AND A COMBINED 10 X 12 LOOKUP TABLE/VIDEO CARD. A DEC DR 11 W UNIBUS INTERFACE IS AVAILABLE AS AN OPTION.

THE GRAPHICS DISPLAY IS 30Hz INTERLACED COLOR OR BLACK AND WHITE. UP TO 16 COLORS, OR EIGHT COLORS WITH BLINK, CAN BE DISPLAYED FROM A PALETTE OF 4,096 COLORS. ZOOM AND PAN CAPABILITY INCLUDES ZOOM FACTORS OF 1, 2, 4, AND 8, PIXEL BY PIXEL PANNING, AND A ZOOM CURSOR. THE SYSTEM GENERATES STANDARD RS343 COMPATIBLE VIDEO SIGNALS TO DRIVE BLACK AND WHITE OR COLOR VIDEO MONITORS.

SOFTWARE OPTIONS FOR THE GMR 27-68 INCLUDE A FORTRAN-CALLABLE SUBROUTINE PACKAGE, DEC R1 RSX, AND VMS DEVICE DRIVERS, AND AN EXTENDED GRAPHICS SUBROUTINE PACKAGE WITH CIRCLE GENERATOR AND AREA FILL. HARDWARE OPTIONS INCLUDE JOYSTICK OR TRACKBALL CONTROLS, A QUAD INDEPENDENT CURSOR, AND TWO 1,024 X 1,024 OVERLAY MEMORY PLANES.

THE SYSTEM IS HOUSED IN A PREWIRED AND PRETESTED CHASSIS SO THAT OPTIONS CAN BE ADDED IN THE FIELD BY PLUGGING IN LOG CARDS. DELIVERY IS 60 DAYS ARG GRINNELL SYSTEMS CORP., SAN JOSE, CALIF.
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PRINTER FOR TIMEX-SINCLAIR PC


FOR PRINTERS THAT ARE FEWER THAN 16 CHARACTERS WIDE, THE PRINTER WILL REPRODUCE THE CONTENTS OF THE SCREEN LINE FOR LINE. FOR WIDER DISPLAYS, THE MW-100 CAN EITHER PRINT CONSECUTIVE HALF-LINES, OR OUTPUT BOTH SIDES OF THE SCREEN SEPARATELY (THE HARDCOPY WOULD THEN BE ALIGNED BY THE USER TO SHOW THE FULL DISPLAY). THE $120 ITEM IS SCHEDULED TO BE AVAILABLE IN ELECTRONICS, OFFICE EQUIPMENT, AND OTHER RETAIL OUTLETS. MINDWARE, INC., WAYLAND, MASS.
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SLIDE RECORDER

THE TTS SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO PRODUCE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY SLIDES AT LOW COST. THE DESKTOP SYSTEM, DRIVEN BY A MINICOMPUTER WITH TWO DISK DRIVES, INCLUDES A DIGITIZING TABLET, A 640 X 480 COLOR MONITOR, MONOCHROME TERMINAL, SLIDE RECORDER, AND SOFTWARE. THE SLIDE CAMERA RECORDS IMAGES GENERATED DIRECTLY FROM THE SYSTEM COMPUTER, RATHER THAN TAKING THE VIDEO MONITOR FEED, RESULTING IN 2,048 X 1,366 SLIDE RESOLUTION. THE VENDOR SAYS THAT THE RECORDER'S HIGH RESOLUTION AND $89.90 PRICE TAG ARE
RELIEVE YOUR COMPUTER OVERLOAD WITHOUT OVERLOADING YOUR BUDGET.

Large-scale scientific and engineering codes can overload even the most powerful general-purpose computer system. Applications such as structural analysis and reservoir simulation can cause a demand for CPU resources that cannot be met during peak hours. Scheduling those jobs to run on a late shift causes overnight job turnaround that reduces the productivity of your expensive engineering talent. And yet, if you increase your computer resources by upgrading with another general-purpose computer, you may overload your budget.

Floating Point Systems has the solution.

Presenting — The FPS-164 Attached Processor from Floating Point Systems.

The FPS-164 is designed for high-speed cost-effective processing of engineering and scientific calculations. Attach the FPS-164 to your IBM or VAX™ system, and you can offload numerically-intensive computations for faster, more cost-effective solutions, while freeing your host computer for other jobs.

With features that include parallel pipelined architecture, and 64-bit word length, the FPS-164 gives your system the speed and accuracy needed to solve these jobs — up to 12-million floating-point calculations per second, and 15 decimal digits of precision. Problems requiring large memory can be solved because of the FPS-164's large, directly-addressable memory — up to 14 Megabytes. A Disk Subsystem provides up to 3,000 Megabytes of secondary storage.

With prices starting at $250,000 (U.S.), the FPS-164 delivers this powerful capability for less than an additional computer system.

FORTRAN and SJE for programming flexibility.

The hardware performance of the FPS-164 is supported by complete program development software. A powerful ANSI 77 FORTRAN compiler and an Overlaying Linker permits you to create programs that exceed the size of the large available memory. A new operating system, the Single Job Executive (SJE), lets you program and run complete jobs as easily as using your own familiar computer. A comprehensive Math Library containing over 380 FORTRAN-callable subroutines is also available.

Built-in reliability and a world of service.

Such features as error-correcting memory, internal diagnostic system with diagnostic microprocessor are engineered into the FPS-164.

Product reliability is backed by customer support that includes service facilities at key locations throughout the world, remote diagnostics, comprehensive documentation, installation, training, and other services.

For further information, write today or call our nearest Sales Office... or our toll free number, (800) 547-1445.

The world leader in array processors.
“SEND IT TO THE ANYTHING GOES”
Shipping... you'll know what to do with it.

Shipping won't panic. And they won't let you down. They'll just reach for the phone and call United Air Cargo.

That's all? That's right. Because shipping knows that they can send ANYTHING... no matter how big, small, fragile or awkward. ANYWHERE... whether that means Atlanta, Georgia or Soviet Georgia (if it's the latter, we'll arrange the connecting flights, handle the paper work, deal with tariff regulations, customs, everything). And they can send it ANYTIME... next week, next day, or even the next flight out.

So no matter what you're sending, don't worry about a thing. The guys in shipping are very smart.

United Air Cargo

United Airlines
It's available today from Martin Marietta Data Systems: over 100 information management software packages, ready to serve your business needs through our remote computing services network.

**PICK A SUBJECT.**


**HANDY REFERENCE SOURCES.**

Choose from a variety of database management systems. Information retrieval and report writing tools flexible enough for management and users, as well as programmers. From classics like MARK IV to best sellers such as RAMIS II. Most of them compatible with both interactive and remote batch environments.

**HANDBLY ILLUSTRATED.**

Graphic display programs are available to help you provide your company's decision-makers with a clear, concise picture of business problems and solutions. In black and white or in color. Powerful tools like SAS/GRAPH and TELL-A-GRAF.

**PUBLISHED IN MANY LANGUAGES.**

Formal FORTRAN or conversational COBOL. Exotic dialects like APL and FORTRAN IV H-EXTENDED. They're all on our shelves. Along with conversion tools to translate from one system to another. Plus a full range of prompters, optimizers, debugging aids and training tools.

**TOMORROW'S LIBRARIANS.**

Meet a new breed of information specialist . . . trained by Martin Marietta to serve as your guide through our library of business software. Knowledgeable professionals who will help you select the most effective combination of software tools to increase productivity, accuracy and control. Packages that deliver timely, up-to-date solutions to your most demanding end users.

To check out our ever-expanding library of problem-solving software, call us toll-free at (800) 638-7080. In Maryland: (800) 492-7170. We'll send you our 40-page Software Directory free.

MARTIN MARIETTA DATA SYSTEMS
Marketing Services, D-E
6303 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770
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has the ability to create graphs and charts through the Quickchart software package. For output, users can choose from 32,000 colors and a wide variety of type fonts. The machine can produce 20 slides an hour.

MANAGEMENT GRAPHICS, INC., Minneapolis, Minn.
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COMPUTER SWITCH

The 3690 line of computer switches is intended to supplement the existing 3900 line of switches. The new units are designed especially for customers who are looking to future expansion of their computer systems, but who may want to limit such expansion to single input channel or single output port increments. Expansion can be continued up to 384 crosspoints, to make 380 different matrix sizes.

The 3690's standard 8 x 8 channel matrix occupies 36 x 29 inches of floor space, which the vendor says is less than any comparable switch on the market. It is field-expandable to 16 x 24 in single-channel increments, and can start as low as 2 x 4. The 69,400 switch is designed for IBM S/370 compatible channels and controllers, including byte, block, and data streaming. Its hard contact crosspoints are totally passive and bidirectional.

Channel activity indicators are provided for every channel, and direct access is provided to interfaces through latched LED indication and instrument output for troubleshooting and diagnostics. Operator protected switching prevents disconnection of an active device even with command in data chaining; and the switch maintains its configuration during power loss. The switch includes a local CRT display and remote CRT control and display, using the RS232 control interface.

T-BAR, INC., Wilton, Conn.
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IBM P.C. EXPANDER

IBM Personal Computer users who feel hampered by the limit of five expansion cards may find relief in the Quadboard, an add-in board that incorporates four commonly added functions in a single board. The functions would ordinarily occupy a board each, leaving only one slot for expansion; the Quadboard leaves four slots for expansion.

The four functions are a serial RS232C asynchronous communications port, a Centronics parallel printer port, up to 256K of RAM in 64K increments, and a real-time clock-calender. In addition, software with diagnostics is included.

The RAM is composed of four rows of 64K chips. Each row has a switch for enabling or disabling the specific row, providing an ability to switch memory banks independently. The clock-calender uses a crystal controlled integrated circuit with a rechargeable battery. The two ports are functionally identical to their IBM counterparts.

The Quadboard ranges in price from $595 with 64K RAM to $995 with 256K RAM. It is available in local retail computer stores.

QUADRAM CORP., Norcross, Ga.
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WORD PROCESSING TERMINAL

The Ergo 4000 is a full-page word processing terminal that displays 66 lines x 80 characters. Compatible with the DEC VT100 in both ANSI and VT52 modes, the terminal can be user-reprogrammed to emulate other terminals by assigning different control codes and escape sequences for normal terminal functions.

Standard features include bidirectional pass through printer port, 15 user-programmable function keys, savable setup mode, and alternate character generator. Also included in the terminal are diagonal cursor movement, user-definable margin and tabs, screen saver, and transparency mode.

The $1,695 terminal's green non-glare screen tilts 25 degrees, while the detached keyboard contains an integrated palm rest, numeric keypad, and screen brightness control.

MICRO-TERM, INC., St. Louis, Mo.
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“Looking for Bugs?”

Increase your COBOL productivity with Cogen by 10 as much as

Writing COBOL code can be time-consuming and error-prone. But with Cogen, writing business application programs is a breeze. Cogen is an automated Program Generator which produces bug-free RM/COBOL™ code. You interact with Cogen through menus, prompts and data-entry screens.

Once you've defined your programming task to Cogen, it does the rest...no more repetitive keying and other drudgery. You can create independent modules to link with your own programs, or you can have Cogen create complete application programs for file maintenance, inquiries and reports. You will be amazed at the combination of power and ease of use embodied in Cogen. Having proved itself on minicomputers Cogen is now available on any microcomputer which runs RM/COBOL, a very widely used business language.

Visit us at Booth #3462 Comdex '82

“I'm looking for Bugs.”

“A Dynamic and Powerful Programming Tool”

San Rafael, California

Cogen will benefit you in many ways. Cogen generates formal, structured programs automatically, so your code is standardized, self-documenting, efficient and easy to maintain. “Screen painting” techniques let you draw the screens exactly as you want them displayed by your program, accurately, efficiently and quickly. Cogen has extensive report writing facilities. Its menu driven format produces dozens of lines of bug-free code with just a few keystrokes, so your new programmers get started much sooner. And using Cogen means portability, because Cogen goes hand in hand with, and is written in, RM/COBOL.

A/Cogen demo package is available with full documentation, including tutorials and examples. For inquiries, write to:

bytek
1714 Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707
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tached keyboard contains an integrated palm rest, numeric keypad, and screen brightness control. MICRO-TERM, INC., St. Louis, Mo.
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BRITISH DISPLAY TERMINAL

The 42 line \times 80 character display of the Alpha terminal can be split up to 10 ways to reflect partitions of the display memory, which can hold more than 30,000 characters. The dimensions and operating mode of each partition can be tailored to perform a separate function, such as text editing, status display, tyy conversation, form filling, form design, or monitoring control code sequences. Any combination of five video enhancements can be selected for any character; characters can be selected from four character sets, two of which are user programmable.

In graphics mode, the screen provides an 800 \times 396 pixel resolution. Each dot on the screen corresponds to a bit in display memory, to improve control and flexibility. The terminal—which is driven by a 16-bit microprocessor—can emulate the Tektronix 4000 series display and scale its screen accordingly. LYNWOOD SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS, LTD, Alton, Hampshire, England.
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LINE PRINTER

The HP 2611A is a horizontal font, 600 lines-per-minute line printer for medium usage levels. The chain-train printer, compatible with the HP 1000 and HP 3000 series computers, includes 132-column printing, 12-channel vertical format unit, long-line interface (up to 500 feet), and enclosed stand.

Dual power paper tractors, above and below the feed, move independently to improve print quality. A paper puller, in addition to the usual paper feed mechanism, reduces the chance of paper jams. The printer uses a 64 ASCII character set. The unit costs $18,110, but is discountable for volume end users on HP purchase agreements. A 96 ASCII character set, running at 430 lines per minute, is optional for $1,420, also discountable. HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., Palo Alto, Calif.
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GRAPHICS ADAPTER

The Colorplus adapter can produce multi-color graphics for the IBM Personal Computer. Its biplanar technology enables 640 \times 200 pixel, four-color 80-character graphics or 320 \times 200 pixel, 16-color 40-character graphics. By comparison, the IBM P.C. is capable of monochrome 80-character graphics or four-color 40-character graphics. Colorplus also offers the ability to debug program listings by writing over displayed graphic images.

The Colorplus system is built into a memory plane, which can be merged with the basic memory plane in the IBM P.C. for the composite and color displays. It requires one expansion slot, but it is not slot sensitive. An integrated parallel printer port is included, saving an expansion slot for other uses. Colorplus is compatible with all IBM software and requires some changes in the P.C. to take advantage of the extended features. The $995 price tag includes full documentation and startup software. PLANTRONICS/FREDERICK ELECTRONICS, Frederick, Md.
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MINIATURE MODEM

Measuring 1 \times 2 \times 4 inches and weighing 2 ounces, the ds507 dataset is a self-contained unit that supports asynchronous speeds from 300 bps to 19,200 bps. It can be plugged into the back of a terminal or directly into a computer port, replacing a standard modem and the power and data cables associated with modems.

The ds507 uses a patent pending power conversion technique developed by this vendor, by which standard EIA data and
Your report can get across the country faster than it can get to your mailbox.

The IBM 6670 Information Distributor can get your report across the country, or across the street, in a matter of seconds.

Because it can send and receive information from many computers, text processors and other IBM 6670s.

And it doesn't print that information on computer paper.

It gives you two choices:

Legal or letter-size paper.

And that information is actually printed by a laser printer.

Which means that every copy is a printed original.

For special emphasis, it can reformat your reports. And offer up to four type styles per page.

Now with an optional feature, it can even print logos and signatures.

So if you need to get your finished reports from one place to another quickly, send them with the IBM 6670 Information Distributor.

You'll save time.

Not to mention stamps.

Call IBM Direct 800-631-5582 Ext. 82. In Hawaii/Alaska 800-526-2484 Ext. 82.
control signals power the unit. No batteries, AC, or EIA test voltages are needed.

The unit sells individually for $99 or in quantities of 1,000 for $68. Each unit carries a two-year warranty. DVELECON ELECTRONICS, LTD. Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
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PRINTING TERMINAL

The DTC 383 KSR terminal is intended to be used in a data communication office environment as an interactive keyboard printer terminal. The daisywheel printer runs at up to 37 characters per second. Characters are printed as soon as they are received, and an 8K character buffer allows input to be faster than the terminal can print. Switch-selectable data transmission speeds range from 110 to 19,200 baud in full or half duplex mode.

Features included in the terminal are fully formed descenders, audio and visual “out of paper” signals, bidirectional printing, APL and foreign character sets, interchangeable metal and plastic print wheels, Rs232c serial printer interface, and user-definable answer-back message. The unit also can operate as a word processor, with automatic underlining, centering, double striking, shadow printing, and right margin justification. Other options and accessories are available. The unit costs $3,595.

DATAMATICS TERMINALS & COMMUNICATIONS, Campbell, Calif.
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HALF-HEIGHT 51/4-INCH DRIVE

The YD-380R 5 1/4-inch floppy disk drive performs as if it were a double sided, double density 8-inch drive, its manufacturer claims. The drive, which requires one eighth the volume of conventional 8-inch drives and half the height of 5 1/4-inch drives, has a 1.6MB unformatted storage capacity. The drive uses an 8-inch drive controller and is fully compatible with 8-inch double sided formats. The unit has a 500Kbps transfer rate and 3ms track-to-track transfer rate. The drive’s 154 usable tracks provide 96 tpi track density and up to 9,646 bpi recording density.

The 1.62 x 5.75 x 8-inch size of the unit was accomplished by its smaller motor and head design. The brushless, direct drive motor uses a steel band and 8-pole stepper mechanism for accurate head positioning. To eliminate cross-talk between high density packed tracks, a tunnel erase head is used to trim the tracks. Read/write and erase gaps are set by azimuth to trace the tracks’ curvature precisely and to define the border between recording and nonrecording areas of each track.

The unit’s mean time between failures is 8,000 power-on hours; MTTR is 30 minutes. Shipments are scheduled to begin late this year on the drive, which is priced at $350 in oem quantities. C. ITOH ELECTRONICS INC., Los Angeles, Calif.
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MAINFRAME SYSTEM

The Burroughs B4955 operates 1.5 times faster than the mainframe it replaces, the B4800. The system is available in either single or multiple cpu configurations; up to four processors can be connected through a Shared System Processor to share common disk data files, providing the increased power and higher availability.

The cpu contains 5MB of memory, with a field upgrade to 10MB expected in 1983. The pipeline architecture allows concurrent performance of many tasks, including program address and data address calculations, data fetch and manipulation, instruction execution, and to initiation and transfer.

Each input/output processor is connected to peripheral subsystems through up to 64 Data Link Processors; each DLP is an independent processor programmed for the subsystem it serves. The two I/O processors are capable of a cumulative bandwidth of 16 Mbps, twice that of the B4800.

The B4955 is designed to be used with the cp3680 front-end processor in communications networks. The cp3680 manages and operates the network, freeing the B4955 for more efficient data processing. The new MIP IX operating system, language compilers, a DBMS, and application programs and programming aids are all available with the system. Purchase prices for the system start at $780,000, not including maintenance. One-, three-, and five-year leases are available, starting at $32,119 per month. Deliveries are scheduled to begin in the third quarter of 1983.

BURROUGHS CORP., Detroit, Mich.
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DATA ENTRY SYSTEM

The Tartan Terminal System was designed to be a data entry system with substantial data and word processing capabilities. The central system enclosure contains up to 16 independent device drivers, a single 40MB Winchester drive and controlling processor, a tape processor, a communications processor, and a 64Mbps bus.

Each device processor operates with 32KB memory at 1 MIPS, and runs its own independent operating system. Any terminal can operate with any of the device processors through the bus. The communications processor allows asynchronous or bi-synchronous rates of 1,200 to 9,600 bps and enables the system to expand into a network of unlimited size. Software utilities are available for 3780 and 3270 emulation.

Each terminal on the system has its own display processor, operating system, and memory and can connect to the device processor in the system enclosure up to two miles away without using modems. The display processors offer enough intelligence to run word processing; electronic spreadsheet, and utility software, as well as compile and run programs in BASIC, COBOL, and FORTRAN.

A 300 lpm line printer, 5 x 7 dot matrix display printer, and letter-quality word processing system are available for the system. A typical configuration of system enclosure, printer, 10 terminals, and 768K extended memory costs about $100,000. RECOGNITION EQUIPMENT CORP., Dallas, Texas.
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LISTING PRINTER

The Model 8-PLP printer is designed to be used by the software development engineer who dedicates his printer for listing and needs high throughput and durability. The 80-character 9 x 7 dot matrix unit prints at 250 characters per second and 10 characters per inch, with 25 ips bidirectional head travel. The snap-in cartridge ribbon lasts 6 million to 8 million characters.

The adjustable paper tractors operate at 5 inches per second, with six to eight lines per inch. Fanfold paper can be front or bottom fed. The Centronics parallel interface is standard for input, but Rs232c and current loop inputs are available as options. Also available as an option is a 32KB buffer memory.

The printer is available eight weeks ARO, at $675 for single unit purchases. Oem discounts are offered, and the vendor will tailor the unit’s controller to various special jobs, such as order entry and sales, letter writing with NLQ fonts, etc. PRACTICAL AUTOMATION, Shelton, Conn.
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Now with Lee Data's new 3270/Async Communication System (Series 400) you can eliminate the cost and inconvenience of needing separate displays for access to 3270 and VT100 applications.

The Lee Data universal terminal system approach is another innovative Lee Data design that allows a single Lee Data display to access applications and data from an IBM CPU, a non-IBM system such as DEC, H-P or Prime, and timesharing services. And a simple command entered from the display keyboard is all that is required to switch from 3270 to VT100 operating mode and back again. What could be easier?

The Series 400 System incorporates a new hybrid approach to system operation that is simpler and more efficient than protocol conversion. This approach allows a Lee Data controller to provide dedicated 3270 and VT100 processors for concurrent, but independent application access.

In addition, a single Lee Data controller provides you 3270 compatibility via either a remote BSC or SNA/SDLC or a local SNA or non-SNA interface, as well as 1 to 16 RS232C ports for your asynchronous application needs. Line speeds available are from 300 to 19,200 BPS.

The Series 400 System also provides you support for up to 32 devices, including Lee Data's unique All-In-One display that offers dynamic selection of 4 screen sizes—three 80-column and one 132-column. Lee Data's 3270-compatible color displays and a full line of printers are also available as part of the 32-device complement.

3270 and VT100 capabilities combined in a single terminal system—a reality with the new 3270-plus-Async system from Lee Data.

Discover what our system can do for your company's terminal network. Call our system specialists toll free: 800/328-3998.

Designers of innovative systems for the information worker

Lee Data Corporation

10206 Crosstown Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55344
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SOMEBODY DEEP IN SPACE IS THE PLANET OXFORD...

SO ADVANCED THAT THEIR COMPUTERS ACTUALLY WORK...

AND WHERE THE FIRST THING A NEW BABY SPEAKS IS COBOL.

XZZ2374J...LMXQ

AS WE JOIN OUR STORY, THE ELDERS OF OXFORD ARE OBSERVING A DILEMMA ON THE PLANET EARTH.

I DON'T KNOW HOW I'LL EVER GET THIS CICS APPLICATION WRITTEN; WE ALREADY HAVE A 312 YEAR PROGRAMMING BACKLOG... AND I HAVE A DATE TONIGHT.

CAN'T WE HELP THAT EARTHLING? SHE LOOKS LIKE A SWEET KID.

LET'S SEND UFO DOWN TO HER. HE'LL CLEAN UP THAT CICS APPLICATION BACKLOG FAST.

GOOD MORNING, MISS. I'M UFO FROM THE PLANET OXFORD, AND I'LL DO YOUR CICS PROGRAMMING IN A FRACTION OF THE TIME, EVEN THOUGH YOU DON'T HAVE ENOUGH CICS EXPERTS ON STAFF.

OOH--UFO... HOW CAN I EVER REPAY YOU?

I'LL THINK OF SOMETHING...HEH HEH.

IF YOU NEED HELP WITH YOUR CICS APPLICATIONS BACKLOG TOO... JUST DIRECT DIAL THE PLANET OXFORD AND ASK FOR UFO...

For CICS applications in a fraction of the time...

Call OXFORD
(800) 631-1615

Our software is out of this world

OXFORD SOFTWARE CORPORATION
174 BOULEVARD, HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, NJ 07604-1351
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UPDATES

Cullianate's much heralded "most important breakthrough ever in software" doesn't quite live up to its billing. The key element, the IDMS database management system, is several years old; the breakthrough was integrating all applications through the database. Most important among the applications is the color graphics decision-support module, which allows top management to have direct access to graphics and the DBMS in the boardroom. That may make the system worth its hefty $150,000 to $400,000 price tag.

The future of word processing systems, under attack by microcomputers that offer similar capabilities as well as data processing functions, has been painted as rather bleak in some quarters. The impact of IBM's decision to license the UCSD p-System, with its extensive dp capabilities, on its Display-writer system has yet to be seen, but one would suspect that other manufacturers will follow suit so that their word processing systems won't lose market share.

The problem with most presentation graphics systems has always been that users had to key in the data manually; no interface to a database or user files was possible. This problem has been attacked by ISSCO's Data Connection software, which can read and extract data from files or print reports in any format and use them for input to the Tell-A-Graph package.

Another interface of note links the Wang word processing system to a Xerox 5700 laser printer. The interface module permits Wang users to take advantage of most of the 5700's features, including insertion of logotypes and digitized signatures, use of multiple type fonts, and stapled sets.

RELATIONSHIP BANKING

The Relationship Banking System (RBS) is a service that links money market funds, brokerage transactions, debit cards, loans, checking accounts, NOW and DDA accounts, asset management, and other retail banking services. Banks using this system may select any or all of the available features of the system in keeping with their particular customer and market needs; customers of these banks can choose any or all of the features offered by the bank based on their personal banking needs.

The system operates on a remote processing basis, using terminal-printers and/or cts installed at each bank and linked to one of the vendor's data centers in Wayne, Pa., or Culver City, Calif. Each bank's installation includes a balance interface system that communicates to the vendor information about NOW and DDA accounts, debit cards, and ATM for RBS operations and reporting. This software is operating-system dependent, written for each bank's existing dp system.

The system is slated to be available to the vendor's installed client base by the end of the year and to new clients in the first quarter of 1983. On-site processing is also planned. SEI CORP., Wayne, Pa.

CONCATENATOR

Traditionally, IBM system control programs have not allowed concatenation—linking in a chain—of unlike datasets. To attempt to do so during processing usually required special action by a programmer or operator or special modifications to the operating system. The Cupid package, which is available for MVS systems, allows users to combine unlike datasets residing on different types of storage devices—such as 3330-, 3350-, and 3380-type disk units, half-inch tape, and other mass storage devices—and process the datasets as though they had similar characteristics.

The package is designed to ease disk-to-disk conversions, migration or backup to tape, and generation data group processing. The system is totally transparent to users.

Cupid is distributed as a set of standard files on magnetic tape. While installation does not require a total system generation, a programmer or analyst is needed who is familiar with the OPEN/CLOSE/EOV actions of the MVS system and line edit functions. It is priced at $4,000, with maintenance offered at $450 a year. CONTROL DATA CORP., Minneapolis, Minn.

MUTITASKING ON IBM PC

The Qunix operating system can simultaneously handle up to eight users and up to 250 tasking functions on an IBM Personal Computer. The system contains the full-screen text editor ED, which can be run either in monochrome or in color. It also contains the text-formatting program DOC.

Also included in the operating system are a hierarchical file structure that allows the user to file programmed material by topic; a 16-character file and directory name capability; built-in security that protects information stored on disk; communications capabilities; and printing, sorting, comparing, and backup utilities. Qunix is compatible with disk drives, modems, and printers that are IBM-compatible. It can also read disks written under the PC-DOS operating system to make the switch to Qunix easier.

Two versions of Qunix are available for general use and include program development tools in addition to the other features; three other versions are designed for business use, in which applications software is purchased separately. These versions range from $350 to $950. PC SOFTWARE, INC., San Francisco, Calif.

SALARY BUDGETING

Although the biggest chunk of a company's operating budget is spent on salaries, few companies have an analysis tool for projecting and managing salary costs. Fisc-01 is one such tool, available on the vendor's...
SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

SOFTWARE AND TRADEMARK DATABASE

CAST Office, canceled description plus bibliographic information. Year, some
salary increase, based on existing pay
standards, desired salary position of jobs
within each department, and the external
labor market.

Installation of the standard package
typically takes a week to a week and a half.
It is offered at a fixed rate of $2 per employ­ee
to benefit small and large companies alike.
COMSHARE, INC., Ann Arbor, Mich.
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TRADEMARK DATABASE

All of the U.S. trademarks processed in
1982 by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO) are available through a weekly
magnetic tape service. By the end of the
year, some 66,000 new, renewed, and can­celed
U.S. trademarks will be included in the
PTO’s Trademark Data Base, and magn­netic tapes for 1981 and 1980, now being
compiled, will be available later.

The database consists of a full text
description plus bibliographic information
on all marks published for opposition in the
Trademark Official Gazette or registered either
on the Principal or Supplemental Regis­
ter. A mark that is published and then
registered appears on file tapes that corre­pond
to both the publication and issue
dates. The second appearance includes any
corrections or additions made after the pub­lication.

The database, which leases for
$6,150 a year, includes bibliographic and
status information for all marks that appear
in any of the various Official Gazette list­ings. Included here are all marks that are
renewed, canceled in whole or in part,
amended, corrected, or limited by adminis­trative or judicial order. Similar informa­tion is also available for marks republished
under the Lanham Act and for those for
which a new registration certificate has
been issued. NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFOR­MATION SERVICE, Springfield, Va.
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LONG-RANGE PLANNING

The LRP (Long Range Planning) system
generates financial planning systems based
on information about a corporate organiza­tion. It is intended to help the financial or
planning executive use the strategic plan for
his corporation in defining the requirements
for a computer-based planning system. LRP
then uses those requirements to generate
automatically the computer-based long­range planning system.

LRP supports a participative (bottom-up) approach to planning by allowing flexibility in the exact accounting and level of
detail used from one strategic business unit
to another within the corporation, while maintaining an essential level of logical
consistency across the corporation as a
whole. The system, designed for large or­ganizations with 20 or more strategic busi­ness units, supports multiple simultaneous
users while allowing access to secure data
on a strict basis.

The system includes a structural
"what if" capability, which allows users to
evaluate the effects of structural or organi­zational changes—such as mergers or ac­quisitions—without any programming. The
LRP system is currently available on the
vendor’s API. *Plus timesharing service and
is scheduled to be released as a software
product next year. STSC, Rockville, Md.
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MICRO MARKETING SERVICE

Geared to the information needs of vendors
and merchandisers of micro systems and
related products, the Micro Systems Mar­keting Service (MSMS) is designed to assist
micro systems vendors and resellers in mar­keting their products successfully. The first
product in the service is Channels of Distri­bution, a two-volume reference and month­ly newsletter. The first volume examines
each major existing distribution channel
with emphasis on selection criteria, expect­ed support, competitive strategies, and in­depth channel profiles. The second volume
will analyze current and emerging vendors
in the market, highlighting their distribu­tion strategies and channel relationships.

MSMS clients also receive bulletins, the
monthly newsletter, an annual census and
five-year forecast of the desktop computer
market, complementary attendance at the
vendor’s two-day conference in Febru­ary in San Francisco, and direct access to
the vendor’s market experts in the micro
systems area.

Future products in the MSMS series include Advertising and Promotion, Pricing,
and Vertical Marketing, as well as oth­ers that will be announced later this year. A
chartier subscription to Channels of Distri­bution is available for $9,000 through the
end of the year. INTERNATIONAL DATA CORP., Framingham, Mass.
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ELECTRONIC MAIL

In addition to including all the functions
usually associated with electronic mail, the
ElectronMail system also includes what
its maker calls “administrative and com­munications aids.” Messages are automati­cally separated into In, Pending, and Out
baskets. The system lets the originator know his message has been delivered accu­rately; a built-in “nudge” facility allows
the executive to find out what has happened
to his orders as well as to take measures to get
full compliance.

The system is routing-slip oriented.
The user can send text, graphics, video,
binary programs, or any other material in
his files by filling out a short routing slip
and attaching it to the file. A communica­tion series of any number of original mes­sages and responses, including nudges, can
be maintained within available disk space
(typically up to 1,000 messages). The series
is maintained in date order.
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SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT ESTIMATOR

Estimacs is an interactive system that gen­erates estimates of time, cost, staffing,
hardware, and cumulative resource needs, as well as risks involved, for maintaining
software system development projects. Us­ing a model constructed from a series of
industry databases, Estimacs allows the
system developer and potential users to de­velop and analyze initial project estimates
in less than an hour, based on answers to
questions concerning the user organization
and the general size of the project,
and complexity of the target system. Estimates can be developed through successive re­finement and analysis of design trade-offs
using a series of “what if” questions.

The $20,000 system, which is available
on Apple II, IBM personal computers,
consists of four subsystems. The System
Development Effort Estimator calculates
the total number of effort hours that will be
needed to design a target software system
and shows how that effort is divided among
the various phases of the development cy­cle. It also indicates which input factors
were the most important in calculating the
estimate, to aid refinement of the system.

The Staffing and Cost Estimator calculates manpower needed at each skill
level for each week of the development cy­cle. The Hardware Configuration Estimator
projects hardware required to develop the
target software system in terms of needed
CPU power and I/O components.

The Portfolio Estimator calculates the cumulative resource needs, related
costs, and relative risks of concurrent pro­jects. Multiple iterations are possible to en­able experimentation with workload bal­ancing, MANAGEMENT AND COMPUTER SER­VICES, INC., Valley Forge, Pa.
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Announcing V-Master/780.
A whole new packaging concept in software transparent mass storage adapters for VAX-11/780.

**Simpler, less expensive, more reliable.**
Just what OEMs and system integrators need. Two V-Masters can fit right into the internal RH780 spaces for control of up to 16 drives. And a third will replace the SBI terminator. The result: Add more peripherals without adding an expansion cabinet.

Each V-Master chassis has four slots. Two boards interface with SBI; the other two can contain fully-overlapped SC780 disk and/or TC780 tape controllers. Reliability improves because of fewer components, boards and interconnects.

**Increase performance, improve flexibility.**
- The disk and tape controllers are the same high performance boards we use for VAX-11/750. By using dual disk controllers you boost multiple drive performance significantly.
- Or mix tape and disk controllers in the same chassis for less cost, more flexibility.
- And you get all the other Emulex benefits, too. Like the ability to mix drive types and capacities. Unlimited selection of peripheral make and model. SMD media compatibility.

**Now available as complete subsystems.**
Choose from a wide selection of peripherals up to 675MB. We test each system nearly 100 hours and do our own installation. Nationwide and regional service organizations provide timely maintenance.
- Look into our unique rental/purchase plans. You can even trade in your old non-DEC controller.

**Emulex**
The genuine alternative.

*VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. The VAX-11/780 shown is manufactured and marketed exclusively by DEC.*

See us at COMDEX, Booth #1287
Introducing MICRO-FORESIGHT
a small wonder in decision support systems:

Save time. Save money. Learn how easy-to-use MICRO-FORESIGHT completes the micro to mini to mainframe connection.

As a business decision maker, you're faced with the task of analyzing and acting on complex financial information. Now there's a comprehensive financial planning and software package that helps you plan more efficiently using your microcomputers.

MICRO-FORESIGHT: The ultimate "WHAT IF" business decision support system.

Easy to use. User-friendly.

MICRO-FORESIGHT is an English language, user-friendly system that can be used effectively by business decision makers. You don't have to be a computer expert to put MICRO-FORESIGHT to work in your business.

Productivity of your staff is increased dramatically with the MICRO-FORESIGHT business support system. It gives them immediate access to a computing system used for data acquisition, model-building analysis, display, and report generation.

Micros cut your costs.

MICRO-FORESIGHT brings mainframe computing power into the office without host computer costs. Complex business decisions can be analyzed in an interactive environment. One other important feature: MICRO-FORESIGHT lets users store models on the host computer if desired. The models can then be used from any location in the world.

MICRO-FORESIGHT helps increase your profits.

With MICRO-FORESIGHT, you gain easy access to information that's accurate and complete. Information that will help you profit by allowing you to get to the business of improving your business.

MICRO-FORESIGHT gives you portability

MICRO-FORESIGHT is totally compatible with FORESIGHT® on your host computer. Commands are identical. With "THE FORESIGHT CONNECTION," models may be easily interchange between main-frame, mini and microcomputers via MICRO-FORESIGHT's unique telecommunications link.

Portability saves money. Because modifications and updates can be done on MICRO-FORESIGHT before connection with the mainframe or mini, telephone connect costs are reduced.

We back MICRO-FORESIGHT with the best customer support in the business.

Just look at all that we offer: regional and national user meetings, regional seminars, on-site training, a telephone "Hotline" and user-directed enhancements. They're all part of the MICRO-FORESIGHT business decision support system.
Feature for feature. Dollar for dollar.

Here are a few of the important capabilities of MICRO-FORESIGHT that can help you improve your business:

1. Sophisticated Modeling
   Performs "WHAT IF" analysis to assess alternative business plans.

2. Forecasting/Statistics
   Helps you succeed by analyzing past performance data. Predicts future performance based on the past.

3. Backward Modeling
   Lets you determine how input variables must change to meet defined business objectives.

4. Sensitivity Analysis
   Lets you assess the impact of changes in input variables such as the cost of raw materials on profitability.

5. Report Generation
   Allows you to produce reports in a variety of formats. In the form that's best for you and your company.

6. Consolidations
   Now you can consolidate information from different divisions into a single report.

7. Graphics
   Permits complex financial information to be communicated in graphic forms that are quickly understood.

Applications? Look at some of the ways you can use MICRO-FORESIGHT to make better business decisions:

1. Budget planning and control
2. Corporate modeling
3. Financial reporting
   - Balance sheets
   - Income statements
   - Cash flow statements
   - Ratio analysis
4. Lease vs. buy analysis
5. Merger and acquisition analysis
6. Bidding analysis
7. Currency conversion
8. Investment evaluation

NOW is the time to put MICRO-FORESIGHT to work in your business. Like hundreds of other users, you'll discover what a cost-effective tool it is in the business of complex decision-making.

Return the attached coupon now. You'll learn firsthand how MICRO-FORESIGHT, the ultimate micro decision support system, can help you make better business decisions.
SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

Up to 65,535 users can participate in the same network, and a message can be sent to any subset of users, subject to available disk space. Each message requires a 512-byte disk block plus storage for text; each copy requires one additional disk block. The program, including the CT*OS word processing system, occupies 24KB for the first user and 6KB for each additional user, and is available on most DEC computers. Prices range from $18,000 for a simple installation on a PDP-11 to $50,000 for a VAX installation including DECnet; the number of users has little effect on the price. EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE, INC., Los Angeles, Calif.
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DAISYWHEEL GRAPHICS

Daisy-Aids generates complete line, bar, scatter, pie, and block charts for daisywheel or thimble impact printers. The system is menu-driven, supporting data entry and editing features, automatic data scaling, and easy selection between line, bar, or scattergram plots. Other features include changing graph size or location, optional grid lines, and various tic-mark formats.

The line/bar/scatter, pie, and block chart programs are loaded and executed from a Daisy-Aids main program menu. The main menu for each program supports creating, editing, deleting, and renaming graph files, and includes file maintenance features. The line/bar/scatter program can plot up to six lines on the same graph, with special hashing, two-color ribbons, and different plotting resolutions and characters. The pie chart generates single or comparison charts with diameters of from 2 to 6 inches. Legends can be placed inside or outside each slice. Organizational charts and HIPFS are possible through the block chart program. A maximum of eight levels with 16 boxes per level is possible.

Installation is menu-driven for the $275 package. The software requires an 8080 or 8086 based microcomputer with CP/M and 64K memory. Most Xerox and Diablo printers are supported, along with some Qume and Anderson Jacobson models and the NEC Spinwriter. ESCAPE COMPUT-ER SOFTWARE, INC., Roswell, Ga.
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DOCUMENTATION SERVICE

Intended to combat the proliferation of inadequately developed and poorly maintained software documentation, this service provides dp staff and users with software documentation while programmers are free to keep up production. Since documentation is said to take up at least 10% of programmers’ time, cost savings could be significant.

The service coordinates with dp management from the beginning of a software project and customizes the documentation to the needs of the client. The levels of detail in the documentation can vary from the identification level (e.g., an inventory of system components) to a published level for outside review. Typical products include operation manuals, user guides, system development specifications, data entry manuals, and program maintenance manuals. The service includes development and maintenance of these manuals.

The analysis and data gathering is performed by a team located at the client site. Drafts of the documentation are edited, proofread, and checked for accuracy. A finished copy is kept on disk for further revisions during maintenance; the revised pages are sent to the client to keep the information current. UNIVERSAL SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES, INC., Boston, Mass.
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INVENTORY CONTROL

The CA-Prisms inventory control and distribution management package was designed and written by distribution professionals with experience in both distribution and manufacturing management. It is fully adaptable for use by manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, or other organizations with finished goods inventories.

The system, which operates on IBM mainframes, is designed to cut operating and inventory costs to a minimum while improving cash flow and customer service. Its integrated on-line modules include order processing, mail-order processing, inventory control, purchasing, bill of materials, sales analysis, accounts receivable, accounts payable, general ledger, management inquiry and reporting, security access, and a user report generator. The package also has help screens to guide operators through the system.

Documentation and on-site user training is provided with each installation. Customer support is possible.

Installation is menu-driven for the $18,000 for a standard Molfile, which serves as the interface to transfer to other programs. The vendor’s 3-D modeling and analysis programs can read structures directly from the Molfile with no adaptation, while programs from other vendors can be modified to read Molfile data. The package costs $9,500. MOLECULAR DESIGN, LTD., Hayward, Calif.
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PABX COST ACCOUNTING

The Call Collector is a cost accounting option for the Focus family of PABXs that prices all outgoing telephone services on a per-call basis. The software is completely integrated into the PABX system, unlike other packages in which the call pricing is offered as add-on peripheral equipment.

The package allows property management to establish its own pricing scheme for recovery of telephone costs, including a flexible markup or discount capability. The software applies base prices for each type of outgoing call, including local, intrastate and interstate toll, and international numbers in the North American dialing plan. Pricing can be based either on the rate structure used by the local utilities or can be modified and reflect individualized rate structures. The package is compatible with the vendor’s automatic route-selection feature to provide more effective routing of calls than is offered by PPP or operator-assisted networks.

The Call Collector package has an end-user price of $5,000 to $8,000 depending on installation size. It can be retrofitted into any existing Focus system. Deliveries are scheduled to begin next month. AMERICAN TELECOM, Anaheim, Calif.
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DBMS INDEX SYSTEM

The Relational Index System (RIS) dynamically balances free index space in a database without the need for traditional bit maps or block chains. These techniques, currently available on release 7.3 of the Datacom/DB DBMS, permit more efficient free-space management.

Beta test results of the DBMS show that the RIS has reduced cpu requirements and I/O events by one third to one half. The database, which is designed for IBM OS/VS and DOS/VSE environments, is intended to fulfill the needs of very large databases, but it can also accommodate personal database applications for information center processing. RIS will fully support the development of distributed databases and nonstop database applications, the vendor says.

RIS responds to index searches predictably and consistently, regardless of the data being retrieved. It provides continuous operation with no need to reorganize, and allows flexible definitions of new indices and keys without requiring an unload or reload of the data area. Storage space re-

192 DATAMATION
Now, for the first time, there's a visual financial planning system specially designed for use by both middle and upper corporate management. It's the marriage of two of the world's most sophisticated analytical tools: IFPS®, Interactive Financial Planning System, from Execucom and Trend-Spotter™ from Computer Pictures. Together, they form the most advanced financial planning and modeling system available anywhere.

Using IFPS you can build and analyze business and financial models. You can project cash flow, balance sheets and income statements, prepare and evaluate comparative budgets, and perform risk analysis to quantify the level of uncertainty. "What if" questions can be asked of the model at any time without affecting the actual model. Then – at the touch of a button – the numerical analyses are transferred directly from the mainframe to the Trend-Spotter system, which automatically converts the information into full color graphic summaries. Further analyses can be performed on the Trend-Spotter System using more than 30 built-in statistical functions. And all of these graphic analyses can be instantly reviewed by company management using a touch screen.

This fully integrated system combines the efficiency and computing power of the mainframe with the speed and cost effectiveness of microprocessing. Together they form a tool for company management to visualize decision support information in a way that was never before possible.

Return the coupon, call toll free 1-800-531-5038 (in Texas call 512-346-4980) or write to Execucom/Computer Pictures, P.O. Box 9758, Austin, TX 78766 for complete information on the world's first fully integrated visual financial planning system. It is well worth looking into.
Read how MSA has already solved your 6 toughest software problems...and relax

At MSA, we specialize in ready-to-install application systems designed to solve real-world problems—now and into the future.

We offer a complete line of financial, cash management, human resource, and manufacturing applications. And the total software support to keep those systems up-to-date.

Here are six important areas where the right software—and

1. Meeting the demand for management information

For many DP shops, backlogged requests for management reports can cause delays and decrease productivity.

MSA applications provide user-friendly reporting features that can often solve this problem.

With MSA systems, accountants and financial managers can produce reports without tying up data processing personnel.

The Custom Reporting feature of the MSA General Ledger System gives accounting people complete control of financial reporting functions. With this feature, they're able to design, build, and produce their own reports. Quickly, and without programmer assistance.

Online capabilities such as EASY-SCREEN™ and EASY-AUDIT™ let accountants design their own screens. Other MSA products give end-users direct access to powerful forecasting and modeling capabilities.

MSA applications help free your data processing staff from routine reporting functions. And increase your overall productivity.

2. The search for integrated systems

MSA is the only software supplier to offer a complete line of integrated business applications.

System interfaces are provided for all MSA applications. These provide pathways that automatically channel information between systems.

By combining MSA systems, you dramatically reduce manual entry operations. And redundant data storage is eliminated.

Most importantly, your integrated MSA applications function interactively to support high-level decision-making.

3. Keeping software up-to-date

Software maintenance costs can amount to more than fifty percent of your total data processing budget.

But with your MSA application package, you get a full year of
support services at no charge. (After that, you can take advantage of our surprisingly affordable support options.)

Our customer support organization is the largest in the industry.

We keep track of government regulations, accounting and personnel procedures, and new data processing techniques.

And when new developments affect your system, we provide update bulletins promptly.

We also respond to customer needs and suggestions with timely enhancements and new releases for your system.

At MSA, we keep you and your systems up-to-date.

4. Training your people
The MSA Customer Education Program is the most thorough in the industry.

In 1982, for example, we are conducting more than 90,000 student-hours of training.

A broad selection of courses are available, ranging from advanced training for data processing personnel to basic system orientation for end-users.

Workbooks and audio cassettes are also available for onsite training.

5. Reducing implementation time
MSA Implementation Teams have installed more than 7400 software systems worldwide. And we put that experience to work for you beginning with the very first meeting.

We help you work out an implementation schedule that tells you what will happen, when it will happen, and who will be responsible.

Your system is installed by specialists who are experienced with the type of computer hardware your company uses. And they work with you until the system is installed, tested, and operating smoothly.

We even help you handle important details like new business forms, including new check stock, invoices, and so on.

6. What about microcomputers?
For many office productivity and business applications, microcomputers are a practical adjunct to mainframe computing.

Through our Peachtree Software™ Division, MSA can help you co-ordinate your organization’s microcomputer software requirements.

You can choose from a full line of comprehensive, yet easy-to-use business applications.

Peachtree’s office productivity software products offer an impressive array of functions that include: electronic mail, spreadsheet analysis, word processing, and even a system that checks your spelling.

Talk to The Software Company
We'd like to tell you more about how our systems can give you ready-to-install solutions.

For more information on MSA systems, please contact Robert Carpenter at (404) 239-2000. Or clip this coupon.

Management Science America, Inc.
3445 Peachtree Road, N.E.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

Please send me free, detailed information on MSA The Software Company. I'm particularly interested in:

Mainframe Applications Software:

Microcomputer Software: □ Office Productivity Systems, □ Business Application Systems

Computer Type/Model ________________________________
Name ________________________________
Title ________________________________
Company ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ________________________________ State __ Zip __
Business Phone ( )______________________________
"A distributed data base from micros to mainframes?"

Now you can have a relational data base for your microcomputer that’s transportable to minis and large scale computers right up to the IBM 370 and Cray mainframes. MicroRIM Data Base Management Software makes it unnecessary to re-define the data base files when transferring them from one computer to another. So, instead of working on programming details, users are free to concentrate on the data itself.

With MicroRIM, you can extract and analyze selected data from a large data base. The Report Writer lets you arrange reports in any format you need. MicroRIM runs on the IBM personal computer and CP/M systems.

MicroRIM evolved from the mainframe version of RIM, first used in the NASA Space Shuttle Program. Today, it is being used extensively for business, industry, and research. To learn more, write MicroRIM, P.O. Box 585, Bellevue, Wa. 98009, or call (206) 453-6017. We’ll show you how easy it is to get more from your microcomputers.
SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

Requirements and I/O events are kept low by dynamically balancing access paths, supporting large synonym populations, and using very dense compressed indices.

A Datacom/DB license starts at $66,200 for OS environments, $54,600 for DOS environments, and $41,000 for operating systems for IBM models 3421, 4331, 370/115, 370/125, and 370/135. Leasing arrangements are also possible. APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, Princeton, N.J.
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APT FOR MICRO

The up/APT-1 NC Part Programming System is the first product that includes a version of the APT part programming language on a microcomputer, the vendor says. The in-house system is intended for milling machines, wire-feed EDMs, punch presses, machining centers, and other NC machine tools. The APT-like symbolic language simplifies the preparation of instructions for creating and editing tapes, and can be used to assist with manual programming or CNC.

The system will handle 2-axis circular, 3-axis linear, and 4-axis positioning design, absolute or incremental positioning, and EIA/ASCII conversion.

The system includes a 64K IBM PC with two 320K disk drives, an Epson MX-80 printer, an HP 7470A plotter, a Data Specialties tape punch, documentation, and postprocessor. Additional custom programming and a communications port are also available on the $24,000 system. Most of the features of mainframe versions of APT are included in this menu-driven system, including geometric definitions, nesting, looping, transformation, and tool-path logic, for point-to-point and contour programming. A multiview interactive plotting routine makes tool-path verification immediate. MSD, Wilmette, Ill.
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BUSINESS GRAPHICS

Fast, low-cost color graphic slides, overheads, and other hardcopy visuals can be generated through the IBM Personal Computer using the Management Briefing Graphics System (MBGS). The offering allows management to input data and create visuals in 10 minutes or less. The package consists of proprietary software, a color display generator, and a choice of hardcopy options for 35mm, 8 x 10 transparencies, or printouts. Protocols available on the PC allow dialog with larger IBM mainframes.

Studies by the vendor show that slides can be generated for $5 apiece, based on 10 slides a day. The graphics generated can contain as many as eight colors from a palette of 16, all selected for maximum audience reception. Flexibility is offered in bar chart, pie chart, graph, and title generation. The vendor says that it takes only three minutes to update a visual from an existing dataset, or 10 minutes to create a new one.

The system starts at $26,000, with leasing available. CENTEC CORP., Reston, Va.
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CP/M INTO TELEX

The MicroTLX package is designed to let users turn any CP/M computer system into a full-featured telex machine. In addition to having a direct connection to TWX, telex, and international telex services, users can send and receive telex and TWX messages for less money than it would ordinarily cost. The program supports unattended operation and automatic dialing/retry, and is capable of sending mailgrams, telegrams, and overseas cables. Users also have immediate access to news, sports, weather, current stock and bond prices (updated hourly), and current commodities prices (updated twice daily).

MicroTLX comes with full documentation for ease of use. The package retails for $150, with multicopy discounts available. ADVANCED MICRO TECHNIQUES, Foster City, Calif.
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MULTI-USER ADA

Up to eight users can simultaneously run TeleSoft-Ada on the vendor’s 68000-based IN/7000 series multiprocessor computer family through the Multi System Executive (IN/MSX). Version I of IN/MSX supports up to 1.25 megabytes of main memory in a single cpu configuration. Version II will support up to 8 megabytes of memory and multiple processors.

The product allocates an equal amount of available memory to each user at startup, at which point each user has his own “private” copy of the TeleSoft-Ada Programming Support Environment. IN/MSX automatically manages the physical resources of the machine, including segmentation, memory management, clock interrupts and processors. Winchester and floppy disk controllers, and all serial I/O ports. The multilevel lockout facility guarantees each user exclusive access to system resources, through lockouts that can be invoked at the device, volume, file, and record levels.

At any time during the system operations, each user may selectively drop back into the virtual monitor from the Ada environment. In the virtual monitor mode, the system control or master user can display the status of the other users or each terminal’s input queue, stop/continue any user, restart any user who has locked out his terminal, and perform system reloads. In addition, IN/MSX acts as a printer and serial I/O spooler/despoo1er.

The IN/MSX package is available for $1,000 plus the TeleSoft-Ada Programming Support Environment licensing fee. Upgrades to Version II, expected late this year, will be furnished at no charge. INTEL-LIMAC, INC., Rockville, Md.
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MAINFRAME MODELING ON MICROs

The Micro-Foresight package provides mainframe-based financial analysis capabilities for use on microcomputers. Arithmetic capabilities, built-in financial routines, “what-if” analysis, and reporting capabilities are bundled into the system. The software also includes complex additional testing, goal seeking, risk analysis, and graphics capabilities.

The package is based on the vendor’s Foresight financial analysis software for mainframes and minicomputers, released in 1979. Basic source code is identical to the mainframe version, although the overlay structure has been modified to permit microcomputer operation. Initial beta test users have reported substantial improvements in remote financial analysis, reductions in telephone charges to mainframe centers and in mainframe overhead, fast conversion to a distributed dp environment, and an increased ability to offload mainframe financial modeling requirements.

A communications package included in Micro-Foresight allows the software to be fully compatible with the mainframe and minicomputer versions of Foresight. Models can be uploaded or downloaded to and from the mainframe, and micro to micro communications through asynchronous protocols is possible. Initial issues of Micro-Foresight are currently available on the IBM and Vector Graphics personal computers; versions are scheduled to be released soon for the CP/M, MS DOS and UCSD-P operating systems. UNITED INFORMATION SERVICES, INC., San Diego, Calif.
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STRAEGIC PLANNING SERVICE

The Compass Data Base Service is designed to aid companies in the electronics market with their strategic planning. It analyzes over 200 products in four major market segments: processors, storage, input/output, and terminals. Each quarterly report will provide an in-depth analysis of one market segment as well as a general database update.

The service predicts which products and market segments will have the strongest success in the near future. It also analyzes areas threatened by imports and tracks market size and growth.

Compass consists of quarterly reports that include a management summary, an analysis of the economic and industry
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**COMPAKTOR** is a Disk Management Utility Program which can reorganize Direct Access Volumes.

**Free Space Consolidation**
COMPAKTOR, in most cases, will consolidate all of the free space into one or two large free space extents.

**Data Set Consolidation**
COMPAKTOR will merge multi-extent data sets into one extent.

**Reclaim Space**
COMPAKTOR permits the user, with the release option, to free up the allocated but unused portion of a data set. Temporary and any user-specified data sets can also be scratched.

**VTOC Management**
COMPAKTOR has the ability to move and expand the VTOC. A complete analysis of VTOC is performed by COMPAKTOR.

**Data Set Placement**
Flexible user-specified data set placement. Data sets can be positioned to a relative or absolute position either singly, as a group, or in sequence.

**Reports**
COMPAKTOR's "simulation" function provides track maps of a volume both before and after reorganization. Comprehensive volume, data sets, and VTOC reports are provided.

**3000 Users**
COMPAKTOR, available since 1978, has a proven record of reliability and efficiency.

**Free 60 Day Trial**
COMPAKTOR is available for OS, VS and MVS operating systems. COMPAKTOR is available as an option to FDR.

For Further Information or Free 60 Day Trial, Call or Write...

**American Heart Association**
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

She's not 50 or 60. She's only 8. And this is her third operation. The open heart surgery will help her lead a normal life. Each year, 25,000 children are born with heart defects which can disable them for life.

The American Heart Association is fighting to reduce early death and disability from heart disease and stroke with research, professional and public education, and community service programs.

But more needs to be done.

You can help us save young lives by sending your dollars today to your local Heart Association, listed in your telephone directory.

Put your money where your Heart is.
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SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

SAT STUDY AIDS
Computer SAT is a software/textbook package for the Apple II and Apple II Plus that leads the high school student step by step through the process of preparing for the Scholastic Aptitude Test. The package consists of a 470-page textbook, two double sided floppy diskettes, and a user’s manual. The textbook contains four practice SAT exams. The student takes one or more of these, entering his responses into the computer. The program scores the tests, analyzes the student’s overall performance, diagnoses the student’s strengths and weaknesses, and creates a personalized, prioritized study program. The computer presents explanations of answers to help students learn strategies for success, and times the student’s performance to help develop speed as well as accuracy.

The student receives detailed study assignments that include specific reading material in the text, specific problems to be solved, and specially designed computer exercises. The exercises contain 540 math and verbal items. They feature “vocabulary flash cards,” a program that provides drill and practice on 1,000 key vocabulary words. The computer keeps track of the student’s performance and concentrates its presentation on the words the student needs to review.

The package is currently available for $70 in retail stores. A version for the TRS-80 computer is expected to follow. An Educator’s Edition supplies multiple copies of the software and texts for classroom use, and costs $395. HARcourt Brace JOvANO-VICH INC., San Diego, Calif.
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TAPE BACKUP UTILITY
StreamSave is a streaming tape backup/restore utility program for DEC PDP-11 and LS1-11 computers. Scheduled to be announced at Dexpo West next month, the utility is standalone, operating-system-independent software that provides fast transfer of data to support streaming tape operation. The program automatically performs multiple-disk-unit, multiple-tape-reel back-ups and restores, handles recoverable I/O errors, and provides an optional verification pass on each tape reel.

The product views a disk as a collection of cylinders, tracks, and sectors, without regard to any file structure. Users can specify the locations and extents of disk data to be saved. Data may be restored to disk units other than those from which it was saved if desired.

StreamSave provides a system console dialog that guides the user through the save or restore process. Defaults, changeable by patching at installation time, are provided to make the program easier to use and to minimize the possibility of error. Once the program has been configured to the user’s installation, a routine disk backup requires the operator to press “return” at each prompt to select the default response. For nonroutine use, a “help” function is available at each prompt to explain the options available.

The utility is designed for RM02/03/05, RP02, RP06, RL01/02, or RK06/07 compatible disks, and TM11 or TS11 compatible tape interfaces. It should be available at Dexpo, the vendor says, for $450. SOFTWARE SUPPLY, Long Beach, Calif.
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APPLE SCRABBLE
This computerized version of Scrabble is, the vendor says, exactly like the popular board game in every way except that it includes the challenge of playing against a very knowledgeable player—the computer itself. Computerized Scrabble runs on a 48K Apple II computer with disk drive and color monitor or television. (A black and white version is available.) The game can be played by up to four players, any number of whom can be the computer.

The computerized game includes an extensive dictionary and can be programmed to four levels of difficulty. At the highest level, the computer will average 300 points a game if the users let the computer play. All scoring is kept automatically on the screen.

The game grew out of a PhD thesis on word structures and analysis; its author was advised in its development by a former British National Scrabble Champion. An advanced version for the Apple and versions for other computers are planned. Currently, the game is available only in the United Kingdom. LITTLE GENIUS, London, England.
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CONTOUR PLOTTING
The CPS-I/G interactive contour plotting system is designed for energy resource firms, geologists, geophysicists, engineers, architects, cartographers, oceanographers, and others engaged in interpreting and displaying seismic, geological, and other spatial information. It operates in conjunction with a variety of batch contouring systems, including the vendor’s CPS-I.

Users of the system can display raw data (control points), grids, base maps, and contours. They can edit control points by changing control point locations, adding or deleting control points, or changing their Z-values. They can edit grid values by changing a single grid node, applying a smoothing filter to nodes within a polygonal region to fit the surrounding surface, or adding control points and regridding them within a polygonal area.

CPS-I/G also allows users to do real-time contouring of the displayed or edited grid, interactive computation of statistical information, interactive gridding with faults, and contour editing. The system is coded in FORTRAN IV and uses Precision Visuals’s Core-based DI-3000 package to ensure device and machine independence.

The system is available immediately, at $25,000 for users who do not have DI-3000 and at $20,000 for users who have DI-3000. Additional copies can be licensed at half-price. RADIAN CORP., Austin, Texas.
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FOR $895. YOU CAN ACHIEVE PERFECTION.

The new RX/1200 from MICROCOM™ is the only intelligent, Bell compatible 212A modem that implements an error detection and retransmission protocol. That means for the first time you can transfer data between any terminal, mini or micro. Reliably. No matter what mix of brands you use.

It's the most useful modem ever developed. With its SDLC-like protocol you can even transfer software programs over ordinary telephone lines error-free. And the RX/1200 has an auto dial feature and lets you store up to five frequently called numbers.

MICROCOM's RX/1200 can operate with your terminal at up to 9600 baud, with built-in flow control, and even includes a second printer port for simultaneous printing. You can also get the RX/300 error-correcting modem for $595. It's Bell 103 compatible and easily upgraded to the RX/1200.

The RX/1200 or the RX/300. It's more than a good solution for your personal computer, mini or terminal communications. It's perfect.

MICROCOM
The Micro-Communications Company
1400A Providence Highway
Norwood, MA 02062, 617-762-9310

MICROCOM is a trademark of MICROCOM, Inc.

For more information about MICROCOM's RX/1200, simply fill in the coupon and mail to MICROCOM, 1400A Providence Highway, Norwood, MA 02062. Or call Grace Zimmerman at 617-762-9310.

NAME ____________________________ TEL ____________________________
COMPANY ____________________________ ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE ______________ ZIP ______________
APPLICATION ____________________________
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THE NEW ALCHEMISTS: SILICON VALLEY AND THE MICROELECTRONICS REVOLUTION
by Dirk Hanson

Dirk Hanson has written a sprawling history of what is known as the microelectronics revolution. Beginning briefly with the efforts of Abbé Nollet and Michael Faraday, continuing with the adventures of Thomas Edison and Nikola Tesla, The New Alchemists finishes with a prolonged discourse on the role of the microprocessor in society today.

Since the author claims that these new alchemists (who transmute silicon to digital information) affect social changes "as profound as those which followed the discovery of the wheel, the steam engine, and the automobile," this work represents no leisurely feat. Big changes demand profound analyses. Anything less would serve to undermine the author's assertion of revolutionary change.

But the new alchemists? Alchemy offers stuffed under their doors. Big changes demand profound analyses. Anything less would serve to undermine the author's assertion of revolutionary change.

The war of the currents, waged between William Shockley and Lee De Forest, has done much to transform California over the past 40 years. But Hanson has neglected to establish a sense of place for Silicon Valley. As he proceeds from vacuum tube to integrated circuit, little is done to present Silicon Valley as a habitat, a work place, a historical area in the process of change. There is too much fawning regard for Santa Clara and too little objective configuration. What is the connection between William Shockley and Lee De Forest? That they both lived in the same neighborhood? What is that neighborhood? What makes it different from, say, Oakland?

There seems to be no inclusive purpose for many sections of this book. The chapters on electromagnetic pulses, telecommunications, and consumer electronics aren't too bad when taken in reasonable doses. Even the perorations on the future of civilization, which are free of careening glorifications, should be considered relatively logical by themselves. It is the sheer accumulation of subjects that inundates and overwhelms the reader. The novice would grow weary of reading about all of the microelectronics field. And seasoned technol-
Now you can get a terminal as easy to use as a VT100 no matter what kind of terminal you need.
Up until now if you wanted VT100 quality in anything other than a VT100, you had two choices: Do without, or settle for something less.

Now Digital has created a family of VT100 terminals. All of them as easy to use as a VT100 because they're all made with the same high regard for people and the way they work.

The new VT125 business graphics terminal, for instance.

Affordable graphics for business and engineering.

It gives you what you'd expect in terms of durability and ease of use from a VT100. But what makes it an ideal graphics terminal is our new graphics instruction set called ReGIS (Remote Graphics Instruction Set).

With just a few simple lines of programming language, even an average programmer can run VT125 graphics off of your present minicomputer.

Then, with simple but powerful ReGIS commands, any operator can call up data and put it into graphic form with very little demand on the CPU.

The VT125 also writes text as well as it draws pictures, so what graphics fail to express, words can.

You can buy the VT125 as a complete terminal package. Or you can buy it as an option for the VT100 you already own.

Either way, it'll work like a charm on most systems supporting ASCII terminals. As will any other terminal in the VT100 family.

This next one, for instance.

The economical VT101.

It can display 80 or 132 columns of data with smooth scroll. You can select double-height and double-width characters. And you can personalize it right from the keyboard . . . so you'll feel comfortable working with it.

But because the VT101 was designed with less option space than the VT100, it costs less.

Thus it's perfect for people who want a terminal as easy to use as a VT100 but not as expensive.

The VT101, we think, fills a very practical niche between too much terminal and not enough.

But suppose you need even more features to start out with?

The VT131. A new, fully optioned terminal.

You get advanced video features to make an operator's life easier and more productive. The VT131 also comes with a printer port, five full and half duplex protocols and full modem control.

With the VT131 you can select block mode or character operation from the keyboard.

All of these features are designed in a terminal package that, like the VT101, has less option space than the VT100.

Thus the VT131 also represents an affordable choice in terminals.

Then, of course, there's the VT100 itself.

Some have called it the "perfect" terminal.

Perfect for OEMs developing demanding applications. Perfect for people who'll want its extra capacity power supply and card space for additional options later on.

There are options now that'll turn a VT100 into a personal computer for the office, or into a business graphics terminal. Easily and affordably.

Many have called the VT100 the best video terminal ever made.

Imagine what they'll say about a whole family of them.

Hard copies from your terminals?

For printed copies, you can choose from the DECprinter III for exceptional throughput or the versatile DECwriter IV if your applications include graphics. One is probably perfect for you. Your Digital terminals dealer can help you decide.

See your Digital distributor today or call 1-800-DIGITAL, extension 700. In Canada, call 1-800-267-5250.

Or write: Digital Equipment Corporation, Terminals Product Group, 2 Mt. Royal Avenue, UP1-5, Marlboro, MA 01752.
SOURCE DATA
ology buffs will find many of the explanatory passages irksome. There's almost too much here for the resident of Palo Alto to bear. Dirk Hanson should stick to one topic rather than attempt to exhaust them all. This would make writing a second book much easier, and would relieve the innocent reader of a Brobdignagian effort. Little, Brown and Company, Boston, Mass. (1982, 384 pp., $15.95).

—Leonard Freidel

COMMUNICATION IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
Edited by Robert W. Haigh, George Gerbner, and Richard B. Byrne

This book is a collection of papers delivered at a symposium sponsored by Philip Morris Inc., maker of cigarettes, soft drinks, beer, and fast food. The stated purpose of the spring 1981 meeting was not to propose solutions, "but to attempt to define issues as a first step toward devising communications strategies that will work toward the common good for us and those who follow."

The achievements of this project were clearly otherwise. Exploiting the machinery of public relations to reduce the scope of the issues, most authors strive to define and promote a tunnel-visioned structure of belief for the communications future. It is a future in which the computer and related devices can do little wrong.

As a result, most of the essays read like sermons. The editors have assembled a collection of sectarian tracts. Rhetorically, the essays range from the quiet reserve of science to the thundering evangelical message: "Accommodate the new technologies or stand aside."

A few of the authors are cautious. They envision a problematic future. For example, Amory and Hunter Lovins, British energy policy analysts, believe the information explosion brought about by the new machines may get in the way of our thinking through major issues such as energy policy in a rational way. Elie Abel, former U.S. delegate to the UNESCO McBride Commission on the New World Information Order, accepts the coming of the communications system but fears that it will help create horizontal and vertical divisions in the social order: horizontal in the sense of creating information-rich and information-poor industrial societies, and vertical in the sense of fragmenting the body politic into competing interest groups. On the other hand, Elihu Katz, an Israeli professor, and Anne Branscomb, independent communications consultant, in different papers envision the new systems as infrastructures for new forms of community.

Some of the authors are titillating. Their images are the stuff of dreams and fantasies. Richard Munro, president of Time Inc., promises a cornucopia of information that can be tailored precisely to individual needs. The picture of a home viewer-reader magically transformed by interactive technology into a viewer-editor is quite entertaining.

Bell Labs researcher Arno Penzias’ description of intelligent machines is couched in a primitive, shamanistic language. He refers to a human-machine interface that would "... let us talk to the machine and have it understand and respond." This machine cum fetish would "... obey even vague or ambiguous instructions; it would select among alternatives, it would make decisions based on experiences, and it would seek additional direction when necessary." As if Pygmalion, he suggests that "The burden of understanding would shift from the person to the machine."

Of course, the most fervent advocates of the wide use of the new technologies are the managers. F.G. "Buck" Rodgers, IBM vice president of marketing, observes that trends in social and technological change have played into the hands of his industry. As he explained to his audience of "difference makers," however, the inevitable growth of the computer industry is being unjustly and unnecessarily constrained. He blames "economic illiteracy" and government interference in the forms of gratuitous regulation and antitrust litigation. Perhaps more to the point is his complaint concerning technology outpacing the market. He writes that "All known studies show that something like 10 major office applications are waiting to be systematized by data processing and communications, but 70% of the customers' programming staffs are spending time maintaining older systems."

Just as in a sermon, the rationale of the argument rests on faith in an unprovable assumption of uncertainty. If one believes that the world is information-rich and that the computer can be a vehicle for information to move the world. The computer becomes the ultimate lever. Bureaucracy depends on the ability of management to generate more information for processing. It is a trap, a form of data addiction. In accepting the urgent arguments that corporate planning be set in the context of a data processing paradigm, the corporate manager also accepts the rational incentives built into that paradigm to go on-line, to deepen his commitment to electronic systems.

When you hear this talk too often, it begins to sound visionary and frequently imperial. Bureaucracies are released from paper and emancipated from space. The head office becomes a data processing center controlling the operations of a decentralized firm. The home, Alvin Toffler's "electronic cottage," itself becomes a branch plant of the corporation. The corporation itself ascends into the ethers.

The only substantive discussion to emerge in this collection occurs in the treatment of international issues. The key question is the validity of the free flow of information doctrine. Is it an imperialism in liberal steps? Are expressions of concern for privacy and national sovereignty justified?

Harry L. Freeman, vice president of American Express, apparently thinks not. He views the state-owned petroleum companies of OPEC and the Eastern-bloc trading companies as the fastest growing multinational corporations (MNCs). He anticipates the formation of a new style of MNC based on joint ventures of European, American, and Japanese companies operating "... in regulated and unregulated environments to bring about major economies of scale."

Finally, Freeman predicts that national governments will recognize that heightened world competition will override their need to regulate transborder dataflows.

On the other hand, Herbert Schiller, the influential Marxist communications scholar, argues that third world and OECD countries have a legitimate political and economic interest in regulation of dataflow across borders. He cites Canada, France, and Sweden as countries that have gained from such regulations. They have expressed concern in domestic and international arenas over questions of national sovereignty, their ability to control and monitor economic activity within their borders, and the urgency of preserving their cultures.

In a very shrewd essay, Kaarle Nor­denstreng looks askance at the multinational touting of global interdependence. It is, the former director of the International Organization of Journalists and professor at the University of Tampere in Finland argues, a deceptive gloss over their hidden agenda for a global economic transformation based on the new communications technologies. Like Schiller, he views the free flow issue as a hidden issue in the (played by third world and OECD countries in negotiations over the issues of political and economic equity.

In the final essay, Lord Asa Briggs, chancellor of Britain's Open University, comments on the present as history. In imagining the current communications rev­olution from the vantage point of the 21st century, Lord Briggs displays characteristic English reserve. He regards globalization, war, abundance, vast demographic changes, and increases in knowledge and education as more significant aspects of the 20th century than mere communications are. Each of these aspects, however, are interrelated. This perspective, he writes, "... will make it impossible to miss the underlying economic factors; technology will never be the only determinant."

One wonders if the audience understood his point. The other participants in the symposium, hid, narrowed, and translated out of existence some of the most compelling issues of the communications revolu-
The mini-MATE™
A cooling system designed for the mini.

Because mini-computers generate heat, cooling is necessary to insure the up-time of both equipment and personnel. Here is the perfect solution.

The mini-MATE is a precision spotcooler, complete with humidity control. It is compatible with any mini-computer installation. Each unit is a self-contained, modular system, flexible to meet any growth requirement. The mini-MATE is controlled by solid state electronics to insure precise, maintenance-free operation. A unique compact design offers one-man installation and service to minimize cost.

Space required for installation? NONE — It is mounted completely recessed overhead, within the 2’ x 4’ opening of a standard ceiling tile. To further reduce costs, the need for ductwork has been eliminated.

Contact Liebert... world’s leading manufacturer of power conditioning and environmental control systems for data processing systems.
SOURCE DATA


—Kenneth R. Donow

BOOK BRIEF

COMPUTER PRODUCTIVITY: A Planning Guide for Cost Effective Management by C. Warren Axelrod

An overview of computer management for medium and large organizations is presented in this straightforward, clearly written guide. It is aimed at systems analysts, dp managers, general managers, and business administrators.

In his attempt to appeal to such a broad range of experiences, the author begins with the very basics, which may try the patience of the more experienced manager. Axelrod covers the standard techniques and terms and then presents newer and more complex approaches. Ample use of charts, diagrams, and figures helps to illustrate his points. Chapters include “Computer Capacity Planning,” “The Computer Pricing Process,” and “Planning for System Effectiveness.” John Wiley & Sons, New York (1982, 254 pp., $24.95).

—J.G.

REPORTS & REFERENCES

CUTTING COSTS

“Americans could save at least $4.9 billion a year on long distance telephoning.” The 336-page report Long Distance for Less by Dr. Robert Self tells how. According to the report, in the U.S., we currently spend $32 billion a year on long distance calls. Self estimates that the average savings possible for businesses and individuals is at least 15%. Some interesting statements included in the report:

“The telephone bill is the worst-managed major expense in American industry.”

“With some phone companies you can call long distance, leave a message, hang up, and not be charged for the call.”

“The new phone company services can be twice as expensive as Bell.”

“With some long distance companies you can be billed when you get a busy signal.”

“You can now pay 5¢ a minute. Or you can pay one dollar a minute to make the same long distance call. Quality is comparable; prices vary about 2,000%.”

The publisher offers frequent “Update” sheets to keep the report “totally up to date” as new prices take effect, or as new services are introduced. The report is available for $75 from the Telecom Library, Inc., 205 W. 19 St., New York, NY 10011, (212) 691-8215.

THE SOURCE

The Small Systems Software and Services Sourcebook is 504 pages of information to guide users through the complex software and services world. There are 1,300 software listings, written in nontechnical language, to help readers to understand the applications and limitations of each program. The Information Sources, Inc. report also shows which programs are compatible with which hardware, operating systems, and languages, and what terms, prices, and training are available. Each vendor's name, address, and telephone number is included in the listing. In addition to the software information, the sourcebook contains data on related services, such as consultants and their particular fields and timesharing. For $125 prepaid ($135 if billed later), subscribers receive the sourcebook and a similar-sized supplement that includes hundreds of additional listings. Information...
The risks and rewards of...

COMPUTER-BASED
MANUFACTURING
SYSTEMS

The InfoResearch Institute has prepared two reports dealing with the benefits, problems, and alternatives associated with computer systems for the manufacturing industry.

...for the Executive. The Executive Report is written in management terms for non-EDP executives. The Report provides in-depth discussion of the requirements for successfully installed systems. It highlights the role of management in organization and implementation, and examines factors and issues outside the computer itself that affect success or failure. The report also details industry trends and their impact on decision making.

Price: $250

...for the EDP Executive. The Industry Report highlights criteria for system installation and preparation, then defines those for evaluation, selection and implementation processes. Focus is placed on user and supplier experience and findings, drawn from extensive studies of both groups on system characteristics. Finally, a market analysis and five-year forecast are presented to guide the planning process.

Price: $875

The InfoResearch Institute

co-sponsored by DATAMATION and INFO-DYNE

612/835-0448
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, one of the world’s most advanced high energy physics research laboratories, has a unique opportunity for a programming professional. You will provide support for front-end terminal processors for a large IBM installation with a large digital switch for terminals and ports. You will consult, responsible for selecting, supporting and integrating terminal support equipment such as TDM’s, statistical multiplexers and modems. In addition you will be involved in design, selection and implementation of computer to computer networks, and communications test equipment. Other responsibilities include providing consultation and guidance to communication engineers and acting as project leader for a system used to provide status, monitoring and control of the digital switch. You will be required to supervise staff working in the above areas, to give talks and seminars, and be on call outside normal hours to handle emergencies, and to provide problem solving ability.

Your educational background for this position must include a degree (BS, MS or equivalent) in engineering, computer science or physics and a minimum of 5 years experience. Other skills needed to qualify include a thorough knowledge and work experience with: IBM’s VM/SP; DEC’s RSX-11/M; IBM and PDP-11 Assembly Languages; PASCAL; INTEL 8080 or similar microprocessor, writing and debugging ROM based code; support of IBM RJE’s; trouble shooting communications problems using line monitors, BERT’s, scopes; telephone modem and EIA RS232, RS422 protocols; implementing and supporting products based on network protocols such as RSCS, DECNET, X.25, Ethernet. In addition you must have the demonstrated ability to: manage a small computer system; work with representatives of manufacturers for solving problems with equipment; provide clear, concise and complete written documentation for technical staff, users and operators; interface with and help users of centrally provided facilities. You will also need knowledge and experience in several of the following areas: Series/1 EDX, VAX/VMS, IBM 5098 SBCU, PLI, C, FORTRAN, CAMAC, UNIBUS, MULTIBUS.

The salary range for this position is from $29,500 to $46,000 per year. Resumes must be mailed (by Dec. 31, 1982) to:

Mary Clark
Bechtel International Center
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

An equal opportunity employer.
Future Evolution Today:

With one bold decision you can bring your organization right into 1985, now.

Contact us in Copenhagen and let's tell you how the new Unimax System grows ingeniously on your clients' conditions. How it adds value to your research resources and renew your product line.

Though priced like ordinary micros, with a limited growth potential of only 30-50%, the powerful Unimax System easily grows 700% from 1 to 8 Mc68000 CPUs, at a price factor of only 2:1. A fully expanded Unimax can address up to 128 MB of memory with 128 users.

Imagine, instead of seeing a client hit the ceiling, when growing out of his hardware, you isolate competition effectively offering additional power ad libitum, as easily as you slide a folder in a file drawer. At costs that will keep your clients in business - and you as well - for years.

Danish Data Electronics A/S
Hans Nielsen Hjesmede 207, DK-2710 Harlev
Phone 021-10-5011, Telex 45-2566 dde

The Unimax System has been developed and will be introduced in Amsterdam by the fastest-growing manufacturer in Scandinavia. Overnight, practically, we established ourselves as the unorthodox, flexible and reliable brains in electronics on the Danish market. Now we have the strength to go worldwide. Call Copenhagen and meet the Danes. If you can’t deal with us, join us.
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SOFTWARE SERVICES

Are you concerned about data security?

TOP SECRET

is your answer to total resource protection.

EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO USE, EASY TO MAINTAIN AND EASY TO TRY • FREE OF CHARGE • NO OBLIGATION

SOFTWARE SERVICES

- Requires no system modification
- Is the most user friendly total resource protection package for MVS
- Offers comprehensive CICS security, including file and program control and protection down to the field level
- Uses the MVS system and also runs in TSO, IMS and CICS environments
- Quick to install — up and running in less than 15 minutes
- Provides extreme flexibility on both administration and reporting levels
- Easy to audit

Call today toll-free for TOP SECRET information and details on how to arrange your free trial:
800-543-7583

CGA Software Products Group
256 Rt. 520 East Marlboro, New Jersey 07746

PL/1 TO COBOL

Dataware's Software Translator automatically converts from IBM PL/1 to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The Translator is capable of handling IBM OS or DOS (48 or 60 character set) source programs as input.

For more information on this translator or the others listed below, please write or call today:

- EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL
- BAL/ALC to COBOL
- AUTOCODER/SPS to COBOL
- COBOL to COBOL

The Conversion Software People
Dataware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519

Autocoder/SPS to COBOL

Dataware's software translator automatically converts a high percentage of SPS/1400 Autocoder source code to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS).

The Translator converts from:

- IBM 1401
- IBM 1401 SPS
- IBM 1440
- IBM 1410
- IBM 7010

The Conversion Software People
Dataware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519

RPG to COBOL

Converts RPG and RPG II programs to the industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The translator achieves an extremely high percentage of automatic conversion (approaching 100%) of the source code.

The Conversion Software People
Dataware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519

RECEIVABLES SYSTEM

Have problems getting paid by your customers on time? Need better control over cash flowing into your company? Use PLYCOM's Accounts Receivable Package for software that is effective yet easy to use. Includes excellent documentation and complete support. Features:

- Easy to use menus
- Excellent audit trail
- Open item or balance forward
- User defined aging reports
- Cash receipts forecast reporting
- Automated cash applications
- Multiple distributions per invoice
- Effective cash receipts control
- On-line customer inquiry
- Interfaces to General Ledger
- For PDP-11's using RSTS/E

Plycom services, inc.
P.O. Box 160
Plymouth, MA 02191-0160
(219) 935-5121

PL/1 TO COBOL

Dataware's Software Translator automatically converts from IBM PL/1 to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The Translator is capable of handling IBM OS or DOS (48 or 60 character set) source programs as input.

For more information on this translator or the others listed below, please write or call today:

- EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL
- BAL/ALC to COBOL
- AUTOCODER/SPS to COBOL
- COBOL to COBOL

The Conversion Software People
Dataware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519

Autocoder/SPS to COBOL

Dataware's software translator automatically converts a high percentage of SPS/1400 Autocoder source code to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS).

The Translator converts from:

- IBM 1401
- IBM 1401 SPS
- IBM 1440
- IBM 1410
- IBM 7010

For more information, call or write today.

The Conversion Software People
Dataware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519

RPG to COBOL

Converts RPG and RPG II programs to the industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The translator achieves an extremely high percentage of automatic conversion (approaching 100%) of the source code.

For more information, call or write today.

The Conversion Software People
Dataware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519
**DATA GENERAL USERS**

**DOS, RDOS, AOS, AOS/VS**

**OATS** OFFICE AUTOMATION TYPING

**SYSTEM** word processing package.

**FAST** FUNCTION ORIENTED APPLICATION SYSTEM TOOL Create a complete application package with no programming! Table driven system includes security, menu driver, screen driver, report generator, database management and more!

**GAS** GENERAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM A complete Accounting System (GL, AR, AP, JOBCOST, PAYROLL, INV, etc.), Basically, GAS is a set of tables used to drive FAST.

**HIS** HOTEL INFORMATION SYSTEM ALL front office and back office functions from Check-In to Aged Accounts Payable.

**COSWYN CONSULTING LTD.**

6924 104 ST, EDMONTON AB, (403) 436-8595

---

**The Effective Solution for DETAILED JOB COSTING**

**J.A.M.I.S.**

(Job Cost & Management Information System)

**Integrates:**

- Job Cost
- Payroll
- Accounts Receivable
- Accounts Payable
- Purchase Orders
- General Ledger
- Inventory/Order Entry
- Fixed Assets

S-Cubed Business Systems

Box 1020, La Jolla, CA 92038

P.O. (714) 755-7237, 453-0690

---

**FORMS MANAGER**

(On-line Date Entry/Data Validation)

Smooth Sailing For All Vax & PDP* Users

Developing "Fill-In-The-Blanks" Forms For Interactive Systems Is Now A "Fill-In-The-Blanks" Process

Compare the Viking Forms Manager (VFM) With FM* Or Other Systems To See

- **EASIER TO USE** More special functions for the end user/fewer program statements for the developer.
- **MORE EFFICIENT OPERATION** Immediate field editing lowers error rates—efficient.
- I/O conserves computer resources.
- **COMPLETE DATA ENTRY SUB-SYSTEM** User friendly data capture/data validation systems can be operational minutes.
- **BROADER CHOICE OF TERMINALS**. The Viking Forms Manager allows you to select the hardware that’s best for you.

Call or write for literature today

Viking Software Services, Inc.

2800 Center Building • 2815 East Shelly Drive

Tusla, Oklahoma 74105 • 918-745-6550

*VAX, PDP and FM are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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**GPSS**

General Purpose Simulation System

for digital and UNIX systems

The discrete simulation language operating under:

- **RSX*-11M and RSTS*E**
- **VAX* VMS** native mode
- **DECsystem-10** and **DECsystem-20**
- **VAX* UNIX**

for information contact:

Simulation Software Ltd.

760 Headley Dr., London, Ontario
Canada N6H 3V8 (519) 679-3575

*Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.

+ Trademark of Bell Labs

---

**RSTS/E & RSX-11M**

SOFTWARE PACKAGES

**KDSS** multi-terminal key-to-disk data entry system

**TAM** multi-terminal screen-handling facility for transaction-processing applications

**FSORT3** very fast record sort for RSTS/E

**SELECT** convenient, very fast extraction of records that meet user-specified criteria (RSTS/E only)

**BSC/DV** a DV11 handler for most bisynchronous protocols (RSTS/E only)

**COLINK** links two RSTS/E systems using DMA11s

**DIALUP** uses an asynchronous terminal line to link a local RSTS/E system to a remote computer system

Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc.

55 Walton Street
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

(617) 861-0670

---

I know the secrets of the stars and the mysteries of the moon. But the origin of The Common Cold baffles even a great thinker like myself. That’s why I rely on the Consumer Information Catalog.

It’s published by the Federal Government and lists over 200 booklets you can send away for. Over half are free. And all are wise. With tips on everything from repairing a flat tire to relieving a cold.

So send for this free catalog. Write: Consumer Information Center, Dept. B. Pueblo, Colorado 81009. After all, it’s hard enough deciphering the mysteries of this planet, without the handicap of an earthshaking sneeze.

**THERE IS AN ANSWER TO EVERY RIDDLE IN THE UNIVERSE, EXCEPT ONE.**

---

**FOR FLOPPY DISCS**

Use Beemak FD holders for neat, handy storage of 5¼" floppy discs. (Tape backing to adhere to video display unit)

---

**“AHEW!”**

---

**THE CONSUMER INFORMATION CATALOG**

A catalog of over 200 helpful publications.
BUY, SELL, LEASE

SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS

C.D. SMITH & ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Houston, TX 77015
713-578-8464
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS

National Openings With Client Companies and Through Affiliated Agencies

Scientific and commercial applications • Software development and systems programming • Telecommunications • Control Systems • Computer engineering • Computer marketing and support

Our client companies pay all our fees. We guide; you decide. Write or call:

RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M
Suite 211, Dublin Hall
1777 Walton Road
Blue Bell, Penna. 19422
(215) 629-0595

RSVP SERVICES
Employment Agents for Computer Professionals
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IBM SERIES/1

BUY

4955 CPU Model E (256 KB)
4959 Expansion Unit
4962 Disk Storage Unit
4963 Disk Subsystem
4969 Tape Drive Model 7-D
4974 Printer
4978 Display Stations (4)
4997 Rack (2)

IBM MAINTENANCE VERIFICATION AVAILABLE.

For further information write:
P.O. Box 520
Datamation Magazine
875 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
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SAFES

favourably priced all sizes, short delivery.

KADAGIES GmbH
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SOFTWARE THAT SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE.

Now you can make the information center concept work while handling complete applications development, with a single, user-friendly, English software language. FOCUS is the 4th generation language that can be used by both professional programmers and end users. It lets anyone on your staff learn to make basic queries within hours, and even write ad hoc or formatted reports in a day. And when you turn your professional programmers loose with FOCUS, they'll reward you by creating self-documenting applications in one-tenth the time required by procedural languages... even less in some cases... to really cut through your backlogged applications, no matter how complex.

FOCUS runs interactively under CMS/TSO/CICS/IMS/DC on IBM or compatible mainframes. It can save you time, effort and money when building applications in areas such as personnel, finance, accounting, general administration, marketing, sales, research, results tracking, and manufacturing.

Why not put it to work for YOU. In plain English, you'll save a bundle! For details, call the FOCUS representative nearest you or write to Don Wszolek, Information Builders, Inc., 1250 Broadway, New York, New York 10001.

FOCUS

New York: (212) 736-4433
Washington, D.C.: (703) 276-9006
Dallas: (214) 659-9890 • Chicago: (312) 789-0515
Los Angeles: (213) 615-0735 • Palo Alto: (415) 324-9014
St. Louis: (314) 625-1070

FOCUS is also available on a service bureau basis through Tymshare Inc.

WHY YOU SHOULD MAKE A CORPORATE CONTRIBUTION TO THE AD COUNCIL

The Advertising Council is the biggest advertiser in the world. Last year, with the cooperation of all media, the Council placed almost six hundred million dollars of public service advertising. Yet its total operating expense budget was only $1,147,000 which makes its advertising programs one of America's greatest bargains... for every $1 cash outlay the Council is generating over $600 of advertising.

U.S. business and associated groups contributed the dollars the Ad Council needs to create and manage this remarkable program. Advertisers, advertising agencies, and the media contributed the space and time.

Your company can play a role. If you believe in supporting public service efforts to help meet the challenges which face our nation today, then your company can do as many hundreds of others—large and small—have done. You can make a tax-deductible contribution to the Advertising Council.

At the very least you can, quite easily, find out more about how the Council works and what it does. Simply write to: Robert P. Keim, President, The Advertising Council, Inc., 825 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

A Public Service of This Magazine & The Advertising Council.

The cost of preparation of this advertisement was paid for by the American Business Press, the association of specialized business publications. This space was donated by this magazine.
IT'S THE LAW

As a practicing lawyer specializing in computer law and as a reader of your magazine for 10 years, I am appalled at the complete misstatements of the status of present copyright law protection for computer software. I refer to the first several pages of the article "Fingerprinting a Program" (by Karl J. Dakin and David A. Higgins) in your April issue.

While I am not qualified to comment on some of the technical issues in the rest of the article, which appears on the surface to have some very good technical ideas, the misstatements of legal propositions (from the bottom of p. 133 to the first column of p. 134) are incredible. Surely you must have some process for review of legal materials you publish.

True, early interpretations have been inconsistent, and so far there is very little case law on the issue of software protection under federal copyright laws. However, the statement that there is a decision in which "a court ruled that a copyright on the source code for a program does not extend to its derivative object code, holding that object code is a separate physical manifestation requiring its own registration" is simply not true. According to one of the authors of your article, Mr. Dakin, with whom I have discussed the matter by phone, this statement refers to the Data Cash case decided under the copyright law prior to the new copyright law which became effective on Jan. 1, 1978. Mr. Dakin acknowledged to me that in the process of editorial revisions the word "registration" was substituted for "notification." This error is bad enough, but the article compounds the problem by stating that registration of the source does not cover the program when in object code form. This is not the law and Data Cash did not so hold. In fact, when it was appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals, that court simply ruled that the lack of a copyright notice on the ROM package was fatal, because the copyright law in effect prior to 1978 required that all copies had to carry copyright notices in order to be protected.

Since that decision, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California decided the Tandy case, under the 1978 copyright law. The court correctly concluded that object code in ROM form is protected by the copyright law. Parties interested in pursuing this issue should read that case.

However, the worst and most incorrect information set forth in Mr. Dakin's article is contained in the following sentence: "If a program's source code is copyrighted, protection does not extend to the object code for the program, nor to the same program translated into a different language, and probably not to any other form of the source code (i.e., magnetic impulses on tape or disk) that are not directly readable with the naked eye."

Every single statement in that sentence is wrong, under the 1978 copyright law. Mr. Dakin has acknowledged that "in retrospect," it would appear that many of his statements about the law are not correct. For the record, the reason the statements at the bottom of p. 134 are incorrect is that Congress, in adopting the definition used in the copyright law under Section 101, has defined "copies" as follows:

"Copies" are material objects, other than phonorecords, in which a work is fixed by any method now known or later developed, and from which the work can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device. The term "copies" includes the material object, other than a phonorecord, in which the work is first fixed.

Thus, source code reduced to a magnetic image on a roll of tape is not in any way deprived of its protection under the copyright law. The regulations of the copyright office specifically provide a means of filing works that are in magnetic form, just as the rules permit the filing of documents in photographic copy form (microfiche).

Furthermore, Mr. Dakin's statement that translation of a program from one computer language to another would not be covered is clearly untrue in light of the definition of a "derivative work" as "a work based upon one or more preexisting works, such as a translation ... or any other form in which a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted." There are a number of cases in which copyrights were held to be infringed when books were translated from a foreign language into English, or vice versa. While there is no known case on this subject concerning computer programs, the analogy is obviously clear, as is the statute.

Mr. Dakin also states that if program source code is copyrighted, the protection does not extend to the program's object code. There is presently considerable misinformation being published in technical publications which might lead to that conclusion if one were not familiar with copyright law. Since the only way the writer of a computer program can obtain object code from his source code is to compile or interpret the program through use of a machine, we find it hard to misunderstand or misinterpret the rather clear language of Section 102 (a) of the copyright law, effective Jan. 1, 1978, which states:

"Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device."

The law goes on to state that works of authorship include a number of categories including literary works (which is the category applicable to computer programs), motion pictures, sound recordings, etc. Inasmuch as the copyright office regularly accepts videotape recordings of CBS news broadcasts as copyright deposits, which are obviously in a form of magnetic image, any position to the contrary goes against common sense.

At this stage of interpretation of the new copyright law there are few cases and fewer, if any, clear explanations of this law applied to the computer industry. Unfortunately, the computer industry's technology has moved faster than the ability of the legal
system to keep up with it—probably because most practicing lawyers and judges have little or no scientific or mathematical background. The fact is that the Anglo-American judicial system has always had trouble dealing with the category of property known as "intellectual property," which is that body of the law relating to ideas and concepts not usually visible as tangible objects.

I sincerely hope that your publication will make an effort to inform and educate the industry by accurate and timely articles relating to these problems. Unfortunately, the article in question does a disservice to that objective.

—G. Gervaise Davis III
Schroeder & Davis, Inc. Monterey, Calif.

Kark J. Dakin, a lawyer with Corporon & Keene, Englewood, Colo., responds:
Mr. Davis has strongly criticized the article "Fingerprinting a Program," which I coauthored in the April issue of DATAMATION. I would first like to state my appreciation for the comments of Mr. Davis and others, and to DATAMATION for publishing the article. The input received has better prepared Mr. Higgins and myself as we now submit this proposed solution in actual litigation. My only regret is that Mr. Davis confined his remarks to two prefatory sentences and did not address the central theme of the article.

The two statements discussed by Mr. Davis are indeed incorrect and misleading. This is due to 1) carelessness in word selection, 2) reliance on a court case that was later overruled by another case after the article had been written, and 3) conservative reading of the Copyright Act based upon my technical background. I believe that Mr. Davis’s opinion is now the prevailing one. I would add my reasons. The Copyright Act states specifically in Section 102(b):

"In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work."

This raises the question of what remains in a computer program to be protected. One must rely upon the stated intent of the Congress in passing the 1976 amendments that computer programs were meant to be protected. One must also presume that protection goes to "derivative works" and "copies." This presently includes object code and ROMS. ADAPSO has proposed copyright protection for any equivalent of the source code. Again, this raises the question of whether we are protecting a work of authorship or an idea.

I regret that space does not permit me to go into this area in more detail. My apologies to any readers who were misled by my statements. I still welcome any questions or comments.

We can argue about matters such as the precise definition of computer abuse, the number of unreported and/or undetected computer abuses, and the validity of the frequently made statement that the average loss from a computer-related crime is $450,000, but we cannot ignore the basic issue that conditions are ripe for a surge in computer abuse.

Over the next few years, millions of computers of all sizes—many with telecommunications interfaces—will be sold and millions of people, predominantly young, will learn how to use them. Although the vast majority of these people will use computers in a constructive and responsible manner, a small percentage will not. Unfortunately, this small percentage will be significant in absolute terms and particularly troublesome because of the major impact that even a single abuser can have on the complex interrelated systems of computers, communications, and terminals upon which our society has come to depend.

This expression of concern is not new. Four years ago, then acting U.S. assistant attorney general for the Criminal Division told a Senate hearing: "Our political, economic, and social institutions have grown increasingly dependent upon computers to the point that their illicit manipulation or malicious destruction can potentially wreak havoc on society... The very existence of a broad base of computer usage and computer knowledge, and its projected increase in the years to come, suggests that we will experience an increase in the opportunities for computer-related abuses in the years ahead." The problem is that we have only moved slowly and in limited ways to protect our society against the perils of computer abuse.

This lack of substantive action can be seen in many areas. Laws need to be updated to reflect the capability and availability of modern computer technology, but the federal government and most of the states have not yet done so, despite lengthy hearings and discussions. Prosecutors must learn about computer technology, but few law enforcement agencies are developing this expertise. Companies must be more willing to prosecute computer abusers, even if it leaves them open to some embarrassing comments by their customers and competitors, but the general feeling remains that most computer abuse by employees is hushed up. Computer systems designers must build in more mandatory protection features, but the industry has not established appropriate standards. Our young people must be trained to use computers in responsible and ethical ways, but too few educators have really faced up to this challenge.

When we look at the issue of educators’ responsibility for instructing the new entrants to the field in the appropriate use of computers, we immediately come face to face with the question of the amorality of computers. Should we, to paraphrase the gun lobby, bypass the whole matter by saying "computers don’t abuse, people do"? Like many slogans, this one has an element of truth in it but also a fatal flaw. One simply cannot teach, let alone use, any technology in a vacuum. Humans and their technology are inextricably interrelated. Moreover, when we separate technology from its use, we implicitly raise technology to the same level as humans and deny the human’s responsibility for controlling technology. Thus, although in theory I am willing to accept the amorality of computer technology, I believe that in practice the only thing we are able to consider is the technology embodied in a particular moral environment. This is not an amoral situation. Therefore, I reject the contention that the computer scientists should teach the
The entry fee to computer-aided logic design has just dropped to $34,500. From D/L, from Three Rivers Co.
technology (hardware and software) and leave the moralizing to the
philosophers or to those of us who teach courses on computers in
society. The computer scientist must also teach the ethics of the
technology.

Assuming that our hypothetical educator agrees with the
essential morality of the computer in an environment, he or she may
raise a second question. Is the frequency of computer abuse high
enough to warrant taking up valuable class time discussing it? I do
not wish to argue about the specific incidence of computer abuse,
but rather to point out the potentially serious consequences of even
a few malevolent acts. This is analogous to the problem of nuclear
reactor safety, where the probability of a meltdown is very low but
the consequences of one occurring are extremely serious.

In addition to discouraging students from becoming com-
puter abusers, there are additional benefits to be gained from dis-
cussing the abuse issue in classes. These include making the
"good" students aware of the need to defend systems against
abuse; pointing out some of the telltale signs of abuse; and suggest-
ways of building secure hardware and software systems. These
lessons are important since abusers tend to devote a lot of their own
time and computer resources to finding vulnerable spots and poten-
tial victims. The "good" computer scientist or data processor must
know how to both recognize the signs of abuse and protect against
abusers.

Will teaching the appropriate use of computers result in
none of the students becoming involved in abuse? Unfortunately
not, but I find it hard to believe that it will not help keep some
students out of mischief. At the very least, it will let all the students
know the ramifications of even seemingly harmless antics.

Such ramifications include wasted computer resources,
wasted staff time spent tracking down the culprit, and inconve-
nience to other serious users of the system. For example, the theft
of a single privileged password on a timesharing system usually
requires the changing of all passwords on that system. A more
subtle but possibly more serious effect of even a single abuser
among the users of a timesharing system is that all work is, to some
extent, impeded by the need for everyone to follow more extensive
security procedures.

In order to teach computer ethics, the instructors themselves
must be able to distinguish appropriate from inappropriate comput-
er use. This is of particular concern when relatively young people
are teaching courses. Their mastery of the technical subject matter
may be excellent but may not always be matched by an under-
standing of what constitutes appropriate use of computers. All too
often I hear of courses at computer schools, computer camps, high
schools, and yes, even colleges and universities, being taught by
teenagers or undergraduates who have had no prior training in
computer ethics.

For example, I recently discovered that one of our Colum-
bia undergraduates was serving as the instructor for a computing
course at a nonprofit community service organization. This would
have been fine and laudable except that he was, without permis-
sion, assigning his teenage students to the university computer
system by letting them use our timesharing system at no charge. He was able
to do this because he had obtained an ID and password without
proper authorization from a legitimate student user. When chal-
enged, the young man emphatically and repeatedly claimed that he
had only done it once and did not realize that it was an inappropriate
use of university facilities. However, when confronted with the log
records, he admitted much more extensive use. Appropriate disci-
plinary action was taken by the dean, and I have reason to hope that
this particular individual will reform.

Interestingly, the management of the institution involved in
this example had never questioned how the instructor was able to
obtain free computer time at Columbia, even though the institution
earlier had requested and been quoted a charging rate for using the
same facility. (The institution decided to buy less expensive com-
puter time elsewhere for its course.) Furthermore, I am not sure to
this day that that institution has appreciated the poor example set for
its students or the need to be more concerned about the selection of
instructors for computing courses.

I am not suggesting that all young instructors are necessarily
unethical and incapable of teaching appropriate use of computers. It
does, however, seem questionable to entrust the training of students
to people who have neither maturity nor, in most cases, any prior
instruction themselves as to what is appropriate and inappropriate
with respect to computer usage. The employers of such inexperi-
enced teachers must also bear some responsibility for making sure
that the courses are being handled in appropriate ways.

The lack of appreciation of ethical issues is not limited to
young instructors. Unfortunately, a number of older teachers also
have very cavalier attitudes with respect to usage of computers at
their own or other institutions. Some of these attitudes stem from
the widespread lack of understanding among faculty members that
computers are not free goods such as traditional library services;
others from a general disdain of anything perceived as being in the
way of their work getting done. These instructors would not think
to steal an object of value, like a wallet, but they do not always see
the harm in theft of service—be it hopping over a subway turnstile
to get a free ride or stealing a computer user's ID and password.

I think of one faculty member at a major university who
agreed in his ID application that only he would use the ID, but then
gave it to his 14-year-old son. The son then proceeded to use it in a
very skillful but malicious manner. The uncovering of this problem
apparently wasted at least a man-week of systems programmer
time, in addition to the inconvenience caused to other users. Fortu-
nately, not all unauthorized giving away of IDs has such serious
consequences; but what sort of an example is a faculty member
setting when he disregards the rules?

There have also been cases of high school and college
instructors encouraging their students to attempt to break into their
own or other institutions' computer systems. This is usually justi-
fied in one of two ways. First, it is socially desirable that organiza-
tions protect their computer systems and, therefore, the students are
being helpful by attempting to discover loopholes. The second
rationale is that such activity encourages creative thought. I cate-
gorize neither of both arguments. The former is incredibly presump-
tuous and the latter ignores the numerous legal ways in which
creative thought can be developed.
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Choose the proven conversion software.

Choose DASD.

Don't take chances with your conversion. Choose DASD Conversion Software. It's proven itself time and again on actual conversions.

Our software library is comprehensive, well-designed, thoroughly developed. It offers a full range of proven conversion tools, plus specifically designed utilities.

DASD personnel are tops in the field, fully qualified and experienced in all major hardware, languages and applications. We're fully staffed, able to go anywhere, any time you need us. And we'll handle either partial or turnkey conversions. On time and within budget.

Let us help with your conversion. Circle the appropriate number on the Reader Service Card and return it today.

Conversion Programs           Reader Service
Available                      Number

RPG/RPG II to COBOL           Circle No. 153
NEAT/G to COBOL               Circle No. 154
DIBOL to COBOL                Circle No. 155
COBOL to COBOL                Circle No. 156
FORTRAN TO FORTRAN            Circle No. 157
DOS ALC to OS ALC             Circle No. 158
MAP to COBOL                  Circle No. 159
COBOL ISAM to COBOL VSAM     Circle No. 160
CCP to CICS                   Circle No. 161
SYSTEM 34RPG to SYSTEM 38RPG  Circle No. 162

Job control language translators also available.
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I strongly believe that educational institutions have a responsibility not only to include ethical considerations along with the technical ones in computer courses, but also to insist that their own facilities be run and used only in ethical and appropriate ways. To do less than this is to condone and encourage computer abuse. Thus, it is necessary to enforce reasonable rules for using an educational institution's computing facilities and then to require that the students, faculty, and staff abide by them.

This is in sharp contrast to the situation at one New York school that a few years ago ran a timesharing system on which all student users had full operator privileges. These privileges were used by some of the students—probably with the implicit, if not explicit, consent of their instructor—to experiment with ways of breaking into a system. These students then tried out their new skills by attacking one of Columbia University's timesharing systems. It took our skilled systems programmers several days, including many hours at night, to repel the attack and to assure the safety of our system.

Rules are not always popular these days, but I would suggest that they are the glue that keeps any society or group from breaking apart. Moreover, by being wishy-washy about the rules, we do not help the students. If we as adults are not clear as to what is appropriate, how can we expect the students to develop responsible attitudes?

In this regard, I was particularly concerned by the attitudes expressed in a recent editorial in one of our widely circulated trade publications. Responding to a school that had set up regulations against computer abuse after an incident involving a student changing a grade stored in a computer, the editorial writer stated:

"...academic officials must remember that a major purpose of higher education is to stimulate creative thought rather than stifle curiosity. They must use the regulations they draw up as guidelines rather than as sets of hard and fast rules. Any case of reported computer abuse on campus should be judged individually and with a flexible attitude by responsible officials who are familiar with how a computer system works."

"This practice will inevitably take more time than simply pointing to the rule book and instituting disciplinary action. But the alternative could mean computer science graduates who are incapable of original concepts—and that alternative is unacceptable for both the students and the companies that need those new thoughts." (Computworld, May 31, 1982, p. 24.)

To me, this is extremely muddled thinking. If educational institutions cannot provide creative challenges to students without the students having to resort to antisocial or illegal activities, then those institutions need some personnel changes.

This is definitely not to say that courses on computer security should be dropped; just that student exercises should—indeed must—be controlled. For example, if an attack on a live system were deemed to be an appropriate learning exercise, it could be carried out with the knowledge and permission of the manager of the target system. There would also have to be a clear understanding that the manager would be notified immediately of any success and that any penetration would not be followed by malicious actions.

Returning to the general issue, it is important that a violator of the rules should have all the benefits of due process. At the same time, I believe that students should be held accountable for violations. The penalty should also fit the crime and I am not advocating public execution for minor offenses. It is important, however, that we not overlook the small problems as this may well encourage bigger ones. In practice, I have found that the word soon gets around when an abuser is caught and dealt with appropriately by his or her dean—being put on probation or suspended, say—and this discourages other potential abusers.

We must get away from the view that student abuse of computers is akin to swallowing goldfish and similar youthful pranks—goings-on that we may dislike but can ignore because the students will quickly outgrow them. It is essential that we correct...
We're Committed to Data Communications.

If you share our commitment, we want to talk with you.

Since the mid-70's, Memorex has been committed to advancing the art and science of communications. Today, our Data Communications Group develops and manufactures leading-edge, interactive minicomputer-based systems. We're a major force in the development of front-end processors, SNA controllers, packet switching (X.25), and terminals. Memorex is growing. Our Group's revenue base will increase 50% this year, 75% in 1983. Our engineering group grew by one third in the first half of this year, and will grow by another 50% over the next year. This is where you come in. We have immediate openings in the following areas:

**Manager, Printer Development**

You will be responsible for engineering the development of printer products, including product definition, design development, scheduling, manufacturing release and technical support. You will use your management skills in staffing, budgeting and resource allocation, and will participate in product planning and provide engineering input to the marketing requirement statement. Requires a BSEE and 7 years' experience in data communications systems design and development.

**Manager, Hardware Development**

Reporting to our VP of Engineering, you will be in charge of establishing and leading a disciplined engineering team committed to the timely delivery of high-quality, technically innovative communications and microcomputer system products. To qualify for this highly visible position, you must have a BSEE (MS/PhD preferred) plus at least 10 years of increasingly responsible design, technical management and business management experience involving microprocessor, firmware, local area network or data communications products. At some time in your career you should have been directly responsible for the design, development and release of a computer system or a significant part thereof (e.g., memory, I/O, or control unit) and be familiar with current communication concepts. You will need to demonstrate your success in motivating people to meet schedules with quality products. Familiarity with IBM 3270 product line is desirable but not required.

**Manager, Terminal Development**

Reporting to the Manager of Hardware Development, you will be responsible for the on-going development of our line of IBM compatible terminal products. You will take a project from the marketing product requirement statement through development and into manufacturing. You'll also be responsible for enhancements and feature development. You should possess a BSEE degree or equivalent and at least 5 years' design experience, preferably in terminal or related products. You should also have a minimum of 18 months' managerial experience.

Memorex Corporation, a Burroughs Company, is a world leader in the design, development, marketing and manufacture of storage retrieval devices, communications and media products. We believe our industry-leading position has been built through the imagination and innovation of our people. When you join Memorex, you become part of a company that has committed substantial resources to providing a professional environment in which creativity and innovation are encouraged and supported. Our philosophy is that your personal advancement results in our corporate growth.

For immediate consideration, send your resume to: Joyce Cordi, Memorex Corporation, 18922 Forge Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014. PRINCIPALS ONLY, PLEASE. We are an equal opportunity employer.

**Building on strength.**

MEMOREX
A Burroughs Company
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The Monday afternoon blahs had set in and a group of our journey-men programmers were gathered around the coffeepot discussing the weekend’s collection of programming glitches. Initially, the conversation sounded pretty much like the usual misery-loves-company gripe sessions that can develop late Monday after a long hard weekend getting the new software releases up and running. (We make all our major changes late Saturday night or Sunday afternoon to inconvenience as few production customers as possible.) After 15 or 20 minutes, the discussion started to shift from the headaches of the past week to the heartburns of the next.

One junior programmer was having difficulty building screen formats for a new CRT about to be introduced for a customer’s application. As he described his problem, one of the more experienced programmers deduced that most of the difficulties were due to the errors being experienced in padding random length input strings to fixed lengths in order to support the application program’s column oriented formats.

Once the first programmer finished his tale of trouble, the second programmer started to show him how to scan the input buffer from right to left, rather than from left to right, in order to more easily detect the end of the string and hence compute the number of blanks needed for padding. About the

The errors of the mischievous abusers and put them on the straight and narrow, and the malicious abusers must be made to face the consequences of their actions in the hope that a sharp pull will teach at least some of them that computer crime does not pay.

These hard-line attitudes I am suggesting for educational institutions will be of relatively little use if employers, professional societies, publications, etc., in the computer field do not back them up both by word and deed. There are lots of things that vendors as well as user organizations can do, ranging from seeking improved legislation and law enforcement to the development of more secure systems. In particular, we must neither sweep the problems under the proverbial rug nor make heroes of the computer criminals turned computer security consultants.

Bruce Gilchrist
Director of computing activities, Columbia University
New York, New York

**BEYOND FOLK WISDOM**

The Monday afternoon blahs had set in and a group of our journey-men programmers were gathered around the coffeepot discussing the weekend’s collection of programming glitches. Initially, the conversation sounded pretty much like the usual misery-loves-company gripe sessions that can develop late Monday after a long hard weekend getting the new software releases up and running. (We make all our major changes late Saturday night or Sunday afternoon to inconvenience as few production customers as possible.) After 15 or 20 minutes, the discussion started to shift from the headaches of the past week to the heartburns of the next.

One junior programmer was having difficulty building screen formats for a new CRT about to be introduced for a customer’s application. As he described his problem, one of the more experienced programmers deduced that most of the difficulties were due to the errors being experienced in padding random length input strings to fixed lengths in order to support the application program’s column oriented formats.

Once the first programmer finished his tale of trouble, the second programmer started to show him how to scan the input buffer from right to left, rather than from left to right, in order to more easily detect the end of the string and hence compute the number of blanks needed for padding. About the time this explanation was completed, a third programmer pointed out that this was still more difficult than necessary. Since the program under discussion was coded in PL/1, the third programmer noted, it would be much easier just to concatenate a long string of blanks to the input buffer and then truncate the string at the desired length with the help of the SUBSTR function. Not only did this eliminate the need for looping through the input buffer to find the last character, it also automatically solved problems resulting from entry of a null or overlength string.

My coffee grew cold as I listened to the discussion. Here were bright, talented, trained programmers teaching one another what I would consider routine tricks of the trade much as our ancestors back in the forest used to teach their children. Somewhere the juxtaposition of 1980s technology and the ancient teaching technique of passing information orally from one person to another got me laughing. The laughing stopped quickly, however, once I got back to my desk and saw a treatise on software engineering that I had been meaning to read for a few weeks.

What was going on here? On one hand, highly competent programmers were teaching each other techniques around a coffee table, and on the other, some of the finest minds in the country are developing metrics for program development as if programming were an engineering discipline. How were these new programming
Packed with a basketful of features, the TRT range of Sematrans modems are outselling and outperforming all the others on the market. Over 130,000 Sematrans modems are now in service in more than 50 countries.

Shoppers the world over have chosen them for their conformity with international specifications and their configurability - with standard operating features and options designed to meet the specific needs of networks of all sizes and shapes.
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methodologies going to be used if we were still teaching the current, relatively elementary techniques as if they were folklore.

The very term “software engineering” implies a discipline to software development akin to that used in the already established engineering fields (e.g., electrical, civil, aeronautical, chemical). It should be possible, I thought, to isolate the differences between, say, chemistry and chemical engineering, and then apply the conclusions obtained from these differences to the computing world. Even if the conclusions could not be acted upon immediately, at least there would be some understanding of the steps necessary to move programming (essentially still an art form) toward engineering (a discipline).

Well, I ran my personal comparison between chemistry and chemical engineering. Two significant differences surfaced. The first is related to formal education: there are two distinct chemistry curricula, depending on whether an individual is being trained as a chemist or a chemical engineer. Computing has, in general, only one curriculum: computer science. There is only limited formal training available in computer software engineering. The upshot of this missing education is that the practitioners of computer science (i.e., programmers and analysts) get nearly all of their “practical” training on the job—after they graduate from school, rather than before they go to work. Since this mode of programmer training is not explicitly recognized by most commercial firms, the practical (as opposed to theoretical) knowledge necessary to produce good programs must be imparted informally by conversations among peers gathered around a coffee table.

The second difference is the absence in computing of common reference books containing the simple formulas of programming that comprise a significant portion of every program ever coded. No chemical engineer would ever need to derive from scratch the steps necessary to convert one chemical compound into another. Virtually all the formulas she would normally need are contained in a few standard reference volumes such as the *Handbook of Chemistry and Physics*. In computing, on the other hand, almost every programmer at one time or another must design primitive routines from scratch (e.g., the code to scan an input buffer to determine the length of the data). With the above differences in mind, the paths to improved programmer productivity are a bit clearer. Those of us in industry need to adjust our thinking regarding graduates of computer science curricula (by whatever degree title). We tend to expect engineers when instead we are getting scientists. While there is nothing intrinsically wrong with this, it does mean that we cannot expect every computer science graduate to immediately be able to program

---

**SMOKEETER Electronic Air Cleaners**

Smoke Cleaners protect your system by removing smoke and dust particles before they have a chance to damage the system. Clean air is recirculated throughout the room, decreasing the problems associated with airborne dust and extending shelf life of magnetic media.

For more information on how SMOKEETER can protect your computer investment, write or call today.
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**TERMINALS FROM TRANSNET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>12 MOS</th>
<th>24 MOS</th>
<th>36 MOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADM3 CRT Terminal</td>
<td>$1.525</td>
<td>$1.295</td>
<td>$1.195</td>
<td>$1.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM3 CRT Terminal</td>
<td>$1.525</td>
<td>$1.295</td>
<td>$1.195</td>
<td>$1.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-100</td>
<td>$625</td>
<td>$535</td>
<td>$475</td>
<td>$425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-100</td>
<td>$625</td>
<td>$535</td>
<td>$475</td>
<td>$425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-100 Color CRT</td>
<td>$2,675</td>
<td>$2,295</td>
<td>$2,005</td>
<td>$1,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-100 Color CRT</td>
<td>$2,675</td>
<td>$2,295</td>
<td>$2,005</td>
<td>$1,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC SPINWRIGHT</td>
<td>$2,685</td>
<td>$2,325</td>
<td>$2,085</td>
<td>$1,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC SPINWRIGHT</td>
<td>$2,685</td>
<td>$2,325</td>
<td>$2,085</td>
<td>$1,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGIZER</td>
<td>$1.525</td>
<td>$1.295</td>
<td>$1.195</td>
<td>$1.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGIZER</td>
<td>$1.525</td>
<td>$1.295</td>
<td>$1.195</td>
<td>$1.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON</td>
<td>$2,675</td>
<td>$2,295</td>
<td>$2,005</td>
<td>$1,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON</td>
<td>$2,675</td>
<td>$2,295</td>
<td>$2,005</td>
<td>$1,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON</td>
<td>$1.525</td>
<td>$1.295</td>
<td>$1.195</td>
<td>$1.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON</td>
<td>$1.525</td>
<td>$1.295</td>
<td>$1.195</td>
<td>$1.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPIPLINE X 4 Channel Stat Monitor</td>
<td>$2,675</td>
<td>$2,295</td>
<td>$2,005</td>
<td>$1,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPIPLINE X 4 Channel Stat Monitor</td>
<td>$2,675</td>
<td>$2,295</td>
<td>$2,005</td>
<td>$1,795</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DEC is the trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
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**STUART LEEDS**
LocalNet™ keeps university students from learning too much.

Like the latest grade point averages. Or details of the dean's expense account.
Take Brown University, for example.
LocalNet's broadband technology connects Brown computer users to administrative and educational data centers. While programmable channel selection and end-to-end encryption can keep inquiring minds from inquiring in the wrong places. Yet still give them access to the tools they need to enrich their education.

No small feat when you consider that Brown's network handles over 800 terminals and ports, plus diverse timeshared computers. Along with energy management and campus security data. Twenty four hours a day, seven days a week.

It takes experience to design local area networks with this kind of performance. Our experience includes over 150 networks worldwide. More than any other open network supplier. Nearly a dozen at colleges and universities alone.

And what we learn on campus we share with LocalNet users in industry, finance, and government.

So if you're designing a local area network, or think you should be, contact us at Sytek, Inc., 1153 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale, California 94086. Telephone (408) 734-9409.

Ask us your toughest design questions.
The answers are academic.


At Megatek, we've turned state-of-the-art into state-of-the-past. We design and manufacture the most sophisticated computer graphics systems you can buy. We call it Megateknology.™

While others harp on state-of-the-art, we continue to innovatively pioneer in the science of computer graphics technology. And we've been doing it for years. Setting new industry standards and a pace the others can't match. Megateknology.

Since the mid-70's, we've been building tomorrow's needs into today's advanced Whizzard® graphics systems. Check your industry record book. The first superior stroke generator. First combined stroke and raster graphics system. First modular high performance 3D stroke equipment. First Dynamic 3D color refresh raster. On and on. Megateknology.

And in just a few days, we'll introduce another Megateknological breakthrough. CAD/CAM graphics like you've never seen before. Power, versatility, multi-functionality, convenience, more Megateknology.

Ah yes, then there's state-of-the-art. Why settle for that when you can choose Megateknology? At Megatek, for your sake, we hope you won't.

complex routines in the production oriented mode we now require. It means we must plan to provide our computer science graduates with training that teaches them the applied techniques of programming necessary for success in the industrial world.

While we are establishing our courses of applied programming, we need to begin a close cooperation with the academic community. There must be a mutual understanding of the distinction between computer scientists and software engineers, and the differences in educating them. In the long run, the educational system will be able to train graduates that are appropriately specialized in one area or the other. Once this stage has been reached, industry can then phase out significant portions of its applied programming training.

In parallel with our efforts in applied programming training, a coordinated effort to prepare a handbook of programming primitives should be undertaken. These primitives should be those program codes that every programmer ends up coding from scratch in support of his logic development (e.g., converting binary data to alphanumeric printable form, converting Julian date to calendar day/date, scanning an input buffer). Ideally, this effort should be coordinated by a national (e.g., ANSI, ACM, IEEE Computer Society, NBS) or even an international organization so that the primitives collected will be as broadly based as possible.

Notice that I have intentionally illustrated a program primitive in a broad, encompassing manner. In some cases, a programming primitive may be considered suitable for coding as a subroutine/procedure; in others, it may be short enough that it can be easily copied from a handbook into a section of code. The distinction between what is a programming primitive and what is not should be left to the coordinating organization. The point here is that industry could immediately benefit from such a handbook.

Preparation and broad, inexpensive distribution of a programming primitives handbook, coupled with recognition of the applied programming training issue, will allow industry to significantly improve its ability to prepare effective, timely software products. The need for some "coffee table" education will always be with us, but at least the amount of time spent teaching software engineering as folklore can be significantly reduced.

—David A. Feinberg
Seattle, Washington

WRITING GOOD, OR EVEN BETTER

It was late Saturday afternoon. Paul Willsome had a report to finish. He'd been at his word processor for nearly a week now. His Friday noon deadline was history, and so perhaps was his marriage. Willsome didn't know for sure. When he had asked his wife on Friday to bring him a change of underwear, she hung up on him. When he called back later, a voice said, "The new number is unlisted."

Willsome had already toiled through three drafts. The first came back marked "turgid." On the top of the second had been written, "Turgidity quotient increasing." Gently, Willsome handed in a third, then stood outside his boss's door waiting for the verdict. He felt certain this time his report would get a glowing review. Suddenly he heard the low hum of a machine followed by an awful munching noise. His report had vanished into the shredder. Willsome didn't even have a photocopy. His boss emerged, handed him a ball of confetti, then slammed his door.

By then Willsome was a tad resentful. Sure, his boss had been a communications major. While he had been lounging in the cool shade of campus maples perusing Jacques Barzun, Willsome had been reshaping the world with statistics, higher calculus, and stress coefficients. In his college papers Willsome's sentences had been as complex as long-chain molecules, but so what? His charts were sheer elegant simplicity. That's information, he muttered, but his conviction was shaken. (Like hey, I can talk as good . . . er, as well . . . as any darn communicator.) But the folly of his obstinacy was beginning to be apparent.

In desperation Willsome went to the company library and began leafing through trade magazines. He needed a model, something to look up to. Just in time his gaze strayed over a cover blurb: "How to Write: A Primer for Engineers." The article offered Willsome nine simple ways to save his job, his marriage, and get home in time for dinner. He punched open another Coke, parked himself at the processor, and began to read.

1. Prepare yourself for writing. Empty your mind of irrelevant thoughts, wipe the mayonnaise off your fingers. A training regimen is helpful; sit in front of a blank tv screen for several hours a day. This will tone lower back muscles. Squeeze tennis balls in each hand at the same time to strengthen your grip.

2. Write in your own style. If you don't have one, buy one, and get the best. Lewis Thomas is $49.59. Carl Sagan only $19.95. Skimping in this department will ruin your chances and may cause you to be confused with a punk hairdresser.

3. Stick to the point. Use periods. Provide ample space between words. Eat your soup.

4. Don't overstate the obvious. Example: Life is short. Such a statement will please somebody—anyone under 5 ft. 5 in.—but it will make others gnash their teeth. In Higgins vs. Rowjast, Higgins was awarded sizable damages after he crushed a molar while reading Rowjast's report. The offending phrase was: atoms are like peas in a pod, only smaller. Counterexample: it is not easy to weave a rope from silicon chips.

5. Avoid high-minded references. You may be literate, but your reader is probably still subscribing to Time. This is especially important if your reader is a vice president. Mention Ulysses and he will think, "I do?" If you feel you need the armature of another's wisdom, quote a Latin poet. For your own sake, though, leave it in Latin.

6. When you mention a person, use initials for all but the surname. This lends you the credibility of science. It also avoids the awkward Mr. Mrs., Ms., or Miss problem: especially nettlesome when gender or even species is not obvious.

7. Always include dollar figures. People feel good about money. It is portable, burns easily, and in bundles substitutes for firewood, and will make you more friends than "est" ever will. If your report is a bit controversial, staple a $10 bill to each page.

8. Don't supply a dedication, especially one beginning, "Thanks a lot to Koko in the mailroom for putting extra glue on the stamps, and to . . .


Willsome was elated. Here it was, all laid out for him. He began writing, his fingers flying over the keys with the speed of a romance novelist. In less than an hour Willsome's report was under Higgins's scrutiny. As he read a twitch of admiration—or was it envy?—played at the corner of his mouth. "Not bad, Willsome," he said. "Why the hell have you been tormenting yourself?"

Willsome drummed his fingers together. "The first three drafts were a little experimental," he said shyly. "I've been reading some Robbe-Grillet."

"Well," his boss said, "Every good report writer needs space to locate his milieu. You and the missus got plans for dinner?" He slapped Willsome on the back. "All these Hamiltons will come in handy."

—Tom Parrett
New York, New York

If you'd like to share your opinions, gripes, or experiences with other readers, send them to the Forum Editor, DATAMATION, 875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022. We welcome essays, poems, humorous pieces, or short stories.
YOU CAN DOCUMATE™ YOUR SYSTEMS FOR ONLY $350

WHAT IS DOCUMATE
DOCUMATE is a documentation/data dictionary system utilising its own stand alone database. It features easy accessibility to narratives of all systems, programs, procedures, data bases, files and fields. It has cross referencing capabilities between any of these systems entities.

HOW CAN DOCUMATE HELP IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY
In order for your EDP staff (old and new) to maintain or enhance their knowledge on existing systems and projects in progress, DOCUMATE can help by making the current system documentation readily available. It eliminates the problem of misinterpretation of systems since a complete set of system documentation can be printed at any time.

WHY IS DOCUMATE EFFECTIVE
DOCUMATE's ease of use encourages your system people to keep documentation up to date. Entering or altering system narratives and cross references are done interactively through a display terminal.

AVAILABLE FOR
PDP-11 (RSTS/E, RSX, RT-11, TSXplus) VAX (VMS)
IBM S/34

DOCUMATE permits cross referencing between any of the system entities

60 DAYS NO RISK OFFER

ORDER NOW

LETTRONIC LTD
15th Floor, Prosperous Bldg.
48 Des Voeux Road, C. Hong Kong

☐ Please send one copy of DOCUMATE
Enclosed is a cheque for US$350

☐ Please send user manual only.
Enclosed is a cheque for US$35

Name:
Company:
Address:
City:
State: Zip:
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AMPEX INTRODUCES EMULATION PLUS.

A NEW FAMILY OF EDITING TERMINALS THAT WORK HARDER AND COST LESS.

Ampex sets the trend in video display terminals with a new family of terminals that let you do more work at less cost than ever before. They're packed with the features you need in today's marketplace. Over a dozen resident emulations of major makes, detached and standard, European ergonomic, and Selectric-type keyboards. Seven resident national character sets. Non-volatile memory. Smooth scrolling, Keyboard setup mode, Auto x-y/xy-reel. FCC compliance. Nation-wide 24-HR service.

And much more. At prices so competitive you'll surprise you.

Today, find out more about our new D1125, D1150, D1155 and D1175 models. For further information or for the Ampex distributor in your area, call toll-free 800-421-6969. In California call 213-413-1413.

Ampex Corporation, Memory Products Division, 200 North Nash Street, El Segundo, CA 90245.
Another fact you won't find is that many of America's top corporations bought our CRTs. But when you read the specs sheets, it'll be easy to see the value they saw.

Take the microprocessor-based Teletype® 4540 terminal. This cost-effective 3270 compatible system now offers local connect, in addition to clustered and single display workstations, for applications involving inquiry response, data entry and retrieval.

Human engineering exemplifies the 4540's value with features like conveniently located controls; tactile feedback; adjustable keyboards; a reverse image cursor; smudge-resistant, etched glass; and a non-glare, tilt screen.

To minimize downtime, built-in self-diagnostics help you locate problems before they become bigger problems. And modular design permits easy component replacement to speed repairs.

These product features, coupled with a strong service organization and readily available inventories, enhance the 4540's overall value.

Although the word value isn't mentioned in our CRT specs, it certainly shows up in our CRTs.

**TELETYPE: VALUE SETS US APART.**

Teletype Corporation, 5555 Touhy Ave., Dept. 3223-A, Skokie, IL 60077. Tel. 1 800 323-1229.

"Teletype" is a registered trademark and service mark of Teletype Corporation.
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